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(ABSTRACT)

Response surface methodology (RSM) provides a useful framework for the optirnization of

stochastic simulation models. The sequential experimentation and model ütting procedures of

ä RSM enable prediction of the response and location of the optimum operating conditions. In a

simulation environment, the experimentation phase of RSM involves selecting the input variable
Q“

levels for each simulation run and assigning pseudorandom number streams to the stochastic model

components. Through an appropriate assignment of random number streams to simulation runs,

correlation among the simulated responses can be induced, thereby affecting reductions in the var-

iances of certain model coetlicients. Three methods of correlation induction are considered in this

research: (i) no correlation induction, achieved through the use of independent streams, (ii) posi-

tive correlation induction, achieved through the use of common streams, and (iii) a combination

of positive and negative correlation induction, achieved through the use of the assignment rule

blocking strategy.

The performance of the correlation induction strategies is evaluated in terms of two mean squared

error design criteria; MSE of response and MSE of slope. The MSE of slope criteria is useful

in the early stages of RSM, when the experimental objective is location of the region containing the

optimum. The MSE of response criteria is useful in the latter stages of RSM, when the exper-

imental objective is prcdiction of the optimum response. The correlation induction strategies are

evaluated under two experimental situations; titting a first order model while protecting against

quadratic curvature in the response surface, and iitting a second order model while protecting

against cubic curvature. In the case of litting a frrst order model, two-level factorial designs are used



to evaluate the correlation induction strategies, and in the second order case, four design classes are

considered; central composite designs, Box-Behnken designs, three·level factorial designs, and small

composite designs.

The iindings of this research indicate that the assignment rule blocking strategy generally performs

the best of the three strategies under both MSE criteria, and the performance of this strategy im-

proves as the magnitudes of the induced correlations increase. The independent streams strategy

is a poor choice when the design criteria is MSE of slope and the common streams strategy is a poor

choice when the design criteria is MSE of response. The central composite and Box-Behnken de-

signs were found to perform the best of the four second order design classes. The three-level fac-

torial designs performed poorly under MSE of response criteria and the small composite designs

performed poorly under the MSE of slope criteria.
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Chapter 1

Computer simulation studies offer a useful approach to modeling business and economic systems

when it is impossible or impractical to perform controlled experiments on the actual system. A

real-world system can be imitated, or simulazed, on a computer using a model of the actual system.

A model is a set of assumptions about how the system works and usually takes the form of math-

ematical or logical relationships. lf the relationships are fairly simple, then an exact analytic sol-

ution may be possible. However, models are frequently too complex to bc solved analytically and,

therefore, computer simulation can be a useful altemative for studying many real-world systems.

Banks and Carson (l) define simulation as the imitation of the operation of a real-world system

over time. A computer is programmed to perform the procedural steps of a simulation model and

the output data represents an artificial history of the actual system. The simulation~generated data

can be used to estimate the true characteristics of the system, draw inferences concerning the oper-

ating charactexistics of the system, and estimate performance measures of the system.

Law and Kelton (37) distinguish between types of computer simulation models on the basis of three

dichotomous characteristics: _
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I.- Static / Dynamic models:

Static simulation models are a representation of a system at a particular point
in time, whereas dynamic models represent a system as it evolves over time.

2. Deterministic / Stochastic models:

Deterministic simulation models contain no random variables and produce a
unique set of output data for a given set of input variables. Stochastic models
contain one or more random variables and the random output data only esti- _

mates the true characteristics of the system.

3. Discrete / Continuous models:

Discrete and continuous models are types of dynamic simulation models in
which the system is modeled over time. ln discrete models, the variables can
only change at specific points in time, whereas the variables can change con-
tinuously over time in continuous models.

'The simulation models of concern in this paper are dynamic, stochastic, and discrete, frequently

referred to as discrete·cvent simulation models.
(

The often-seen term, Monte Carlo, is defined by Hammersley and Handscomb (22) as the branch

of experimental mathematics which is concerned with experiments on random numbers. Distrib-

ution sampling refers to experiments which use Monte Carlo techniques but do not involve the

passage of time. These sampling experiments are static in nature and are not considered in this

research. Stochastic simulation,-on the other hand, refers to experiments which utilize Monte Carlo
‘

techniques and are dynamic in nature. The focus of this research is on stochastic simulation ex-

periments involving both the passage of time and the use of Monte Carlo techniques.

The starting point for any computer simulation study is the development of a mathematical model

of the actual system. Data for the simulation study can then be generated using Monte Carlo

techniques and a mathematical model of the real·world system. Naylor (50) lists four basic steps

involved in any computer simulation study:
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l. Formulation of the computer program.

2. Validation of the mathematical model.

3. Choice of the experimental design plan.

4. Analysis of the simulated data.

This research is primarily concemed with the third step: choice of the experimental design for

computer simulation studies. In a simulation context, the experiment is the execution of the com-

puter simulation model for a specified setting of the input variables and the design refers to the plan

used for selection of the input variable settings. The choice of experimental design depends on the

goals of the experimenter, or equivalently, the criteria chosen for evaluation of the design. Because

of the method by which random behavior is achieved in simulation studies, it is possible to induce

a correlation structure among simulated responses which, in turn, affects the choice of the exper-

imental design plan. This capability of inducing correlations among response observations is gen-

erally not available in other experimental situations and represents an added dimension in the design

of' computer simulation experiments.

Schruben and Margolin (S6) suggest that authors of textbooks on Monte Carlo methods (20),

(22), (33), (39), (49) appear to have accepted the premise that either experimental design procedures

or correlation induction techniques can be beneficially employed in simulation studies, but not both

simultaneouslyi Schruben and Margolin demonstrate the benefits that accrue when the two tech-

niques are combined in stochastic simulation studies. Their research evaluated three methods of

inducing correlations among simulated responses in the context of parameter estimationiof the

general linear model. Two variance·related design criteria were used to evaluate the three methods

of correlation induction. This research extends the work of Schruben and Margolin by further ex-

ploring the opportunities that arise when incorporating both experimental design and correlation

induction techniques as an integral part of simulation studies.
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A simulation study based on random behavior naturally requires a mechanism for the generation

of random responses. The response generating mechanism that is generally used in simulation

produces a set of independent random variates, each with a uniform distribution on the [0,1] inter-

val. The most commonly employed random number generation algorithm produces a nonrandom

sequence of numbers, each number being determined by its predecessor, and consequently all

numbers being determined by the number, or secd value. If the parameters of the generator

are cnosss carefully, then the streams of numbers are sufficiently uniform and independent for

many practical purposes. To emphasize the inherently nonrandom characteristic of the uniform

variates, these randomly generated streams of numbers are termed pseudorandom number streams.

In a simulation environment, the pseudorandom number streams used to generate values for the

stochastic model components can be selectively controlled. A technique which beneticially utilizes

this capability is termed a variance reduction technique (VRT). By appropriately assigning sets of

random number streams to design points, a correlation structure among the simulated responses

can be induced, thereby affecting reductions in the variances ofcertain parameter estimates. A VRT

does not rely on a statistical analysis of the input and output variables of a simulation study, but

instead relies on a reorganization of the simulation itself. If a simulation model is thought of as a

black box representing a real·world system, then a statistical analysis looks at the black box from

the outside only, but a VRT gets inside the black box and tampers with the intemal mechanisms.

The two VRTs which have received the greatest attention in the simulation literature are the as-

signment of common random number streams (CRN) and the assignment of antithetic random

number streams (ARN) to the process generating mechanisms of a simulation model on different

simulation runs. These two techniques, as well as the assignment of independent random number

streams (IRN), are the basis of the correlation induction strategies evaluated in this research.

The IRN technique uses aunique set of pseudorandom number streams to generate each of the

simulated responses, and therefore no correlation is induced among the sample responses. Suppose

T; and T; denote the mean sample responses on two different simulation runs, then for the IRN

technique the variance of the difference in these two mean responses becomes
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Var(?1—?;) = var(?',)+var(?,). [1.1]

Suppose Y- denotes the average of the mean responses, Y; and Y; , then the variance of this av-

erage sample response becomes

Var(?) = %[v¤(?„)+v¤(?z)]- [1.2]

The variances of these sample response measurements do not include any covariance terms because

no correlation is induced with the IRN technique and the individual sample responses are consid-

ered to be statistically independent.

The CRN technique induces positive correlation among the sample responses by using a common

set of pseudorandom number streams to generate two or more sample responses. The use of CRN

is based on the premise that experiments should be performed under as nearly homogeneous cir-

cumstances as possible. The technique is applicable when an experimenter is interested in com-

paring mean responses or estimating linear contrasts. The statistical justilication for CRN is that

the varlance of the difference between two mean responses,

vu?.-E) = Var(?;)+Var(?;)—2Cov(-Y;,—Y°;), [1.:1]

is reduced due to the positive correlation induced; that is, Cov(?1,i’_;)>0, when the CRN

technique isused.1

The ARN technique induces negative correlation between pairs of sample responses through the

use of complementary sets of pseudorandom number streams. The (0,1) uniform variate {r} is

used to generate one observation and its antithetic variate {1 - r} is used to generate the paired

observation, thereby inducing a negative correlation between the pair of responses. The logic be-

hind the use ofantithetic random number streams is that one observation in the pair should be large

and the other observation should be small, thus offsetting each other and inducing a negative cor-
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relation between the pair of responses. The ARN technique applies to the estimation of the average

response 7 at a particular setting of the input variables. Suppose T, and Y; are two estirnates

of the mean response at a specific setting of the input variables, then the variance of the average

sample response ,

var?) = %[Var(?;)+Var(?;)+2Cov(?;,-Y_;)], [1.4]

is reduced due to the negative correlation induced; that is, Cov (TUT;) < 0 , when the ARN

technique is used.

It should be noted that there are many other VRTs applicable to simulation experiments, such as

control variates, importance sampling, regression sampling, stratified sampling, and quasi-random

numbers, which are not addressed in this research. See references (23), (33), (37), (44), (61) for

discussions of these techniques.

In addition to the applicability of VRTs to simulation studies, experimental design procedures can

be beneficially employed as well. Experimental design, the process of planning the experiment so

that appropriate data will be collected, is often thought of as a subject dealing with problems and

techniques for designing real-world experiments. However, the techniques used in experimental

design are also relevant to the design of computer simulation experiments. In a simulation context,

experimental design procedures provide a way of deciding beforehand, 'where to take' the simu-

lation runs, so that the desired information can be obtained. Thus, experimental design enables the

experimenter to achieve the desired goals through specific choice of the input variable settings.

The general purpose of an experiment (to obtain the desired information) is not suflicient for de-

signing an experimental plan. Therefore, statisticians have developed various design criteria, and

the experimenter can choose one according to the purposes of the study. The design criteria might

be to provide economy in the number ofexperimental runs, achieve desirable confounding pattems,

obtain minimum variance estimators, the mean squared error of prediction, or other ob-
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jectives (45), (51), (57). As the experimenter learns more about the behavior of the actual system

through the simulation experiments, his or her goals often become more precise, with the final

objective frequently being a search for the conditions that maximize or response.

The problem of optimization in simulation is an extremely diflicult one and has received increased

attention in recent years (2), (1 1), (41), (42), (43), (53). One optimization strategy that is often cited

is response surface methodology (RSM); a collection of statistical and mathernatical procedure:

specifically designed for the ernpirical estimation of optimum system operating conditions. A re-

sponse surface is simply the expected response of a system (output measure of the system': per-

formance) viewed as a function of the factors (input variables of the simulation model). Once a

simulation model describing the actual system has been developed, RSM can be an effective vehicle

for constructing and parameterizing optirnization models. Through sequential experimentation and

model fitting, the values of the input variables that optimize the simulated response can be esti-

mated. The experimental investigation of a response surface is generally divided into two phases;

a design phase and an analysis phase. In the design phase, decisions are made to set the factors at

certain levels for a given simulation run. This is equivalent to the selection of the design points.

In the analysis phase, the response data from the experimental runs is used to answer questions

regarding the operating conditions of the system. Since the eventual goal of RSM is usually opti-

rnization, it is extremely important that proper experimental design plans be chosen so that an ac-

curate estimate of the true optimum can be obtained.

Myers (46) jvc: two typical goals of an experimenter using response surface methods:

l. Find a suitable approximating function for the purpose of predicting future re- g
sponse.

2. Determine the values of the factors which are optimum as far as the response
is concerned.

Achieving either of these goals requires determining the relative contributions of the input variables

to the response. Response surface methods assume that the relationship between the response and

the input variables can be approximated with low·order polynomial models within restricted regions
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of the factors. First order polynomial models are typically used to study the response data in small .

regons of the factor space where little curvature in the response function is expected. Second order

polynomial models are generally used in larger regons where there may be quadratic curvature in

the response function, or when the regen containing the optimum response has been tentatively

located. Models of order greater than two are sometimes used when the region of the optimum

response has been tentatively identified and cubic curvature in the response function is indicated.

As noted previously, RSM experiments are initially performed in small regons of the factor space

using first order polynomial models to fit the response data. These experiments are typically per-

formed sequentially until the regen which contains the optimum response has been located. Then,

to enable more accurate prediction and/or optimization, a second order polynomial model is fit to

the response data. An appropriate experimental design plan must be developed for each sequential

set of experiments performed during the optimization process. The choice of an experimental de-

sign plan is affected by a variety of factors. These include:

l. Order of the fitted response model.

2. Design criteria chosen by the experimenter.

3. Structure of the cerrelatien matrix of the sample responses.

The focus of this research is the evaluation of three strateges for inducing correlation among the

sample responses of a simulation model. These strateges are evaluated fer the cases of fitting first

and second order polynomial models using two mean squared error design criteria.

The design criteria of integrated mean squared error of response, which takes variance of the pre-

dicted response and bias due to model misspecification into account, was first proposed by Box and

Draper (5) for a spherically·shaped regen in the factor space. Later, Draper and Lawrence (16)

extended the criteria to cuboida.l·shaped regons and recently Draper and Guttman (15) extended

the criteria to a family of flexible regen shapes. A generalization of the mean squared error criteria,

proposed by Myers and Laheda (48), involves minimizing the integrated mean squared error of the
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slopes of the response fbrnction for either a spherical or cuboidal region of interest. Throughout this

research the Box and Draper criteria is referred to as the MSE ofresponse criteria and the Myers

and Lahoda criteria is referred to as the MSE ofslope criteria.

Three specific correlation induction strategies are evaluated in this research using these two MSE

design criteria; minimum MSE of response and minimum MSE of slope. The first correlation

induction strategy is that of inducing no correlation among the sample responses, achieved by using

independent random number streams (IR) for all design points. The second strategy involves the

induction of positive correlations among the sample responses, achieved by using common random

number streams (CR) for all non-replicated design points. The third strategy is the assignment rule

(AR), a method proposed by Schruben and Margolin (56) which can be applied to orthogonally

blockable experimental designs. The AR strategy involves the induction of positive correlations

among responses in the same blocks and the induction of negative correlations between responses

in different blocks. The strategy is achieved by using common sets of random number streams for

non-replicated design points within orthogonal blocks, and using antithetic sets of streams for

non-replicated design points in the opposite blocks. Hussey, Myers, and Houck (28), (29) evaluated

these three correlation induction strategies for both first and second order response surface models

using four variance-related design criteria. This research extends their work in the following two

ways:

l. Incorporation of bias into the design criteria.
2. lnclusion of designs with replicated center runs.

The objective of this research is to investigate the performance of the three correlation induction

strategies on response surface designs which are applicable to a wide variety of simulation studies.

Relevant research Ending in the areas of simulation and response surface methodology are re-

viewed in Chapter 2. The correlation induction strategies and MSE design criteria are fully pre-

sented in that chapter. In Chapter 3 the correlation induction strategies are evaluated for Erst order

response surface designs and in Chapter 4 second order designs are considered. An overview of this

research is presented in Chapter 5.
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t Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Computer Simulation Methodology

Simulation is a computer·based numerical technique for the experimental study of a stochastic or

deterministic process over time. Simulation studies are generally undertaken with a goal of learning

something about the actual process. Once the goal is clearly identilied, the experimental process

is thoroughly researched and a valid simulation model is developed. The simulation model can then

be used to generate the data necessary to determine the relationship between the input variables and

some specified output variable. The values of the input variables, or factors, are specified by the

experimenter and can be easily changed from one simulation run to the next. The output variable,

or response, is generated by the simulation experiment and is generally a performance measure re-

lated to the real-world system being studied. Typically, the goal of an experimenter is the prediction

or optimization of response, which can be accomplished by determining the relationship between

the factors and the response variable. Krasnow (36) distinguishes among three methods of ob-

serving a simulated response variable:
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1. The response can reflect the model state at certain prespecified times, or under
certain prespecified conditions, such as the value of the response when the
simulated time is t minutes or the queue size is equal to n.

2. The response can be observed as a time series, such as the value of the response
every t minutes, and the results related to simulated time using time series
analysis techniques. -

3. The response can be some statistical evaluation ofobservations over time, such
as the average inventory in the system during a specified time period.

This paper is primarily concerned with the third type of response variable measurement, and specific

attention is given to the average value of the response observations during the simulation runs.

Statistical evaluations of the response variable are generally easy to obtain because most computer

simulation packages include, as standard output, statistical summary measures of the response ob-

servations.

2.1.1 Generation of Simulated Responses

The output from a discrete·event simulation consists of a random sample of simulated responses

for each specific setting of the input variables. The values of the input variables, or factors, are fixed

by the experimenter and are easily changed from one run to the next. The values of the response,

or output variable, are randomly generated and recorded throughout the simulation runs. When

the simulated responses are recorded at equally spaced time intervals during the simulation runs,

the simulation can be viewed as a discrete time series, say

{Ym; u=l,2,...,N t=l,2,...,T}
i

where N is the number of specific settings of the factors, or equivalently, the
number of simulation runs,

T is the number of observed responses during each simulation run, and
Y„„ is the t'* observed response for the u"' setting of the factors.
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The statistical evaluation of interest is frequently the average of the observations in the series. The

average value of T response observations, denoted by 7,, , or simply Y,, , is the sample response for

the u"* setting of the factors. For processes which are second order stationary (expected value and

covariances of the Y,,,'s are finite), Schruben and Margolin (S6) suggest that the expected value of
l

the response be estimated by the average of the series. The sample response for the u"· simulation

run of a second order stationary process becomes

v,, ¤ % i v,,,. [2.1.1]
hl

This sample response is not necessarily computed using the first T time periods. The experirnenter

may choose to record the first response observation far enough into the run to eliminate transient

start-up conditions, or for variance considerations, the experimenter may choose to record obser-

vations during a specific time period after steady·state conditions have been reached. The sample

response values obtained from a number of simulation runs can then be used as the values of the

dependent variable in the regression models developed for optimization. The independent variables

of the regression models are the set of k input variables, whose values for the um simulation run

are specified by the design point ‘ i

ml-

The selection of N experimental design points constitutes the traditional experimental design. A

simulation run is made for each design point and a set of N sample response values is obtained.

The set of N sample responses and corresponding design points are used to estimate the parameters

‘ of the regression models developed for prediction of the system response.
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2.1.2 Pseudorandom Number Streams

A simulation study which models a stochastic process involves the use of random variables gener-

ated from one or more probability distributions. For example, the simulation of a multiple-server

queueing system may require specification of the distribution of customer interarrival times, the

probability of taking a particular path through the system, and the distribution of service times.

Assuming that observed data on the actual system is available, the probability distributions for the

stochastic model components can be specified using one of two general approaches:

1. Fit the observed data to a theoretical distribution form, such as an exponential,
normal, gamrna, or Poisson distribution.

. 2. Use the observed data to define an empirical distribution (typically used when
a theoretical distribution which adequately fits the data cannot be found).

For a complete discussion on the selection of input probability distributions, see Law and Kelton

(37). This research assumes that the experimenter has chosen appropriate input distributions for

the simulation model. Random variables from these distributions can then be generated by trans-

formations on independent, uniformly·distributed random variables on the [0,1] interval. Most

computer installations and simulation languages have algorithms for affecting these transformations.

Fishman (20) discusses the subroutines available in many simulation languages and presents the-

oretically exact methods for about twenty-five probability distributions.

Although the uniform (0,1) probability distribution is the simplest continuous distribution, its role

in computer simulation studies is extremely important. The prominent role of this distribution

sterns from the fact that random variables from all other distributions, as well as realizations of

various random processes, can be obtained from uniform (0,1) deviates through the use of appro-

priate transformations. The uniform deviates produced by random number generators are called

pseudorandom numbers because of the inherently nonrandom characteristics of the generation

processes. Typically, the random numbers are generated in sequence, and each number is deter-
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mined by one or more of its predecessors according to a fixed mathematical forrnula. Therefore,

once an initial seed value is chosen, the entire sequence of random numbers is completely deter-

mined. Most arithmetic generators can produce random numbers which appear to be independent

draws from the uniform (0,1) distribution. Descriptions ofvarious random number generators and

statistical techniques for testing random number sequences for uniforrnity and independence are

presented in references (20), (22), (37).

Simulation studies generally utilize many pseudorandom number streams simultaneously. Each

stream of numbers generated is assumed to be a set of random draws from the uniform (0,1)

probability distribution. However, because of the methods by which these uniform variates are

generated, each sequence of numbers is completely determined by its seed value. For a given seed

value, a stream of pseudorandom numbers is produced, denoted as

R=(l';,!';;f3,.....).

lf a simulation study involves the use of g pseudorandom number streams to drive the stochastic

components of the model, this set of streams, based on g seed values, can be denoted as

R=(R„ , R;,..., Rg).

In an experimental design context, simulation runs are considered design points, and each design

point utilizes a set of g pseudorandom number streams to generate values for the g stochastic

model components. One sample response value is generated for each simulation run. For an ex-

perimental plan involving N simulation runs, N sets of g pseudorandom number streams must be

chosen. If a different set of streams is used on each run, then the simulated responses should be

independent from one run to the next. However, if an experimenter appropriately assigns specific

sets of streams, then positive and/or negative correlation can be induced between the responses.

Techniques which involve the manipulation of stream assignments to simulation runs are com-

monly known as variance reduction techniques (VRTs) because planned cor·re1ation induction can
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affect a reduction in the variability of the sample responses, thereby allowing for improved param-

eter estimation in the statistical models developed for estimation of the true system response.

2.1.3 Variance Reduction Techniques

Simulation experiments are frequently complicated by the presence of large experimental error

varianees. Variance reduction techniques (VRTs) are strategies developed for the resolution of this

problem. These procedures enable the experimenter to realize increased precision in the estirnation

of parameters, while using the same number of simulation runs. For example, if two simulation

studies are performed on the the same model, using the same parameters for the input distributions,

the same method ofobserving responses, and the same number and length of simulation runs, then

the simulation study utilizing an appropriate VRT should result in smaller response variances than

the same study performed without utilizing the VRT. The focus of the VRT research in the liter-

ature is typically restricted to the estimation of the average response value and, in appropriate sit-

uations, these techniques are capable of reducing the variance of the estimated response without

altering its expected value. Some of the VRTs which have been developed include: common ran-

dom numbers, antithetic random numbers, control variates, importance sampling, regression sam-

pling, stratiiied sampling, and quasi~random numbers. See references (20), (23), (33), (37), (44),

(6l) for descriptions of these techniques. These references also indicate the types of situations in

which the techniques can be benelicially employed; that is, situations in which reductions in the

variability of the simulated can be realized. The two most commonly used VRTs, and

the two which are considered in this research, are common random numbers (CRN) and antithetic '

random numbers (ARN).
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2.1.3.1 Independent Random Numbers

Frequently the reduction in variance achievable with a VRT is ascertained through a comparison

of the response variance obtained using independent random numbers (IRN). The technique of

IRN involves the use of a different set ofpseudorandom number streams to generate values for the

stochastic model components on each simulation run. Assuming that the random number gener-

ator used in the simulation study produces independent uniform (0,l) deviates, each of the simulated

response values should be statistically independent. The IRN technique uses different sets of

randomly-selected seed values for each simulation run and, therefore, the resulting time series

samples, and hence their means, should be statistically independent. For example, if a simulation

model consists of g stochastic model components, and a corresponding set of g different

pseudorandom number streams are used to drive the first simulation run, then these streams can

be denoted as

R, = (R,,, R1,,..., R',)

where R,, (j • 1, ..., g) is the pseudorandom number stream which generates values for the j**·

stochastic model component on the 1** simulation run (setting of the factors). If the second sim-

ulation run utilizes a different set ofg streams to generate values for the stochastic model compo-

nents, then these streams can be denoted as

Rg = (R,1, R11,..., R'1).

The observed time series, {Y,,,...,Y,,} and {Y1, ,...,Y1,}, and the mean sample responses,

Y; and Yg, are typically uncorrelated when two different sets of pseudorandom number streams,

R, and Rg, are used to drive the two simulation runs (20), (30), (33). These findings can be ex-

tended to a simulation study involving N simulation runs. lf each of the N runs is made using a

different set of pseudorandom number streams, R 1 (u
-

1, ..., N ), then the sample responses from

each pair of simulation runs are assumed to be uncorrelated, so that Cov (Y, , Y,) = 0 ,

(u, v =1, 2 , , N; u ab v). Therefore, the variance of the average sample response for the N runs

becomes 1
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_ N N
van') = v¤[l ZV,] = —l; Zvaqv,) [2.1.2]

N uu] N url .

This average response variance does not include any covariance terms because the sample responses

were generated using the IRN technique, which is generally assumed to produce independent re-

sponses.

2.1.3.2 Common Random Numbers

The first variance reduction technique used in the correlation induction strategies evaluated in this

research, common random numbers (CRN), can be thought of as a way of introducing positive

correlation between sample responses. The technique involves the use of the same set of

pseudorandom number streams, or seed values, for generating values for the stochastic model

components on two or more simulation runs. For example, if a simulation model consists of g

stochastic model components, and a set of g different pseudorandom number streams are used to

drive each simulation run, then the
u‘*

set of streams can be denoted as

R,=(Rl„, R2u,..•, Rsu).

By using the same set of g streams to generate values for the stochastic model components on a

number of simulation runs, the sample responses tend to be positively correlated, so that

Cov (Y, , Y, ) > 0 , for each pair of sample responses (2l), (25), (33), (34), (37), (56).

Law and Kelton (37) suggest that the CRN technique can be beneficially employed when an ex-

perimenter is interested in comparing two alternative systems, where Y,,, and Y,, are the sample

responses from the first and second systems on the u"' simulation run. For a simulation study

consisting of N runs, the same set of N pseudorandom number streams would be used to drive

both systems, denoted as
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R=(R, , Rz ,„••, RN)

where R , is a set ofg independent streams used to drive the u"' simulation run of each system. If

each system is simulated N times and an experimenter is interested in comparing the systems by

estimating the average difference in system responses, say

z = Y Z (Y,„—Y,„) [2.1.3]
uni '

then the variance of the average difference between system responses beoomes

Var(Z) = F; |:Var(Y,„)+Var (Y2„)—2 Cov (Y,„,Y2„)] . [2.1.4]
usl

By using the same sets of streams to generate paired responses for the two systems, the response

pairs will tend to be positively correlated, so that Cov (YW „ Y,„ ) > 0 , and a reduction in the

variance of the average difference between system responses can be affected.

2.1.3.3 Antithetic Random Numbers

The second variance reduction technique used in the correlation induction strategies evaluated in

this research, antithetic random numbers (ARN), is a method of inducing negative correlation be-

tween sample responses. The technique involves the use of complementary sets of pseudorandom

number streams on pairs of simulation runs, frequently the pairs being replicated design points.

Given a stream of uniform (0,1) variates, denoted by R = ( rl, rz, r;, . . .), the complementary, or

antithetic, stream is defined as

i=(l·l’)_, f·1’g,
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For a simulation model consisting of g stochastic model components, in which common and

antithetic streams are used to drive paired replications of simulation runs, the sets ofpseudorandom

number streams used to drive the
u"•

paired replicate would be denoted as

R.=(R,,,,E,-(E,,,,ä,,,,...,TQ,).

When paired replicates ofsimulation runs aremade with stream sets {R,} and {R,} ,the sample

response pairs, denoted by YW, and YW, , tend to be negatively correlated (2l), (23), (33), (37),

(39), (44), (S6), so that Cov ( Y,,0, , YW,) < 0. The ARN technique is applicable to the situation

in which an experimenter is interested in estimating the mean response of a single system. If N

paired replicates of a simulation run are made, and each pair is driven with common and antithetic

stream sets, then the sample response pairs {(Y„,,,Y,a, ) , . . . , ( Y„,,,,Y„„, )} would be ob-

tained. The average response of the system would be estimated as

.. N (Y + Y )Y- l Z [21.5]
N ,,_, 2 _

The variance of this average response for the two systems becomes

var =
Ä

+ + 2 COV_By

using antithetic sets of streams to generate pairs of responses, paired observations will tend to

be negatively conelated, and a reduction in the variance of the average response can be atfeeted.

2.1.3.4 VRT Complications in Simulation Studies

The application of the CRN and ARN varianee reduction techniques to simulation studies may

lead to some eomplications when the techniques are implemented improperly. Originally VRTs
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were applied in Monte Carlo sampling experiments, where systems are modeled at one point in

time. The application of VRTs in simulation, where systems are modeled over time, has raised

some complications which did not arise in sampling expeximents. Because stochastic simulation

involves the use of pseudorandom number streams to generate responses over time, the responses

in the observed time series may be serially correlated. However, Kleijnen (33) notes that when the

sample response measurements of interest are the average values of the time series (not the indi-

vidual responses within the series), the complications of serial eorrelation should not affect the ex-

perimental analysis of the response data. In this research, the sample response measurements of

interest are the average values of the time series and, therefore, the issue of serial eorrelation is not

addressed.

Another complication which has arisen in the application of VRTs to simulation studies concems

the estimation of the mamitudes of the induced correlations. Simulation models of real·world

systems are usually complicated, and therefore the response variable generally cannot be expressed

as a simple limction of the input variables. In order to determine the amount ofeorrelation induced

when using the CRN and ARN techniques, such a function relating the input and output variables

would be needed. Thus, in most simulation studies, the magnitudes of the induced correlations

cannot be determined analytically. Schruben and Margolin (56) note that even though no general

technique exists for inducing correlations of a specified magnizude, it is possible to induce corre-

lations of a particular sign (positive, negative, or zero). Schruben and Margolin assume empirically

reasonable sims for the induced corxelations and note that these sims are consistent with a number

of studies, such as references (33) and (55) and the numerous references cited therein.

The subject of estimating the mamitude of induced conelations is not addressed in this paper; in-

stead the focus of this research is on the sims and relative mamitudes of the induced correlations.
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2.1.4 Correlation induction Strategies

An important characteristic of simulation studies is the experimenter's ability to selectively choose

the pseudorandom number strearns used to generate values for the stochastic model components.

Through an appropriate choice of strearns, it is possible to alfect a reduction in the variability of

the sample responses. Several VRTs have been developed for exploiting this opportunity to obtain

improved (less variable) estimates of the true response. The induction of positive correlation

through the use of CRN and the induction of negative correlation through the use of ARN are the

two most easily applied VRTs used in simulation studies. Both analytical and empirical studies

have substantiated, in specilic contexts, the ability of these two techniques to affect a reduction in

the variability of system responses (12), (21), (28), (29), (33), (37), (41), (44), (54), (55), (56), (60),

(63).

In addition to the individual use of CRN and ARN in simulation studies, the simultaneous use of

these two VRTs has been considered by several authors (18), (21), (33), (56), (61). A procedure

proposed by Schruben and Margolin (56), termed the assignment rule, involves the simultaneous

use of CRN and ARN in orthogonally blockable experimental designs. The procedure involves the

induction of positive correlations among sample responses within the same block and the induction

of negative correlations among responses in opposite blocks. Unlike most simultaneous applica-

tions of CRN and ARN, the assignment rule uses the two techniques within an experimental design

rather than for replications of design points. The procedure incorporates classical experimental

design procedures, as well as variance reduction techniques, into the study of simulated systems.

2.1.4.1 The Assignmeut Rule
r

The assignment rule, developed by Schruben and Margolin (56), is a VRT which involves a union

of statistical design procedures and computer simulation techniques. By combining experimental
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design procedures with variance reduction techniques, the assignment rule strategy is aimed at im-

proving the parameter estimates in the functional relationships developed to describe the system

response as a function of the input variables. The technique requires the use of an orthogona1{v

blockablc experimental design (to be discussed in Section 2.2.2). The simulation runs, or design

points, within each orthogonal block utilize CRN to generate values for the stochastic model

components, and the design points in opposite blocks utilize ARN, thereby inducing a specific

correlation structure among the simulated responses.

Schruben and Margolin (56) develop the assignment rule within the framework of an experimental

design consisting of N simulation runs, yielding a set of N sample responses, denoted as

X=[Y,,v,,.....,Y„]'_

Schruben and Margolin assume homogeneity of variance; that is, all pairs of sample responses have

a common variance denoted by 0*. Under this assumption, the variance·covariance matrix of the

sample responses, apart from 0*, reduces to a correlation matrix. The variance-covariance matrix

of y becomes

Var(y) = «= V [2.1.7]

where V is an NxN matrix of the correlations between sample response pairs. This correlation

matrix can be written as

I P12 ···· Pm
_ Par 1 , 1 i

V = : . : [2.1.8]

= l mg
pm .„. pi, I

where p,, is the correlation between sample responses Y, and Y, (i,i = 1, 2, . . . , N).
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The general structure of a simulation, as discussed by Schruben and Margolin, assumes that a re-

lationship between the response and the levels of the input variables exists. Typically the exper-

imenter postulates some functional relationship between the response and the factors, and due to

the inability of the postulated function to determine the value of the true response, an experimental

error term, denotcd by z , is included in the functional relationship. Denoting the postulated

function of the input variables by p(x), the form of the relationship can be written as

It is generally assumed that the expected value of s is zero for each setting of the input variables.

The variance of g; is then equal to the variance of y because p is a function of the input variables

only. Therefore, the variance-covariance matrix of the vector of error terms becomes

Var(;)=az V. [2.1.10]

Schruben and Margolin (56) have made the following eight assumptions concerning the signs of the
p,,’s

and the components of g in their statistical development of the assignment rule strategy:

I. A positive correlation of unknown magnitude p* is induced between the
mean responses of two simulation runs when CRN is used to generate the
pair of responses.

II. A negative correlation of unknown rnagnitude p_ is induced between the
mean responses of two simulation runs when ARN is used to generate the
pair of responses.

III. Zero correlation is induced between the mean responses of two simulation
runs when IRN is used to generate the pair of responses.

IV. The positive correlation induced by using CRN on two simulation runs is a
constant p, which does not depend on the specific set of pseudorandom
numberstreams, R = (R1, R;,..., R·),orthespecificpairofresponses,
Y, and Y,. Similarly the magnitude of the negative correlation induced by
using ARN on two simulation rnns is a constant p_ which does not depend
on the specific pair of responses nor the specific sets of random number
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streams, R and R. The relationship between the magnitudes of the induced
correlations, which is consistent with empirical findings, is

0 S p- S p + < I .

V. When a set of N experimental runs are performed, random block effects are
_ produced. These effects are the result of using the same sets of randomly

assigned pseudorandom number streams within each block on each sirnu-
lation run (39). The model describing the dependence of experimental error
on the randomly chosen pseudorandom number streams is

r == b + 1:*

where 5 , b , and 5* are Nxl vectors whose u"* elements correspond to the
u"' simulation run, and 5 is a vector of total experimental errors, b is a vector
of block effects due to randomly assigning pseudorandom number streams
within a block, and 5* is a vector of the remaining unexplained portion of
the experimental error. ‘

In the assignment rule strategy, it is assumed that corresponding elements in

b and 5* are uncorrelated.

VI. The elements of' 5* are assumed to be uncorrelated.

VII. The expected value of both b and 5* are assumed to be zero.

VIII. The i"' element of b depends on the i"' simulation run only through the set
of pseudorandom number streams.

Under these assumptions, the elements of the variance·covariance matrix of the Nxl vector of
block effects, b , becomes

P, Pr: ···· Pin

Par P, Z

Var ( b) =¤ az : . :

¤ P, P1;

Pni ···· Pij P,

where p,, == 0 if IRN is used to generate Y, and Y, ,
= p+ if CRN is used to generate Y, and Y, ,
=—p_ ifARNisusedtogenerateY,andY,.
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The variance-covariance matrix of the Nxl vector of the unexplained experimental error, ;*, be-

comes

l — p+ 0 .... O
0 l ·— p+ :

Var ( g') = 6* : . :
: I - p+ 0
0 .... O l ·- p+

Therefore, the variance·covariance matrix of the total experimental error, g, as shown in equation

[2.1.10] on page 23, becomes

l Var(g)=Var'(b) +Va.r(;*)

1 Pu ···· Pin

Pzr I i
= az : . I

¤ 1 mj
PN.

••«• 1

= az V .

Assumptions I and ll state that the magnitudes of the induced correlations are equal to pg for all

pairs of positively correlated responses, and equal to p_ for all pairs of negatively correlated re- _

sponses. Assumption IV implies that the signs and relative magnitudes of the induced correlations

are known, but that the actual magnitudes are unknown. Schruben and Margolin (56) consider

many possible structures, or sign patterns, for the correlation matrix V, and these authors suggest

that three forms of this matrix are of practical importance in simulation studies. The three forms

of V (discussed in the following section) are achieved through appropriate assignments of

pseudorandom number streams to simulation runs.
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2.1.4.2 Three Correlation Induction Schemes

Schruben and Margolin (56) suggest three methods ofpractical importance for inducing correlation

among the response observations of a simulation study. These three procedures are the basis of the

correlation induction schemes evaluated in this research and are defined as follows:

1. The use of an independent set of pseudorandom number streams for each sim-
ulation run (no correlation irnduction). This method is denoted as IR in this
paper.

2. 'l'he use of a common set of pseudorandom number streams for non-replicated
simulation runs (positive correlation induction). Replications of design points
utilize independent random numbers because the use of common streams
would yield the same observations. 'This method is denoted as CR throughout
this paper.

3. The use of a common set of pseudorandom number streams for non-replicated
design points within orthogonal blocks, and the use of an antithetic set of
streams for non-replicated design points in opposite blocks. Replications of
design points within blocks utilize independent random numbers because the
use of the same streams would yield the same observations. In addition, for the
designs which partition irnto an odd number of blocks, independent streams are °

used for the design points in the unpaired block. This method is termed the
assignment rule and is denoted as AR.

The research of Schruben and Margolin examined the three aforementiorned correlation induction

schemes for designs which did not necessitate the replication of design points for the CR scheme, _

nor the replication of design points within blocks for the AR scheme. Therefore, the authors ex-

annirned pure CR and AR correlation induction strategies. Utilization of independent random

number streams for replicated design points (as will be done in this research), allows for added

flexibility in the choice of' an experimental design plan by combining the pure CR and AR strategies

with the IR strategy. Schruben and Margolin examined the three correlation induction schemes in

terms of two variance-related experimental design criteria, D·optimality and A·optimality, which

the determinant and trace of the var·iance·covariance matrix of the parameter estimates,
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respectively. Their research focused on the problem of estimating the parameters of a linear model

consisting of first order and interaction terms.

Recently Hussey, Myers, and Houclr (28), (29) examined the performance of the three aforemen·

tioned correlation induction schemes for the problem of estimating polynornial response surface

models of orders one and two. Their research utilized four variance·related design criteria (gener-

alized variance, prediction variance, integrated variance, and variarnce of slopes) to evaluate the

performance of the three sclnemes. Similar to Schruben and Margolin, these authors considered

designs in which there were no replications ofdesign points for the CR strategy and no replications

of design points within blocks for the AR strategy, thereby evaluating the pure CR and AR strate-

ges.

This paper represents an extension of the research cited in the previous paragaph. Attention is

restricted to experimental strateges for tlne estimation of response surface models oforders one and

two, and the two criteria used to evaluate the three correlation induction strateges incorporate bias,

as well as variance, into the performance measures. Also, designs with replicated poirnts are evalu-

ated through the use of independent random number streams in the CR and AR strateges (in order

to generate different response values for the replicated desigi points).

The structure of the correlation matrix shown in equation [2.1.8] on page 22 depends on the cor-

relation induction strategy used to generate the sample responses. Schruben and Margolin (56)

concisely define V, the correlation matrix of the sample responses, for the IR, pure CR, and pure

AR correlation induction strateges. In order to allow for replicated design points in the CR and

AR strateges, some modilications to the authors’ equations are necessary. The generalized forrrn

of the Vmatrices are derived in Appendix A (pages 273-277) and are shown in equations [2.1.11],

[2.1.12], and [2.1.13] which follow.
l

The first strategy considered in this research, IR, involves the use of independent pseudorarndom

number streams on each simulation run. The V matrix for this scheme, denoted as Vm , becomes
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Vm = IN

1 0 0
0 I1 ‘ [2.1.11]
: 1 0
0 0 l

where IN is the NxN identity matrix and N is the number of design points, or equivalently, the

number of simulation runs.

The second correlation induction strategy used in this research, CR, involves the use of common

streams for non-replicated design points and the use of independent streams for replicated design

points. The Vmatrix for this scherne, denoted as VCR, becomes

VC, = n,, + PC my - PC U [2.1.12]

where U is an NxN diagonal matrix of the vector 34 , and 11 is an Nxl vector whose
i‘“

element

is
u, = l if a common or antithetic random number stream is used for design point i,

= 0 if an independent random number stream is used for design point i.

The correlation matrix can be written in a partitioned form if the vector of sample responses is

·
partitioned into two parts, say

I ZIM]

where im contains the responses generated using common random number streams (non-

replicated design points) and Xmn contains the responses generated using independent random

number streams (replicated design points). The partitioned form of VCI becomes
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l p+ p+ p+

P, I P. =
: p+ I : 0
Z • p+

Vu = p+ ••• p+ 1

0 I

(NxN) .

where the 0's represent null matrices and I represents an identity matrix

The third strategy used in this research, AR, involves the use ofcommon streams for non·replicated

design points within orthogonal blocks, the use of antithetic streams for non·replicated design

points in opposite blocks, and the use independent streams for replications of design points within

blocks and for all design points in any unpaired blocks. The V matrix for this scheme, denoted as

Vx: • becomes

VA, = 1,, P, U [2.1.11]

where 1 is an Nxl vector whose i'° element is

v, = 1 if a common random number stream is used for design point i,
= 0 if an independent random number stream is used for design point i,
= -1 if an antithetic random number stream is used for design point i.

The correlation matrix can be written in a partitioned form if the vector of sample responses is

partitioned into three parts, say

Y=[Y¢M I YAM I Y1M]
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where ycm contains the responses generated using common random number streams (non-

replicated desigi points within orthogonal blocks), bm contains the responses generated using

antithetic streams (non-replicated design points in opposite blocks), and ym, contains the re-

maining responses which are generated using independent streams. The partitioned form of VA,

becomes

1 p+ p+
Y

p+ 1 :

: · 1 : — p_ 0
: . p+

p+ p+ p+ l

1 p+ p+

: . p+

p+ p+ 1

0 0 I

where — p_ is a matrix in which each element is equal to —p_ .

The next two sections present the fundamental concepts of response surface methodology (RSM).

Section 2.2.1 describes the analysis phase of RSM and section 2.2.2 describes the design phase.
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2.2 Response Surface Methodology

Response surface rnethodology (RSM) is a set of experimental design and optirnization procedures

useful in exploring the relationship between a set of input variables and one or more response var-

iables. A response surface is a k-dimensional surface depicting the functional relationship between

a response variable and a set of k input variables. RSM was initially developed by Box and Wilson

(10) in the l950’s for applications in the chemical and processing industries. The breadth of ap-

plications of RSM, as it evolved during the l960’s and l970's, expanded to many areas, including

computer simulation studies. 'Three comprehensive literature surveys, covering both practical ap-

plications and statistical developments in RSM, are given by Hill and Hunter (26), Mead and Pike

(38), and Myers (45), and thorough presentations of the statistical techniques used in RSM are

given in textbooks by Box and Draper (7), Khuri and Comell (31), and Myers (46).

RSM offers a useful approach to the prediction and optimization problems encountered in simu-

lation studies. The design and analysis techniques used in RSM can provide an effective vehicle for

constructing and parameterizing models needed for the optimization of a simulated response vari-

able. The remainder of this Chapter describes the techniques which are commonly used in RSM.

2.2.1 The Analysis Phase of RSM

The experimental strategy of RSM revolves around the assumption that a response, denoted by

rp , is a function of k design variables, denoted by { xl, xg, . . . , 1:,}; that is,

The actual form ofthe function f is generally rmknown, but in RSM it is assumed that the function

can be approximated in small regions of the design variables by low·order polynomial models.
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Prominent among the models considered are first order polynomial models and second order

polynomial models, respectively written as

E
k

vr = ßo + ßi xi [2.2.2]

k k 2n=ß¤+§ßi¤¤i+§ß..¤i +gZß.im C2-2-3]
II ll I ]

where the ß coefiicients are unknown model pararneters which can be estirnated from the data.

The estimation technique generally used is ordinary least squares, however, weighted least squares

is an appropriate technique when the response observations are correlated.

In addition to the use ofpolynomial models in RSM, there are situations in which nonlinear models
I

are used to approximate the functional relationship between the response and the design variables.

For a discussion on the use nonlinear models in the estimation of response surfaces, the reader is

referred to Myers (45) and Khuri and Comell (31). This research focuses on the estimation of re-

sponse surfaces using first and second order polynomial models, and therefore nonlinear models are

not addressed.

An experimenter using RSM procedures collects data from the system to estimate the ß coeflicients

of the response surface model. The data collected are the observed responses, y , which deviate

from the true response, q , due to random error. This random error, denoted by e , is assumed to

· have an expected value of zero. The error term is used primarily to account for one's inability to

describe the true form of the function shown in equation [2.2.1] on page 31. Therefore, the response

surface model is generally written in terms of the observed response, rather than the true response,

and the error term is included in the model to account for the inherent discrepancies between y

and q. The first and second order polynomial models, shown in equations [2.2.2] and [2.2.3], re-

spectively, can be written in terms of the observed response as
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I
k

y = ßo + Zßlxl + a [2.2.4]
l¤l

lr k 2Y=ßo+zß1l¢n+zß11xa +2Zß13X1X3+¤· [2-2-5]n•l inl i< j

The design variables { x1, x;, . . . , x, ) are continuous, quantitative variables whose values are set

by the experimernter. If N experimental runs are taken for specific combinations of the design

variables, then the
u"•

design point can be written as

xu = [xlu¤ x2u•
···• xlru]’ .

The collection of design points from each of the N experimental runs constitutes the experimental

design, and the desigi matrix, denoted by D, becomes

Xnn xzn · · · Xen
• • • xu

D=....

XIN XIN • „ . X";

where each row of D eonesponds to a design point, and each column of D eorresponds to a design

variable. For convenienee, the levels ofeach of the k design variables are centered and scaled so that

the first order design moment (the mean) of each variable is zero and the second order design mo-

ment of each variable is one; that is

. 1 N
-

i
[¤]= gl- Xx;„= xl=0 [2.2.6]

uel

(i= 1,2,...,k)

N _
n. [2.2.7]

uni
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The centered and scaled values of the i"' design variable (i"* column of D) are obtained by sub-

tracting the mean value from the actual value and dividing by the square root of the second order

design moment. Letting {,„ denote the actual value of the u"' level of the i"' input variable, then

the coded values of the design variables become

6- — EXgu = [2.2.8]
I

where E, is the average value of the
i‘*

variable, computed as

- 1
äfa == N U-! fm

and S, is the quantity needed to scale the i°* variable, computed as

Saual ·

2.2.1.1 Region ofInterest

In addition te the eentering and scaling of individual design variabler using the coding convention

shown in equation [2.2.8], there are restrictiens which can be placed on the design points that affect

the shape of the experimental regen. The centering and scaling convention is applied to the col-

umns of the design matrix D for mathematical convenience, while restrictions applied to the rows

of D affect the shape of the k·dimensional regen in the coded design variables. The operability

region, denoted by 0, is the regen in the { space (uncoded variables) in which experiments can

_actually be performed. The boundaries ef O are usually vague and experimenters rarely explore the

whole regen. Typically a sequential group of experirnents is used te explore small regons within

O, each termed a regen of interest, and denoted by R. An experimenter generally pcrforms RSM

strateges in the regen, R, believed to contain the optimum response, and frequently exploration

in the current regen of interest leads to further exploration in a different regen.
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The shape of R is defined by the restrictions placed on the coded design points. The works of Box

and Draper (5) and Draper and Lawrence (I6) suggest the importance of two regon shapes;

spherical and cuboidal. These two general forms of R can be defined as followsz

l. R is spherical or ellipsoidal; that is, a spherical regon in the coded variables
can always be constructed from an ellipsoidal regon in the uncoded variables,
so that mathematically only a sphere needs to be considered. A spherical regon
is attained by requiring that each of the coded design points satisfy the ine-
quality

k
Zxiuzsl (u=l, 2,...,N).
ill

A coded design point satisfying this requirement as an equality would fall on
the perimeter of the spherical regon.

2. R is cuboidal or some deformation of a k·dimensional cube; that is, a cuboidal
regon in the coded variables can always be attained through changes in scale,
so that mathematically only a cube needs to be considered. A cuboidal regon
is attained by restricting the levels ofthe coded variables to satisfy the inequality

|x,,,|g1 (a=1, 2, ...,k), (¤=1, 2, ...,N).

A coded design point satisfying this requirement as an equality for each of the
k design variables would fall on an outer vertice of the cuboidal regon.

If an experimenter is interested in the comers of the regon of interest, then a cuboidal regon would

be an appropriate choice. On the other hand, a spherical regon would be an appropriate choice

for an experimenter less interested in the eorners and more interested in the axial directions of the

regon. In a recent article by Draper and Guttman (IS), the authors unite the spherical and

cuboidal situations, and simultaneously extend the k·dimensional regon shapes to an inlinite range

of possibilities. The range of regon types that the authors develop extends from a regon consisting

of all axial points, to a cuboidal regon consisting of all outer vertice points, with the spherical re-

gon falling on the continuum between these two extrernes. This continuum of region shapes,

termed jlexible regons, is defined by the inequality
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k
ZIx,,,I'“g1 (o<m<„), (¤=1, 2, ...,N)
ill

where m is a parameter which defines the shape of the experimental regon; for example, the in-

equality defines a hypersphere if m= 2 and a k-dimensional cuboid if m= ee. Fractional values of

m define regons which are elongated in the axial directions. Therefore, a small value of m would

be recommended for an experimenter interested in the axial directions, and a large value of m would

be recommended for an experimenter interested in the comers of the experimental regon. The

reader is referred to the research of Drapcr and Guttman (15) for a thorough discussion of flexible

design regons. In practice, the spherical and cuboidal regons are the most frequently employed

regon shapes, and these are the two regon shapes used in the regon-dependent statistical analyses

of this research. _

2.2.1.2 Optünization Techniques

In addition to the use of' RSM techniques for modeling the relationship between a response variable

and a set of input variables, RSM techniques are often used to find the levels of the design variables

that yield the optimum value of the predicted response. The following three RSM procedures are

frequently used in attaining this optimum: '

l. Method of steepest ascent

2. Canonical analysis

3. Ridge analysis.

Each of these procedures are used at different stages of the RSM optimizatiorr process. RSM can

be considered a method of hill climbing, with an objective of locating the sumrnit of a mountain.

Similar to a mountain·climbing expedition, the starting point of the optimization process is gener-

ally far below the summit. The objective of the method of steepest ascent is to move swiftly up the
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mountain without stopping to explore lower peaks. The method assumes that the summit regen

can be reached by moving along a rising path. Once the summit regen is reached, canonical

analysis is used to explore the regen and search for the highest peak. If the peak cannot be located

in the summit regen because of a rising ridge or a saddle system, then ridge analysis is used to es-

timate the location of the highest peak.

The method of steepest ascent (or descent), initially presented by Box and Wilson (10), is an im-

portant and useful procedure for locating the regen R containing the optimum. The method in-

volves a series of experiments, each designed from the results of the preceding experiments, and each

aimed at finding the path in which the value ef the response increases most rapidly. First order

designs are generally used in the steepest ascent method, but as the regen of the optimum is ap-

preached it is sometimes necessary to use second order designs to account for curvature. The reader

is referred to Box and Draper (7) and Myers (46) for complete coverage ef the steepest ascent

method. A modification to the method ef steepest ascent, suggested by Myers and Khuri (47),

provides the method with a formal stopping nxle, protects against taking too many observations

when the true response is decreasing, and protects against premature stopping when the true re-

sponse is increasing. A different method of searching for the regen of the optimum, suggested by

Spendley, Hext, and Himsworth (58), is based on sequential exploration of the system using

simplex search procedures. The simplex search method does not provide insight into the nature

of the surface, however it is fast and efficient at locating the regen of the eptirnum.

Canonical analysis, also initially presented by Box and Wilson (10), is a method used to locate the

optimum when the current experimental regen is in the general vicinity of the optimum. The

method involves fitting a second order response model and rewriting the fitted model in terms of

canonical variables to determine the nature of the local surface. The canonical form of the model

is obtained by rotating the axes te form a set of orthogonal axes (removes interaction terms) and

translating the orign to the stationary point of the response surface (removes first order terms).

The new canonical variables are linear cembinations of the orignal design variables, and the new

orign is located at the stationary point of the fitted surface. If the stationary point is a maximum
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(or minimum) within the experimental regen, then the experimenter can determine the levels of the

design variables yielding the optimal value ef the litted response variable. If, however, the station-

ary point is saddle point er lies outside the experimental regen, then the experimenter can use the

method of ridge analysis to estirnate the optimum point. The usefulness of the canonical form of

the model is that it clearly reveals the nature of the response surface a.nd gives an indication of the

sensitivity of the response to changes in the values of the input variables. See references (7), (31),

(46) for complete coverage of canonical analysis.
‘

Ridge analysis, initially presented by Hoerl (27), and later incorporated into RSM by Draper (13),

is a method of examining a second order response surface when canonical analysis has indicated that

the optimum lies outside the experimental regen. This situation occurs when the stationary point

is a saddle point er when a rising, falling, or stationary ridge system is indicated. In ridge analysis,

the estirnated response function is subjected to additional analysis to aid the experimenter in de-

termining the optimum point. Experimentation begins in the current experimental regen and

moves along the path ef the rising (or falling) ridge, augmenting the canonical analysis with addi-

tional observations taken en spheres of varying radii about the ridge. Generally, the experimenter

chooses the optimum point as the one with the maximum (or minimum) predicted response within

the current experimental regen. For thorough presentations of ridge analysis, see references (7),

(31), (46).

2.2.1.3 Parameter Estimatiou

An experimenter utilizing RSM techniques needs a method for litting the response function to the

observed data. In particular, the ß ceefiicients of the first and second order polynomials model need

to be estimated in order to predict the response. The method of least squares is a useful estimatien

procedure for this research because induced correlations among responses can be taken into ac-

count. If the fitted model adequately describes the response surface and the random error terms

have expected values of zero and equal variances, then the least squares estiniators of the ß coefü~
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cients, denoted by E or b, are unbiased and have the minimum variance of all linear unbiased es·

timators. However, if the fitted model is inadequate, then the E estimators may be biased.

Ordinary least squares (OLS) is an appropriate estimation technique when the error terms are un-

correlated and weighted least squares (WLS) is an appropriate technique when the errors are cor-

related. lf an OLS analysisis perforrned, but WLS is called for, then the E estimators would no

longer be minimum variance estimators (l7).

To obtain the least squares estimators of the ß coefficients it is convenient to rewrite the first and

second order polynomial models, shown in equations [2.2.4] and [2.2.5] on page 33, using matrix

notation. Both polynomial models can be written in one general linear model form as r

y = XE + 5 [2.2.9]

where y is the vector of responses and 5 is the vector of error terms. For both first and second

order polynornial models, these vectors can be written as

XThe

ß coefiicients and regressor terms included in the model are different for the first and second

order models. For the first order polynomial model of equation [2.2.4] on page 33, the E and X

termsinthegenerallinearmodelare

. l x„ x„ . . . xu
1 xn xu . . . x„

X = .....

l x,„ x,„ . . . x,„ .
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For the second order polynomial model of equation [2.2.5] on page 33, the Q and X terms in the

general linear model are

E = [ ß°•ß!•···•ßk¤ ßll •ß22•···•ßkk•
ß12•ßl3•···•ßk-l,k

1,

1 xn · · · xu xu:
· · ·

Mrz Xu Xzr · · · xt—l,l Xu

1 Xu mfnfX

= . . . . . . . . . .

• • • • • • • • • •

The ordinary least squares estimator of Q is the vector which results in a minimum value for the

sum of squares of the errors (g' g) . The weighted least squares estimator of Q is the vector which

results in a minimum value for the sum of squares of the weighted errors (g'
V“ ‘

g) , where V is

_ the variance~covariance matrix of the error terms, apart from 6*. The ordinary least squares esti-

mator of Q , denoted as hm, , and the weighted least squares estimator, denoted as 1;,,,,, , become

1;,,,,, = (X'X)°‘ x'; [2.2.10]

1;,,,, = (x· V·¤ x)·· x· 1/-*;;. [2.2.11]

Under the assumptions that E[g] = Q and Var[g] = 6* V, the variance-covariance matrices

of the ordinary and weighted least squares estimators become

Var[h,,,_,] = (X' X)"‘X' V X(X'X)" 6* [2.2.12]

var[1;,,,,_,] = (x' V·*x)—* «= . [2.2,13]
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If Var [ g] = 62 IN_ irnplying that V is the identity matrix and the error terms are uncorrelated,

then the OLS and WLS estimators are equivalent and the variance·covariance matrix of the least

squares estimators can bc written as

Var[b,„_,] = Var[1z°,_,] = (X'X)"¤·’_ [2.2.14]

Therefore, the equivalence of OLS and WLS applies to the IR strategy because IQ, = IN.
‘ Schruben and Margolin (56) have also established the equivalence of OLS and WLS for the pure

CR and AR strategies. However, the OLS and WLS techniques are not equivalent when the CR

and AR strategies are modified to-allow for replications of design points.

The general linear model can now be rewrltten in fitted form by omitting the error term, replacing

the vector of ß coefiicients with the least squares estimators, and replacing the response vector with

the fitted response vector, denoted by The fitted form of the general linear model becomes

A
X = x lz [2.2.16]

and the fitted forms of the first and second order polynornial models of equations [2.2.4] and [2.2.5]

on page 33 can be written as

A k
X = 16., + Z6, x, [2.2.16]

ill

^
k k 2
lll ill i < j V

The least squares estimators of the ß coefficients are unbiased; that is E [1;] = Q, if the fitted

model is the correct model. However, if an experimenter tits a first order model and there is actually

quadratic curvature in the response function, then the least squares estimators of one or more of

the fitted model coetiicients may be biased. Similarly, if a second order model is fit to the data when
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cubic curvature in the response function exists, then the least squares estimators of the ß coefiicients

may be biased. The bias in the vector of estimated model coeflicients is defined as

Bias[h]= E[b]—-Q.
Q

[2.2.18]

The elements in the vector, Bic: [h] , are a function of the following items:

1. Least squares technique (ordinary or weighted). ·

2. Orders of the fitted and protection models (d; and d;).

3. Experimental design plan (levels of the variables in the design matrix).

The protection model refers to a model of a higher degree than the fitted polynomial model, whose

curvature the experimenter desires protection against. The bias in the estimated model coeflicients

_ resulting from an inadequate fitted model can be conveniently defined when the polynomial portion

of the protection model is partitioned into two parts; a fitted part and an unfitted part. The par-

titioned form of the protection model becomes

Z = x; g, + x,g, + ; [2.2.19]

where X; ß; is the fitted part of the model which includes p; regressor terms and is of order d;,

and X; ß; is the unlitted part which includes p; regressor terms and is of order d; — d; .

The postulated polynomial model which the experimenter uses to fit the response data, can there-

fore be written as

X = xgég + Q .

.Ifthe experimenter has underfit the response relationship, and the unfitted terms in the protection

model are needed to describe the response surface Cutvatutc, then the least squares estimates of the

ß coefiicients may be biased. The bias in the coefiicient estimators resulting from the unfitted terms

in X; can be written as
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Bi¤8Ü21]= E[h1]“ @1

= A g; [2.2.21]

where A is the alias, or bias, matrix whose form depends on the least squares analysis (ordinary or

weighted) used by the experimenter. The alias matrix under ordinary least squares, denoted by
u

Aou , and the alias matrix under weighted least squares, denoted by Am, can be written as

AO = (X'; X;)" X'; X; [2.2.22]

Aw = (X';V"X;)" X'; V"X; . [2.2.23]

The regressor terms included in the X; and X; matrices, and therefore the coefücients included in

the Q; and Q; vectors, depend on the orders of the titted and protection models. The litted models

used in response surface analysis are generally of order one or two, and the protection models are

generally of order two or three; that is, the protection models are one degree higher than the titted

models. Denoting the order of the titted model by d; and the order of the protection model by

d;, the following two tit·protection situations ar·e examined in this research:

L d;-l , d;=2.

2. d;‘2 , d;=3 •

For the tirst situation, in which the experimenter tits a tirst order model (d; = l) and desires pro-

tection against a true second order model (d;=2), the fit and protection models, as shown in

equation [2.2.16] on page 4l and equation [2.2.5] on page 33, respectively, become

A k'
y = bo +|¤

k k 2Y= ßo + zßaxa + Zßam + 22%;*;*5 + ~‘=
·x•l 1-I 1 < 3
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In the first order case, the Q; and Q; vectors of the partitioned general linear model can therefore

be written as

El =[ß0•ß1••••1ßk]’

I
E="[ß11·ß22····•ßkk· ßl2•ß13•····ßk-1,k],

where Q, has p;-1:+1 coefiicients, and Q; has p;=1c+(§)= %k(k+ 1) coefiicients. The

corresponding X; and X; matrices can be written as

l xu xn . . . xu
I xu xa • • • Xu

X; = .....

¤ rm Mu (N><1>1).

*112 · · · *1:12 *11 *11 · · · *:-1.1 *:1
*112

· · · *:12 *11 *11 · · · *:-1,1 *:1

X3*„.....

XINZ · · · *:112 *1u*1N · · · xl•l,NxkN (NXP2) ·

For the d; =• 2, d; = 3 fit·protection situation, the fitted second order model shown in equation

[2.2.17] on page 41 and the third order protection model, respectively, become

^
k k 2y = bo + ++1-l

1-1 1 < ,1
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k k k
Y = Fo zzßaaßixj

ll ll 1- 1 j I< j

[2.2.24]
+ zzßajjxüii + E Ezßhijxhxixj + ¤·

1 < j h <i < j

In the second order case, the Q, and Q; vectors of the partitioned general linear model can therefore

be written as

E1 == [ß0•··••ßk ß11•··-•ßk1r ßiz·····ßk-1,k],
I

E2 = [ ßm ·····ßkkk ß112•···•ßk-1,1:-1,k ßI22•••·•ßk-l,k,k ßI23v••••ßk-2,k·I,k
],

where Q1 has p;=l+2k+(§)= %(k+l)(k+2) coefficients, and Q; has p;=k+2(§)+(§)

= kz +
(1;) = */6 k(k+ l)(k+ 2) coefiicients. The X; matrix, which contains the fitted first and

second order model terms, becomes

1 Xu
· · ·

xu xu:
· · ·

xu:
XII XII

- · · xt-I,l X11

1 X11 · · · xu *122 · · · M12 *12 X2: · · · *:-1,:*%

X; = . „ „ „ 6 . . . . .

1 Xm · · · Xen Xml •
· ·

Xml
Muxau · · · xt-I,NxkN (N"Pl)

and the X; matrix, which contains the unfitted third order terms in the protection model, can be

written as
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Xu, Xu, Xu: X21 X•r—1.1z Xu X11 X:¤z·•· Xx-1.1 Xu: Xu X21 Xu X:-2,1 xl-I,I Xu

X2: X:2 X1: Xz:z··· Xu-1,2 Xu: X1: X2: Xaa Xx:

X; *
„ • „ . . . . . . . . .

Xtra, Xuas Xara: Xara xt·I,Nz Xua Xira X2u2··- xk·1.N Xuaz Xira Xara Xara xI·2,N X:-1.ra Xua

(N>‘Pz) ·

In this research, two least squares analyses techniques (ordinary and weighted) and two fit-

protection situations (dr = l, dz = 2 and dl = 2, dz = 3) are used in the evaluation of the correlation

induction strategies. The next section of this paper presents the experimental design plans that are

used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies for response surface models of orders one and

two.

2.2.2 The Design Phase of RSM

The experimental investigation of a response surface involves both an analysis phase and a design

phase, which the experimenter must treat together in the total analysis. The experimental strategies

used in the analysis phase were discussed in section 2.2.1. The design phase of RSM, which deals

with the choice of experimental plans for fitting first and second order polynomial models, are dis-

cussed in this section. First and second order response surface designs are generally treated sepa-

rately because linear response surfaces can be estimated with fewer model parameters than quadratic

response surfaces. Designs for fitting first order models utilize N 2 k + 1 design points, where k

is the number of regressor variables. There must be at least two levels of each factor in order to

estimate the linear coefficients. Second order designs utilize N 2 %(k + l)(k + 2) design points

and must contain at least three levels of each factor in order to estimate the quadratic coefficients.
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The experimental designs used to fit second order models could be used to fit first order models,

but these designs would be unnecessarily large and consist of more factor levels than needed to fit

a first order model. For this reason, first order experimental designs are generally less complicated

than designs used to fit second order models.

The remainder of this section is divided into three parts; section 2.2.2.1 is devoted to first order

designs, section 2.2.2.2 discusses the important properties of second order designs, and section

2.2.2.3 presents the specific classes of second order designs used to evaluate the correlation in~

duction strateges examined here.

2.2.2.1 First Order Designs

First order experimental designs are those designs which are useful for estimating the linear coefli·

cients of first order response surface models. These designs require that each factor be present at

two or more levels and that there be at least one design point for each of the estimated linear co-

eflicients. When these designs possess the property of orthogonality, the coefiicients of first order

models can be estimated with maximum precision. Orthogonality was first recognized as an im·

portant design property in the research of Fisher (19) and Yates (64). Later, Box (3) motivated the

use of orthogonal designs in RSM. Orthogonal designs are a class of designs in which the

N-dimensional regessor variable vectors are at right angles to each other, or equivalently, the col-

umns of the X matrix are orthogonal to each other. A first order design is considered to be an

orthogonal design when the regressor variables are orthogonal to each other. For design variables

which have been centered and scaled using the coding convention shown in equation [2.2.8] on page

34, the requirement for first order orthogonality becomes

§xi„xj„=0 (i¢j=l,...,k)
u-1
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where x,,, and x,„ refer to the u"' levels of the i"' and
j“*

coded regessor variables. When this

condition holds, the X’X matrix for a first order design is a diagonal matrix, and the variances of

the least squares estimators of the ß coeflicients are minimized.

The orthogonal designs most f1·equently used in fitting first order models are the two-level factorial

and fractional factorial designs, discussed at length by Box and Hunter (9). Full two·level factorial

designs require 2* design points and fractional designs require 2"·P design points, wherep is a pos-

itive integer less than k and 2*** is the size of the fractional design relative to the full factorial design.

Sirnplex designs (3) and Plackett-Burman designs (52) are two other types of orthogonal designs

useful in fitting first order models, both of which are economical in terms of the number of runs

required. These designs utilize two levels of each factor but require the use of only N =k+ l de-

sign points. Designs such as these which utilize the minimum number of design points needed to

estimate the model coefiicients are terrned saturated designs. Another type of first order design is

the non·orthogonal, one-factor·at·a·time Koshal design (35). However, in this research, only

orthogonal designs are considered in the first order case because the property is so easily obtained

and because the assigiment rule correlation induction strategy requires tlne use of an experimental

design which blocks in an orthogonal manner.

Orthogonal first order desigxs possess many desirable properties. Those of particular importarnce

in this research include:

l. Orthogonal first order designs the variances of the least squares esti-
mates of the ß coefficients as compared to all other designs with the same .
number of design points.

2. The designs have the property of rotatabilizy; that is, the variance of the pre-
dicted response is constant on spheres about the center of the design.

3. Without loss of orthogonality or rotatability, the designs can be augnented
with multiple center runs to afford a convenient check for quadratic curvature.
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4. The two-level factorial designs can be blocked orthogonallv; that is, these de-
signs can be partitioned into blocks in such a marmer that the block effects do
not affect the usual estimates of the linear coefficients.

The assignment rule correlation induction strategy, discussed on pages 21-25, necessitates the use

ofan orthogonally blockable experimental design. '1'herefore, in this research, the two·level factorial

and fractional factorial designs are used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies for the case

of fitting a first order polynonnial model. The factonial designs can be blocked orthogonally by

making the vectors of block effects orthogonal to the regessor variable vectors. Tlnis is done by

confounding block effects with interaction terms and by makirng the levels of each regressor variable

sum to zero within each block. For example, a full
2’

factorial design can be partitioned into two

orthogonal blocks by confounding the xixzx; interaction term with the block effects. The resultirng

centered and scaled design matrix, augmernted witln two center runs, becomes

Ln K2 K:

-1 -1 -1
1 1 -1
1 -1 1

-1 1 1
D = -------···-·-···-···--··-----·----·-- x g

1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1
-1 -1 1

1 1
‘

1
0 0 0
0 0 0

where g is a scaling factor, frequently used to scale the design to the [ii|= 1 coding convention

shown in equation [2.2.7] on page 33. lf experimental runs were costly, an experimenter might

choose to perform the runs in only the first block, thus utilizing a % fraction, or equivalently, a
2"‘

fractional factorial design. This design would be saturated, but unlike the full
2’

design, it

could not be partitioned into orthogonal blocks. Fractional factorial designs are typically used in
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response surface modeling to reduce the number of experimental runs required when k 2 5

regessor variables are involved, and fractions of these larger desigrs generally lend themselves to

orthogonal blocking. Center points can easily be accommodated in any of the orthogonally blocked

two-level factorial designs, and the coefiicients of the first order model remain orthogonal even if

the number of center runs in each block are not the same. ‘

2.2.2.2 Second Order Design Properties

First order designs are predominantly used in RSM for locating the region in the factor space which

contains the optimum response. Once an experimenter has tentatively found this region, a second

order design is generally used to fit a second order polynomial model. ln addition to the linear

terms in a first order model, second order models contain quadratic and two·way interaction terms.

These additional terms allow for accommodation of curvature in the fitted response surface, and

therefore a second order model can more accurately approximate the true response surface and yield

a better estimate of the optimum. However, an experimenter must pay for the added precision

gained with a second order design. When compared to first order designs, the number of exper-

imental runs and the number of parameters estimated are both significantly larger for second order

designs.

Second order designs are experimental plans useful in the estimation of the coefiicients of second

order polynomial models. The designs require at least three levels of each factor and at least one

design point for each of the estimated %(k+ l)(k+ 2) coeüicients, ofwhich k + l are linear, k are

Y quadratic, and (I;) are two·way interaction coefiicients. As in the first order case, orthogonality

is an important property for second order designs, but rotatability, urniform precision, and
V

orthogonal blocking are ofien more important properties in the second order case. A second order

design which is orthogonal in its initial orientation in the design region often loses its orthogonality

when rotated. For this reason, orthogonality is less important, and second order designs are fre-
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quently chosen to achieve some other design property, such as stable variances of the coefiicients

as the design is rotated, or uniform variarnce of the predicted response within the region of interest.

Orthogonality

In the case of a first order design, the property of orthogonality is achieved by requiring that the

columns of the Xmatrix be orthogonal to each other, thus yielding a diagonal X’X matrix. In the

case of a second order design, it is impossible to achieve orthogonality in the first order sense be-

cause the model terms

xiuv xiuxjnv xiuzv xiuzxjnv xiuxjuxkm
xiuav xiuzxjuzv xiuzxjuxku • md xiuxjuxkuxlu

are not all firnctionally independent, and a diagonal X’X matrix cannot be obtairned unless all of

the x,,, are equal to zero. However, Box and Hunter (8) note that an infirnite variety of :ort·of

orthogonal designs can be produced by redefming the independent variables in terms of orthogonal

polynomials. The resulting designs are orthogonal in the sense tlnat no two frrst order coefiicients

are correlated; that is,

Cov[b°,bi]= Cov[b,,bj]=0 -

and no two second order order coefiicients are correlated; that is, .

* Cov[bü,bü] = Cov[bü,bjk] = Cov[bü,bjk] = COVI:bij,bkl]

=However,the bg estimator is inevitably correlated with the quadratic coefiicients; that is,

Cov [ bo, b„ ] ¢ 0 . All other first and second order coefiicients are uncorrelated in these second

order orthogonal designs.

In order to achieve a diagonal X’X matrix, the quadratic model terms can be corrected for their

means by replacing the b„ x,,,‘ terms of the second order model with b„ (
x,„’ — ü). However,

when this type of second order orthogonal design is rotated, a different variance structure for all
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but the linear coefiicients results; that is, the variance of b, remains constant, but the variances of

b,, and b,, and the covariances between b„, b,,, and b,, change as the design is rotated. Therefore,

the second order design property of orthogonality refers to orthogonality in a specific orientation

only, and the property is generally lost upon rotation of the design. For this rmson, the property

of rctatability is chen more desirable than orthogonality in the second order case.

RorarabiliryRotatable

designs are those designs in which the variances and covariances cf the coehicients are

unaffected by rctaticns of the design relative to the response surface. A design has the property of

rotatability when the variance of the predicted response is ccnstant orn spheres about the center of

the design. The use of a-rctatable design assures a spherically uniform distribution of information

on the response variable. The conditions necessary for rotatability involve the moment: of the de-

sign, which are denoted as

u
[ 1"· 2"= ......k‘~] = -§- Z xf; x;’; ...... xß; [2.2.25]

unl

N
I

where 6 = Z 6, is the order of the design moment,
Ill

1; ¤ [ii] = -§· E xf„ is the pure second order design moment, and
u•l

li ¤ [iijj] ¤ %·
gz xi; x}; is the mixed fourth order design moment.
un!

Box and Hunter (8) derived the conditions for rotatability and found that for a second order design

to be rotatable, the following three conditions must hold:

1. All of the design moments through order four with any 6, equal to an odd
number must be equal to zero,

[il = liil = liül = lüil = Iiikl = liüil = lüikl = liikll = 0 - ·
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2. Pure second order design moments must all be equal,

1: = liil = üil -

3. Pure fourth order design moments must be equal to three times the mixed
fourth order moments,

3 Ä4 = 3 [iijj] = [iiii].

Some second order rotatable designs have the capability of being orthogonal designs also. How-

ever, the variance of the predicted response is ofien large at the perimeter of second order

orthogonal designs, and therefore the design property of uniform precision is chen of greater im-

portance than orthogonality in the second order case.
f

Umjbnn Precision

A uniform precision second order design is one in which the variance, or precision, of the predicted

response is the same at the peximeter of the design region as it is at the center of the design region.

It is assumed that the design region is centered and scaled such that the points on the perirneter of

the design fall on a radius of \/i x„, = l from the center of the design. Uniform precision de-
|¤l

signs can be constructed from rotatable second order designs by making .1; = l and rcquiring that

Ä4 be equal to a specific value which is a fimctionof the number of regressor variables. Box and

Hunter (8) speeify the following values of als needed for a second order rotatable design to have

the property of uniform precision:

ÄÄIIÄK 7 Il
.14 = [iijj] .7844 .8385 .8704 .8918 .9070 .9184 .9274 .

A rotatable second order design utilizing the uniform precision value of the mixed fourth moment

achieves roughly uniform precision in the predicted responses over a centered and scaled spherical
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region of radius one. Outside this region, however, the variances of the predicted responses gener-

ally increase rapidly.

Orthogonal Blocking

In addition to the properties of orthogonality, rotatability, and uniform precision, designs which

have the capability of blocking in an orthogonal marmer are frequently useful to an experirrnenter.

When all of the experimental runs cannot be made under homogeneous conditions, blocking be-

comes an essential part of the experimental design procedure, and partitioning the experimental

design irnto orthogonal blocks enables the coeiliciernts to be estimated with greater accuracy than
_ would otherwise be possible. Second order designs that adnnit to orthogonal blocking are those

designs in which the block effects do not alter the usual estirnates of the coefiicients of a second

order polynomial model. Box and Hunter (8) show that two conditions must be fullilled to achieve

this blocking property. For a second order design in which there are N, design points in the b"*

block, the conditions for orthogonal blocking are as follows:

l. Each block itself must be a first order orthogonal design,

Nu
E) x,„ x,„ = 0 . [2.2.26]

2. The sum of squares foreach design variable within each block
must be proportional to the block size,

Nb
z

= 515- . t [2.2.27]

El MJ
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ln the next section, examples of orthogonal blocking for each of the design classes used in this re-

search are given. Because the assignment rule cornelation induction strategy (discussed on pages

21-25) requires the use of an orthogonally blockable experimental design, only second order designs

classes which lend themselves to orthogonal blocking are considered here.

2.2.2.3 Second Order Design Classes

Myers (45) notes that the central composite design is the most flexible and most popular family of

second order designs used in response surface modeling. However, many alternative second order

designs exist as well, such as the Box-Behnken designs, three-level factorial designs, and various

small composite designs. Each of these four design classes are discussed in this section and each is

used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies examined in this research.

Central Composite Design

The central composite design (CCD), introduced by Box and Wilson (10), is a five·1evel design

consisting of a two-level factorial design, or fraction, augmented with 2k axial points and a chosen

number of center points. With appropriate choices for the levels of the design variables, the CCDs

can achieve one or more of the second order design properties of orthogonality, rotatability, uni-

form precision, and orthogonal blocking. For example, a k=3 CCD with one center run, parti-

tioned into two orthogonal blocks, would have the design matrix
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K1 Ä2 K:

-1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1
-1 1 -1
-1 1 1

1 - 1 - 1
1 -1 1
1 1 -1
1 1 1

D = ---------···-----·-- x g
a 0 0

-a 0 0
0 a 0
0 ·a O
0 0 a
0 0 -a
0 0 0

where g is a scaling factor and an is a parameter representing the distance of the axial points from

the origin. This design is fairly cconomical, utilizing 15 design points to estimate the 10 coellicients

of the second order model. The axial portion of the design is a three~level, one-factor-at-a-time

augrnentation to the two-level factorial portion of the design and it allows for the estimation of the

ß„ quadratic model coeliicients. Through appropriate choices for the values of a and the number

of center runs, the above blocking anangement can be an orthogonal one.

The CCDs are augmented with a chosen number of center run(s) to avoid singularity of the X’X

matrix, which occurs when all of the design points lie on a common sphere about the origin. When

replicated, the center runs provide an internal estimate of the pure experimental error variance.

Much of the llexibility of the CCDs is derived from the experimentefs ability to choose both the

number of center runs and the value of a needed to achieve the desired design properties.

ln this research, the notation used to denote number of design points in the CCDs is as followsz
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Number of factorial points: F = 2* or 2*·P

Number of axial points: n, = 2k

Number of center points: N,

Total number of design points: N = F + n, + N, .

The odd design moments of the CCDs are all equal to zero, and the even moments through order

four can be written as

„, F + 2 Z Z
[H] = 12 =4

man = z• =

F
g‘

+ 2
g‘ a‘

[¤¤] = ——jqi

where g is a scaling factor, typically used in scaling the design to the [ii]= 1 coding convention.

The value of g needed to scale the CCDs to |ii]= l becomes

- /..Lg° F+2ß _

A CCD can be a second order orthogonal design, for a given number of center runs, by choosing

the value of a such that 11; = .14 = 1. Utilizing the above value ofg satisties the 1; = I oxthogonality

requirement, and setting [iijj] = l satisfies the Ä4 = 1 orthogonality requirement. Therefore, an

orthogonal CCD can be constructed by choosing a as the value which satisfies the equation

„ = „/—ä— (./FN -r=>

A CCD is also capable of being a rotatable design through an appropriate choice for the value of

a, irregardless of the number of center points. A rotatable CCD must have [iiii]= 3 Iiiiilr and

therefore a rotatable CCD can be constructed by selecting a as the value which satisfies the equation
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« = 1/F .

A rotatable CCD can also be an orthogonal design by choosing the appropriate number of center

runs needed to make 1; = .1•= 1. Instead of achieving orthogonality, a rotatable CCD can be a

uniform precision design by requiring that 11; = 1 and that 1, be equal to the appropriate uniform

precision value (see page 53). However, the number of center runs (N,) required to satisfy either

A the orthogonality or uniform precision conditions is typically not integer·valued, and therefore the

actual design plans are only near·orthogona1 or near-uniform precision CCDs.

The CCD also lends itself well to orthogonal blocking arrangements because the factorial and axial

portions are each first order orthogonal designs. By using the value of a which makes the sums

of squares within blocks proportional to the block sizes, the axial and factorial portions of a CCD

are each an orthogonal block. The assignment rule strategy (discussed in section 2.1.4.1) necessi-

tates the use ofan experimental design, such as the CCD, which can be partitioned into ortlnogonal

blocks. In this research, the full CCDs with k= 2, 3, 4, 5 factors and the % fractional CCDs with

k== 6, 7 factors are used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies.

Box·Belurken Designs

The Box-Behnken designs (BBDs), introduced in a paper by Box and Behrnken (4), are a class of

three-level, second order designs formed by combining two·1evelfactoria1 designs with incomplete

block designs and a chosen number of center runs in a particular manner. The BBDs are not as

flexible as the CCDs but require the use of only three levels of each variable, compared to the live

levels required for a CCD. Like the CCDs, the BBDs are auguented with a chosen number of

center runs to avoid singularity of the
X’X

matrix. For example, the k=5 BBD with six center

nms, partitioned into two orthogonal blocks, has the designmatrix
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Number
xt xi ls Ke Bs of Points

1 I 1 l 0 0 0 4
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 4

1 l 0 zi: l 0 0 4
0 0 0 1 l 1 l 4
0 0 0 0 0 3

D = ··-----·-······----··- x g
0 1 1 zi: l 0 0 4

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4
0 0 1 1 0 1 l 4

1 1 0 0 0 1 l 4
0 1 I 0 1 l 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 3

N = 46

where the tl symbol indicates that all combinations of the + l and -1 levels are to be run. This

design is not particularly economical, utilizing 46 design points to estimate the 21 coefiicients of the

second order model. The exact number of center runs used is not critical, but for the k= 5 design

Box and Behnken recommend three center points in each block in order to achieve a fairly uniform

variance profile over the experimental region. '

The Box-Behnken designs are second order orthogonal and near·rotatable, with the k = 4, 7 designs

being exactly rotatable. 'Through an appropriate choice for the number of center runs, the BBDs

can be near·uniform precision designs also. No BBDs exist for k= 2, 8 factors and the k= 4 design

is simply an orthogonal rotation of the four variable CCD. With the exception of the k= 3 design,

orthogonal blocking is possible in all of the BBDs, but an equal number of center runs must be

added to each block to ensure that the sum of squares within blocks remain proportional to the

block sizes. The k=4 BBD partitions into three orthogonal blocks and the k=5, 7 designs par-

tition into two blocks. The BBDs can also be scaled to the [ii] = l coding convention using a scaling

factor of g == „/N/4 (k — I) for the k= 4, 5, 7 designs.
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The assignment rule correlation induction strategy (discussed on pages 2l-25) requires the use of

arn experimental design which can be partitioned into orthogonal blocks. Therefore, the BBD with

three factors cannot be used in this research. Because the k=4 design partitions into an odd

number of blocks, a modüied assignment rule strategy, which involves the use of common and

antithetic random number streams in two blocks and the use of independent streams in the third

block, is used for this design. In this research, the BBDs with k = 4, 5, 7 factors are to evaluate

the correlation induction strategies.

Three-Level factorial Designs

A natural extension to the two-level factorial designs are the class of three·level factorial designs,

utilizing k factors at each of three levels. The 3* factorial designs can be used to estirnate the coef-

licients of a second order model since each factor is present at three levels. Full 3* designs require

a large number of experimental runs even for moderate values of k, so the concept of fractional

replication is particularly attractive for these designs. Like the 2* factorial designs, the 3* designs fall

into the class of orthogonal designs, however fractional replications are not second order

orthogonal. Unlike the CCDs, the 3* desigis cannot be rotatable or uniform precision designs, but

similar the CCDs, the 3* designs can be blocked orthogonally. For example, a 3* factorial design

can be partitioned into three orthogonal blocks by confounding the xrxzx; interaction term with

the block effects. Utilizing two ofthe three orthogonal blocks as the experimental design, the design

matrix for the ils fxaction of the 3* factorial design becomes
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X1 K2 K:
-1 -1 -1
-1 0 1
- 1 1 0
0 -1 1
0 0 0
0 1 -1
1 -1 0
1 0 -1
1 1 1

_ D == -···-·-·-----···-~-- x g
-1 -1 0
-1 O -1
-1 1 1
0 - 1 - 1
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 - 1 1
1 0 0
1 1 -1 .

This design is fairly economical, utilizing 18 design points to estimate the 10 coeflicients of the

second order model. If the full factorial design were used, the design would be second order

orthogonal but an additional 9 design points would be required.

Center points can be accommodated in the orthogonally blocked three-level factorial designs, but

an equal number of center runs must be added to each block to ensure that the sum of squares

within blocks remain proportional to the block sizes. ’I'he full three-level factorial designs always

contain one center run, representing the intermediate levels of each factor and, therefore, the addi-

tion of center runs represent replications of this design point. The 3* designs can be scaled to the

coding convention of [ii]= 1 through the use of a scaling factor of g=„/1/:(N/F) .

The 3* designs are one of the second order design classes used to evaluate the correlation induction

strategies because oftheir ability to block orthogonally. However, the 3* designs partition into three

orthogonal blocks, and therefore a modified AR strategy (as used for the k = 4 BBD) is required for

the 3* designs. Also, because of the excessively large size of the full 3* designs, 1/: fractional repli-

cations of the k= 6, 7 designs are considered in this research.
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Small Composite Designs

l-lartley (24), Westlake (62), and Draper (I4) have each developed economical designs based on the

CCDs, termed small composite designs. These desigis use a reduced number of dcsigi points in

the factorial portions of the CCDs to produce designs which are either saturated or near-saturated.

Hart1ey’s designs (24) are essentially 'small' CCDs, consisting of fractional 2* factoxial designs rather

than full 2* designs for the factorial portion of the CCD. For the case of k=3 factors, the small

composite design suggested by Hanley utilizes the xlxzxg term as the defuning contrast, and the

resulting % fraction of the
2’

design is augnented with the axial portion of a CCD and one center

run, yielding the design matrix

Kn K2 Ls

1 l 1
-1 -1 1
-1 1 -1
l -1 -1
0 0 0

D == -··-·-~-•··-·-··-· x g
a O O

·a 0 0 ‘

0 a 0
0 -a 0
O 0 a
0 0 -a .

This design utilizes ll design points to estimate the 10 coetlicients of the second order model. A

center run is included to avoid singularity of the X’X matrix and the values of a and N, can be
l

chosen by the expcrimenter to achieve orthogonal blocking, rotatability, or uniform precision.

Similar to a CCD, the design can be scaled to the [ii]= 1 coding convention through the use of a

scaling factor of g == „/N/(F + 2a') .
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Hartley recommends the use of % fractions for the k= 2, 3, 4, 5 designs, % fractions for the k=6,

7 designs, and % fractions for the k = 8, 9 designs. The 2* fractions suggested by Hartley insure that

two-way interaction terms are not aliased with each other, but allow for aliasing of two-way inter-

action terms and linear terms because the axial portions of the designs provide additional informa-

tion on the lineariterms. With an appropriate choice for the value of a, Hartley’s small composite

designs partition into two orthogonal blocks; the factorial portion serves as one block and the axial

portion of the design serves as the other block. Each of Hart1ey's designs are either saturated or

near·saturated, with the exception of the k= 5, 7, 9 designs.

Westlake (62) provided near-saturated k=5, 7, 9 small composite designs using irregular fractions

of the 2* designs for the factorial portions. However, Westlake’s designs do not block orthogonally

because of the irregular fractions, and therefore these designs are not considered in this research.

Similar to Westlake, Draper (I4) developed k= 5, 7, 9 small composite designs which are closer to

i saturation than the designs developed by Hartley. Draper’s designs utilize incomplete Plackett·

Burman designs (52) augmented with the axial portion of a CCD. Because the Plackett-Burman

designs are ürst order orthogonal, Draper’s small composite designs can blocked in an

orthogonal manner. For example, the k=5 small composite design suggested by Draper, parti-

tioned into two blocks, has the design matrix
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111 K2 Ls KÖ Ls

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1 1

-1 -1 1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1 1

1 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1 -1 1

-1 1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 -1

D = ·-·-----·--···------·····--··· x g
:1: a O 0 0 O

0 ia O O O
0 0 :1: a O 0

· 0 0 0 :h a 0
0 O 0 0 ia 1

where the i a notation indicates that one run is made at the + a level and another at the -a level.

This design is near-saturated, utilizing 22 design points to estimate the 21 coeüicients of the second

order model and the design can easily accornmodate center runs. The non·axial portion of the

design consists of live columns from a twe1ve·run P1ackett·Burman design and can be used to lit a

first order model, but the alias structure is not as clean as that of a fractional factorial design.
I

Draper also developed designs utilizing 42 runs for the case of k= 7 factors (8 more runs than a

saturated design) and 62 runs for the case of k= 9 factors (7 more runs than a saturated design).

Similar to the CCDs, Draper’s designs can be scaled to the [ii]= 1 coding convention by using a

scaling factor of g = „/N/(F + 2a') .

In summary, the second order designs used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies examined

this research (each of which admits to orthogonal blocking) are the full and % tractional central

composite designs, the Box-Behnken designs, the full and
‘/a

fractional three-level factorial designs,

and the small composite designs developed by Hartley and Draper. _
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2.2.3 RSM Design Criteria

There are numerous statistical design criteria available for comparing the three correlation induction

strategies identified earlier. Optimality design criteria, often referred to as alphabetic optimality

criteria (7), are based on making the variance·covariance matrix of the parameter estimates small

in some sense. Optimal design theory is an important component in the development of designs

for the case of regession models, but there has been much controversy conceming the applicability

of optimal design theory to response surface analysis (59).

Many of the commonly-used optimality design criteria, motivated in particular by Kiefer (32), as-

sume that the proposed model, stating the effect of the input variables on the response variable, is

exactly correct. Box and Draper (5) were the first authors to consider in depth the effect of model

rrnisspecification on experimental design. These autlnors suggest that a mean squared error criteria

is more appropriate than a variance·based optimality criteria because it takes bias error due to

model misspecification, as well as variance error, irnto account. Mean squared error criteria are

those which minirnize the sum of the variarnce and squared bias errors.

Consideration of bias error is particularly important in response surface analysis because the fitted,

low·order polynomial models are only meant to approximate the true response surface in small

regions of the factor space. For cases in which a first order model is used, the question arises as to

whether the experimental design can offer proper protection against the possibility of quadratic

curvature in the response surface. In the second order case, the question arises as to whether the

design affords protection against the existence ofcubic curvature in the response surface. The mean

squared error design criteria consider variance and bias simultaneously, thereby allowing for pro-

tection against large variances and alfording protection against biases due to inadequacy of the fitted

model. Frequently variance and bias are competing effects; that is, when the variarnce error is small,

the bias error is large, and vice versa. Therefore, a criteria which seeks to minirrnize the average

4 mean squared error of the fitted response equation is particularly useful when the experimenter
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suspects that both variance and bias error exist. In some situations, the mean squared error criteria

can be used to find the optimal placement of design points for the current region of interest.

The design criteria of minimum average mean squared error of the response variable (termed the

MSE ofresponse criteria) was originally developed by Box and Draper (5). These authors focused

on the problem offitting a first order polynomial model (dl = I) whileprotecting against bias in the

fitted response if, in fact, the true response could be more adequately modeled in the region of in-

terest using a second order polynomial model (dz = 2). In other words, the authors looked at the

situation in which a linear model was fit to the data but the possibility of quadratic curvature in the

response system existed. The authors developed the criteria for a spherically·shaped region of in-

terest and found that the designs which the MSE of response were similar to those which

the bias component alone, but were quite different from those which minimized the

variance component alone.

In a later paper, Box and Draper (6) addressed the problem of fitting a second order polynomial

model while protecting against third order bias (dl = 2, dg = 3). Again, using the MSE of response

criteria and a spherically·shaped region of interest, the authors found that designs which minimized

the MSE of response were similar to those which minimized the bias component alone. The au·

thors suggested a rule of thumb for situations in which no information about the amount of bias

error was available. The recommendation was that [ii], the pure second order design moment, be

about 10% larger than would be suggested for the appropriate design which minimizes the bias

component alone.

Draper and Lawrence (I6) extended the work of Box and Draper by developing the MSE of re-

sponse criteria for a cuboidal region of interest. The basic conclusions which emerged for cuboidal

regions were consistent with the previous results for spherical regions. However, unlike the results

for spherical regions, the best choice for the value of [ii] in a cuboidal region of interest is fairly in-

sensitive to the number of factors in the model.
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In a recent paper by Draper and Guttman (15), the previous developments for the MSE of response

criteria in spherical and cuboidal regons were united. 'The authors developed a famib: of regen

shapes, rangng from all axial points to the cuboidal regen. The conclusiens reached for these

flexible regons were again consistent with the previous results for spherical regons; that is, mini-

mum MSE of response designs are slightly expanded versions of the designs which the

bias error alone. The authors noted that for any of the flexible design regons, if variance error and

a moderate amount of bias error exist, then the design points should be placed to the inside of the

boundary of the regen of interest.

A generalization ef the MSE of response criteria was proposed by Myers and Lahoda (48), in which

the average mean squared error of a set parametric functions involving the response equation is

minimized. Specific attention was given to the situation in which the parametric functions are the

partial derivatives of the response equation, or equivalently, the slopes ef the response function.

This criteria (termed the MSE ofslope criteria) has particular appeal in response surface optimiza-

tion when the experimenter is interested in finding the direction of greatest change in the estimated

response. In both the steepest aseent and ridge analysis procedures of RSM, it is important that

the slopes of the response function be estimated well, and therefore an experimenter may find useful

a criteria which takes both variance and bias of the slopes into account. Myers and Lahoda de-

veloped the MSE of slope criteria for both spherical and cuboidal regons of interest and for the

fit-protection situations of dr = 1, dg =2 and dg = 2, dz= 3. For the case of fitting a first order

model, the authors found that designs which the MSE of slope are orthogonal designs

with liil as large as possible. For the case of fitting a second order model, the authors found that

designs which the MSE of slope were rotatable designs derivable from a class of designs

which the bias component alone.

The performance of three correlation induction strategee are evaluated in this research using the

MSE of response and MSE of slope criteria for both spherical and cuboidal regions of interest.

Chapter 3 is devoted te fitting first order response surface models while protecting against second
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order bias (dz == l, dz = 2) and Chapter 4 focuses on fitting second order models while protecting

against third order bias (dz = 2, dg = 3).

In the following two sections the mathematical developments of the MSE of response criteria

(section 2.2.3.1) and the MSE of slope criteria (section 2.2.3.2) are presented.

2.2.3.1 MSE ofResponse Criteria

The assumption that underlies most research work in response surface methodology is that the

response system can be adequately described by an equation of the

formresponse= model + error [2.2.28]

where the model states the effect of the input variables on the response variable and the error de-

scribes the general form of departures from the model. In response surface experimentation, it is

generally assumed that the true modefdescribing the entire system is unknown and perhaps ex-

tremely oomplicated. However, RSM techniques assume that within restricted regions of the input

variables, low-order polynomial models (typically first or second order models) can be used to ap-

proximate the true model. The general linear model form of a polynomial model, as shown in

equation [2.2.9] on page 39, is written as

X = X Q + 5 .

Low-order polynomial models are eoonomical in terms of the number of experimental runs needed

to estimate the model parameters, but these models can only approximate the true response func-

tion. Therefore, an experimenter may be uncertain as to whether or not the fitted polynomial

model can adequately describe the true response surface. When model uncertainty exists, it is

oonvenient to write the general linear model in a form which partitions the polynomial part of the
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equation into two parts; the Xlgl litted part and the Xzßz unlitted part. The partitioned general

linear model, as shown in equation [2.2.19] on page 42, is written as

x = Xrél + Xgég + §.

The litted part of the model includes the pl model coeflicients in gl and is of order dl. The un~

litted part of the model includes the pz model coeflicients in gz and is of order dg — dl . The order

of the protection model is dz; that is, the highest order polynomial term which has been lelt out

of the jitted model, but might be needed to adequately describe the response surface curvature in

the region of interest. Olten an experimenter cannot alford the number ofexperimental runs needed

to lit a high~order polynomial model when the region containing the optimum response has not

been located. Therefore, it may be desirable to use an experimental plan which alfords protection

against bias in the litted model coellicients if higher order model terms are needed to adequately

describe the response surface curvature.

The litted polynomial model which the experimenter uses to jit the response data becomes

Q = xls, [2.2.29]

where is an Nxl vector of the litted responses at the data locations, Xl is an Nxpl matrix of

the regressor terms in the litted model, and hl is a pg xl vector of the estimated model coellicients.

The experimenter can estimate the value of the response variable at the u"' design point using the

equation

gun) = K}l„l'h1 [2.2.3Ü]

where Qu", is the litted response at the u"· design point and 5,,, is the u"* row of Xl.

However, if the experimenter has underlit the model, then the polynomial equation needed to de-

scribe the response surface would also include the 'urrlitted model terms in Xz. Letting 5,,,' denote
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the u"* row of X2, the value of the true response at the
u“‘

design point, y¤u,_ which includes both

litted and unfitted model terms, becomes

yw = x,,,'gr + x2u'éZ + eu. [2.2.31]

The MSE of response criteria developed by Box and Draper (5) calls for mirnimizing the average

of the expected squared deviations of the true response, y¤u,_ from the estirnated response,
9«_,_

0 over the region of interest. The mean squared error of 9%, can be written as

[2.2.:62]
= v=¤r9„,„,1 + ßr¤== :9,,,,1

where the varianee and bias terms are defined as

A A A ZVar[y(w]= E{y(w—E[y(w]} [2.2.33]

[2.2.34]

The criteria proposed by Box and Draper (5) utilizes an average value of MSE [9%,], obtained by

uniformly weighting the mean squared error of the ütted responses at each of the data locations.

This average value is computed by integating the MSE [9%,] over the region of interest and di-

viding by the volume of the region. The criteria also calls for normalizing the average MSE [9%,]

with respect to the number of design points, N, and the experimental error variance, az. Box and

Draper denote this average, norrnalized MSE of response as J, and define J as
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NQ,.J
¤ az R

MSE[y(x__,] dx

NQ,.
^ 16; R B{Y(;„)—E[Y(,l„l]} dx

N¤l A , N¤. A [2.2.35]
- „. L ¤{v«.„—¤¤9...J} ¤¤ + ,. L {¤¤..„1—¤w«...1}*¤¤

N NQ _

=¤ V + B

where V is the average, normalized variance of 9%, (u = 1, ...... , N) over the region of interest

and B is the average, normalized squared bias of 9%,. V is termed the variance error and B is

termed the bias error. 0," is the volume of R, the centered and scaled region of interest, def'med

as

Qr—I
= In dx

·

The vaxiance and bias error terms can be conveniently written in terms of the region moment ma-

trices, which Box and Draper define as

ull = 9, L, xi' xi dx [2.2.36]

u;l = 0, L, xi' xl dx [2.2.37]

, [L12 = Q,. In
x;’

x; dx . [2.2.38]

The region moment matrioes are obtained by integrating the x vectors over a specified region of

interest. The xl vector contains the pl regressor terms in Xl, and the x; vector contains the p;

regressor terms in X;. It is assumed that the vectors are weighted uniforrnly over the region of in-

terest; that is, the weight assigned to each design point is constant and equal to Q., , the inverse of
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the volume of the centered and scaled design region. The elements of the region moment matrices

are of the form

w ,•_ 2, _____ ki, = n, I xf¤ x§= ..... 1% dx [2.2.39]
R

where ij 6, =¤ 6 is the order of the region moment.
lul '

The form of the elements of the region moment matrices depend on the order of the fitted model

(d,), the order of the protection model (dg), and the shape of the region of interest. The most

frequently used regions shapes are the spherical and cuboidal regions. Appendix B (pages 278-282)

illustrates the region moment matrices for the case of fitting a first order model and Appendix J

(pages 348-352) illustrates the region moment matrices for the case of titting a second order model.

Appcndix D (pages 287-29l) illustrates the element: of the region moment matrices for both

spherical and cuboidal regions of interest.

Utilizing the region moment notation, the variance error, V, becomes

NQ, A
V

In
V3.l'[y(xu)]d§

[2.2.40]

-· % rm- iv-rnb, 1 #,,3

where the form of Var [ b, ] depends on the least squares estimation technique used to estimate

Q,. Denoting the variance of 1;, under ordinary least squares as Var[b,_o,_, ], and the variance

under weighted least squares as Var [ h,_„,_,] , the two forms of the variance of h, become

Var[b,_°,_,] = (X', X,)" X', V X, (X', X,)" 6* [2.2.41]

vu [ 1,,,,,,] = (x·, V·*x,)·* 6* [2.2.42]
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where V is the variance-covariance matrix of the error terms apart from the experimental error;

that is, Varfg] = az V.

The bias error, B, written in terms of the region moment matrices, becomes

N
B

Bias*[2.2.43]

= 21% E': [A'#11^ * 2#21A + #22} E2

where A is the alias matrix whose form depends on the least squares estimation technique used to

estimate the model parameters. Denoting the alias matrix under ordinary least squares estimation

as AOL, , and under weighted least squares as AwL,, the two forrns of the alias matrix, as shown

in equations [2.2.22] and [2.2.23] on page 43, are

Aer.; = (X'1 xx)-! X'1 X2

AWL, = (X’rV"Xr)°‘ X'rV"X;.

Therefore, the MSE of response criteria developed by Box and Draper (5}. and defined in equation

[2.2.35] on page 71, becomes the minimization of

J = T¤’¤<=¢ {VMUM] #11} + E': {A'#11A—2#;1·^-+#z2} @1- [2-2-44]

2.2.3.2 MSE ofSlopc Criteria

A primary objective of many simulation studies is to find the conditions of the input variables

which result in the optimum estimated response. The optimization procedures used in the analysis

of response surfaces (discussed in section 2.2.1.2) utilize the partial dcrivatives of the response
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function for determination of the direction of the greatest change in the estimated response. Gen-

erally a series of sequential experiments is performed, each using the gradient information obtained

in the previous experiment to determine the direction in which the response changes most rapidly.

Before the region containing the optimurn response is located, the experimenter’s objective is to

attain an equation for predicting the rate of change of the response variable with respect to each

of the input variables (as opposed to the ultimate goal of attaining an equation for predicting the

value of the response variable itself ). Therefore, during the sequential experimentation stage of

RSM, an experimenter may find useful a design criteria developed specifically for the purpose of

estimating the slopes of the response function.

Myers and Lahoda (48) developed a generalization of the MSE of response criteria for the case of

estirnating a set of parametric functions of the response equation. The MSE ofslope criteria is a

specific application of the authors’ criteria in which the parametric functions are the first derivatives,

or slopes, of the response equation. The MSE of slope criteria seeks to rninimize the average,

normalized mean squared error of the slopes of the fitted response equation. Denoting the partial

derivative of the response equation with respect to the im input variable as yam the im partial de-

rivative of the first order polynomial model shown in equation [2.2.4] on page 33 becomes

yam = ä = ß, _ [2.2.45]

The im partial derivative of the second order response function shown in equation [2.2.5] on page

33 can be written as

)'(x‘) = ßi + Zßüx] + Eßü Xj
_Jin

Similarly, the im partial derivative of the third order polynomial model shown in equation [2.2.24]

on page 45 becomes
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ux,) = 181+ 21811*1 + ßßaullf zgßiijxixj
1 1 1 1

[2.2.47]
+ Äß¤11*i + E Zßh¤1*¤*1-11*1 h1*1 < 11*1

The general linear model form of the response equation (shown in equation [2.2.9] on page 39) can

be extended to the parametric functions involving the slopes of the response equation. Denoting

the partial dexivative of the response vector with respect to the vector of k input variables as hh

the general linear model form of the parametric function involving the slopes of the response

equation can be written as

im = % = Nm g [2.2.48] .

where
A’w

is a matrix of the partial derivatives of the regressor terms in the X matrix, or equiv-

alently, the partial derivatives of the response equation, apart from the ß coetlicients. The elements

in the i'* mw of A'„ are the partial derivatives of the
i“·

row of X with respect to x, .

When there is uncertainty concerning the ability of the fitted polynornial model to adequately de-

scribe the true response surface, it is useful to partition the general linear model into two parts (as

shown in equation [2.2.19] on page 42). The corresponding partitioned form of the pararnetric

function involving the slopes of the response equation can be written as

zw = Ä'] (X)

E}whereNm is a kxp; matrix whose elements are the partial derivatives of the regressor terms in

litted X; portion of the model, and A',„ is a kxp; matrix whose elements are the partial deriva-

tives of the regressor terms in unfitted X; portion of the model. Denoting the partial derivative of

the _/itted response function shown in equation [2.2.29] on page 69 as 2% the equation for the

slopes of the fitted response function becomes _
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Ö.?im = = A'l hg . [2.2.50]

The form ef the elements ef the NW and A',w matrices depend on the order ef the fitted model

(dz) and the order of the protection model (dz). For the case ef fitting a first order response model

with protection against a true second order model (dz = 1, dg = 2), the Q vectors and the A'w ma-

trices are shown in Appendix C (pages 283-286). Fer the case of fitting a second order model with

protection against a true third order model (dz = 2, dg = 3), the E vectors and the A'® matrices are

shown in Appendix K (pages 353-358).

The MSE of slope criteria developed by Myers and Lahoda (48) calls fer minimizing the average

ef the expected squared deviations of the partial derivatives of the true response function, lm , from

the estimated partial derivatives, fw, ever the regen of interest, and the criteria is normalized with

respect to the number of design points, N, and the experimental error variance, 6*. Myers and

Lahoda denote this average, nermalized MSE of Qw as J* , and define J' as

NQJ•
= ——i-LI MSE[¢w] dx

6 g -

A A= E [zw—z(z;l’[2w—2(z)] dx°° = { } [2.2.51]
N NQ _

= és-'- L Var[Qw]d; + T Bnas*[Qw]dx

= V" + B'

where V° is the average, nermalized variance of B' is the average, norrnalized squared bias

ef fw and Q,° * is the volume of the regen ef interest (defined en page 71).

The variance and bias components ef J° can be written in terms ef the regen matrices of the

partial derivatives of the response function. The regen matrices are ebtained by integrating the
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Aw matrices with respect to the vectors of input variables over a specified regen of interest and

dividing by the volume of the regen. The regen matrices invelving the partial derivatives of the

fitted and unfitted model terms are defined as

,5, = 0, In A, w A', w dx [2.2.62]

,5, = 0, In A, w A', w dx [2.2.63]

The form efthe elements of these regen matrices depend on the order ef the fitted model, the order

of the protection model, and the shape ef the regen of interest. Appendix C (pages 283-286) il-

Iustrates the regen matrices of the partial derivatives of the response function for the case ef fitting

a first order model and Appendix K (pages 353-358) illustrates these matrices fer the case of fitting

a second order model. Appendix D (pages 287-291) illustrates the elements of the regen matrices

fer both spherical and cuboidal regens ef interest.

The variance component of J', written in terms ef the regen matrices, becomes

N91 Av"=
In

‘

NQ, ,

Ä rm {va; [ 1; 3 ' }=“
gz 1 #11

where the form ef Var [ b, ] depends en the least squares estirnation technique used te estimate

Q, (ordinary or weighted), as shown in equations [2.2.41] and [2.2.42] on page 72. The bias com-

ponent ef J', written in terms ef the regen matrices, becomes
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N .
B*V

11

NQ A , A=· [2-2-56]

N · A·
‘

A 2 ' A °’
QT Ä!l #11 — #21 +#22} Ä!

where the form of A, the alias matrix, depends on the least squares estimation technique used to

estirnate the model pararneters, as shown in equations [2.2.22] and [2.2.23] on page 43.

Therefore, the MSE of slope criteria developed by Myers and Lahoda (48), and defined in equation

[2.2.51] on page 76, becomes the minimization of

·¤· = % rm {va-11:11 ui.} + % ge {A' A?. A — 2»·;„ A + A;.} az- Ezwl

The design criteria of MSE of response and MSE of slope are used in this research to evaluate the

performance of the three correlation induction strategies. The strategies are compared in terms of

J and J* for a variety of first and second order response surface designs. Chapter 3 evaluates the

strategies using first order response surface designs and Chapter 4 considers second order designs.
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Chapter 3

FIRST ORDER DESIGNS

First order response surface designs are experimental plans useful in the estimation of the pararne-

ters of fnrst order polynomial models. Such models require few design points and are generally used

in restricted regions of the factor space to obtain preliminary estimates of the relationship between

the response variable and a set of input variables. Using first order designs, these preliminary ex-

perirnents are typically performed in a sequential manner in order to locate the region in the factor

space in which the response appears to be optimized. Once this region is located, the experimenter

abandons the first order models and fits a large, full-scale, second order design to enable more ac-

curate estimation of the optimum response.

The properties and specific classes of first order designs were introduced in section 2.2.2.1 on pages

47-50. The first order desigis which are the focus of the research in this Chapter are the two-level

factorial designs. These designs are the most widely used class of first order desigis because they

are simple, yet provide highly efiicientiestimates of the model parameters. In addition, the two-level

factorial designs are capable of being blocked orthogonally (a requirement of the assignment rule

correlation induction strategy), and therefore these designs can be used to evaluate the three corre-

lation induction strategies examined in this research.
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The first section of this Chapter examines the two-level factorial design class and its inherent

properties of importance to this research (orthogornal blockirng, accommodation of center runs, and

fractional replication). The second section utilizes the two-level factorial designs to evaluate the

three correlation induction strategies in terms of the MSE of response criteria, and the third section

evaluates these strategies in terms of the MSE of slope criteria. The final section presents a sum-

mary of the research fmdirngs in the first order case.

3.I Two-level Factorial Designs

Factorial designs are useful experimental plans for simulation studies in which the joint effect of

several input variables on a simulated response variable is to be studied. The two-level factorial

designs involve the use of k input variables at each of two levels, thereby requiring 2k design

poirnts for a complete factorial arrangement. Because there are only two levels of each factor, these

designs are only useful in fitting first order models. Thus, an experimenter using a 2k design must

be willing to assume that the response is approximately linear over the range of the factor levels

chosen. Despite their inability to fit curvature, the 2k designs are extremely useful during the

steepest ascent stage of RSM. With only a small number of design points, the 2k designs provide

efficient estimates of the linear coefficiernts of first order models and, in turn, are useful for location

of the region containing the optimum response.

When fitting a first order response surface model using a 2k design, the input variables are generally

coded for each region of experimentation such that · 1 represents the low level of each variable

and +1 represents the high level of each variable. Each time the experimenter moves to a new

region of interest, the input variables must be re·coded to reilect charnges in the size and/or central

location of the design relative to the response surface. The levels of the im coded design variable

in the current region of interest, denoted by x, (i = 1, 2, ,k ) , are determined from the un-
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coded, or natural, variables using the transforrnation shown in equation [2.2.8] on page 34. The two

levels of the coded design variables used in the 2* experiments are not necessarily the i 1, or

high/low, levels. Depending on the design criteria chosen by the experimenter, the design may be

slightly larger or smaller than the cuboid defined by the factorial arrangement of the :*.:1 levels.

Variance-related design criteria generally suggest the use of larger designs and bias-related design

criteria generally suggest the use of smaller designs.

The rernainder of this section discusses the ability of the 2k designs to block orthogonally, accom-

modate center runs, and be fractionally replicated. '1'he following two-level factorial design, with

k= 3 factors and N, = 1 center run, is used to illustrate the properties of the 2k designs:

K1 K2 L:

-1 -1 -1
1 1 -1
1 -1 1

-1 1 1
D = -------------------------·---·-·-·--· x g

1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1
-1 -1 1

1 1 1
0 0 0 .

where g is the scaling factor, or equivalently, the levels of the coded design points. The factorial

design points lie outside the current region of experimentation when the value of g is larger than

I, and these design points lie inside the boundaries of the current region when the value of g is

smaller than 1.
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3.1.1 Orthogonal Blocking in the Two·level Factorial Designs

First order designs which block orthogonally are those designs which can be partitioned into two

or more blocks in such a manner that the block effects do not affect the usual estimates ofthe linear

coefficients. It is generally assumed that each block contributes only an addizive effect to the first

order model and, therefore, any model terms which are orthogonal to the block effects are unaf-

fected by the blocking scheme. ln order to partition a 2k design into 2° blocks, an experimenter

must choose p < k detining contrasts and, in tum, 2° — p — I generalized interactions will result.

The defining contrasts and generalized irnteractions are indistinguishable from, or confounded with,

the block effects because these terms are not orthogonal to the block effects. Thus, the exper-

imenter must choose the defining contrasts in such a manner that the usual estirnates of the first

order model coefficients are not confounded with the blocks effects; that is, the linear model terms

cannot be defining contrasts nor generalized interactions. See references (40) and (46) for complete

coverage of blocking in the 2k designs.

Any of the two·level factorial designs can be partitioned into 2° = 2 orthogonal blocks through the

use of an interaction term as the p = 1 defining contrast. For example, the
2’

design shown on

page 81 was partitioned into two orthogonal blocks by using the xlxzx; term as defuning contrast.

Only the ßm coefiicient is not estimable because it is confounded with the block effects, and

therefore the ßo, ßl, ßz, and ß; linear coefficients of the first order model can be estimated. The

center run can be placed in either block because the coefficients of the first order model remain

orthogonal even if the number of center runs in each block is not the same. (The addition of center

runs to the 2k designs is further discussed in section 3.1.2.)
A

For the case of 2°¤ 4 orthogonal blocks, p = 2 defining contrasts must be chosen and

2° - p - l = 1 generalized interaction results. To insure that no first order terms are confounded

with the block effects, there must be at least k = 3 factors in the design. For example, the
2’

design

shown on page 81 can be partitioned into four orthogonal blocks through the use of the xlxg and
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xzxg terms as defming contrasts, resulting in the xlxg generalized interaction term. The partitioned

design matrix becomes

X1 K2 Ka

-1 g -1 -1
l 1 1

1 -1 -1
-1 1 1

D = --·-·--·-·------------•-·-·--·-··-~-- x g
-1 -1 1

1 1 -1

-1 1 -1
1 -1 1
0 0 0 .

'This design allows for the estimation of the linear coefficients of the first order model because only

the ßu and ßz, eoefficients of the defining contrasts and the ß,, coefficient of the generalized

interaction are eonfounded with the block effects. Table l summadzes the number of factors re-

quired, the number of defining contrasts which must be chosen, and the number of generalized

interactions which result when a 2k design is partitioned into 2° = 2, 4, 8, I6, 32, 64 blocks. To

insure that the blocking is orthogonal, the linear terms of the model cannot be defining contrasts

nor generalized interactions.

Table 1. Orthogonal Blocking in the Two-Level Faetorial Designs.
Required number of factors and defining contrasts.

Number of Required Number of Number of
Orthogonal Number of Defining Generalized

Blocks _ Factors Contrasts lnteractions
(2°) (k2P+l) (P) (2P‘P‘l)

2 k 2 2 1 0
4 k 2 3 2 1
8 k 2 4 3 4
16 k Z 5 4 11
32 k 2 6 5 26
64 k 2 7 6 57
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In the remainder of this.Chapter it is assumed that an experimenter utilizing the assignment rule

correlation induction strategy has partitioncd the 2* design into blocks in such a manner that the

first order effects are orthogonal to the block effects.

3.1.2 Addition of Center Runs to the Two-level Factorial Designs

A center run is a design point taken at the center of the current experimental region; that is, at the

intermediate level (x, = 0) of each coded design variable. By definition, the two·level factorial

designs consist of all combinatiorns of two levels of each factor. Therefore, by augnenting the 2k

designs with center runs, these designs become three-level designs. However, the disadvarntages of

an added level ofeach factor are often outweiglned by the advantages obtained through the addition

of center runs. The addition of multiple center runs enables estimation of the experimental error

variance, provides a means of checking the adequacy of the first order model, and aäords protection

against bias in the model coefficients.

One of the disadvantages of the two·level factorial designs is that they do not perrnit estimation of

the pure experimental error variarnce, 6*. The estimate of the error variance obtairned from fitting

a first order model with a 2k design contains both pure experimental error and error due to inade· _

quacy of the model. Through the addition of multiple center runs, the error sum of square: (the

usual estimate of the error variance, apart from its. degrees of freedom) can be partitioned into three

component parts:

1. Pure experimental error U

2. Lack~of·fit error due to missing quadratic terms

3. Lack·of·fit error due to missing interaction terms.
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The pure experimental error variarnce is estimated from the variability of the responses obtained on

replicated center runs and the lack·of-fit error due to missing quadratic terms is estimated using the

difference between the average response at the center of the desigi and the average response at the

factorial points. By taking a ratio of the quadratic 1ack·of·fit error to the pure experimental error,

an experimenter can perform a formal hypothesis test for overall quadratic curvature, thereby as·

sessing whether or not the first order model adequately describes the response surface in the current

region of interest. The remairning portion of the error sum of squares is attributed to lack·of—fit

error due to missing interaction terms. Thus, by augrnenting a 2* design with multiple center runs,

the experimenter can estimate the pure experimental error variance and assess the adequacy of the

fitted first order model.

Another disadvantage of the two-level factorial designs is that they do not offer protection against

bias in the model coefficients when all of the design points are set at the 1 1 levels. When these

designs are not augmented with center runs and all of the factorial points are placed at the 1 l ex-

tremes, the desigrs are generally optimal in terms of most va.riance·related design criteria, but they

do not offer protection against bias in tlne coefiicients when the model is irnadequate. Bias·related

design criteria, which take model inadequacy into account, generally suggest the use of smaller de-

signs; that is, placing the factorial points at 1 g , where g < I . Mean squared error desigi criteria,

which take both variance and bias error into account, typically suggest the use of designs wlnich are

slightly expanded versions of the designs which consider bias alone.

The size of factorial designs can be made smaller by moving the factorial points closer to the center

of the design and/or by augnenting the desigis with center runs. Box and Draper (5) define the

size of a design as the root mean square distance of the design points from the center of the region,

which for a factorial design is simply the square root of k [ii]. Thus, for a given number of factors

in the model, k, the size ofa 2k design is determined by the value of [ii], the pure second order design

moment, which is computed as
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m=;§„
N u=¤l N

[2.1.1]
= ii.F + N,

where F is the number of factorial points, N, is the number of center runs, and g is the level

of the coded factorial design points. From equation [3.1.1], it is evident that either irncreasirng the

value of N, or decreasing the value of g will reduce the value of [ii] and, therefore, reduce the size

of the design.

The addition of center runs for the purpose of reducirng the size of the design, thereby alfording

protection against bias in the model coefficients, is viable technique if the experimenter can afford

the number of center runs required. It is generally more efficient to reduce the size of the design

by reducing the value of g; that is, by moving the factorial poirnts closer to the center of the desigr.

The number of center runs required to provide proper protection against bias is frequently more

than the experimenter can alford, yet only a slight reduction in the value of g easily reduces the

design to the desired size. For example, to achieve [ii]= 0.4 without the addition of center runs

requires that the factorial points be placed at levels of zi: .63. To achieve [ii] = 0.4 without altering

the xl levels requires the use of 12 center runs for a 2* design and 24 center runs for a 2* design,

each of which represents a 150% irncrease in the total rnurnber of design points. However, aug-

menting the 2* designs with just a few center runs reduces the size of the design slightly. For ex-

ample, without altering the value of i l factorial points, the addition of N, = 3 center runs to a

2* design reduces the size of the design to [ii] = .73 and reduces the size of a 2* design to [ii] = .84.

These reductions in the value of [ii] through the addition of three center runs provide protection

against biased model coefficients and enable a formal test for quadratic curvature to be performed.

Table 2 on page 87 summarizes the value of g required to achieve [ii] = !.0, .8, .6, .4, .2 without

the addition of center runs in the 2* designs. The table also indicates the number of center runs

needed for an equivalent reduction in the size of the design without altering the value of g. Be-
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cause the number of center runs depends on the number of factors in the model, the table indicates

the required values of N, for 2k designs with k= 2, 3, 4, 5 factors.

Table 2. Altering the Size of Two-level Factorial Designs.
The required levels of the factorial points or the required number of center runs.

Size of the Level of the Factorial Required Number of Center Runs When g= 1
Design Points When N, = 0 ( N,)

¤-¤ <¤> E ·===· Q ·<=5
1.0 1.00 0 0 0 0
.8 .89 1 2 4 8
.6 .77 2.7 5.3 10.7 21.3
.4 .63 6 12 24 48
.2 .45 16 32 64 128

When the factorial points are placed at the 21 high/low levels, the addition ef center runs alfects

sliglrt reductions in the second order design moments. However, to achieve large reductions in the

size of the design, say reducing [ii] by */1 or more, requires that at least */1 of the design points be

center runs, and therefore an increase of at least 50% in the total number of design points. Thus,

as the desired value of [ii] decreases, the required number of center runs increases rapidly, and it

becomes necessary to move the factorial points closer to the center of the experimental regen and

away from the 2 l extremes in order to achieve the desired design size. Also, the required number

of center runs required is net necessarily integer-valued, and the experimenter may need te alter the

value of g even if the design is augrnented with center runs.

The advantages of the simultaneous use ofcenter runs and moving the factorial points closer to the

center of the design are threefold:

1. An estimate of the pure experimental error variance (6*) can be obtained.

2. The adequacy of the tirst order model can be ascertained through a formal test
for quadratic curvature.
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3. 'Ihe experimenter obtains protection against biased coeflicients when the fitted
model is irnadequate.

3.1.3 Fractional Replication of Two-level Factorial Designs

As the number of factors in the two·level factorial designs increase, the number of experimental

runs needed for a complete replication rapidly becomes unaffordable. Fractional replications of the
2k designs, which consist of a fraction of the complete factorial experiment, are particularly useful

in response surface analysis when five or more factors are involved. The reduction in the number

of design points is aocomplished at the expense of interaction terms; that is, the coefiicients of

certain interaction terms cannot be estirnnated because they are indistirrguishable from the linear

coefiicients of the first order model. ’

The prooedures for developing a fractional factorial design are similar to those used in the devel-

opment of orthogonal blocking arrangements (discussed on page 82). Once a 2k design has been

partitioned into orthogonal blocks, a fractional replication of the design is achieved by using the

design points in only one of the blocks. Recall that when a full 2k design is run in blocks, the de-

fining contrasts and generalized interaction terms are cornfounded with the block effects. However,

when a 2k design is fractionally replicated, the defining contrasts and generalized irnteraction terms

define a particular alias structure. Associated with each of the linear terms in the first order model

are alias effects which are indistinguishable from the main effects. Each defining contrast and gen-

eralized interaction term generate an eüect that is aliased with the estimable effects of the regession

model.

The
2’

factorial design shown on page 8l was partitioned into two orthogonal blocks utilizing the

xlxzxg term as the defining contrast. Ifornly one of the blocks were used as the experimental design,

then the design would be considered a %-fractional replication. Utilizing the second block of the
partitiorned

2’
design, the %-fractional replicate becomes
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Ki K2 Ba

1 -1 -1

- l I - l
D = -1 -1 l x g

1 1 1
0 0 0 .

This fractional replication was generated using the xlxzxg term as the defming contrast, and there-

fore the alias structure of the design can be written as

X; E X;X3

X; E X; X3

X3 E X;X;

E X;X;X3

where E indicates that the effects are aliased with each other. Thus, the ß, linear coefficients are

estimable but the /3,, two-way interaction coeflicients cannot be estimated because they are aliased

with (indistinguishable fr·om) the linear coefficients. In addition, the estimate of the ßm coefiicient

of the defming contrast is completely sacriiiced because it is aliased with the ß, intercept term.

Fractional replications of the Zt designs can be partitioned into orthogonal blocks provided that the

generalized interactions between the deiining contrasts and blocking contrasts are second order, or

higher, interaction terms. Therefore, orthogonal blocking is possible in % fractions of the Zt de-

signs with k 2 4 factors, and % fractions can be blocked orthogonally when there are k 2 5 fac-

tors in the design.

The research in the remainder of this Chapter is an evaluation of the correlation induction strategies

in the first order case. The first order designs used to evaluate the three schemes are the following

full and fractional two-level factorial designs:

l. Full Zk factorial designs with k = I, 2, 3, 4 factors

Z. %·fractional replicates of the 2k designs with k = 5, 6 factors

3. %-fractional replicate of the Zk design with k = 7 factors.
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3.2 MSE of Response Criteria in the First Order Case

The focus of this section is the evaluation of three correlation induction strategies for the situation

in which an experimenter is fitting a first order model using a two-level factorial design. The three

strategies (introduced on pages 26-30) are the use of independent random number streams for each

design point (IR), the use of common streams for non-replicated design points and independent

streams for replicated design points (CR), and the use of the assignment rule blocking strategy for

non-replicated design points within blocks and independent streams for replicated design points

within blocks (AR).
f

The criteria used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies are two mean squared error design

criteria (introduced on pages 65·78). The first criteria, MSE of response, involves minimizing the

integrated mean squared error of the predicted response variable over the region of interest, and the

second criteria, MSE of slope, involves minimiüng the integrated mean squared error of the slopes

of the response function. This section of the paper evaluates the correlation induction strategies in

terms of the MSE of response criteria, and the MSE of slope criteria serves as the performance

measure in the following section.
e

The average, normalized, mean squared error of the predicted response, denoted by J, is the sum

of the bias and variance errors, denoted by B and V, respectively. These two individual components

of J, as well as their sum, are used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies. The first part

of this section deals with the bias component alone, the second part considers with the variance

component alone, and in the final part the correlation induction strategies are evaluated in terms

of the MSE of response criteria.

The research of this Chapter assumes that a two-level factorial design is being used to model the

relationship between a set of input variables and a response variable. The equation which the ex-
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perimenter uses to fit the data is a first order pelynomial regression model; that is, the order of the

fitted model is dl = l. It is also assumed that the experimenter desires protection against bias in the

first order coeflicients due to the presenoe of any quadratic curvature in the response surface; that

is, the order of the protection model is dg = 2. Therefore, the equations for the fitted and true re-

sponse at the u"* setting of the input variables, as shown in equations [2.2.30] and [2.2.31] on pages

69·70, respectively, are '

== K1¤°l21

Yqu) = K11} Ä! + K2u' Ä! +
‘u

where the subscript 1 indicates that the vecters contain terms from the fitted first order model, and

the subscript 2 indicates that the vecters contain the interaction and quadratic terms from the

protection model. The bias and variance components of the mean squared error of yqu, are pre-

sented in the following two sections.

3.2.1 Bias Component of J in the First Order Case

The bias component of is computed as the average squared bias of the predicted responses within

the regen of interest, normalized with respect te the number ef design points and the experimental

error varianoe. Box and Draper (5) present a mathematical development ef the bias error, B, for

the situation in which the responses are uncorrclated and the regen of interest is spherically·shaped

and Draper and Lawrence (I6) extend the bias error equation to cubeidal-shaped regons. The re-

search presented herein extends the previous work to situations in which the responses are corre·

Iated.

Box and Draper (5) define the bias component of the MSE of response criteria as
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B =

InN

* %" L {E Üa..>]·E[Ya.>J}‘°¤ um

N I I— =- §z{A #11A-Z#z1A+#zz}£=

where 0;* is the volume of the regon of interest (defined on page 71), A is the alias matrix (de-

fined on page 43), and the 11 terms are the regon moment matrices of the design (defined on page

71).

The equation for B indicates that the bias error is a function of the unknown ß parameters in the

protection model. Therefore, the bias error cannot be computed using equation [3.2.1] unless the 1

ß coefiicients of the unfitted interaction and quadratic terms can be estimated. For the case of fit-

ting a first order model with protection against a true second order model, estimation of Q; re-

quires estimation of p; = %k(k+ 1) coeflicients, and this number increases rapidly as k increases.

However, if the value of B is averaged over all orthogonal rotations of the response surface, then

the number ofparameters which need to be estimated can be reduced to two, regardless of the value

of k . Box and Draper (5) develop the equations for the average value of B using the following two

parameters:

N
k

2 1 26
- 7 26,, + 6 Z Z6,] [3.2.2]

6 i¤1 i < j

k
( ZF11 )°

¢= ; (0$¢$k) [3.2.3]
Zßüz + ßagz
1¤I 1 < 1
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where 0 is a standardized measure ef the magnitude of the quadratic tendency of the response

surface and ¢ is a parameter which indicates the state ofconditioning of the response surface. The

best state of conditioning corresponds to a response surface with spherical response contours about

the canonical axes, occurring when ¢•
= k, and the worst state of conditioning corresponds to a

response surface with redundant canonical variables, occuning when ¢• = 0. The product of these

two parameters, ¢0, is a standardized and squared sum of the quadratic coefficients, which can be -

written as
4

'

¢ 0 = _ [3.2.4]

Using the 48 and 0 parameters, Box and Draper (5) develop an equation fer the average value of

B for situations in which ordinary least squares (OLS) is the appropriate technique for estimation

of the ß coefiicients. However, when the responses are correlated due to the use of the modified

CR and AR strateges, weighted least squares (WLS) is the appropriate estimation technique. The

parameter estimates are different under OLS and WLS, and these differences are reflected in the bias

component of J through the form ef the alias matrix. However, when there are no replicated de-

sign points, indicating that the CR and AR strategies are pure; Schruben and Margolin (56) have

shown that the OLS and WLS parameter estimates are equivalent.

The equation for the average value ef B developed by Box and Draper (5) can be generalized to the

situation in which the responses are correlated and weightedleast squares is the appropriate esti-

mation technique. 'The modified form of the equation for B becomes

B = 8[¢(z[ii]—wü)'+2y,wü] r [1.2.6]

where [ii] is the pure second order design moment, w„ is the pure second order regen moment,

y, is a regon·dependent parameter defined for convenience reasons, and z is a coefiicient ef [ii]

which is a function of both the least squares estimation technique and the correlation induction

strategy.
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For a two-level factorial design, the pure second order design moment (shown in equation [3.1.1]

on page 86) is computed as

~
[ii] == ·L E: X· 'N u-l lll

, l
· F + N, ·

The w„ term in the equation for B is the pure second order region moment which is defined in

equation [2.2.39] on page 72. As shown in Appendix D (pages 287-291), w„ is a function of k in

a spherical region, but w,, is equal to a constant in a cuboidal region. The y, term, defined for

convenience reasons, is also a function of the shape of the region of interest. For a spherical region,

the y, and wu termscanbeexpressedas

k+2—¢
= l—— [3.2.6]”

a+ma+4
‘

[Wü == 3.2.7]

and for a cuboidal region these terms become

4 Sk — 3y, = [3.2.8]

1ü wa
- -5- [3.2.9]

The only quantity in the equation for B which is a function of the least squares estimation tech-

nique is the z term. Under OLS estimation, z= l , and the equation for B is the same as the

equation developed in the research of Box and Draper (5). However, under WLS, the value of z

is a function of the correlation induction strategy and the number of center runs in the design.
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Before defnnirng z for each correlation induction strategy it is useünl to define some notation for the

number of design points utilizing independent, common, and antithetic random number streams.

In developing the notation, it is assumed that the designs may be augnented with any number of

center runs and the factorial points are not replicated. The notation used to designatc the number

of design points in the 2k designs is the following:

N = total number of design points
= F + N,
’ Nr + N2

where F = number of factorial points (2k or 2***)
N, ¤ number of center points
N; = number of design points utilizing common or antithetic streams
N; = number of design points utilizing independent streams.

The number of design points using independent random number streams (N;) under each cor-

relation induction strategy becomes

IR Strategy: N; = N

CR Strategy: N; = N, — l if N, > 1
== 0 if N,$ 1

ARStrategy: N;=N,-2 if N,>l
= N, if N, S I .

The IR strategy uses independent random number streams for each design point and, therefore, the

value of N; is equal to the the total number of design points. The CR strategy uses common

streams for non-replicated design points and independent streams for replications of design points.

Therefore, N; is equal to the number of replicated center runs, or equivalently, one less than the

total number of center runs. The AR strategy uses common and antithetic streams for non-

replicated design points within orthogonal blocks and independent streams for replications ofdesign

points within blocks. Therefore, N; is equal to the total number of replicated center runs within

blocks, or equivalently, two less than the total number of center runs.
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The z term in the equation for B is equal to one for all three correlation induction strategies under

OLS estimation. Under WLS, however, the values ofz depend on the number of design points

using independent, common, and antithetie random number streams. The WLS values of z for

the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies, respectively, become

z,, = 1 [1.2.10]

Za = [3.2.11]

zu ==
·

[3.2.12]

Equation [3.2.10] indieates that z, and therefore the equation for B, are the same under OLS and

WLS estirnation for the IR strategy. This result is due to the use of independent random number

streams, thereby generating independent sample responses. Equations [3.2.11] and [3.2.12] indicate

that B is a function of N,_ N,_ p,, and p_ for the modified CR and AR strategies. However,

when N; = 0, and the CR and AR strategies are pure, the equations for z simplify to

zc, = zu = 1 and B is the same under OLS and WLS estimation. This result is in agreement with

the research of Schruben and Margolin (56), in which the authors show the equivalence of the OLS

and WLS estimators for the pure CR and AR strategies. When N, } 0 , indicating the use of the
I

modified CR and AR strategies, the z term, and therefore the equation for B, are different under

OLS and WLS due to differenees in the alias matrix. Appendix E (pages 292-296) illustrates the

alias matrix for the two·level factorial designs and shows that the relationship between the OLS and

WLS alias matrices is the following: Am, = z AOL, . The equation for the average value of B

(equation [3.2.5] on page 93) can be derived from equation [3.2.1] on page 92 through the use of

the WLS alias matrix (instead of the OLS alias matrix which Box and Draper utilized).
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Equation [3.2.5] on page 93 can now be used to find the value of [ii] which results in a Min·B

design. The optimal value of [ii] is found by setting the partial derivative of B with respect to [ii]

equal to zero, yielding

ig- = 2¢0z(z[ii]—w·~)=0. [1211]

The second derivative of B with respect to [ii}, = 2 ¢>0 2* , is always a positive quantity,

and therefore the solution of equation [3.2.13] provides the value of [ii] which minimizes B. The

B-optimal value ef the pure second order design moment for a 2* design becomes

[11] = [3.2.14]

Under OLS estimation, z= l, and B is minimized when [ii} is equal to w„. Therefere, the

Min·B value of [ii] is */1 in a cuboidal regen and 1/(k+ 2) in a spherical regen. These optimal

values of [ii] are also the optimal values under WLS whenever z= 1; that is, for the IR, pure

CR, and pure AR strateges. However, if replicated center runs necessitate the use of the modified

CR and AR strateges, then the optimal value of [ii] under WLS depends on the value of z .

Incorporating the zu- term on the previous page into equation [3.2.14} indicates that the optimal

value of [ii} for the CR strategy under WLS is slightly larger than the OLS value, and the optimal

value of [ii} increase: as p+ increase:. Incorporating the z„ term into equation [3.2.14} indicates

that the optimal value of [ii} for the AR strategy under WLS is also slightly larger than the OLS

value, except the reverse is true when p+ and p_ are equal in magnitude. The optimal value of [ii]

increases as p+ increases, and decreases as p_ increase:. Thus, the size of the Min·B designs tend

to be slightly larger fer the modified CR and AR strateges than for the pure strateges.
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The relationships between the B-optimal value of [ii] and p+, p_, k, and N„ for a weighted least

squares analysis are plotted in Appendix G (pages 303-318). Plots for both the CR and AR strat-

egies are shown and the results are indicative of the IR strategy whenever p + =-p- = 0.

3.2.2 Variance Component of J in the First Order Case

The variance component ofJ is computed as the average variance of the predicted responses within

the region of interest, normalized with respect to the number of design points and the experimental

error variance. Box and Draper (5) present a mathematical development of the variance error, V,

for the situation in which the responses are uncorrelated and the region of interest is spherical, and

Draper and Lawrence (16) present an extension of this work to cuboidal regions. Hussey, Myers,

and Houck (28) expand on the previous work by allowing for correlated responses and develop

equations for the variance error under the IR, pure CR, and pure AR correlation induction strate-

gies. The research presented herein expands on their work by considering situations in which there

are replicated center runs; that is, the modified CR and AR strategies.

Box and Draper (5) define the variance component of the MSE of response criteria as _

NQ
I AV==NG'

I ^ ^ = 3 2 156, nE{yw _E[y,x_,]} dx [.. l

N T v- -5- r¤¤¤{ ¤r[h¤] uu}-

where 0, is the inverse of the volume of the centered and scaled region of interest (defined on page

71), Var [ hl] is the variance·covariance matrix of the coefiicient estirnators (defined on page 72)
_ and pn is a region moment matrix of the design (defined on page 71).
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Equation [3.2.15] indicates that V depends on the shape of the region of interest through the pn

term. For the case of fitting a first order model, the pn matrix is illustrated in Appendix B (page

282), and the elements of' the matrix are defined Appendix D (pages 287-291) for both spherical and

cuboidal regions of interest. Because the elements of region matrices which involve odd powers

of x, are equal to zero, the pn matrix for a 2k design becomes

[Ln = Wii,Wü,„•„„.,Wü) ·

where pn is a prxpi diagonal matrix, with pr =k+1 in the first order case. For a cuboidal

region of interest, w„ ¤
‘/s

, and for a spherical region of interest, w„==1/(k+ 2).

Equation [3.2.15] also indicates that V depends on the variances of the linear coefiicients of the first

order model. The variances of the ß estimators depend on the least squares estimation technique

and the correlation induction strategy. The form of Var [bx] under OLS and Wl..S is shown in

equations [2.2.41] and [2.2.42] on page 72. Both of these variance-covariance matrices depend on

the correlation induction strategy through the form of V, the correlation matrix of the sample re-

sponses. The form of V for the three correlation induction schemes is shown in equations [2.1.11],

[2.1.12], and [2.1.13] on pages 28 and 29.

For the situation in which an experimenter is fitting a first order model using a two·level factorial

design, the eovariance between any two estimated model coeliicients is zero. Therefore, the

variance·covariance matrix of hl is a diagonal matrix and can be written as

Var[h;] = Diag(Var(b0),Var(bi),Var(bi),.....,Var(bi)) [3.2.17]

where Var [hx] is a pxxpx diagonal matrix. The varianoe of the bg intercept term depends on

both the least squares estimation technique and the correlation induction strategy. However, the

variances of the b, (E- I, 2,....., k) linear coefiicients (which are equivalent for all i) depend on the
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correlation induction strategy but not on the least squares technique. The variance of the b, esti-

mators, as shown in Appendix F (pages 297-302), can be written as

ar( 1) = N [ii]
6 . .v 6

1- p*
= [1 2 16]

where p + =¤ 0 for the IR correlation induction strategy. Therefore, the variances of the estimated

linear coeflicients (with the exception of the intercept term) are the same under the CR and AR

strategies for a given value of p +.

The equation for V, the vaxiance component ofJ, can now be defined in terms of the variances of

the coefficieuts for each correlation induction strategy and each least squares estimation technique

by incorporating equations [3.2.16] and [3.2.18] into the equation for V on page 98. For the situ-

ation in which a two-level factorial design is being used to fit a first order model, the variance

component ofJ becomes

VN

k
[1

[1.2.19]
· % 1v=¤<b„> + wükV¤r(b1>}

w·· k (l — p+ )
J

- % Var ( bo)+l

where p 1. = 0 for the IR strategy, and wu is the pure second order region moment. The variance

of the intercept term, Var(b¤), depends on both the least squares estimation technique and the V
correlation induction strategy. Using the design point notation shown on page 95, the equations

for Var ( bo) are given in Appendix F for the following situations:

1. IR strategy (same for OLS and WLS)

2. Modified CR strateg under OLS
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3. Modified AR strategy under OLS

4. Modified CR strategy under WLS

5. Modified AR strategy under WLS

6. Pure CR strategy (same for OLS and WLS)

7. Pure AR strategy (same for OLS and WLS).

Incorporating the varianoe of the interoept terms from Appendix F (pages 297-302) into equation

[3.2.19] leads to the following seven equations for V:

.. kv = Ä- + 1 3.2.20" [ul [ ]

wük(1—p. ) Nm., Nizp.
vC,_°l_, = - + + I [3.2.21]

wük(l'p+) NIP,. N1z(P„.— P.)
= — T- +T + I [3.2.22]

W~~ k (l—p+ ) N — Np, + NN p+
[3.2.23]

[Il] N* N;p+ + NgN;p+

w··k(l— ) N+N++VNN(+- _)
vnwu = +

[3_2_24]

· [11] N — N;p+ + AN;N;(p+— p_)

C
wir k (l—P,, )

VNC, = — p+ + Np+ + I [3.2.25]

w··k(1—p )
v„„„

-
—

4 + %1~:(p+- p_) + 1 _ [3.2.26]

The equations for V can now be used to find the value of [ii] which results in a Min·V design. The

optimal value of [ii] is determined by setting the partial derivative of V with respect to [ii] equal to

zero. Inspection of the equations for V indicate that only the variances of the b, terms involve [ii].
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Therefore, regardless of the correlation induction strategy and least squares estimation techrnique,

setting the partial derivative of V with respect to [ii] equal to zero yields

Ö V Wu k (1 * P. )
= — = 0 . [3.2.27]ö [ul [¤]'

. . . .. .a=v “'··k(‘·P.) . ..The second derivative of V with respect to [nr], = , ns always a posntrve
quantity, and therefore the solution of equation [3.2.27] provides the value of [ii] which mirnimizes

4
V. The V·optimal value of the pure second order design moment for a 2k design requires that [ii]

be as large as possible. For a centered and scaled design region, the largest value of [ii] is generally

considered to be [ii]= l. lf the levels of the F factorial points are set at tg, and the design is

augrnented with N, center runs, then the value of g which results in a V·optimal design is

_ [ii] ( F + Ne)g ' F
[2.2.26]

= «/
‘ +ä _

Thus, for a V·optimal two·level factorial design, the optimal value of [ii] is independent of both the _

correlation irnduction strategy and the least squares estimation technique. In the next section, the

MSE of response criteria, which calls for minimizing the sum of B and V, is used to determine the ·

J·optirnal values of [ii] for each of the correlation induction strategies.

3.2.3 J - Optimum First Order Designs

A design which results in a minimum value for the MSE of response is considered to be a

J·optimum design. Box and Draper (5) define J as the average mean squared error of the predicted

responses within the region of interest, norrnalized with respect to the number ofdesign points and
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the experimental error variance, and these authors compute J as the sum of the bias error, B, and

the variance error, V. For the situation in which a two-level factorial design is being used to lit a

tirst order model, the bias and variance components of J have been defined in sections 3.2.1 and

3.2.2. Utilizing equation [3.2.5] on page 93 for B, and equation [3.2.19] on page 100 for V, the

equation for J becomes

J = B + V

H 2 N Wü k (1 - pü ) [:1.2.29]
= 0[¢(z[t1]-Wü) +2y,.wü] +

•ö· Var(b¤)

+where6 and de are parameters involving the uniitted coeüicients in the second order model, z is a

scalar term which is equal to one under OLS estirnation and a function of the correlation induction

strategy in the case of WLS, [ii] is the pure second order design moment whose optimal value is

to be solved for, w„ is the pure second order region moment which is equal to 1/: for a cuboidal

region and equal to l/(k+ 2) for a spherical region, y, is a region·dependent parameter which is a

function of k and ¢•, Var (bo) is the variance of the intercept term which depends on both the

correlation induction strategy and the least squares estimation technique, and pü is the magnitude

of the induced positive correlation ( pi. = 0 for the IR strategy).

The equation for J can now be used to determine the value of [ii] which results in a Min·J design.

The optimal value of [ii] is found by setting the partial derivative of J with respect to [ii] equal to

zero, yielding

6.1 .. wk (1 — 6.)
%=26 -·· —*:l=O. [3.2.30]6 1¤1 ‘* Z (Z [**1

"··) :¤1=

. . . . .. 6*.1 "’•¤k(l’P+) .The second partial derrvatrve of J with respect to lu], = 2 ¢>6 z' + , rs

always a positive quantity and, therefore, the solution of equation [3.2.30] provides the value of [ii]

which minimizes J.
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Because the derivative of J involves the unknown bias parameters, ¢ and 6, the optimal value of

[ii] is a function of these quantities. There are two ways in which to view the problem at hand.

The Erst way is to view the optimal value of [ii] as a function of the quantity ¢>0. This method is

relatively easy to do, especially in the case of ordinary least squares, because one can plot ¢0

versus the J-optimal value of [ii] for various values of k and p +. However, the problem with this

method is that it is diflicult for experimenters to estimate an intangible quantity such as ¢>0. Recall

that ¢0 is a standardized sum of the unlitted quadratic coellicients in the protection model (shown

in equation [3.2.4] on page 93) with a range of 0 S ¢•0 S oo.

Due to dilliculties associated with the estimation of ¢0, an additional method for determining the

optimal value of [ii] is used in this research. Rather than estirnating ¢0, this second method requires

that the experimenter estirnate the relative arnounts of bias error and variance error. For example,

if an experimenter believes that the predicted responses consist ofhalf as much bias error as variarice

error, then the experimenter would use the optimal value of [ii] for a V-to-B ratio of 2. However,

in order to determine the optimal value of [ii] for a given V-to-B ratio, one must also specify a value

of the ¢> parameter. The range of possible values for ¢ is limited to 0 S ¢ S k, which is a sig-

nilicantly smaller range than the inlinite range of values for the ¢0 parameter. Recall that ¢• is

parameter which indicates the state of oonditioning of the response surface (shown in equation

[3.2.3] on page 92). The best state of conditioning corresponds to ¢> =·k, and the worst state of

conditioning corresponds to ¢ = 0. Most response surfaees are likely to fall somewhere between

these two extremes. In this research, the value of ¢> that is generally used is k/2; that is, rnidway

between the best and worst states of conditioning. This second method of presenting the

J·optimal values of [ii] is through plots of V-to-B versus [ii] for a given value of ¢>, and for various

values of k and p+ .

The next two sections present a comparison of the J-optimal values of [ii] for the three correlation

induction strategies. The following two methods are used:
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1. Determine the J·optimal values of [ii] a.s a function of the ¢0 bias parameter.

2. Determine the J·optimal values of [ii] as a function of the V·to-B ratio.

3.2.3.1 J·0ptimum Designs as a Function ofBüzs Parameters

The first method of determining the J·optimal value of [ii] is to view ¢8 as a parameter which

must be specified by the experimenter. In order to determine the optimal value of [ii], the partial

derivative of J with respect to [ii] must be set equal to zero (as shown in equation [3.2.30] on page

103) and solved for [ii]. To facilitate solution of equation [3.2.30], it is convenient to write the

equation in the form of a cubic polynomial in [ii], yielding

1 .. ·· lt(l—p )=..,_h..,_"’¤ + ..„0 [11] Z [rl] --2(Z 0 ZZ [ir] _ [3.2.31]

Given a specific value of ¢0, as well as the appropriate values of w„ , k , p+, and z, the optimal

value of [ii] can be determined by solving for the one real root of equation [3.2.31]. The

J·optimal value of the pure second order design moment for a 2" design becomes

l
.. Wü[H] = + P1 it- qr [3.2.32]

where pg and q; are deüned as

Z tr taz $1} -
P1 ¤ + —

7 + T+

tg tgz S13

Q = · + 7 + T

+ands; and tx are computed as
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..2‘*=·
4¢0wü’—27kwüz(l-p+)°‘ = ”

54 0 0 z= _

lnserting the appropriate values of sx and tl into the equations for pi and Q1 „ and inserting the

lvalues of pi and q; into equation [3.2.32], yields the J-optimal value of [ii], jven ¢>0, w„, k,

p+, and z .

The only rejon-dependent term in equation [3.2.32] is w„ . For a cuboidal rejon w„ =
‘/a,

and

wu = I/(k + 2) for a spherical rejon. The only term in equation [3.2.32] which is a function of the

least squares estimation technique is z. Under OLS, z= 1 , but under WLS, z= 1 only for the

IR strategy. Equations [3.2.11] and [3.2.12] on page 96 jvc the formulas for the WLS values of

z under the CR and AR stratejcs. The only term in equation [3.2.32] which is solcly a function

of the correlation induction strategy is p+. For the IR strategy, pr = 0, and for the CR and AR

stratcjes, 0 < p+ < l. Because equation [3.2.32] does not involve p_, the optimal value of [ii] is

the same for the CR and AR stratcjes under OLS estimation. Under WLS, however, the optimal

values of [ii] are different for the CR and AR stratcjes due to the dilferences in the z term.

The J·optimal values of [ii] can best be seen by viewing plots of ¢0 versus [ii] for a jven rejon

shape and least squares analysis. In the case of OLS, the optimal values of [ii] depend only on the

values of p+ and k. Therefore, when p + = 0, the optimal values of [ii] correspond to the IR strategy,

and when p+ > 0, the optimal values of [ii] correspond to both the CR and AR stratejcs.

J·0ptimaI |ii| versus ¢0 under Ordiuary Least Squares

Figure l on page ll0 illustrates the relationship between the J·optimal value of [ii] and the ¢>0
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parameter for a spherical region of interest, and Figure H·l on page 320 illustrates the same situ-

ation for a cuboidal region. Both of these ligures correspond to an OLS analysis and are inde-

pendent of the number of center runs. Figure I indicates that the J-optimal values of [ii] approach

the B-optimal values (the horizontal lines) as p, and ¢0 increase. Only when ¢0 is close to zero

(little bias error exists) do the J-optimal values of [ii] approach the V-optimal value of [ii] = l. The

results for a cuboidal region shown in Figure H·l are similar to those for a spherical region, but the

B- and J-optimal values of [ii] are larger for a cuboidal region due to dilferences in the values of

w„ for the two regions. Both of these ligures indicate that the size of the J-optimal designs are

smaller when correlation is induced ( p+ > 0) than when no correlation is induced (pt = 0).

Thus, when the design criteria is minimization of the MSE of response, it is even more important

to reduce the size of the design when correlation is induced among the responses.

J·OptimaI |ii| versus ¢0 under Weighted Least Squares

For a WLS analysis, equation [3.2.32] on page 105 indicates that J-optimal values of [ii] depend

on the number of design points utilizing independent, common, and antithetic random number

streams through the z term. For the IR strategy, the results under OLS and WLS results are

equivalcnt because zu = l, but for the CR and AR strategies, the results under WLS depend on the

number of center runs (N,) used in the 2k designs. Because the J-optimal values of [ii] vary with

N, and k in the same way as the B-optimal values of [ii] (shown in Appendix G), only a design

with k- 3 factors and N, • S center runs is used to illustrate the results for a WLS analysis. The

iigures in Appendix G (pages 303-318) indicate that the optimal values of [ii] increase with k for a

cuboidal region, but decrease with k for a spherical region. Also, the optimal values of [ii} increase

with N, when p, >p_ >0, do not charnge with N, when p+ =p- =0, and decrease with N,

when p + = p - > 0. These results hold for both the B- and J-optimal values of [ii].
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The J-optimal values of [ii] for a WLS analysis are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for the CR and AR

strateges, respectively. These figures, which are specific to a 2k design with k=3 factors and

N„= 5 center nms, are discussed in the next two sections.

J-Optimal |ii| versus ¢•0 för the CR Strategy under WLS

Figure 2 on page lll indicates that when the CR strategy is used in a spherical regen under

WLS estimation, the J-optimal values of [ii] approach the B-optimal values as p 1, and «/:0 increase.
I

Unlike the OLS results, the B·eptimal values ef [ii] increase with p + , and therefore the J-optimal

values increase with p 1, also. Figure 2 clearly indicates that the J-optimal values of [ii] closely fol-

low, but are slightly larger than the B-optimal values, and as p + increases, the differences between

the B- and J-optimal values of [ii] become smaller. Only when 4*:0 is near zero (little or no bias

error exists) de the J-optimal values approach the V·eptimal value of [ii]= 1.

The results for a cuboidal regen ef interest, as shown in Figure H-2 en page 321, are similar those

for a spherical regen of interest. Because the optimal values of [ii] are a function of 1/(k+ 2) for

a spherical regen and */1 for a cuboidal regen, the optimal values of [ii] are larger fer a cuboidal

regen. The results for the cuboidal regen indicate that the J·optimal values of [ii] fer the CR

strategy are very close to the B-optimal values, except when ¢0 is near zero. ·

J-Optimal [li] venus •/•0 för the AR Strategy under WLS

Figure 3 on page 112 illustrates the relationship between p i, p- , and the B- and J-optimal values

of [ii] when the AR strategy is used in a spherical regen under WLS estimatien. The figure indi-

cates that the J-optimal values of [ii] approach the B-optimal values as both p+ and p_ increase.

Small values of p+ and p_ result in larger differenees between the J- and B·eptimal values of [ii].
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However, even for small values of p+ and p_, Figure 3 indicates that the J-optimal values of [ii]

closely follow the B-optimal values and are well below the V-optimal value of [ii] = l.

The results for WLS (Figures 2 and 3) differ from the OLS results (Figure l) because the B- and

J-optimal designs for the CR and AR strategies under WLS are larger (except when p- = p l) than

the optimal designs for the IR strategy. Under OLS, the J-optimal designs for the CR and AR

strategies are smaller than the optimal designs for the IR strategy. However, both the OLS and

WLS results indicate that the Min-J values of [ii] are slightly larger than those which minirnize B

alone, and tend to be much smaller than those which minimize V alone.

The line convention used to denote the values of p+ and p_ in each of the iigures presented in this

Chapter is as follows:

Type of Line CR Strategy AR Strategy

+ g 0 p+
_

P. = 0

2- "'“""°'“"'“" p + = .3 p+ — p_ = .3

3_
-—--------—- p+=.6 p+—p_ =.6

4_ _+_______ p+=.9 p+— p_ =.9.

The next section compares the B-, V-, and J·optima.l values of [ii] for the three correlation induction

strategies, but instead of viewing the bias error in terms of ¢>0, the bias error is viewed relative to

the varianoe error; that is, as a function of the ratio of V-to·B. 'This method is presented because

the relative amount of variance to bias error is a more tangible quantity than the 4:0 parameter.
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Figure l. First Order J-optimal [ii] versus 4:6 under OLS.

Region ol' interest is Spherical.
Values of k • 1, 2, 3, 6 and values of p.

-
0, .3, .6, .9.

The V-optimal value of the second moment is [ii]- 1.0.
The horizontal lines at [ii]• 1/(k + 2) indicate the B-optimal values.
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3

Region of interest is Spherical.
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The V~optimal value of the second moment is [ii]- l.0.
The horizontal lines indicate the B-optimal values of [ii].
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3.2.3.2 J-Optimum Designs as a Function of Variance-to-Bias Ratios

The second method of determining the J·optimal value of [ii] is to consider the ratio of V-to~B as

a quantity which must be specified by the experimenter. The optimal value of [ii] as a function of

V/B can be obtained by solving the ratio of V-to-B for the 0 parameter, lnserting the equation for

0 into the partial derivative ofJ with respect to [ii], setting the partial derivative equal to zero, and

solving for [ii]. The main disadvantage of this method is that the J-optirnal value of [ii] is a function

of the ¢> parameter, as well as the V-to-B ratio. However, the range of possible values for the ¢

parameter is limited to 0 S ¢> S k , with ¢> = 0 representing a response surface in the worst state

of conditioning, and 4: = k representing the best state of conditioning. A comparison of the

J·optimal values of [ii] over the range of¢ values is presented in Figure 4, but the remainder of the

figures in this Chapter utilize de = k/2; that is, midway between the worst and best states of con-

ditioning.

The V-to-B ratio can be defined using equation [3.2.5] on page 93 for the bias error, and using

equation [3.2.19] on page 100 for the variance error, yielding

w·· k (1-p*)Var ( bd]+VfB
== [3.2.33]@[d>(z[¤]—Wu) +2y.W¤] .

Letting v„ denote [% Var ( bd] , and solving equation [3.2.33] for the 0 parameter, yields

Vu6
= ——-+-7-- [3.2.34]_ VlB[¢(Z[¤]-Wu) +2Y„Wa].

In order to J with respect to [ii], the partial derivative of J with respect to [ii] must be set

equal to zero (as shown in equation [3.2.31] on page 105). lnserting the equation for 0 into

equation [3.2.31] results in the following cubic polynomial in [ii]:
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__ w~- k (l-p+) (2-V/B) .. __

0Waazk(l—P,)(V/B- 1) __

[3.2.35]
Wü°k(l—P+)(W1a¢>+2Y;)V/B __

0
. 2 ¢> 2* v„. M

== [ii]’ + a[ii]* + b[ii]‘ + c[ii]°

where a , b , and c (defined for convenience) are the coefficients of [ii]*, [ii]‘, and [ii}°, respectively.

Given specific values of V/B and ¢•, as well as the appropriate values of w„ , y,, k, p+ , v,„ , and

z, the J-optimal value of [ii] can be determined by solving for the positive real root of equation

[3.2.35], which is one of the following three roots:

#|- [ii]- ——§· +x>z+qz
1jl L vz + qz pz — qz

#2. -3 -j
P2 + Q2 P2 · Q2 .

#3. [ii]- —
3 - 2

—
2

(/-3

where p; and q; are defined as

3 t1 tgz S13

P2

I; tgz S33
Q2 =*
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and sg and tg are computed as

z
Sg = b

··..2
¤’

äI; = · 3 + G .

$33 tgz
·If ,thenroot #Instheoptimalvalueof'[ii|, or _

$33 tgz
l

if -7,7- + S 0 , then the positive real root ( #I, #2, or #3 ) is the optimal value of [ii].

inserting the appropriate values of a , b , and c into the equations for sg and tg , and inserting the

values for sg and tg into the equations for pg and qg , and inserting the values of a, pg, and

qg into the three roots (#l, #2, and #3) yields one positive real root which is equal to the

J·optimal value of [ii], given V/B, ¢, w„ , y,, k, pg, z, and v„. Under OLS, z= l, and therefore

only the value of v„ depends on the number of design points using independent, common, and

antithetic random number streams. Under WLS, both z and v„ depend on the values of N, Ng,

and Ng. Recall the design point notation shown on page 95, in wlnich N= N, + Ng , where N is

the total number of design points in the full or fractional 2k design, N, is the number of design

points using common or antithetic random number streams, and Ng is the number of design points

using independent streams. Utilizing this design point notation, the variance of the intercept tenn,

Var (bg), is defined in Appendix F (pages 297-302) for the following situations:

1. IR strategy (same for OLS and WLS)

2. Modified CR strategy under OLS

3. Modified AR strategy under OLS

4. Modified CR strategy under WLS

5. Modified AR strategy under WLS

6. Pure CR strategy (same for OLS and WLS)

7. Pure AR strategy (same for OLS and WLS). _
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Multiplying the Var (bo) terms shown in Appendix F by N/6*, leads to the following seven

equations for v„ , the standardized variance of the intercept:

v,,],,, ¤ 1 [3.2.36]

N p+ N zp
v„|„_„,_,

- 1 — —;T + [3.2.37]

° Nm., Nr‘(p.,—p.)V„|^l_°ß = 1 - + -T-· [3.2.38]

N - Np+ + NN;p+
*-1--- = [M9]

N—Np+ + VrNN,(p+-p_)
[ 2 J"*·|^*·“-* " N- -3* *40

Vwlnuu == l — p+ + Np+ [3.2.41]

v„|„„„ = I — p+ + %N(p+— p_). [3.2.42]

The equations for v„ can now be inserted into equation [3.2.35] on page 114 to lind the values of

[ii] which result in Min-J designs for each of the seven situations. Figures 4 through 10 at the end

of this section illustrate the J-optimal values of [ii] for the two·level factorial designs examined in

this research.

The relationship between the ¢ parameter and the J-optimal value of [ii] is shown in Figure 4 on

page 120 for a spherical region of interest. Figure H-4 on page 323 illustrates the relationship for

a cuboidal region. Both ligures indicate that the optimal values of [ii] increase as ¢• decreases and,

therefore, J-optimal designs for poor1y·conditior1ed response surfaces (redundant input variables)

are larger than those for well-oonditioned response surfaces (orthogonal input variables). A well-
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conditioned response surface is depicted by 48 = k -.5 in Figure 4, and a poorly·conditioned re-

sponse surface is depicted by ¢> = .5 . Figure 4 indicates that the largest difference in the

J·optimal values of [ii] occurs at V/B ratios in the range of 4 to 5%, and thesmallest differences

occur at V/B ratios larger than 6. The results for a cuboidal region shown in Figure H·4 are similar

to those for a spherical region. Throughout the remainder of this Chapter, analyses based on the

V/B ratio will utilize dz = k/2; that is, midway between the best and worst states of conditioning.

In order to compare the J-optimal values of [ii] for the three correlation induction strategies, one

must consider whether the CR and AR strategies are pure, and if not, whether the least squares es-

timation technique is ordinary or weighted. Before examining the modüied CR and AR strategies,

the pure AR and CR strategies are compared to the IR technique. Recall that the pure strategies

do mot involve the use of independent random number streams and the optimal designs are the

same under OLS and WLS estimation. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the relationship between the

J·optimal [ii] and the V/B ratio for 2k designs without center runs. Figure 5 corresponds to the pure

CR strategy and Figure 6 conesponds to the pure strategy, and whenever p+ =p- =0, the

results correspond to the IR strategy.

I
J·OptimaI [li] versus V/B [br the Pure CR and AR Strategies

1

Figure 5 on page 121 indicates that the J-optirnal designs for the pure CR strategy (when p+ > 0)

„ are smaller than the optimal designs for the IR strategy (when pr =0), and the J-optimal values

of [ii] approach the B-optimal value as pg increases. Even for large V/B ratios, the J·optimal values

of [ii] are well below the V-optimal value of [ii]= 1. Therefore, under the pure CR strategy, the

optimal [ii] for a Min·J design is slightly larger than for a Min-B design, and the amount larger

decreases as the magnitude of pg increases.
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Figure 6 on page 122 illustrates the relationship between the J-optimal [ii] and the V/B ratio for the

pure AR strategy. Whenever p+ =p-, the J-optimal values of [ii] are the same as those for the

IR technique. However, the larger the value of p+ and the larger the difference between p+ and

p_, the closer the J-optimal values of [ii] are to the B-optimal value. Again, similar to the results

for the pure CR strategy shown in Figure 5, the optimal [ii] for a Min-J design under the pure AR

· strategy is slightly larger than the B-optimal value, and the amount larger decreases as the magni·

tudes of p, and p_ increase.

J-Optüual [ii] versus V/B _fbr the Modified CR and AR Strategies under OLS

ln order to compare the J-optimal values of [ii] under the modüied CR and AR strategies, the least

squares estimation technique needs to be specified. Under OLS estimation, the J~optimal values

of [ii] are a function of N, , p+ , and p_ through v„ , the standardized variance of the intercept, and

under WLS, the J-optimal values of [ii] additionally depend on the z term (as shown in equations

[3.2.11] and [3.2.12] on page 96).

The relationship between the J-optimal [ii] and the V/B ratio for the modified CR and AR strategies

is illustrated for a 2k design with k = 3 factors, augmented with N, = 5 center runs. Under OLS the

B-optimal values of [ii] are not a function of p, and p_, but under WLS the B-optimal values of

[ii] depend on the amount of correlation induced. Figure 7 on page 123 illustrates the J-optimal

[ii] versus V/B for the CR strategy under CLS, and Figure 9 on page 125 illustrates the same situ-

ation for the AR strategy. By comparing these plots for the modified strategies to those for the pure

CR and AR strategies (Figures 5 and 6), it appears that the J-optimal values of [ii] are slightly larger

for the modified strategies (except when p + = p - ).
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J-Optbual |ii| versus V/B jbr the Modified CR and AR Strategies under WLS

The results under WLS are shown in Figures 8 and 10 on pages 124 and 126 for the modified CR

and AR strategies, respectively. The horizontal lines correspond to the B•optima1 values of [ii],

which increase as p+ increases. For the AR strategy, the B-optimal values of [ii] also increase as the

difference between p* and p_ increases. Both of the figures indicate that the J-optimal values of [ii]

approach the B·optimal values of [ii] as p+ increases. Figure 10, depicting the AR strategy under

WLS, illustratcs that the J-optimal [ii] are well below the V-optimal value of [ii] = 1.

The results of this section, conceming the relationship between the J-optimal [ii] and the V/B ratio

are shown in Figures 4 through 10 on pages 120- 126. The figures indicate that the J-optimal design

sizes are closer to the B·optimal design sizes when correlation is induced than when no correlation

is induced. The J-optimal values of [ii] approach the B·optimal values as p+ and the difference

between p+ and p_ increase. When no correlation is induced, the J-optimal values of [ii] increase

rapidly when V/B > 4, but when correlation is induced, the J-optimal values of [ii] increase slowly

with the V/B ratio and never reach the V·optimal value of [ii] = 1. Therefore, it appears that when

correlation is induced, the size of J-optimal designs are even closer to the size of B·optima1 designs,

making it even more important to bring the design points closer to the center of the region and

away from the V-optimal il extremes.

The next section of this paper deals with a comparison of the correlation induction strategies on the

basis of the values of J, the MSE of response. The values of J are illustrated as a function of the

V/B ratio for Min-B designs, Min·V designs, and Min-J designs.
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3.2.3.3 Values of J For the Correlation Induction Strategies

The MSE of response, J, can be computed for designs which J, for designs which nnini-

mize the B component alone, and for designs which the V component alone. The

J-optimal value of [ii] is the positive real root ofequation [3.2.35] on page 114, the B-optimal value

is computed as [ii]= w„/z, and the V·optima1 value is simply [ii]= 1. Utilizing the J-, B-, and

V-optirnal values of [ii], the three correlation induction schemes are evaluated by comparing the

values of, and the differences between, the J-, B-, and V·optirnal values of the MSE of response.

The figures presented in this section illustrate the optimal values ofJ as a function of the V/B ratio

for each of the correlation induction strategies using two·1evel factorial designs with k= 3 factors.

For the pure CR and AR strategies, designs with N, = 0 center runs are used, and for the modified r

CR and AR strategies, designs with N, = 5 center runs are considered (in order to aclnieve notice-

able differences between the pure and modified strategies). The results for the modified strategies

are different under OLS and WLS estinnation, and therefore separate figures are presented. The

results discussed here are illustrated in Figures ll through 20 (pages 135-144) for a spherical region

of interest, and the corresponding ligures in Appendix H (pages 330-340) illustrate the results for a

cuboidal region of interest.

J-, B-, V-Optünal Values of J versus V/B jbr the Pure CR and AR Strategies

For the pure CR strategy, the relationship between J and V/B is shown in Figure 11 on page 135.

The values of J are illustrated for designs which J, and for designs which the

individual components, B and V. The results for the IR strategy are indicated whenever p,. =0.

When correlation is induced, the V-optimal designs result in largest values of J and, therefore, are

the least desirable in terms of the MSE of response cniteria. The B-optimal designs perform slightly

worse than the J·optimal designs, but their performances improve as the magnitude ofp, increases. g
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However, the values ofJ increase with p Q, indicating that the IR strategy performs better than the

pure CR strategy in terms of the MSE of response criteria. The results for a cuboidal region, shown

in Figure 1-1-11 on page 330, are similar to those for a spherical region.

The results for the pure AR strategy in a spherical region of interest are shown in Figures 12, 13,

and 14. (The IR strategy is indicated whenever p Q =p- = 0.) Figure 12 on page 136 illustrates the

J-, B-, and V-optimal values of the MSE of response for the situation in which p+ = p-. The

values of J decrease as the common value of p+ and p_ increases, indicating that the pure AR

strategy is preferable to the IR strategy. Similar to the results for the pure CR strategy, the

B-optimal designs perform well for all values of the V/B ratio, but the V·optimal designs perform

poorly when V/B < 5.

Figure 13 on page 137 illustrates the J-, B-, and V·optimal values of the MSE of response for the

pure AR strategy when pQ >p-. Similar to Figure 12, in which pQ = p-, the B-optirnal designs

perform well for all values of the V/B ratio, but the V·optimal designs perform poorly for small

V/B ratios and become less desirable as the magnitudes of p+ and p_ increase. Unlike Figure 12,

the AR strategy is not always preferable to the IR strategy. When pQ > p-, the AR strategy only

performs better than the IR strategy when V/B < 4 (approxirnately).

Figure 14 on page 138 illustrates, for various magnitudes of p+ and p -, the J~optimal values of the

MSE of response for the pure AR strategy. The figure indicates that the AR strategy performs

better than the IR strategy whenever pr = p- >0, but when pl >p- > 0, the AR strategy only

performs better over a specific range of V/B ratios. This range is dependent on the magnitudes of

the induced correlations and the number of factors in the model. The larger the magnitudes of

p+ and p-, the smaller the difference between p+ and p-, and the smaller the value of k, the larger

the V/B ratio that is necessary for the IR strategy to be preferred. For example, when k=3,

pQ = .9, and p- = .6, the AR strategy per-forms better than the IR strategy when V/B < 7, but when
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p- =.3, the AR strategy only performs better when V/B <4. For smaller values of k, the AR

strategy performs better than the IR strategy over a slightly wider range of V/B ratios. When

p- =0, there is little advantage in using the pure AR strategy, because the IR strategy performs

better for almost all V/B ratios. Thus, the larger the magnitudes of p+ and p -, and the smaller the

value of k, the better the performance of the pure AR strategy in terms of the MSE of responsecriteria. U ‘
J-, B-, V·Optimal Values of J versus V/B _/br the Modi/Fed CR Strategy

In order to compare the values of J for the IR and modified CR strategies, the least squares esti-

mation technique needs to be specified. Figures 15 and I6 present the J-, V-, and B- optimal values

of J for the modified CR strategy under OLS and WLS, respectively. The results for OLS, shown
l

in Figure IS on page 139, are similar to the results for the pure CR strategy shown in Figure ll.

Again, the V-optimal designs perform poorly when correlation is induced, but the B·optimal de-

signs perform well for all values of the V/B ratio. The values ofJ are larger for the CR strategy than

for the IR strategy, and therefore the IR strategy is always preferable to the modified CR strategy ·

under OLS estirnation.

‘
The results for the modified CR strategy under WLS are shown in Figure 16 on page l40. When

compared to the OLS results in Figure I5, the values ofJ are -«•• aller and, therefore, a WLS analysis

is preferable to an OLS analysis. However, use of a WLS analysis requires knowledge of the

magnitudes of the induced oorrelations, and these magnitudes are generally unknown. Under WLS,

the modified CR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy when the V/B ratio is less than a particular

value of V/B which is dependent on the magnitude of p+ and the number of design points. The

modified CR strategy performs better over a wider range of V/B ratios when the values of N, and

py are large and the value of k is small. For example, when k= 3, N,= 5, and p + = .9, the modified

CR strategy performs better than the IR strategy when V/B < 4, but when p- == .3, the CR strategy
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only performs better when V/B < 3. Similar to the OLS results, the B·optimal designs perform well

for all values of the V/B ratio, and their performance improves as the magriitude of p+ increases.

J-Optimal Values of J versus V/B för the Modzfied AR Strategy

1
For the modified AR strategy, the optimal values of J are different under OLS and WLS. Figures

17 and 18 present the J-optimal values of J for the modified AR strategy under OLS and WLS

estimation, respectively. The B- and V·optimal values of J are not shown in these figures because

the results are similar to those previously discussed for the pure AR strategy. Figure 17 on page

141 indicates that the performance of the modified AR strategy improves as the magnitudes of
1

p+ and p_ increase. Whenever p + =p- > 0, the modified AR strategy is preferable to the IR strat-

egy. However, when pl, >p- > 0, the modified AR strategy perforrns better than the IR strategy

only when the V/B ratio is less than a particular value of V/B which is dependent on the values of

NC, p+, p-, and k. The smaller the value ofk and the larger the values of NC_ pl, and p-, the

better the performance of the modified AR strategy under OLS estimation. For example, when

k= 3, NC= 5, pr = .9, and p- = .6, the AR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy when V/B < 6,

but when p + == .6 and p- = .3, the AR strategy only performs better when V/B < 4.

The results for the modified AR strategy under WLS are shown in Figure 18 on page 142. The

WLS values of J are smaller than the OLS values and, therefore, WLS is the preferred estimation

technique. When p+ =p- >0, the AR strategy performs better than the IR strategy, and when

p+ >p- > 0, the AR strategy performs better when V/B < 4. Unlike the OLS results, the modified

AR strategy tends to perform better than the IR strategy when p- =0, provided V/B < 3. When

compared to the OLS results, the modified AR strategy under WLS estimation performs better than

the IR strategy over a wider range of V/B ratios, and for smaller magnitudes of the induced corre-

lations.
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J·0ptimal Values of J versus V/B for Various Values of k and NC

Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the effects of k, NC, and the least squares estimation technique on the

J·optimal values of the MSE of response. Figure 19 on page 143 shows the optimal values ofJ for
2k designs (or fractions) with k= 2, ...., 7 factors, and Figure 20 on page 144 illustrates the optimal

values ofJ under OLS and WLS for various values of NC. These figures correspond to a spherical

region of interest and Figures H·19 and H·20 in the Appendix correspond to a cuboidal of interest.

For a given V/B ratio, the values of J increase with k, decrease with NC , and are larger under OLS

than WLS estimation. Therefore, the use of multiple center runs and WLS estimation improves

the performance of a given design in terms of the MSE of response criteria.

3.2.4 Comparison of the Correlation induction Strategies

The mathematical developments needed to compare the three correlation induction strategies in

terms of the optimal values of [ii] and J were presented in section 3.2.3. The problem considered

was that of fitting a first order response model using a two·level factorial design, while protecting

against second order bias in the fitted model coeflicients. Figures 1 through 20 were developed to

illustrate the optimal values of [ii] and J when correlation is induced between simulated responses.

Recall that whenever p+ = 0, the CR and IR strategies are equivalent, and whenever p + = p - = 0,

the AR and IR strategies are equivalent. Therefore, increasing the magnitude of p+ is indicative of

the relationship of the CR strategy relative to the IR strategy, and increasing the magnitudes of

p+ and p_ is indicative of the relationship of the AR strategy relative to the IR strategy. The list

on the following two pages summarizes the results for the MSE ofresponse criteria in the first order

use.
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l. Pure CR Strategy (Figures 1, 5, ll):

•
The J·optimal values of [ii] decrease as the magnitude of p, increases. Therefore, the
B·optimal values of [ii] are closer to the J-optimal values for the CR strategy than for
the IR strategy.

•
For the CR strategy, the J-optimal values of [ii] remain fairly constant for all values
of the V/B ratio, but the optimal values increase rapidly for the IR strategy when
V/B > 5. Therefore, when compared to the IR strategy, the J-optimal design sizes for
the CR strategy are less dependent on the relative amounts of variance and bias errors.

•
The B·optimal designs perform well for all values of the V/B ratio, but the V·optirnal
designs perform poorly when V/B < 5 and their performances deteriorate as the mag-

I

nitude of p, increases.
•

The optimal values of J increase as the magnitude of p+ increases. Therefore, the IR
strategy is always preferable to the pure CR strategy in terms of the MSE of response
criteria.

2. Modified CR Strategy under OLS (Figures I, 7, I5):

• The findirngs for the modified CR strategy are similar to those for the pure CR strategy.
l

However, for a given V/B ratio, the optimal values of [ii], B, V, and J decrease as the
number of center runs increases. Therefore, in terms of the MSE of response criteria,
the modified CR strategy generally performs better than the pure CR strategy, but not
as well as the IR strategy.

3. Modified CR Strategy under WLS (Figures 2, 8, I6):

• The optimal values of J for the modified CR strategy under WLS are smaller than
those under OLS, and therefore WLS is the preferred estimation techrnique. However,
the disadvantage of WLS is that the magxitude of p+ is needed for estimation of the-
model coefiicients.

•
Unlike the OLS results, the B- and J-optimal values of [ii] increase as the magnitude
of p, increases. Therefore, the size of the B- and J·optimal designs under WLS are
larger for the CR strategy than for the IR strategy.

•
Unlike the OLS results, the optimal values of J do not always increase as the magni-
tude of p, increases. When V/B < 3 (approximately), the modified CR strategy under
WLS performs better than the IR strategy.

• The performance of the modified CR strategy relative to the IR strategy improves as
p, and N, increase, and as k decreases.
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4. Pure AR Strategy (Figures 1,6, 12, 13, 14):

•
For a given V/B ratio, the J-optimal values of [ii] decrease as the magnitude of p+ in-
creases and as the difference between p+ and p_ decreases. Therefore, when compared
to the IR strategy, the size of the B·optimal designs for the AR strategy are closer to
the size of the J-optimal designs.

•
The J-optimal values of [ii] remain fairly constant for all values of the V/B ratio when
pt >p- >0, but increase rapidly when V/B>5 and p- =p- =0. Therefore, when
compared to the IR strategy, the size of a J-optimal desigi for the AR strategy is less
dependent on the relative amounts of variance and bias errors.

•
When pt = p- > 0, the optimal values of J decrease as the common value of p, and
p_ increases. Therefore, the pure AR strategy is always preferable to the IR strategy
when the magnitudes of p+ and p_ are equal.

•
When pr >p- >0, the pure AR strategy performs better than the IR strategy when
V/B < 3 (approximately).

• When p + > p- = 0, the optimal values of J increase as the magnitude of p+ increases,
and therefore the pure AR strategy perfomns worse than the IR strategy when p - = 0.

•
The pure AR strategy becomes preferable to IR strategy over a wider range of V/B ra-
tios as the magnitudes of pg and p_ increase, the difference between p__ and p_ de-
creases, and the value of k decreases.

5. Modified AR Strategy under OLS (Figures 1, 9, 17):

• The findings for the modified AR strategy are similar to those for the pure AR strategy,
except that the number of center runs additionally affects the relative performance of
the IR and AR strategies. As N, increases, the modified AR strategy performs better
than the IR strategy over a wider range of V/B ratios.

6. Modified AR Strategy under WLS (Figures 3, 10, 18):

•
Under WLS estimation, the size of the B- and J-optimal designs increase as the dif-
ference between p+ and p_ increases. Only when pt = p - > 0 are the B- and J- optimal
designs smaller for the modified AR strategy than for the IR strategy.

•
Unlike the OLS results, the IR strategy is not always preferable to the AR strategy
under WLS estimation when p

-
> p - = 0; the modified AR strategy generally performs

better than the IR strategy when V/B < 3.
• The performance of the modified AR strategy under WLS improves as p-, p-, and

N, increase, and as k decreases.
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These results indicate that the AR strategy perfoxms better than the IR strategy whenever

p + = p - > 0, but when p + > p - > 0, the AR strategy only performs better than the IR strategy when

V/B < 3 (approximately). The IR strategy performs better than the CR strategy under OLS esti-

mation, but under WLS estimation, the CR strategy performs better than the IR strategy when

V/B < 3. For both the CR and AR strategies, the size of the J·optimal designs become smaller and

approach the size of the B-optimal designs as the magnitudes of the induced correlations increase.

Therefore, when correlation is induced among simulated responses, is it even more important that

the size of the design be reduced by moving the design points away ii·om the zt l extremes and

closer to the center of the design.
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3.3 MSE ofSlope Criteria in the First Order Case

The focus of this section is the evaluation of the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies

in terms of the MSE of slope criteria. The design plans used to evaluate the correlation induction

strategies are two·level factorial designs with k= 2, ...., 7 factors, with the k= 5, 6 designs being

%·fractions, and the k= 7 design being a %-fraction. It is assumed that a first order polynomial

model is beirng used to fit the sirnulated response data and protection against second order bias in

the fitted model coefficients is desired.

The MSE of slope criteria, discussed on pages 73-78, is a generalization of the MSE of response

criteria in which the objective is to minimize the average, normalized mean squared error of the

partial derivatives (or slopes) of the fitted response function. This criteria is useful during the

steepest ascent and ridge analysis stages of RSM, when the objective is detennination of the direc-

tion in wlnich the change in the estimated response is the geatest. The equations for the partial

derivatives of the fitted and true response functions, as shown in equations [2.2.50] and [2.2.49] on

pages 75-76, can be written as
·

‘ A

fw = = ^'· w ¤·
Ex- 1 AI AIlw= öx · nw Äl + zw ÄZ

where the A',„ matrix contains the partial derivatives of the fitted first order regessor terms and

the A',w matrix contairns the partial derivatives of the unfitted second order and two-way inter-

action terms. Both of these matrices are illustrated in Appendix C (pages 283-286). The MSE of

slope, J", is the average, normalized mean squared error of Qw_ computed as the sum of 8* and

V*, the bias and variance components of J*. The next two sections present the mathematical de-
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velopments of the B' and V' components, and section 3.3.3 compares the correlatien induction

strategies in terms ef J'.

3.3.1 Bias Component of J* in the First Order Case

The bias component of J' is computed as the average squared bias of the slopes of the response

function, normalized with respect te N and 62. Myers and Lahoda (48) present a mathematical

development of B' for the situation in which the responses are uncorrelazed; that is, fer the IR

correlation induction strategy. This research extends their work by considering situations in which

the responses are correlated and develops the equatiens fer B' under the CR and AR correlation

induction strategies.

Myers and Lahoda (48) define the bias component of J', as shown in equation [2.2.56] on page

78, as

N .°*= l,. B‘“‘[i«„>1dx
i

N
= §*—f_{tE<£„,,>-;(,,1'tE<£,,,>-;(,,1}dr

N I I
• • •

* QT Ä= {A F‘llA'2}‘2lA+l‘22} EZ

where Q, is the inverse of the volume of the eentered and scaled regen ef interest (defined on page

71), A is the alias matrix (defined on page 43), and the ,u° terms are the regen matrices ef the

partial derivatives ef the response function (defined en page 77).

The equation for B' can be simplified when the fitted model is first order and the experimental

design is orthogonal. Appendix C (pages 283-286) illustrates the pr, , rr; , and rr; matrices for
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the dl = 1, dg = 2 fit·protection situation, in which the number of parameters in the fitted model is

pl = k+ 1 and the number of urnfitted second order parameters is pg = Vzk(k+ I). Because the ele-

ments of the region matrices which involve odd powers of xl are equal to zero, ri; reduces to a

null matrix, and aß and rr; reduce to diagonal nnatrices; that is

re;] = Diag (0,1,1,.....,1) [3.3.1]

,„§, = 0 [3.3.2]

;4;2 = Diag (4wü,.....,4wü, 2wü,.....,2wü) " [3.3.3]

where pr, is a (pl xpl) diagonal matrix, p; is a (plxpl) null matrix, and p;, is a (plxpl) di-

agonal matrix whose first k diagonal elements are 4 wll, and the rernaining %k(k-1) diagonal ele-

ments are 2 wu . The wll scalar term is the pure second order region moment which is defined in

equations [3.2.7] and [3.2.9] on page 94.

Appendix E (pages 292-296) illustrates the alias matrices for first order orthogonal designs under

both OLS and WLS estimation. Both of these matrices consist of nonzero elements in the first k e
columns of the first row, and all otlner elements of the alias matrices are zero. Therefore, the first

two component matrices in the equation for 5* become

A' rt;} A = Ü

2}l;l A = 0

where the
0’s

are (plxp;) null matrices. Thus, the equation for 5* simplifies to
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*1 , •
· B° = Ü E 2 #22 E2

N k
= + ßüz] 4wü [3.3.4]

l¤ I j

= 4 Wü Ü

where 0 is a standardized measure of the quadratic tendency of the response surface (defined in

equation [3.2.2] on page 92).

‘
Equation [3.3.4] indicates that the bias component ofJ' is a function of the unknown ß parameters

in the protection model through 0, and depends on the shape of the region of interest through

w„_ However, the B' component is independent of the correlation induction strategy and the value

of [ii]. Therefore, all values of [ii] yield the same value of B', and there is no single value which is

considered B'·optimal.

3.3.2 Variance Component of J* in the First Order Case

The variance component ofJ' is computed as the average variance of the partial derivatives of the

response function, normalized with respect to N and az. Myers and L.ahoda (48) present a math-

ematical development of V' for the situation in which the responses are uncorrelated, and Hussey,

Myers, and Houck (28) expand on their work by allowing for correlated responses and develop the

equations for V' under the pure CR and AR correlation induction strategies. This research expands

on the previous work by developing the equations for V' under the modified CR and AR corre-

lation induction strategies.

Myers and Lahoda (48) define the variance component ofJ', as shown in equation [2.2.55] on page

77, as .
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InNQ

= ¢L¤{:2„,,-¤«2„,,>1·:2,,,—¤0,„>1}¤i

= ä- Tr¤¢•={Var[l21]Pi1}

where 0, is the inverse of the volume of the centered and scaled region of interest, Var [ hl ] is

the variance-covariance matrix of the least squares estimators of the litted model coeflicients, and

pf, is the region matrix of the slopes of the iitted response function. When a two-level factorial

design is used to fit a tirst order model, the pr, matrix (shown in equation [3.3.1} on page 147) and

the Var [ hl ] matrix (shown in equation [3.2.17] on page 99) are both diagonal matrices, and the

equation for V* becomes

v•
T V °= „, r¤¤¤{ ==¤Eh¤J P11}

N k
= E { Var ( ba 1}

1= .

[1.3.6]kU—A)

[ii] .

The equation for V* can now be used to find the value of [ii] which results in a Min·V° design.

The optimal value of [ii] is found by setting the partial derivative of V" with respect to [ii] equal to

zero, yielding

k(l - P )ö V* - __;
-L Ö [ii] - mz - 0 . [3.3.6]
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The second partial derivative of V' with respect to [ii], = , is always a

positive quantity and, therefore, the solution of equation [3.3.6] provides the value of [ii] which

minimizes V'. The optimal value of [ii] for a Min~V' design is to make [ii] as large as possible,

implying that the V'·optimal value of [ii] for a coded design region is [ii] = 1.

Thus, the V'-optimal value of [ii] for a two·level factorial design is independent of the shape of the

region of interest, the correlation induction strategy, and the least squares estirnation technique.

In addition, the optimal values of V' are equivalent under OLS and WLS estirnation because the

variances of the b, coeflicients are equivalent and the variance of the b, intercept term (which is

reduced under WLS) does not affect V'. In the next section the MSE of slope criteria, which calls

for minimizing the sum of B' and V', is used to compare the correlation induction strategies in

terms of the optimal values ofJ'.

3.3.3 J* - Optimum Designs

A design which results in a minimum value for the MSE of slope is considered to be a ·

J'·optimum design. Myers and Lahoda (48) define J' as the average mearn squared error of the

partial derivatives (or slopes) of the fitted response function and compute J' as the sum of the bias

and variance components, B' and V'. For the situation in which a two·level factorial design is

being used to fit a first order model, the bias and variance components ofJ' were defined in sections

3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Utilizing equation [3.3.4] on page 148 for B', and equation [3.3.5] on page 149 for

V', the equation for J' becomes

J•
= B* +

V•

k (I
_

p+ ) [3.3.7]
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Equation [3.3.7] does not involve the magnitude of p_ nor the number of center runs in the design.

Therefore, the value of J* is the same for the pure CR, pure AR, modified CR, and modified AR

correlation induction strateges. Also, since p + = 0 for the IR strategy, the value of J* is higher for

the IR strategy than for the CR and AR strateges.

The equation for J* can be used to find the value of [ii] which results in a Min—J* design. The

optimal value of [ii] could be found by setting the partial derivative of J* with respect to [ii] equal

to zero. However, since 8* is not a function of [ii], the J*-optimal value of [ii] is the same as the

V*-optimal value; that is, as large as possible. Thus, for a coded design regon, the J*·optimal

designs have pure second order design moments of [ii] = 1.

ln order to compare the correlation induction strateges in terms of the MSE of slope criter·ia, the

optimal values of J* can be viewed as a function of the 8 bias parameter or as function of the

V*/8* ratio. Figure 21 on page 152 illustrates the optimal values ofJ ° as a function of0 for various

values of p+ in a spherical regon of interest. The figure indicates that J* increases linearly as 0

increases, but decreases as p+ increases. Therefore, since pt =0 for the IR strategy, the CR and

AR strateges perform better than the IR strategy in terms of the MSE of slope criteria. The results

for a cuboidal regon, shown in Figure H·2l of the Appendix, are similar to those for a spherical ‘

region. Again, the CR and AR strateges perform better than the IR strategy, and their perform-
I

ances improve as the magnitude of p+ increases.

Figure 22 on page 153 illustrates the optimal values ofJ° as a function of the V*/8* ratio for var-

ious values of p+ in both spherical and cuboidal regons of interest. The figure indicates that J*

decreases rapidly when V*/8* < l, but remains fairly stable when V*/8* > 1. Similar to the results

in shown in Figure 21, the CR and AR strateges always lperform better than the IR strategy in
I

terms of the MSE of slope criteria, and their performances improve as the magnitude of p+ in~

creases.
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The optimal values of J are computed using [ii]- 1.
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3.4 Summary ofResults in the First Order Case

In the previous two sections, three correlation induction strategies were evaluated in terms of two

mean squared error desigr criteria fer the case of iitting a first order model using a two-level factorial

°desig1. lt was assumed that protection against second order bias was desirable. Section 3.2 eval-

uated the strateges in terms of the MSE of response criteria and section 3.3 evaluated the strateges ·

in terms of the MSE of slope criteria.

The results for the MSE of response criteria indicate that the size of the J-optimal designs (as

measured by [ii], the pure second order design moment) are slightly larger than the size of the

B·optimal designs, and the amount larger decreases as the magritudes of the induced correlations

increase. Therefore, the use of the CR and AR strategies makes it even more important to reduce

the size of the design by bringng the design points closer to the center of the experimental regen

and/er by augnenting the design with center runs.

The AR strategy generally performs better than the IR strategy in terms of the MSE ef response
I

criteria when V/B <3 (approximately). The range ef V/B ratios over which the AR strategy is
A

preferable to the IR strategy becomes wider as the magnitudes of p+ and p_ increase. Under OLS

estimation, the CR strategy performs werse than the IR strategy, but under WLS estimation, the

CR strategy perferms better than the IR strategy when V/B < 3.

The results for the MSE of slope criteria indicate that the J*·optimal design size is equal to the .

V*-optimal design size of [ii]= l because B" is not a function of [ii]. Thus, the MSE of slope

criteria suggests that the design points be placed at the :I: l extremes of the coded design regen.

The CR and AR correlation induction strateges are always preferable to the IR strategy in terms

of the MSE ef slope criteria, and their performances improve as the magnitude of p+ increases.
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The first order research fmdings indicate that plarmed correlation induction can affect reductions in

the MSE of the predicted responses (or slopes). In particular, the CR and AR correlation irnduction

strategies are useful techniques during the steepest ascent and ridge analysis stages of RSM opti-

mization studies, when estimation of the response function gradient is important. The AR strategy

is also useful during the canonical and ridge analysis stages of the optimization process, when the

objectives are prediction of the response and estimation of the optimum operating conditions.

The CR and AR strategies achieve reductions in the MSE of response and MSE of slope through

reductions in the variances of the estirnated model pararneters. In the case of fitting a first order

model, the estirnated model parameters are the bg intercept term and the b, linear coefficients.

For ‘a two·level factorial design, the variances of the k linear coefiicients are equivalent, and

therefore insight into the variance reductions can be provided through comparisons of Var (bo)

and Var (b,) for the three correlation induction strategies. i

An optimal tw0·level factorial design with k= 3 factors has been chosen to facilitate comparison

of the coeflicient variances for each strategy. In order to develop the optimal experimental design

plan, the optimal design size (the value of [ii] which minimizes J or J") must be determined. The

optimal value of [ii] is a function of the MSE criteria, the shape of the region of interest, theratioof

variance error to bias error, the ¢> parameter, the number of center runs, and the magnitudes of

p+ and p_ . Each of these quantities are deterrnined, or selected, by the experimenter. For the
2’

design under eonsideration, it is assumed that the experimenter is interested in predicting response,

and therefore has decided to use a design which minimizes J, the MSE of response. Additionally,

the experimenter has selected a spherical region of interest; believes that the error involved with

prediction of response consists of about twice as much variance error as bias error (V/B = 2);

suspects that the response surface is in an average state of conditioning (¢ = k/2 ); can afford five

center runs (N, = 5); and has estirnated the magnitudes of the induced positive and negative

correlations to be p_) = (.7 ,.2).
u
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The J·optirnal
2’

desigr plan which the experimenter uses to fit the first order response model is

completely determined by the value of the pure second order design moment. The optimal values

of [ii], however, are different for each correlation induction strategy and, for the CR and AR strat-

egies, the J·optimal [ii] are also different for the OLS and WLS parameter estimation techniques.

The optimal values of [ii] are computed as the positive real root of the cubic polynomial shown in

equation [3.2.35] on page 114, and are aclnieved through appropriate choices for the value of the.

scaling factor (g), computed as
n

'

g = „/ N[ii]/F = „/1.625[ii]

for a k = 3 two·level factorial design with NC = 5 center runs. The J-optirnal values of

[ii] and g for this design are shown in the table below.

Table 3. J·Optimal Values of [ii] and g for a 2° Design
l

The design is a k-3 two-level factorial with Ne- 5 center runs.
The region of interest is spherical, with V/‘B

-
2 and ¢ -k/2.

The induced correlation magnitudes are: pt
-

.7 and p-
-

.2 .

Correlation Least J-Optimal Required
Induction Square: Design Size

l
Scaling Factor

Strategy Technique ( |ii| ) ( g ) ~

IR - .281 .675 —

CR OLS .218 .595
AR OLS .230 .611

CR WLS .583 .973
AR WLS .321 .722

Table 3 indicates that slightly more scaling is required for the CR and AR strategies than for the

IR strategy under OLS estimation, but these strategies require less scaling than the IR strategy under

WLS estimation. For the IR strategy, the optimal placement of the design points requires a 33%

reduction in the :1: 1 design variable levels, and for the CR and AR strategies under OLS estimation,
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the levels of the design variables should be reduced about 40%. Under WLS estimation, the CR

strategy requires only a 3% reduction ir1 the coded design variable levels, whereas the AR strategy

requires a 28% reduction, to coded levels of g = .72. Thus, the size of the J—optimal designs de-

pend on the correlation strategy and least squares estirnation technique chosen by the experirnenter.

In addition, the variances of the fitted model coeflicients (bo and b,) are affected by these strategy

altematives.

Utilizing the x,x,x; term as the blocking contrast, the design matrix for the
2’

design becomes:

Random Number Stream Sets

3, 3; 3; IR Strategy CR Strategy AR Strategy

·l -1 -l R, R, R,
'l I 1 Rg R} R}

1 - l l R; R, R,
l l - l R, R, R,
0 0 0 R; R, R,

-1 -1 1 R, R, R,
-1 1 -1 R, R, R,

D = I -1 -1 X g Rg R; ür

1 1 1 R, R, R, ’

p 0 0 0 R,,, R, R,

0 0 O Ru R] Rz

0 0 0 Ru R4 R]

0 0 0 RU RQ R4

I
where g is the scaling factor applied to the design matrix (the J-optimal values were given in Table

3 on page 156), R, denotes the
i°•

set of pseudorandom number strearns, and R-, denotes the i"*

antithetic set of streams. For the IR strategy, a different set of random number streams is used for

each design point; for the CR strategy, the same set of streams is assigned to each non-replicated

design point, and replicated design points are assigned different stream sets; and for the AR strategy,
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the design points in the first and second blocks are assigned common and antithetic stream sets,

respectively, and replicated center runs (beyond two) are assigned independent stream sets.

The variances of the first order model coefiicients for this
2’

design can be computed for each cor-

relation induction strategy, under OLS and WLS estimation, using the J-optirnal values of [ii]

shown in Table 3. The variance of the intercept term, Var(bo), is computed using equations

[3.2.36]~[3.2.40] on page 116, and the variances of the linear coefiicients, Var ( b, ), are computed

using equation [3.2.18] on page 100. The variances of the estimated model coefficients under the

IR, CR, and AR strategies are shown in Table 4 on page 159, with the percentage decreases 1, or

increases 1, relative to the IR strategy indicated in parentheses. For the IR strategy, p + =p- = 0;

for the CR strategy, induced positive correlations of p+ = .7 and p+ = .3 are used; and for the AR

strategy, induced positive and negative correlations of (p+, p_) = (.7 ,.2) and (p+ , p_) =

(.3 ,.1 ) are considered. In addition to the variances of' the bg and b,coef1icients, Table 4 presents

the sum of the variances of the four coefficient estimators (bo, bl, bz, and bg); that is, the trace

of the variance·covariance matrix of the titted model coefiicients.

Table 4 indicates that the variance of the intercept term (bo) is larger for the CR and AR strategies

than for the IR strategy, but the variances of the linear coeflicients achieve reductions ofapproxi·mately

100 p+ %. The variances of bg and b, are larger under OLS estirnation (as compared to WLS

estimation) and the increases in the variances of bg are srnaller for the AR strategy than for the

CR strategy under both OLS and WLS. The largest reduction in the trace of the variance-

oovariance matrix is achieved by the CR strategy under WLS estimation, and smallest reduction is

achieved by the CR strategy under OLS estimation. However, the AR strategy achieves substantial

reductions in the trace of this matrix under both OLS and WLS, and the percentage reductions

increase as the magnitudes of the induced correlations increase. The IR strategy achieves the least

variable estimates of the intercept, but the most variable estimates of the k linear coefficients, re-

sulting in the largest 'tota1" coefficient variability of the three correlation induction strategies.
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Table 4. varianees of the Fissed Model Coeilicients for Optimal k=3 First Order Designs

The optimal design is a Min-J twe·level lacterial design wish live center runs. x
The regen ef interest is spherical, wish V;B

-
2 and de -k/2.

bo and bi are she intercept and linear coellicients of the litted model.

Correlation Variances of the Estimatlon Technique
Induction Fitted Model
Strategy Coefficicnts OLS WLS

Var ( bo )/az .077 .077

Var ( b, )/az . .274 .274

_

{Var ( bo) + 3 var (b. ) }/6* .899
1

.899

CR Var (bo )/62
·

.375 (390% 1) .186 (140% 1)

p., = .7 Var ( b, )/6* .106 (61% 1) .040 (86% 1)

{Var(b„) + 3 Var ( b.)}/6*
1

-693 (23% 1) -306 (66% 1)

AR Var (bo )/cz .183 (140% 1) .152 (98% 1)

p+ = .7 Var (b, )/oz .100 (63% 1) .072 (74% 1)

p- = .2 { Var (ba) + 3 Var (br ) }/az .483 (46% 1) .368 (59% 1)

CR Var (bo )/az .205 (160% 1) .150 (95%1)p+

= .3 Var ( b, )/az .219 (20% 1) .129 (53% 1)

{Var ( be) + 3 Var ( b, ) }/az .862 (4% 1) .537 (40% 1)
_

AR Var ( bg )/az .118 (54% 1) .102 (33% 1)

p+ = .3 Var ( b, )/az .207 (24% 1) .180 (34% 1)

p-=.1 {Var(bo)+3Var(b„)}/az .739 (18% 1) .642 (29% 1)
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Under the MSE of slope criteria, the variance of the intercept term (bll) does not affect the relative

performance of the three correlation irnduction strategies because the intercept is elimirnated upon

taking partial derivative of the response function. Therefore, the CR and AR strategies are always

preferable to the IR strategy in terms of the MSE of slope criteria. For the MSE of response cri-

tenia, however, the increased variances of the intercept adversely affect the performances of both the

CR and AR strategies. When the magnitudes of the induced conelations are large, the reductions

in the variarnces of the linear coeflicients are large, thereby irnprovirng the performances of the CR

and AR strategies relative to the IR strategy in terms of the MSE of response criteria.

In summary, the first order results presented here suggest that the preferred correlation induction

strategy is the assignment rule blocking strategy. The common strearns strategy also performs well

when estirnation of the response function gadient is important and the IR strategy also performs

well when the litted response model is adequate (little bias error exists) and prediction of response

is important. The next Chapter focuses on the evaluation of the correlation induction strategies for

the dl = 2, dg = 3 lit-protection situation. A variety of second order response surface designs are

used to examine the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies in terms of the MSE of slope

and MSE of response criteria.
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Chapter 4

SECOND ORDER DESIGNS

Second order response surface designs are experimental plans useful in the estirnation of the pa-

rameters of second order polynomial models. Relative to first order designs, these designs require

a large number of design points but generally yield more precise estirnates of the optimum response.

RSM optimization studies typically utilize second order designs in conjunction with methods such

as canonical and ridge analysis for estimation of the optimum response. The research of this _

Chapter focuses on the evaluation of the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies using four-

classes of second order response surface designs.

The properties and specific classes of second order designs were discussed in section 2.2.2 (pages

50·64). The four classes of second order designs, each of which permits orthogonal blocking, in-

clude: central composite designs; Box~Behnken designs; three·level factorial designs; and small

composite designs. Section 4.l describes each design class and discusses the ability of these designs

to block orthogonally, accommodate center runs, and be fractionally replicated. The moment

properties of the designs are also discussed in this section. Section 4.2 evaluates the three corre-

_ lation induction strategies in terms of the MSE of response criteria, and section 4.3 evaluates the
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strategies in terms of the MSE of slope cniteria. The fmal _section of this Chapter presents a sum-

mary of the research iindings in the second order case.

4.1 Second Order Design Classes

Second order designs are predominantly used in RSM for estimation of the optimum response ajier

the region containing the optimum has been tentatively located. In order to estimate the linear,

quadratic, and two-way interaction coeiiicients of a second order polynomial model, each factor

must be present at three or more levels and there must be at least one design point for each esti-

mated model coeiiicient. Despite the larger size and geater number of factor levels required (when

compared to lirst order designs), the ability of second order designs to iit curvature is particularly

useful during the final stage of RSM for obtaining a precise estimate of the optimum response.

In this Chapter, the following four second order design classes are used to evaluate the IR, CR, and

AR correlation induction strategies:

l. ·CCDs — Central composite designs ·

2. BBDs — Box-Behnken designs

3. FACs — Three·level factorial designs

4. SCDs — Small composite designs of Hartley and Draper.

The fnrst class of seoond order designs examined in this research is the CCDs, introduced by Box

and Wilson (l0). These designs consist of a 2" factonial portion, augnented with 2k axial points

and a chosen number of center runs, thereby requining iive levels of each factor (2 1, 0, and 2a

levels). The second class of designs utilized in this research is the BBDs, developed by Box and

Behnken (4). The BBDs are three·level second order designs formed by combining
2’

or
2’

two·level factorial designs with incomplete block designs in a particular manner. The third design
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class used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies is the FACs, or 3* designs. These designs

utilize all possible combirnations of k factors at each of three levels. The fnnal class of second order

designs exarnined in this research is the SCDs, consisting of a factorial portion and the axial portion

of a CCD. The factorial portion of the Hartley SCDs (24) are fractional replications of 2k designs

and the fafztorial portion of the Draper SCDs (I4) are incomplete Plackett·Burman designs.

The input variables of a second order response surface design are generally coded for the region of

experimentation such that — 1 , 0 , and +1 represent the low, intermediate, and high levels of

each variable, respectively. The levels of the coded design variables are determined from the un-

coded, or natural, variables using the transformation shown in equation [2.2.8] on page 34. De-

pending on the design criteria chosen by the experimenter, the i l high / low levels of the design

variables may be scaled up or down through the use of a scalirng factor, g. The scalirng factor is

applied to the entire design matrix (multiplied by each level of each design variable) and its value

is function of the shape of the region of interest and the design criteria chosen by the experimenter.

The remainder of this section discusses the properties of the four second order design classes ex-

amined in this research. The properties discussed are those relevant to the evaluation of the cor-

relation induction strategies using the MSE design criteria (orthogonal blocking, addition of center ‘

runs, fractional replication, and design moment properties).
’

4.1.1 Orthogonal Blocking in the Second Order Designs

Second order orthogonally blockable designs are those designs which can be partitioned into two

or more blocks in such a manner that the block effects do not alter the usual estimates of the linear,

quadratic, and two-way interaction eoeflicients. For a second order design partitioned into two

orthogonal blocks, with N„, design points in the first block and N„, design points in the second

block, the conditions for orthogornal blocking become
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l. Each block itself must be a first order orthogonal design,

Nur Nrn
Z x,,,xj„=0 and E x,,,x,,_,=0 forall i=;éj=l,...,k.
u=I u=l

2. The sum of squares for each design variable within each
block must be proportional to the block size,

Nur
E xiuz

NEL- = —g- forall i=l,.....,k.Nb) Nbz
E xiuz
unl

Orthogonal blocking is possible in each of the second order design classes exarnined here. The

CCDs and SCDs can be blocked orthogonally with appropriate choices for the levels of the axial

design points and each of the BBDs and FACs pernnit orthogonal blocking with the exception of

the k=3 BBD. The pure AR correlation irnduction strategy requires the use of a design which

partitions into an even number of orthogonal blocks, such as the CCDs, SCDs, and k = 5, 7 BBDs.

A modüied AR strategy is required for the FACs and k=4 BBD because these designs partition

into three orthogonal blocks. The modified 3-block strategy, suggested by Hussey, Myers, and

Houck (29), involves the use of the pure AR strategy in two blocks and the IR strategy in thethirdblock.

The blocking strategies for each of the second order designs exarnined in this research are shown

in Appendix L on pages 363·380. The CCDs and SCDs utilize the factorial portion as the first

block and the axial portion as the second block, the blocking schemes for the BBDs are those

suggested by Box and Behnken (4), and the FACs are partitioned irnto three orthogonal blocks

using the highest order interaction term (k~way) as the defining contrast. The reader is refexred to

Montgomery (40) for the techniques required to partition the FACs into three orthogonal blocks.
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4.1.2 Addition of Center Runs to Second Order Designs

A center run is a design point taken at the intermediate level of each factor, or more specifically,

at the center of the experimental regen. -In terms of the coded design variables, a center run has

x, = 0 for each of the i = l, . . . , k design variables. In this research, the number of center runs

( Nc) added te the second order designs dcpends on two design altematives chosen by the exper-

imenter. Given a design class and the number of design variables, the value ef NC required for an

optimal design is a function ef the following: _

l. Regen of interest (spherical er cuboidal)

2. Design criteria (MSE of response or MSE of slope).

Center runs are typically used with the CCDs, BBDs, and SCDs to avoid singularity of the X'X

matrix (when each desigr point lies on a common sphere about the center of the experimental re-

gen). Unlike the first order case, the addition of center runs to second order designs affects the

ability of the designs te block orthogonally and, in order te maintain orthogonal blecking in the

CCDs and SCDs, the levels of the axial design points must be altered. For the BBDs and FACs,

an equal number of center runs must be added to each block to maintain the orthogonal blecking
l

P*‘°P¢¤Y· .

In addition to affecting the orthogonal blecking property of second order designs, the addition of

center runs affects whether or not the CR and AR correlation induction strateges are pure er

modified. As noted in section 2.1.4.2, the addition of more than one center run necessitates use of

a modified CR strategy and the addition of more than two center runs necessitates use ofa modified

AR strategy. The modified CR strategy utilizes common streams for each design point and one

center run, and this strategy uses independent streams for any additional center runs. The modified

AR strategy utilizes common streams for each design point and one center run in the 1** block,

antithetic streams for each design point and one center run in the
2•·‘

block, and independent
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streams for any additional center runs. For the designs which partition into three blocks, the

modified AR strategy utilizes independent streams for each center run and for each design poirnt in

the 3*** block. The following notation is used to designate the number ofdesign points in the CCDs,

BBDs, FACs, and SCDs examined in this research:

N =¤ total number of design points
_ = F + n, + N,

= N1 + N2

where F = number of factorial points
rn, = number of axial points

( n, = 2k for the CCDs and SCDs )
(n, = 0 for the BBDs and FACs)

N, = number of center points
·

N; = number of points utilizing common or antithetic random number streams
N; = number of points utilizing independent random number streams.

Under the IR and CR correlation induction strategies, the number of design points usirng inde-

pendent random number streams ( N; ) becomes

IR Strategy: N; = N

·CRStrategy: N;=N,—1 if N,>1 .
= 0 if N,s l.

Under the AR strategy, the number of design points using independent streams depends on tlne

number of blocks into which the design is partitioned. For the designs which partition into two

orthogonal blocks (CCDs, SCDs, and k= 5, 7 BBDs), the number of design points assigned inde-

pendent streams becomes

2-block AR Strategy: N; = N, — 2 if N, > 1
= 0 if N,$ l .

For the designs which partition into three orthogonal blocks (k = 4 BBD and FACs), the number

of design points using independent streams becomes
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3•block AR Strategy: N; = N, + —§-
l

The IR strategy uses independent random number streams for each design point, and therefore the

value of N; is equal to the total number of design points. The CR strategy uses common strearrns

for each design point and one center run, and independent streams for replications of center runs.

Therefore, N; is equal to N,— 1 (or zero if N,= 0) under the CR strategy. The 2·block AR

strategy uses common streams for the design points in the
l*‘

block and arntithetic streams for the

design points in the
2"‘

block. If the number of center runs is two or more, then one center run is

placed in each block. If the number of center runs is one, then the center run is placed in the

.smaller of the two blocks (makirng the two blocks closer in size). Therefore, N; is equal to
N,— 2 (or zero if N,= 0 or 1) urnder the 2-block AR strategy. The 3-block AR strategy uses

common, antithetic, and independent streams for the design poirnts in the 1**, 2"°, and 3*** blocks,

respectively, and independent streams are used for each center run. Therefore, N; is equal to

N, + F/3 under the 3-block AR strategy.

4.1.3 Fractional Replication of Second Order Designs

In the first order case, %·fractions of the k= 5, 6 two-level factorial designs and a %-fraction of

the k = 7 design were used for evaluation of the correlation induction strategies. In the second order

case, fractional replication is also useful in reducing the number of experimental runs when the

number of design variables is large. However, due to the nature of the second order designs ex-

amined in this research, fractional replication is not applicable to all of the design classes. Frac-

tional replication of the CCDs refers to the factorial portions of the designs but not the axial

portions, the FACs lend themselves to
‘/n

fractional replications, and the BBDs and SCDs cannot

be fractionally replicated.
L
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The factorial portion of a CCD is a 2k design, and therefore the methods used to fractionally rep-

licate the 2k designs (described on page 88) are applicable to the CCDs. For the FACs, the pro-

cedures for developing fractional replicates are similar to those used in the development of

orthogonal blocking arrangements. A defnnirng contrast is used to partition the 3* design into three

orthogonal blocks in such a manner that the linear, quadratic, and two·way interaction terms are

not aliased with each other. The use of a three-way (or higher) interaction term is sufliciernt to

prevent aliasing of the second order model coeflicients. Once a 3* design has been partitioned into

three orthogonal blocks, use of the design poirnts in one of the three blocks represents a
‘/a

fractional

replication of the design.

This Chapter presents an evaluation of the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies usirng

the following full and fractionally replicated second order designs:

1. Central Composite Designs (CCDs)

a) Full factorial replications k = 2, 3, 4, 5 factors
b) %·fractional factorials k = 6, 7 factors

2. Box·Behnken Designs (BBDs) k = 4, 5, 7'factors

3. Three-level Factorial Designs (FACs)

_ a) Full factorial replicatiorns k = 3, 4, 5factorsb)
‘/s·fractional factorials k = 6, 7 factors

4. Small Composite Designs (SCDs)

a) Hartley Designs k = 3, 4, 6 factors
b) Draper Desigis k = 5, 7 factors.

The k=3 BBD and k=2 FAC are not considered in this research because these designs do not

block orthogonally, and the k=6 BBD is not exannirned because [iijj] is not constarnt for all pairs

of design variables. The k=5, 7 Hartley designs are not pursued because the Draper SCDs are

clolser to saturation (require fewer design points).
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4.1.4 Design Moment Properties

J
The MSE of response and MSE of slope criteria, which are used for evaluation of the correlation

induction strateges, take both variance error and bias error into account. Variance error represents

the variability in the predicted responses (or slopes) when the fitted polynomial model is the correct

_ model. Bias error represents the difference between the true and predicted responses (or slopes)

when the fitted model is incorrect. ln this research, bias error is assumed to result from the use of

a polynomial model which is under-specified by one degree. ln the second order case, the fitted

model includes linear, quadratic, and two-way interaction terms, and the protection model addi-

tionally includes cubic and third order interaction terms. Thus, the fit-protection situation consid-

ered in this Chapter is d, = 2, dg = 3.

The design moment matrices (M,,, M,,, and Mu ) and the regon moment matrices (41,,, 41,,, and

41,,) are useful in formulating the variance and biascomponents of the MSE design criteria. The

design and regon moment matrices are defined as

Mu = N" X': Xr :1,, =¤. fk x:' x: dx
M,,=N·‘ X': X, 41,, =Q, fk

x:’ x, dx .
M¤=N" X': X: 11„=9. fk x:’ x: dx

where the 3, vector contains the p, regressor terms in the X, matrix and the xz vector contains

the pz regressor terms in the Xz matrix. For the d, = 2, dg = 3 lit-protection situation, the X, and

Xz matrices are shown on pages 45-46 and the M,,, Mu- and Mu design moment matrices are

shown in Appendix J (pages 348-352). Thcißu, im- md ßzz matrices are identical in form to the

design moment matrices, except that the elements are regon moments rather than design moments

(for example, [ii] is replaced with w,, ).
I

For the case of a second order fitted model with protection against a true third order model, the

M,, and 41,, matrices contain moments through order 2d, =4, the M,, and ;1z, matrices contain
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moments through order dz + dg = 5, and the Mu and ;n„ matxices contain moments through order

2dz=6. The variance error is a function of ;.n,, and MJ', and the bias error is additionally a

fnnnction of nn,, , pn, and Mu. Therefore, the mathematical developments of B and V are simpli-

lied when these moment matrices are sparse. Box and Draper (6) and Draper and Lawrence (6)

utilize three design moment conditions (to ensure rotatability) in their developments of B and V.

This research utilizes two of the three rotatability conditions, as follows:

l. Odd design moments tlnrough order five are equal to zero,

0=[i]=[ij|=[iij]=|ijk|=|iiij]=|iijk]= [iiiij]= ..... = [ijklm] for all i, j, k, I, m.

2. Even design moments through order four are the same for
all pairs of design variables,

[ii]=[jj] and [iijj]=[iikk] for all i, j, k.

Box and Draper additiornally require that [iiiil/[iijj]= 3; that is, the authors restrict their develop-

ments to spherically·rotatable designs, and Draper and Lawrence require that [iiii]/[iijj] =
’/6,

thereby restrictirng their work to cuboidally-rotatable designs. This research places no restriction

on the value of [iiii]l|iijj], and therefore does not require the use of a rotatable design. However,

utilization of the first two rotatability conditions enables common forms of the M,{‘ and M,,

matrices to be written for the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, thereby sirrnplifying the mathematical de-
I

velopments of B and V. These conditions also enable the equation for B to be written in terms

of three unknown third order parameters regardless of the value of k. With the exception of the

SCDs, each of the second order design classes examined in this research adhere to these moment

conditions. The SCDs meet the second condition, but do not necessarily have odd design moments

through order five equal to zero. The following design moments are not necessarily equal to zero

for the SCDs examined in this research:

1. k=3, 4, 6 Hartley SCDs [ijk] and [iiijk]

2. k=5 Draper SCD [ijk], [iiijk], and [iijkl]

3. k= 7 Draper SCD [ij], [ijk], [iiijk], [iijkl] , and [ijk1m].
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Because the odd design moments of the SCDs are not all equal to zero, the mathematical devel-

opments of this Chapter can ornly be used as approximations for the SCDs. Exact computation

of V and B for the SCDs requires matrix algebra on the specific design matrices.

The remainder of the research in this Chapter is an evaluation of the correlation strategies in the

second order case. The mathematical developments pertain to the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs design

classes but, in general, do not hold for the SCDs.

4.2 MSE of Response Criteria in the Second Order Case

The focus of this and the next section is the evaluation of three correlation induction strategies for

the situation in which an experimenter is fitting a second order polynomial model using a second

order response surface design. The three cornelation induction strategies are the IR, CR, and AR

strategies (discussed on pages 26-30) and the second designs used for evaluation of the strategies are

the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs (described on pages 55-64). Tlne MSE of response criteria is

used to evaluate the correlation induction strategies in this section, and the MSE of slope serves as ·

the perfonnance criteria in the following section.

The MSE of response criteria (discussed on pages 68-73) calls for minimizing J, the average, nor-
_

malized, mean squared error of the predicted responses. The optimal designs in the first order case

were Min-J designs, achieved through an appropriate choice for the value of [ii]. In the second

order case, J is a function of [ii], (iiii], and [iijj], and therefore J cannot be minirnized with respect

to [ii] alone. The optimal second order designs evaluated in this research are Min-V | Min-B de-

signs rather than Min-J designs. These designs utilize the value of [iiii]/[ii] which minimizes B,

achieved through an appropriate choice for the value of the scalirng factor, g. Additionally, these

designs utilize the value of [ii] which mirnimizes V (given the Min·B value of [iiii]/[ii] ), aclnieved
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through an appropriate choice for the number of center runs, NC. Because the optimal number

of center runs must be rounded to the nearest integer value, the optimal second order designs are

only near Min-V | Min·B- designs.

Here it is assumed that a second order response surface design is being used to model the relation-

ship between a set of input variables and a response variable. The equation which the experimenter

uses to fit the data is a second order polynomial regression model (dl = 2), and the equation which

the experirnenter desires protection against being the true model is a cubic polynomial model

(dz = 3). The equations for the predicted and true response variables at the
u"•

setting of the factors,

as shown in equations [2.2.30] and [2.2.31] on pages 69-70, respectively, are

bl

Y(ll„) = x1u' Ä: + K2¤' Ä: + °¤

where the subscript 1 indicates that the vectors contain terms from the litted second order model,

C and the subscript 2 indicates that the vectors contain the cubic and third order interaction terms ·

in the protection model. The number of iitted model coeflicients is pl = %(k + 1)(k + 2), of which

k+ l are linear, k are quadratic, and (1; ) are two-way interaction coellicients. The number of

untitted ooeiiicients in the protection model is pg = */6 k(k+ l)(k+ 2), of which k are cubic,

k(k-I) are linear x quadratic interactions, and (g ) are three-way interaction coetlicients.

Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 present the bias and variance components of the mean squared error of

9%, for the second order designs examined here.
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4.2.1 Bias Component of J in the Second Order Case

The bias component of the MSE of response, B, is computed as the average squared bias of the

predicted responses, norrnalized with respect to the number of design points and the experimental

error variance. Box and Draper (6) present a mathematical development of B in a spherical region

of interest, and Draper and Lawrence (16) derive the equation for B in a cuboidal region of irnterest.

For a spherical region, Box and Draper require that the desigrs be rotatable ( [iiii]/[iijj] = 3) , and

for a cuboidal region Draper and Lawrence require that the designs be cuboidally-rotatable

([iiii]/[iijj] = ’/s) . These authors also restrict their developments to designs with odd design mo-

ments through order five equal to zero, thereby lixing the number of unknown third order param-

eters at two (regardless of the value of k) for spherically and cuboidally rotatable designs.

The research presented herein extends the previous developments of Box, Draper, and Lawrence

by allowing for the use of second order designs which are not rotatable. In this research, no re-

striction is placed on the value of [iiii]/[iijj], but similar to the previous work, [iiii] and [iijj] are

assumed to be constant and odd desigr moments through order live are assumed to be equal to zero

(the two design moment conditions presented on page I70). For the non-rotatable second.order ·

designs examined in this research, the number of unknown third order pararneters is fixed at three.

For practical and computational reasons, the developments presented in this Chapter are restricted

to OLS estimation of the model parameters. For the IR and CR correlation induction strategies,

the equations for B are the same under OLS and WLS estimation. For the AR strategy, however,

the equations for B are the same under WLS and OLS only for desigis which partition into two

orthogonal blocks (CCDs and k= 5, 7 BBDs).

Box and Draper (5) define the bias error (as shown in equation [3.2.1] on page 92) as
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NQ _
_ B=

O I’
Q? E1 {A #1lA " 2#21A + #22} E2

where Q,. is the irnverse of the volume of the centered and scaled region of interest (defined on page

71), A is the alias matrix (defmed on page 43), and the p terms are the region moment matrices
'

of the design (defined on page 71).

The equation for B irndicates that the bias error is a function of the unkrnown ß parameters in the

protection model. Therefore, the bias error carmot be computed using the above equation unless

the ß ooefiicients of the unfitted cubic and interaction terrrns can be estimated. However, for the

CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, which have the two design moment properties shown on page 170, B

can be simplified to a scalar equation involvirng only three unkrnown third order parameters.

The A';.t„ A , 2 pn A , and 14,, component matrices of B must be formulatcd in order to derive

the scalar equation for B. Sirnnilar to the notation of Box and Draper (6), the following two ratios _

are introduced for this purpose: ·
l

[üü]0 = + [4.2.1]_ [¤]

[M11] .

The A';1„ A , 211,, A , and pa matrices are shown in Appendix O (pages 396~407). Upon sum-

mirng these matrices, the B component of J for the second order designs examined in this research

becomes
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B = gf} gz' gz

0 Wauu hä)
. · [4.2.3]

where the
0’s

indicate null matrices and G, is a (kz xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical

blocks of the (kxk) H, matrix

br bz 1].;

Hl =

ha la-1 (hd‘h5 ) Ix-1 + bs -1-k~l·ll·I'

where 1,,, isa k-I column vector of ones, Ib, is a (k·l)x(k—I) identity matrix, and the h, terms l

are scalar quantities defined as A

hx = 02 Wu " 29 Wuu + Wauu „

hl
‘ 02 Wu/T " 26Wau/Y + Wauu

ba = 01 Wu / V " 2 0 Wau + Wauu

hd =“ 01 Wa / rz “ 26 Wuu I Y + Wauu

bs = 0zWa/T "'20W•iulrz +' Wauu ·
A

Upon pre- and post-multiplication of the matrix in equation [4.2.3] by Q; N / az, the B com-

ponent ofJ can be written in equation form as
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N k
B 11,,,* + 11,,,,,,,, Z Z ii 11,],3]

¤= 1 ¢ 1 1 #1 ¢

= ¢>1 @1 + ¢z @2 + ¢a @:1 [4.2.4]

wh¤r¤ 4>1 =· h1 +(k-1) ha @1 = ·;; 2ß111
lrl

I ¢ I

N z¢3 = wllljkk @3 = "T E Zxßanr
6 1 #1 # 1 •

Equation [4.2.4] indicates that B is a function of the following parameters and constants:

B = f(¢1•¢2r¢3•®lThe

values of r and k are fixed for a given design plan, the w„....w,,„„ region moments are fixed

for a given region shape, and @1, (-3;, and @3 are unknown parameters representing standardized

measures of cubic curvature in the response surface. Therefore, 0 is the only term in the equation

for B which can be altered to minimize B. The value of 6 which results in a Min-B design is de-

termined by setting the partial derivative of B with respect to 0 equal to zero, yielding
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ÖB 29 ( wma + (k-!) wma ) @2 + <wmaaa+(k—1)waaaaaa)@2]

Ö wü0‘(r+k—1)(·9; (Wiiii++_"T"‘*
' '?"'i*' + (waaaaaa+(k—l)Wmajj)@z

+
L —

0Ö 0 uukk 3 ' _

[4.2.5]

2 .. g ka} (9
[

(-9
0 = +

'•

+Solvingequation [4.2.5] for 0, the Min-B optimal value of 0 becomes

f ( wma + (k-!) wma)0 [4.2.6]

The second partial derivative of B with respect to 0 is a positive quantity and, therefore, the value

of 0 in equation [4.2.6] minimizes B. The Min~B value of 0 can be obtained with anappropriatechoice

of the scaling factor, g. For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, the Min-B value ofg (as shown _

in Appendix P on pages 411-412) becomes

2 Z
g = for the CCDs(F + 2°‘ 1 [4.2.7]
g = ,/0- for the BBDs and FACs

where 0 is the value of [iiii]/[ii] which minimizes B, F is the number of factorial design points,

and a is the level of the axial design points. Equation [4.2.7] indicates that the Min-B values of

g for the CCDs are a function of a. In this research, the CCDs utilize the value of a which
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pernnits partitioning of the designs into two orthogonal blocks (one center run in each block). The

use of more than two center runs does not change the value of a required for orthogonal blocking

because the additional center runs use independent random number streams (rather than common

or antithetic streams). Therefore, the blockirng remains orthogonal for the purposes of the AR

strategy. The value of a which permits orthogonal blockirng in the CCDs becomes

F ( 2 k + 1 )a — , • [4.2.8]

'The a level needed for orthogonal blocking in the SCDs depends on the number of center runs in

the design. Unlike the CCDs, some ofthe optimal SCDs require only one center run, and therefore

the value of a cannot be computed using equation [4.2.8]. The single center run of these designs

is placed in the smaller of the two blocks in order to make the block sizes similar. The single center

run of the k= 3 SCD is placed in the factorial block and the value of a which permits orthogonal

blockirng becomes a = k F / ( F + 1 ) . The single center run of the k = 4, ..., 7 SCDs is placed

in the axial block and the required a level becomes a = k + % . Table 5 indicates the values

of a needed for orthogonal blocking in the CCDs and SCDs examirned in this research. Each of

the CCDs utilizes two or more center runs, but the SCDs utilize one or more center run and

therefore two different a levels are indicated for the SCDs.

Table S. Levels of the Axial Design Points in the CCDs and SCDs.
Values of az required for orthogonal blocking.

DESIGN Values of a in the CCDs
CLASS

k
-

7

CCD (N, Z 2) 1.764 2.058 2.309 2.511 2.717 _

SCD (N, = 1) 1.549 2.121 2.345 2.549 2.739
SCD (N, 2 2) 1.673 2.000 2.253 2.473 2.691
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The Min·B values of g for the second order designs examined in this research are shown in Tables

6 and 7 for spherical and cuboidal regions of interest, respectively. (More precise values of g can

be found in Appendix P on page 419.) Figure 23 on page 181 graphically displays the Min·B values

of the scaling factor as a function of the number of factors in the model, k. The figure indicates that

the levels of the factorial design points should be reduced from the :1: 1 extremes which are typically

used in practice, with a spherical region requiring more of a scale reduction than a cuboidal region.

The Min-B values of the scaling factor appear to be similar for the CCDs and SCDs, slightly larger

for the FACs, and the largest for the BBDs.

Table 6. Min-B Values of the Sealing Factor in a Spherical Region of Interest.
Optimal values of g for the CCDs, BBDs. FACs, and SCDs.

DESIGN Min·B Values of g
CLASS‘ k - 7 I

CCD .58 .48 .42 .39 .36 .34
BBD · - .61 .62 · .52
FAC - .55 .50 .46 .43 .40
SCD ~ .52 .42 .39 .36 .34

Table 7. Min-B Values of the Scaling Factor in a Cuboidal Region of Interest.
Optimal values of g for the CCDs, BBDs. FACs, and SCDs. _

DESIGN Min-B Values of g
CLASS

k - 7

CCD .64 .63 .62 .61 .61
· BBD - .89 .98 - .93

FAC .74 .73 .73 .72 .72
SCD .66 .63 .62 .61 .61
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The bias component ofJ derived in this section applies to the CCD, BBD, and FAC design classes.

Because the SCDs do not necessarily have odd design moments through order five equal to zero,

the Min—B values of g for the SCDs are only approximations. The B-optimal _second order designs

presented in this section a.re the same for the IR, CR, and AR strategies because the equations for

B are independent of the correlation induction strategy under ordinary least squares estirnation.

The V component of J is derived for the second order designs in the next section. This component

is a function of the correlation induction strategy and, therefore, separate forms of V are presented

for the IR, CR, and AR strategies.
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Figure 23. Optimal Value ol' the Scaling Factor for Min·B Second Order Designs.
The horizontal line at g•l

indicates the value of the scaling factor
which is typically used in practice.

Dotted line connect the value of g for a Cuboidal region of interet.
Solid line connect the value ofg for a Spherical region of interest.
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4.2.2 Variance Component of J in the Second Order Case

The variance component of the MSE of rgsponse, V, is computed as the average variance of the

predicted responses, normalized with respect to N and az. Box and Draper (5) present a math-

ematical development of V in a spherica.1 region, and Draper and Lawrence (16) extend their work

to a cuboidal region. These authors assume urncorrelated responses and restrict their developments

to rotatable and cuboidally-rotatable designs. Hussey, Myers, and Houck (29) expand on the pre-

vious work by allowirng for correlated responses and the use of non·rotatable designs. These au-

thors develop the variance component for the IR, pure CR, and pure AR correlation induction

strategies for the CCD and BBD design classes. This research extends the work of Hussey et. al.

in the following ways:

1. Allowing for the use of replicated center runs.

2. Permitting the factorial design points to be placed at levels other than 2 I.

3. Extendirng the developments to the FAC design class.

4. Extending the evaluations to the SCD design class.

5. Constructing optimal second order design plans.

Box and Draper (5) defme the variance error (as shown in equation [3.2.15] on page 98) as

NQ,. j'
^== -3 V dV 6, R ar [ rw] nn

N T v=·= 3 r¤¤¤{ ¤[1zn] mn}-

where 0, is the inverse of the volume of the centered and scaled region of interest (defmed on page

71), Var [ hn] is the variance-covariance matrix of the coefiicient estirrnators (defmed on page 72)

and n4„ is a region moment matrix of the design (defined on page 71).
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The variance error, V, depends on the shape of the region of interest through pn . For the second

order designs considered here, the (p, xp,) pn matrix becomes

1 0 w„ 1,,' 00li 0
#II = wma In 4

wu lk + wu,} ln-lx,
0

‘ wlill In ‘

0 0 0 wm, L;)

where 1 is a column vector of ones, I is an identity matrix, 0 is a null matrix, and the

w,, , w,,,, , and wn, terms are region moments of the design, defined on pages 289-291 for spherical

and cuboidal regions of interest.

The variance error is a function of the correlation induction strategy through the variarnce·

oovariance matrix of h, . Under ordinary least squares estirrnation, the (p, xp,) Var [ b, ] matrixg

(as shown in equation [2.2.41] orn page 72) becomes

Var[h,] = (X',
X,)'°‘

X', V X, (X', X,)" 62

where V is the (NxN) variance·covariance matrix of the response (shown in equations [2.1.11],

[2.1.12], and [2.1.13] on pages 28-29, for the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies, re-

spectively) and X, is the (Nxp,) matrix of fitted model terms. For the CCD, BBD, and PAC

design classes, the (X', X,)' ‘ matrix can be written as
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_L ' Ü!] „
N D 0 N D 1* 0

1
° ~ @*1 "

_

°
( b — ¤) I— n

k(X'i N D2 0
+ J- 1 1*_

N D2 k k

0 0 0 1

a = [11](:+k l)

9 [i!](r !<—2) ..!> = —·—·% — (R-!) [¤]‘

c - [11][l-’[”{'” II
D = a — k [ii]'

DH " -1 ·D2 = D;] (r )

For the second order designs under consideration, X'; X; would be a singular matrix if the value

of D were equal to zero, or equivalently, if the value of [iijjl were equal to

[üii] = ä (km — 9)-

Each of the optimal second order designs are checked for singularity of the X'; X; matrix by

comparing the actual values of [iijj] to the singular values. (See the computer output in Appendices

Q and R for verilication of non-singular X'; X; matrices.)
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Before presenting the equations for V under the IR, CR, and AR correlation irnduction strategies,
it is useful to define the following notation:

N; = number of design points generated with common or antithetic streams
N„ = number of design points generated with common streams (block 1)
N,, = number of design points generated with antithetic streams (block 2)

N; = number of design points generated with independent streams

A = Nu [ii],. — N", [ii],„ = Block 1 surn of squares — Block 2 sum of squares

c =
(1 h)b

+
hN,[u]

N D; ( N D )=

f =
N: — 4
( N D )‘

( N [ii]
)’

8 = wuu + (k‘I) wenn

2 ( number of blocks
)‘ ‘

for the AR strategy
h 2

l for the CR strategy

In =
(N1b'NIa) + A

N D

_ (Ni.-Nn„)¤ —- k üilßP ‘ N D
N} N3 3. _

I

q “

[ii]

'
“ ‘TT

(N—N;) a ·— h k N [ii]‘’ “
N D ,

N; [ii] + (h-I) N [ii]

* = —%— _

The V component of J is obtained by taking the trace of the product of pn and Var [hl] . The

component parts of the Var[h;] matrices are shown in Appendix M (pages 381-388) and the

equations for V under the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies are derived in Apperndix
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N (pages 389-395). Only the results of the derivations in the Appendix are presented here. Under

the IR strategy, V is equal to the identity matrix, and the V component of J for the CCDs, BBDs,

and FACs under the IR strategy becomes

Vm = N Trace {(X’, X,)" pn}

=
a — 2k wü [ii]

+
k wi;

+
1> 1* Wm; + ¢ 1* (1*-1) Wu;}

+
1* (1*-1) 0 [11] wüjj [429:)

Under the CR strategy, two forms of the variance error are relevant. For the designs utilizing less

than two center runs, the equation for V under the pure CR strategy becomes

v„„„ = (1-P,) v,, + N P, [4.2.10]

and for the designs utilizing two or more center runs, the equation for V under the modüied CR

strategy becomes

VMC, = (1-p,)V,, + Np, (sz +2kwüst+ktzg)
« _ [4.2.11] f

+ Np, (qz+2kwül”q+kI‘zg) .

Under the AR strategy, four forms of the variance error are relevant. For the designs which parti-

tion into two orthogonal blocks and utilize less than three center runs, the equation for V under the

pure AR strategy becomes
1

V,_„„
= (1-p,) Vu + % N (p,- p_) + % (p,+p_)(Nla—N1b)z/N [4.2.12]

and for the designs which partition into two orthogonal blocks and utilize more than two center

runs, the equation for V under the modyied AR strategy becomes
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VMA, = (I-p+)V,, + % N(p+—p_) (sz +2kwüst+kt’g)

+ Np,(<1’+2kwüf<1+kr’s) [4.2.13]

+ % N(p++p_)(p‘ +2kwümp+km'g) .

The third form of V under the AR strategy applies to the FACs. These designs partition into three

orthogonal blocks and utilize no additional center runs. The equation for VA, for the 3* designs

becomes

VA,_„„ = (1—hp+) V, + % Nsz (p,-p_) . [4.2.14]

The fourth form of V under the AR strategy applies to the k= 4 BBD. This design partitions into

three orthogonal blocks and all of' the center runs are placed in the 3** block. The equation for

VA, for the k=4 BBD becomes

VA,_„„ = (l—p+) V, + % Nktz g(p+-p_) [4.2.15]

— 8 " 4 2 0 [ii] w,
+ p+ + + + 4N(°w||||+(2f+c)w1111)]

•

The varianoe component of J under the IR, CR, and AR strategies, as shown in equations

[4.2.9]·[4.2.15], indicate that V is a function of the following parameters and constants:

v g f(0,[ü],r,k,wü'wüü,wiiü,p+,p_'N'Nl·,Nlb)•

The values of r, k, N, N, , and N, are fixed for a given design plan, the w„ , w„„ , and w„„ region

moments are fixed for a given region shape, the p+ and p_ induced correlations are fixed for a

given simulation study, and 0 is fixed for a Min-B design. Therefore, [ii] is the only term in the

equations for V which can be altered for the minimization of V (given the Min-B value of 0). The

value of [ii] which results in a Min·V | Min·B design is determined by setting the partial derivative
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of V with respect to ]ii] equal to zero. The partial derivatives of V„„c. and V„„A. result in the

same optimal values of [ii] as V,. because the ( l - p,) terms cancel out when the partial de-

rivatives are set equal to zero and the additional terms in equations [4.2.10] and [4.2.12] are not

functions of [ii]. The additional terms in V,„,,_c., V,,„, A., VA._,,,,, and VA._„., are functions of [ii]

through the A, e, [Q m, p, q, 1‘,
.r, and t terms. However, the V,. optimal values of [ii] are used

for the modified CR and AR strategies for the following two reasons:

l. The optimal values of [ii] under the modüicd CR and AR strategies are a
function of N, and, therefore, determination of the optimal values of [ii] and
N, would require the use of an iterative solution method.

2. Empirical findings of this research indicate that the optimal values of [ii] under
the IR strategy result in values of [ii] which are near-optirnal under the modüied
CR and AR strategies, and these near~optimal values of [ii] generally result in
the same optimal values of N, (because of the integer restriction on N,).

In the remainder of this Chapter, it is assumed that the Min~V | Min·B optimal values of [ii] for

the oorrelation induction strategies are the same as those obtained for the IR strategy. Therefore,

this optimal value of [ii] is obtained by setting the partial derivative of V,. with respect to [ii] equal

to zero, yielding

gv kwü
+

rk(k—1)wü,,
+

0(r+lc-1)
6[ii] 60 [ii] 20[ii] 0(r+k—l) - rk[ii]

Ö -2 IC T Wü

_ + 60 0(r+k-1)- rk[ii]

Ö 0(r+k—2)-r(k-l)[ii]
+ ö0 Iykrwhä)

6=(r-1)(r+k-1)[11] — rk0(r-1)[ii]'

6 rlül — 9”'
60 [(k“‘ ‘)"’“¤)
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20* rkfl (1*+k-l ) [ii]* — 40 1** k* (Wü [ii]*_
df — 2 dl ¤» [ii] +

¤¤‘
[ii? [4.2.16]

H11 C1 [li]-b1 d1 •C1 C1 H1 (IC1 +Üd1
·•

2d] C1

C12wherebl = 0r(r+k—2)

C1 ¤ 1*2

dl = 0* (r-l )(r+k-1 )

el = rk0(r-l)

jl = 20kwll + rk(k—l)wll„

ll = 0* (r—1 )*

m] = zükwuu

ul =¤ 20rk(k-l)wllll .

Collecting the [ii]’, [ii]‘, aud [ii]° terms, the quadratic equation for the partial derivative of V set

equal to zero becomes

0 = Ö1 [ii]' + P1 [ü]‘ + <1¤ [ii]°

where öl = —2rk(l0*(r+k—l) + 4r’k*!l0wll + cl el ml — r1lrel+ C1zj1

pl == Zmlblel + 2¤l0el
q1“ bxdamr * nnüdr + d\zi1·

Applying the quadratic formula, the MiIl·v | Mir1·B value of [ii] becomes

"
_p‘

i
[4217][ll] = zöl . .
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where the '- ' root is the optimal value of [ii] because the '+ ' root is irnfeasible for the designs

examined in this research. (See Figure P-1 on page 421 for a gaphical display of V versus [ii] and

N,.) The Min-V | Min-B values of [ii] can be obtained by appropriately choosing the number of

center runs. For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, the Min·V [ Min·B value of N, (as shown in

Appendix P on pages 415-416) becomes

N,== —(F+n„) fortheCCDs

[4.2.18]
N, = — F for the BBDs and FACs

where g is the Min·B value of the scaling factor, [ii] is the Min-V | Min·B value of the pure

second order design moment, and f is the fraction of factorial design points in which a particular

design variable is equal to zero; that is

f=
‘/2

for the k=4 BBD,

f= */6 for the k=5 BBD,

f=
‘/1

for the k= 7 BBD, and

f= */6 for the FACs.

The Min-V | Min·B values of N, for the second order designs examined in this research are shown

in Tables 8 and 9 for spherical and cuboidal regions of interest, respectively. (The exact, non-

integer values of N, are given in Table P·2 on page 419.) The optimal number of center runs for
the FACs have been rounded up to N, = 0 because the optimal designs require a negative number

of center runs, and the optimal values of N, for the SCDs are only approxirnations based on the

formula for the CCDs given in equation [4.2.18].
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Table 8. Min-V | Min·B Number of Center Runs in a Spherical Region of Interest.
Optimal values of Ne for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs.

DESIGN Min-V | Min·B Values of Nc
CLASS

k
-·

7

CCD 3
BBD 3
FAC 0
SCD 1

Table 9. Min-V | Min·B Number of Center Runs in a Cuboidal Region of Interest.
Optimal values of Nc for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs.

DESIGN Min-V | Min·B Values of Nc
CLASS

k
-

7

CCD 3 4 3 4
BBD 3 3 · 3
FAC 0 0 0 0
SCD 2 2 2 2

Utilizing the Min-V | Min·B values of N, shown in Table 8, Figure 24 on page 192 presents a

graphical display of the total number of design points (N) versus the number of factors in the
model (k) for a spherical region of interest. The figure indicates that the number of design points

in the CCDs and BBDs are similar, the SCDs require slightly fewer design points, and the FACs

require the largest number of design points.

In the next section, an evaluation of the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies is pre-

sented using the Min-V| Min·B second order designs.
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Figure 24. The Optimal Number of Design Points in a Min-V | Min-B Second Order Design.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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4.2.3 Min-V | Min-B Second Order Designs

The optimal second order designs for the MSE of response criteria are Min-V | Min-B designs, re-

sultirng in minimum values of V, given minimum values of B. The Min-B designs are achieved

through the use of the scaling factors specified in Tables 6 and 7 on page 179, and the Min-V |

Min-B designs are achieved through the addition of the number of center runs specified in Tables

8 and 9 on page 191. The required levels of the axial design points (prior to scaling) for the CCDs

and SCDs are shown in Table 5 on page 178.

In the first order case, the two·1evel factorial designs were used to evaluate the correlation irnduction

strategies on the basis of values ofJ. In the second order case, the correlation induction
strategies can be evaluated (and the design classes compared) on the basis of minimum values of

the V component alone. Three reasons for the use of V, instead of J = V+ B, for evaluation of

the strategies in the second order case are as followsz

1. Computation of B requires specification of three unknown cubic parameters
(9;, 9;, and 9;), but the Min-B values of 0 and g do not depend on the
values of these parameters. Therefore, the optimal second order design plarns
remain unchanged for varyirng amounts of third order bias and varying magni-
tudes of B.

2. In the case of ordinary least squares estimation, the equation for B is the same _
under the IR, CR, and AR strategies. Therefore, only the V component of J
is aüected by the use of correlation induction.

3. Empirical evidence of this research indicates that the values of B are fairly
constarnt from one design class to the next. The results for the k=4 designs
shown in Table 10 on page 194 irndicate that the values of B are similar for the
CCDs and BBDs, but slightly larger for the FACs.
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Table 10. Values ol' B for the k•4 Second Order Designs in a Spherical Region.
6,, 6;, and 6, are standardized measures of cubic curvature.
The second order designs are Min-V | Min·B designs.

Values of B :
1

DESIGN
@1*500 @1*0 @1*0 @1*500 @1*500 @1*0 @1*500
@3*0 Üg*500 (9;*0 (9;*500 @2*0 (9;*500 @3*500
6;=0 ®;=0 6;=500 6,=0 ®;=500 €·);=500 ®;=500

CCD 0.7 17.5 18.1 1.7
A

18.5 19.2
BBD 1.5 17.2 18.8 2.6 18.2 19.8
FAC 9.4 14.6 24.1 10.4 15.6 25.0

1
Note: The SCDs are not included in the table because B is a function of the individual ß

coellicients in Q; (not just the 6,, 6;, and 6, parameters).

The rernainder of the research in this section presents an evaluation of the three correlation in-

duction strategies and the four second order design classes using the Min-V | Min·B second order

designs. Section 4.2.3.1 evaluates the CR strategy by comparing the values of V under the IR and

CR strategies and section 4.2.3.2 evaluates the AR strategy by comparing the values of V under

the IR and AR strategies. The results presented here correspond to a spherical region of interest;

the results for a cuboidal region (shown in Appendices Q, R, and S) are similar.

4.2.3.1 Mm-v | Min-B Designs Under the CR Strategy *

The performance of the CR strategy relative to the IR strategy is presented in this section. The

values of V for each strategy are cornputed using equations [4.2.9], [4.2.10] and [4.2.11] on page 186.
l

The equation for V,„„_„ reduces to V„„c, when the number of center runs is less than two, and

both VC, equations reduce to Vm when pi. = 0. The preferred strategy (IR or CR) and the pre-

ferred design class (CCD, BBD, FAC, or SCD) are those which result in the least amount of vari-

ance error, V.
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The correlation induction strategies can be evaluated by viewing plots of VC, versus p+ for each

of the second order design classes. When p+ = 0, the results correspond to the IR strategy, and

when p + > 0, the results correspond to the CR strategy. Figures 25-28 on pages 197-200 illustrate

the values of VI, and VC, for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs, respectively. (The data used

to generate these plots are shown in Appendices Q and S on pages 434 and 460). For the CCDs,

BBDs, and FACs, the values of VC, increase as the magnitude of p+ increases, indicating that the

IR strategy is preferable to the CR strategy. For the SCDs, however, the CR strategy is preferable

to the IR strategy because VC, decreases as p, increases. Thus, for the second order designs ex-

amined in this research (except the SCDs), the IR strategy is preferable to the CR strategy when the

design criteria is minimization of the MSE of response.

In addition to evaluating the correlation induction strategies, the performance of the four design

classes are compared by viewing plots of VC, versus p+. Plots of the k=5 designs are used to

compare the design classes; similar results are realized for other values of k. Figure 29 on page 201

illustrates the values of VC, and Figure 30 on page 202 shows the difference between the values of

VC, and V,,. Figure 29 indicates that the CCDs and BBDs are the prefenred design classes under

the CR strategy when p+ < .6 , but the SCDs perform slightly better when pr. > .6 . The FACsi
are the least preferred design class under the CR strategy and the SCDs are the least preferred design

class under the IR strategy. Figure 30 indicates that as p+ increases, the performance of the CCDs

and BBDs deteriorates at the same rate as the performance of the SCDs improves, and the per-

- formance of the FACs deteriorates even more rapidly. Thus, for the MSE of response criteria, the

CCDs and BBDs are the preferred design classes under the CR strategy when p+ < .6 , and the

SCDs are the preferred design class when p+ > .6 .
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The following line convention is used to distinguish between desigi classes in the CR strategy il-

lustrations (Figures 24-30 and 41-46):

Type of Line Design Class

I- ···ll···— CCDs

2- “••‘*••••°'“°°"" BBDs

3_ -........----- FACs

4_ __________ scns

and the following shading convention is used to distinguish between design classes in the AR

strategy illustrations (Figures 31, 38-39, 47-48, and 53):

Type of Shading Design Clas

3-33333
3333

V

3-3Theshading convention used in Figures 34-37 and Figures 49-52 to distinguish between designs

with k=2, , 7 factors is as follows: vertical (90°) lines for the k= 7 designs; 75° lines for the
k•6 designs; 60° lines the k=5 designs; l5° lines the k= 2 designs.
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Figure 25. Optimal Values cf V for the CCD: under the CR Strategy.
The CCD: are Min-V | Min·B designs.
The region ef interest i: Spherical.
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Figure 26. Optimal Value of V for the BBDs under the CR Strategy.
'The 8BDs are Min-V | Min·B designs.
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4.2.3.2 Min-V [ Min-B Designs Under the AR Strategy

The performance of the AR strategy relative to the IR and CR strategies is considered in this sec-

tion. The values of V for the AR strategy are computed using equations [4.2.12], [4.2.13], [4.2.14],

and [4.2.15] on pages 186-187. The equation for V,,„,_„, reduces to V„„„ when the number of

center runs is less than three, the equation for V„,,_„, reduces to V,,„_„ when the number of

center runs is zero, and all of the VA, equations reduce to. V„, when pt = p- = 0. The preferred

strategy (IR, CR, or AR) and the preferred design class (CCD, BBD, FAC, or SCD) are those

which result in the least amount of variance error, V.

The relative performance of the correlation induction strategies can be evaluated by viewing plots

of V versus p+ for various magnitudes of p_. The values of VA, are indicated by shaded trian-

gular areas on the plots, with the upper portions of the shaded areas corresponding to low values

of p_ and the lower portions corresponding to high values of p_ . The largest values of V are real-

ized when p- = 0, or equivalently, when R = 0, where R is defined as

; 0$R$l [4.2.19]

and the smallest values ofV are achieved when p_ = p+, or equivalently, when R = 1.

Figures 31 and 32 illustrate the two different situations that arise when evaluating the IR and AR

strategies, and Figure 33 illustrates the similarity of the results for spherical and cuboidal regions

of interest. Figure 31 on page 206 shows the values of V for the k= 2 CCD under the IR, CR, and

AR correlation induction strategies. The values of V are the highest under the CR strategy, and

VC, increases as the magnitude of p+ increases. The values of V are the lowest under the AR

strategy, and Vu decreases as the magnitudes ofp+ and p_ increase (as R approaches 1). Figure

32 on page 207 illustrates the values of V for the k=5 CCD under each strategy. Again, the CR

strategy performs the poorest, but unlike the k= 2 CCD, the AR strategy is preferable to the IR
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strategy only when R > .392 . Figure 33 on page 208 shows a comparison of the values of V for

the k= 5 CCD in a spherical and cuboidal region of interest. The values of V are slightly lower in

a spherical region, but the relative performance of the strategies is the same in both regions.

The performance of the AR and IR correlation induction strategies are compared by viewing plots

of VA, versus p+ for each design class. When pt = p - = 0, the results correspond to the IR strat-

egy, and when p, 2 p_ > 0 , the results correspond to the AR strategy. Figures 34-37 on pages

209-212 illustrate the values of VA, for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs, respectively. (The

data used to generate these plots are shown in Appendices Q and S on pages 436 and 460). For

the k= 2, 3, 4, 6 CCDs, the BBDs, the k= 3 FAC, and the SCDs, the values ofVA, decrease as the

magnitudes of p, and p_ increase, indicating that the AR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy.

However, for the k==5, 7 CCDs and the k=4, 5, 6, 7 FACs, the _relative performance of the AR

and IR strategies depends on the magnitudes of p+ and p_. This result is due to a deterioration in

the performance of the AR strategy for designs with a large number of experimental runs.

Tables ll and 12 on page 205 show the minimum values of R = p_ jp, needed for the AR strategy

to be preferable to the IR strategy in spherical and cuboidal regions of interest, respectively. The

tables indicate that the AR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy for all of the second order designs

except the k=5, 7 CCDs and the k=4, 5, 6 ,7 FACs. For these designs, the AR strategy is pref-

erable to the IR strategy only when the magnitudes of p, and p_ are similar. As the number of

experimental runs increases, larger ratios of p_ to p+ are necessary for the AR strategy to be pre-
l

ferred to the IR strategy.
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Table ll. Minimum Values of R•p-/p+ for the AR Strategy in a Spherical Region.

DESIGN Minimum Values of R - p-lp +
CLASS

k
-

7

CCD 0 .39 .80
BBD 0 0 0
FAC .28 .66 .81
SCD 0 0 0

Note: The second order designs are Min-V | Min-B designs.
The range of possible values for R is: 0 S R S l .
The AR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy when R > R-,.

Table 12. Minimum Values of R•p..lp+ for the AR Strategy in a Cuboidal Region.

DESIGN Minimum Values of R
-

p- lp +
CLASS

k
-

7

CCD 0 .41 0 .82
BBD 0 0 · 0
FAC .42 .73 .64 .85
SCD 0 0 0 0

Note: The AR strategy is always preferable to the IR Strategy for the
k-2, 3, 4, 6 CCDs, BBDs, /c-· 3 FAC, and SCDs.

The relative performance of the four design classes under the AR strategy is illustrated in Figures

38 and 39 on pages 213-214. These ligures indicate that the CCDs and BBDs are the preferred

design classes under the AR strategy, but the SCDs also perform well when p. > .6 . The CCDs

tend to perform slightly better than the BBDs for large magnitudes of p_, and the reverse is true

for small magnitudes of p_. The FACs are the least preferred design class under the AR strategy,

but their performance improves rapidly as p_ increases. Thus, similar to the results for the IR and

CR strategies, the CCDs and BBDs are the preferred desigx classes under the AR strategy when the

design criteria is minimization of the MSE of response.
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4.3 MSE of Slope Criteria in the Second Order Case

This section focuses on the evaluation of the correlation irnduction strategies in terms of the MSE

of slope criteria using the CCD, BBD, FAC, and SCD second order design classes. The MSE of

slope criteria (discussed on pages 73-78) calls for minimizing J', the average, nornnalized, mean

squared error of the slopes of the response function. The J' criteria is often useful prior to the

location of the region containing the optirnum response when it is of interest to mirnimize the errors

associated with estimating the change in the value of the response variable.

The optimal designs in the first order case were Min-J' designs, utilizing the values of [ii] which

V' + B'. In the second order case, J' cannot be minimized with respect to [ii] alone,

and therefore the optimal second order designs considered here are Min-V' [ Min~B' designs.

Similar to the optimal designs for the MSE of response criteria, the J'-optimal designs utilize the

values of the scaling factor which B' and the number of center runs which V'

(for the Min~B' designs). Because the optimal number of center runs must be rounded to the

nearest integer value, the J'·optima1 second order designs are near Min-V' | Min-B' designs.

The research of this Chapter assumes that an experimenter is fitting second order polynomial re-

gession model (dz = 2) and desires protection against bias in the fitted model coeflicients due to

unfitted cubic and third order interaction terms (dz = 3). The equation representing the slopes, or

partial derivatives, of the fitted and true response functions, as shown in equations [2.2.50] and

[2.2.49] on pages 75-76, are written as

Igw ”
E = A ‘ w h‘

AI AlZw= ax
— 14;)E¤+ 2(x)E2
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where Nm is a matrix of the partial derivatives of the iitted tirst and second order terms, and

Nm, is a matrix of the partial derivatives of the unfitted cubic and third order interaction terms.

Both of these matrices are illustrated in Appendix K (pages 353-358). 'The MSE of slope, J*, is the

average, normalized mean squared error of computed as the sum of the bias and variance

components, 8* and V*.

The next two sections present the 8* and V* components of the mean squared error of Qw .

Similar to the MSE of response criteria research, the developments are applicable to the CCDs,

BBDs, and FACs, but do not necessarily hold for the SCDs (because of their non-zero odd order

design moments).

4.3.1 Bias Component of J* in the Second Order Case

The bias component of the MSE of slopes, 8*, is computed as the average squared bias of the

partial derivative of the vector of predicted responses, normalized with respect to the number of

design points, N, and the experimental error variance, 6*. Myers and La.hoda (48) present a

mathematical development of 8*, but these authors invoke a sutlicient condition for minimization

of 8* and, as a result, restrict their research to rotatable CCDs. This research extends the work

of Myers and Lahoda by developing the 8* component for non-rotatable designs in the CCD,

BBD, and FAC design classes.

Myers and Lahoda (48) define the bias component of J*, as shown in equation [2.2.56] on page

78, as
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In

B13Sz[z(x)]dx

N
' '

• a •
* :7 E2 {A PilA"2l‘2lA+p*22} Ä!

where Q, is the inverse of the volume of the centered and scaled region of interest, A is the alias

matrix, and the ;4° terms are the region matrices of the partial derivatives of the fitted and uniitted

model terms.

For the second order designs examined here, which have the two design moment properties shown

on page 170, the equation for 8* can be simplilied to a scalar equation involving three unknown

third order parameters (9;, 9;, and 9;). The 8* component of J* is obtained by summing the

A' pr, A , Zu; A , and ir; component matrices of 8* shown in Appendix O (pages 396-407),

yielding

I8* = 7 é= Ez

where the
0’s

indicate null matrices and G;. is a (k'xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical

blocks of the (kxk) H,. matrix

ut hi 1·...
"·‘ ‘ . . . .hs lm (h~ · hs ) In-1 + hs lm];-n'
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where the hi terms are scalar quantities defined as

hg = 6*/r — 60w„/r + 3w„„ i

h; = 0*/r — 26w„ + 3w„„

h: "' 20wu/Y + w11u+ 4wuu

hg = 0*/r — 20w„/r* + w„„ ' .

and 0 and r are ratios of design moments, as defined in equations [4.2.1] and [4.2.2] on page 174.

The B" component of J* can be written in equation form as

k
Zäjßüß + 3wüü äägjßügl

-
1 1 1

* ¢i @1 + ¢; @2 + ¢; @: [4.3.1]

• • • _ N
‘

gwhere ¢1 ==h1 +(k·-l) h; @1 -7 Zßml•l

¢1=111+111O

- N g

A
$3

EggßuaEquation[4.3.1] indicates that B" is a fimction of the following parameters and constants:
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The values of r, k, w„ , w„„ ,and w„„ are tixed and the G parameters are unknown, leaving 0 as

the only term which can be altered to minimize 8*. The value of 0 which results in a Min-8*

design is determined by setting the partial derivative of 8* equal to zero, yielding

as, Ö 0’(r+k—l)G;
=w —·—?——l — 28wü(k+2)G; + 3wüü(k+2)G,

Ö -0‘(r+k-l)G; 20wü(k+2)Gz
+w WT -

*—— + 4wüüG; + wüjj(k+2)G;

6 6 “¤
°

[4.3.2]

20 k-1 9 90 = —$l[6, + — 2wü(k+2)[G,

+Solvingequation [4.3.2} for 0, the Min-8* optimal value of 0 becomes

— i' Wü ( k+2 )6 [4.3.2]

The second partial derivative of 8* with respect to 0 is a positive quantity, and therefore the op-

timal value-of 0 minimizes 8*. The Min·8* value of 0 can be obtained with an appropriate

choice of the scaling factor, g. For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, the Min·8* value of g (as

shown in equation [4.2.7] on page 177) is

_ 0 ( F + 2 az)g=¤ fortheCCDs

g for the BBDs and FACs
l

where 6 is the value of [iiiil/[ii} which minimizes 8*, F is the number of factorial design points,

and 6: is the level of the axial design points (shown in Table 5 on page 178).
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The Min·B* values of g for the second order designs are shown in Tables 13 and 14 for spherical

and cuboidal regions of interest, respectively, and Figure 40 on page 221 graphically displays the

optimal values of the scaling factor. The optimal design variable levels are smaller than the zel

extremes typically used in practice. In addition, the optimal values of g for the MSE of slope

criteria are slightly larger than those for the MSE of response criteria, and the optimal values for a

cuboidal region are slightly larger than those for a spherical region.

Table I3. Min—B* Values of the Scaling Factor in a Spherical Region of Interest.
Optimal values of g for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs.

DESIGN Min-B* Values of g
CLASS

k
-

7

CCD .71 .57 .49 .44 .41 .38
BBD · - .71 .71 - .58
FAC ~ .65 .58 .52 .48 .45
SCD · .59 .50 .45 .41 .38

Table 14. Min-8* Values ol' the Scaling Factor in a Cuboidal Region of Interest.
Optimal values of g for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs.

DESIGN Min-8* Values of g
CLASS

k
-

7

CCD .74 .70 .68 .66 .65
BBD - 1.0 1.1 - 1.0
FAC .84 .82 .80 .78 .77
SCD .76 .71 .68 .66 .65

The bias component ofJ° deiived in this section applies to the CCD, BBD, and FAC design classes

· under the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies. Because the SCDs have some non—zer0

odd order design moments, the Min•B* values of g for these designs were approximated using the

value of 0 in equation [4.3.3] on page 219.
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4.3.2 Variance Component of J* in the Second Order Case

The variance component of J" is computed as the average variance of the partial derivative of the

fitted response function, normalized with respect to N and az. Myers and Lahoda (48) present a

mathematical development of V' for situations in which the responses are uncorrelated and the

designs are rotatable. Hussey, Myers and Houck (29) expand on the previous work by allowing for

correlated responses and non-rotatable designs, and these authors develop the equations for V* for

CCDs and BBDs under the pure CR and AR strategies. This research expands on the work of

Hussey et.a1. in several ways (as noted on page 182).

Myers and Lahoda (48) define the V* component, as shown in equation [2.2.55] on page 77, as

N91

Ä rm {vu [ 3; 3 '= dg I #11}

where 0;* is the volume of the region of interest (defined on page 71), Var [ hl ] is the

variance·covariance matrix of the least squares estimators of the fitted model coeflicients (defined

on page 72), and 34; is the region matrix of the partial derivatives of the fitted model terms (de-

fined on page 77).

The variance error, V", depends on the shape of the regon of interest through pr, . For the second

order designs examined in this research, the (plxpi) pr, matrix becomes
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0 0 0 0

··Äl ··
0 0 0 2 w„ IG)

where the 0’s indicate null matrices, the
I’s

indicate identity matrices, and wu is a region moment

of the design (defined on pages 289 and 291).

The V* component is obtained by taking the trace of the product of the pr, and Var [1;;] . For

the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies, the component parts of the Var [1;;] matrices

are shown in Appendix M (pages 381-388) and the equations for V° are derived in Appendix N

(pages 389-395). Only the results of the derivations in the Appendix are presented here. Under the

IR strategy, V is equal to the identity matrix, and the equation for V*m becomes ‘

V*m = N Trace {(X'; X;)°‘ uli }

k 4b 1e wü tr (k-1) rwü [4-3-4]
" [ii] + D; + 0 [11]

where b and D; are terms in the (X'; X;)" matrix (defined on page 184) and r and 6 are ra-

tios of design moments (defined in equations [4.2.1] and and [4.2.2] on page 174).

Under the CR strategy, two forms of the vatiance error are relevant. For the designs utilizing less

than two center runs, the equation for V* under the pure CR strategy becomes
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[4.3.5]

and for the designs utilizing two or more center runs, the equation for V* under the mudüied CR

strategy becomes

v•,„, C, = (1-p+) v•,, + 4k wü N ,6, [i= + r= ] [4.3.6]

where t and P (defined on page 185) are elements of the Var [ hl] matrix.

Under the AR strategy, four forms of the variance error are relevant. For the designs which parti-

tion into two orthogonal blocks and utilize less than three center runs, the equation for V* under

the pure AR strategy becomes

V*„„A, = (1-p+) V*,, [4.3.7]

which is identical to equation [4.3.5] for the pure CR strategy.

The second form ofthe V* component under the AR strategy applies to the designs which partition

into two orthogonal blocks and utilize more than two center runs. The equation for V* under the

mod;/led AR strategy becomes

V•_„,_
A, = (l—p,) V*„, [4.3.8]

+ 4kwü[ % Ntz (p,—p_) + Nrz p, + % Nmz (p,+p_)]

where z, P , and m (defined on page 185) are elements of the Var [ bl] matrix.
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The third form of V" under the AR strategy applies to the FACs. These designs partition into three
orthogonal blocks and are not augmented with center runs. The equation for V*„ for the 3* de-

signs becomes

v•„_,,„
-

( 1 - 11 p,) v•,,, [4.3.9]

where h = 2/ (number of blocks) is a term which takes the additional design block into account.

The fourth form cf V* under the AR strategy applies to the k= 4 BBD. This design partitions into

three orthogonal blocks and all of the center runs are placed in the 3** block. The equation for
V*„ for the k=4 BBD becomes

[4.3.10]

4 4 { Wü 16 N+"+ am + 0[ii] + "’“°

where t , I' , and m (defined on page 185) are elements of the Var [bl] matrix.

The variance compont of J* under the [R strategy, the pure and modified CR strategies, the

pure, modified, and 3·block AR strategies, as shown in equations [4.3.4]-[4.3.10], indicate that V'

is a function of the following parameters and constants:

V•
¤ f (0,[ii],r,k,wü,p+ ,p_ ,N,N,,,N,b) .

The values of r, k, N, N1. „ and N,, are fixed for a given design plan, w„ is fixed for a given region

shape, p+ and p_ are fixed for a given simulation study, and 0 is äxed for a Min-8* design.

Therefore, [ii] is the only term in the equations for V* which can be altered to minimize V*. The

value of [ii] which results in a Min-V" | Min·B° design is determined by setting the partial deriv-

ative of V" with respect to [ii] equal to zero. The partial derivatives of V*„„c, , V*„„„ , and
V*„_,,„ result in the same optimal values of [ii] as V", because the (1-p+) and (1- hp+)
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coeflicients of VI, in equations [4.3.5], [4.3.7], and [4.3.9] disappear when the partial derivatives are

set equal to zero. However, the additional terms in V*,„„,_ C, , V*,„,_,_A, , and V*A,_,„, are functions

of [ii] through the A, c, m, F, and t terms. Similar to the optimal designs for the MSE ofresponse

criteria, the values of [ii] which a.re optimal for the IR strategy are approximately optimal for the

CR and AR strategies. (Justiücation for the use of the V'], optimal values of [ii] is given on page

188.)

The V*·optimal value of [ii] can be obtained by setting the partial derivative of V*,, with respect

to [ii] equal to zero, yielding

öy•
Ö k k(k—l)wür 9(r+k—2)—r(k-1)[ii]

6[ii] 69 I: [ii] + 9[ii]
+(4kw“)

92(r—l)(r+k-l)[ii]—rk9(r—1)[ii]z

0“ +“‘ + "’“
d.=-2d.¤.w1+¤.=t¤1= °°

where b1 ,c1 ,d1 ,and e1 are delined on page 189, and

a1
-

k(k—1 )w„r

k 0 + 2.1
fl = 4k9 w„ .

Collecting the [iilz, ]ii]‘ , and [ii]° terms, the quadratic equation for the partial derivative of V*,, set

equal to zero becomes

0 = g1 [ii]‘ + h1 [ii]‘ + i1 [ii]°

WIICTC Q1 ¤ C1 C1 + f1 C12

111 * -2171 C1 · 2(I1 C1 I1

il =¤ b1d1 +
f1d1z _

Applying the quadratic formula, the Min·V* | Min·B* value of [ii] becomes
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__ *h1;l:«/1112*48rlr
[ri] = ——-——§— [4.3.12]

where the '— ' root is the V*·0ptimal value of [ii] because the
’+

' root is infeasible for the designs

examined in this research. (See Figure P-2 on page 422 for a graphical display of V" versus

[ii] and N, .) The optimal values of [ii] can be obtained through an appropriate choice for the

number of center runs. For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, the Min·V* | Min·B° value of N, (as

shown in equation [4.2.18] on page 190) becomes

F 2 ' fortheCCDs[ul

N, = — F for the BBDs and FACs

where g is the Min-B' value of the scaling factor, [ii] is the Min-V° | Min-B* value of the pure

second order design moment, and f is the fraction of factorial design points in which a particular

design variable is equal to zero (defined on page 190).

The Min·V* | Min·B* values of N, for the second order designs are shown in Table 15 on page .

228, and the exact, non·integer values of N, are given in Table P-2 on page 419. Unlike the results

for the MSE of response criteria, the optimal number of center runs for the MSE of slope criteria

are the same for spherical and cuboidal regions. The values of N, for the FACs have been rounded

down to N, = 0 because the addition of one center run (the optimal number) to these large designs

has almost no effect on the value of [ii], and the equation for V°„ becomes considerably more

complicated when center runs are added to the FACs. The optimal values of N, for the SCDs are

approximatcd using equation [4.3.12] for the values of [ii].
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Table 15. Min-V*| Min-B* Number of Center Runs in a Spherical or Cuhoidal Region.
Optimal values of Nc for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs.

DESIGN Min·V*| Min·B* Values of Nc
CLASS

lr
··

7

CCD 3 3 4 5 5 7
BBD · - 4 5 · 5
FAC - 0 0 0 0 0
SCD · 2 3 3 3 3 ‘

The next section presents an evaluation of the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies us-

ing the Min-V* l Min·B* second order designs.

4.3.3 Min·V* | Min-8* Second Order Designs

The optimal second order designs for the MSE of slope criteria are Min·V° | Min·B* designs, re·

sultirng in minimum values of V*, given minimum values of B'. The Min·B* designs are achieved

through the use of the scaling factors specified in Tables 13 and 14 on page 220, and the Min-V*

|Min-B* designs are achieved through the addition of the number ofcenter runs specified in Table

15. The required levels of the axial design points (prior to scaling) for the CCDs and SCDs are

shown in Table 5 on page 178.

Similar to the developments for the MSE of response criteria, the research of this section uses the

varianee error as the basis for evaluating the correlation induction strategies. The justification for

evaluating the strategies using V°, instead of J* = V" + B', is identical to the justification for using

V instead of J (see page 193). Similar to the results for B in Table 10 on page 194, Table 16 on

page 229 indicates that the values of B* are fairly constant from one design class to the next.
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Table 16. Valu of 8* for the lt•4 Second Order Designs in a Spherical Region.
9,, 9;, and 9; are standardized measures of cubic curvature.
The second order designs are Min—V'| Min-8* designs.

Values of 8* :
DESIGN

9,= 100 9,=0 9,=0 9,=l00 ®,=100 E·),=0 E-),= 100
@1**0 @1*lÜO @1*0 @1=lÜ0 @1=l00

®,=0 9;=0 E);== 100 ®;=0 E-);= 100 9;= 100 9;= 100

CCD 60 82 67 28 88
BBD 62 83 69 27 90
FAC 79 94 85 22 10l

Note: The SCDs are not included in the table because 8' is a function of the individual ß
coeflicients in E; (not just the 9,, 9;, and 9, parameters).

The research presented here is an evaluation of the three correlation induction strategies and the
Z

four second order design classes using the Min~V' | Min·8' second order designs. The CR strategy

is evaluated in section 4.3.3.1 and the AR strategy is evaluated in section 4.3.3.2.

4.3.3.1 Min-V* l Mb:-8* Designs Under the CR Strategy

The Min-V' | Min-8* second order designs are used to evaluate the performance of the CR strat-

egy relative to the IR strategy in this section. The values ofV' for each strategy are computed using

equations [4.3.4], [4.3.5], and [4.3.6] on pages 223-224. The equation for V',,„;_c, reduces to

V'„,,„ when the number of center runs is less than two and both V'c, equations reduce to ·

V', when p+ = 0. 'I'he preferred strategy (IR or CR) and the preferred design class (CCD, BBD,

FAC, or SCD) are those which result in the least amount of variance error, V'.

The correlation induction strategies can be evaluated by viewing plots of V'„ versus p* for each

of the second order design classes. The IR strategy is indicated whenever p. =0, and the CR
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strategy is indicated whenever p+ >0. Figures 41-44 on pages 231-234 illustrate the values of

V°c, for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs, respectively. (The data used to generate these plots

is shown in Appendices R and S on pages 448 and 462). The values of V*c, decrease as the mag-

nitude of p+ increases, indicating that the CR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy. Thus, for the

second order designs considered here, the CR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy when the de-

sign criteria is minimization of the MSE of slope. _

In addition to evaluating the performance of the correlation induction strategies, the performance

of the four design classes are compared by viewing plots of V*„ versus p+ for the second order

designs. Figure 45 on page 235 illustrates the values ofWc, and Figure 46 on page 236 shows the

difference between the values of V*„ and Wc,. Figure 45 indicates that the CCDs and BBDs are

the preferred design classes when pr < .4 , and the FACs are preferred when p+ > .4 . The SCDs

are the least preferred design class under both the IR and CR strategies. Figure 46 indicates that

the performance df the SCDs improves rapidly as p+ increases but the performance of the CCDs

and BBDs improves slowly. Thus, for the MSE of slope criteria, the CCDs and BBDs are the

preferred design classes for the CR strategy when p+ < .4 , and the FACs are the preferred design

class when p + > .4 . _

The Iüre convention used in the figures which follow is shown on page 196.
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Figure 4l. Optimal Value: of V" for the CCD: under the CR Strategy.
The CCD: are Min~V° | Min-B' designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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Figure 42. Optimal Values of V' for the BBDs under the CR Strategy.

The BBDs are Min-V' | Min·B' designs.
The region cf interest is Spherical.
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. Figure 43. Optimal Value of V" for the 3-level Factorial Deigns under the CR Strategy.
The FACs ( 3* designs) are Min·V° | Min-B' designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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Figure 44. Optimal Values of V' for the Small Composite Designs under the CR Strategy.

The SCDs (small composite designs) are Min•V' | Min-8* designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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Figure 45. Optimal Values of V' for a |t•5 Second Order Design under the CR Strategy.
The optimal k• 5 second order designs are Min~V' I Min~B' designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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Figure 46. Ditferenc Between the Optimal Values of V" under the CR and IR Strategies.
The optimal lt•5 second order designs are Min·V' | Min~B' designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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4.3.3.2 Min-V* | Min-B* Designs Under the AR Strategy

The performance of the AR strategy relative to the IR and CR strategies is evaluated in this section.

The values of V*A, are computed using equations [4.3.7], [4.3.8], [4.3.9], and [4.3.10] on pages

224-225. The equation for V*,,„,_A, reduces to V*„„A, when the number of center runs is less

than three, the equation for V*A„,_A, reduces to V°,,„_ A, when the number ofcenter runs is zero,

and all of the V*A, equations reduce to V*,, when pt =p- =0. The preferred strategy (IR,

CR, or AR) and the preferred design class (CCD, BBD, FAC, or SCD) are those which result in

the least amount of variance error,
V‘°§

The correlation induction strategies are evaluated by viewing plots of V*A, versus p+ for various

magnitudes of p_. The values of V*A, are indicated by shaded triangular areas on the plots, with

the upper boundaries of the shaded areas corresponding to R = 0, and the lower boundaries cor-

responding to R = 1 (where R = p_ jp, is defined in equation [4.2.19] on page 203). Figure 47

on page 239 illustrates the values of V* for the k= 2 CCD under the IR, CR, and AR correlation

induction strategies. The figure indicates that IR strategy results in the largest values ofV' and the

AR strategy results in the smallest values of V*. Also, the values of V*c, become smaller as the

magnitude of p, increases, and the values of V*A, become smaller as the magnitudes of both

p+ and p_ increase (as R approaches 1). Figure 48 on page 240 illustrates the values of V* for the

k=5 CCD in spherical and cuboidal regions of interest. The values of V* are lower in a cuboidal

region, but the relative performance of the strategies is the same for both regions.

The AR and IR correlation induction strategies are compared by viewing plots of V*A, versus p+

for various magnitudes of p-. When pt = p- = 0, the results correspond to the IR strategy, and

when p+ 2 p_ > 0, the results correspond to the AR strategy. Figures 49-52 on pages 241-244

illustrate the values of V*A, for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and SCDs, respectively. (The data used

to generate these plots is shown in Appendices R and S on pages 450 and 462). The values of
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V*„ decrease as the magnitudes of p+ and p_ increase, indicating that the AR strategy is preferable

to the IR strategy for the second order designs considered here.

In addition to evaluating the correlation induction strategies, the performances of the four design

classes under the AR strategy are compared by viewing plots of V*„ versus p+ for various mag-

nitudes of p_. Figure 53 on page 245, which illustrates the values of V*„ for the k=5 designs,

indicates that the CCDs and BBDs are the preferred design classes and the SCDs are the least pre-

ferred. When compared to the results for the MSE of response criteria (Figures 38 and 39 on pages

213-214), the values of V*„ are less inlluenced by the magnitude of p_ , as irndicated by the smaller

triangular areas in Figure 53. The SCDs are the least preferable design class for the AR strategy,

but the performance of these designs improves as the magnitude of p+ increases. Thus, similar to

the results for the IR and CR strategies, the CCDs and BBDs are the preferred design classes for

the AR strategy when the design criteria is minimization of the MSE of slope.

The shading convention used in the iigures which follow is shown on page 196.
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Figure 47. Optimal Values of V' for the k•5
CCD under the IR, CR, and AR Strategies.

'l11e l¢•5 CCD is a Min·V° l Min-B' design.
The region of interest is Spherical.
The shaded V'„ region corresponds to values of R'p -/ß • between 0 and I.
'The AR and CR stra 'es always perform better than the IR strategy in this situation.**8*
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Figure 50. Optimal Values d V' for the BBD• under the AR Strategy.
The BBDs are Min-V' | Min-8* designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
R isdelined as: R'P-/P+•l and 0 S R S 1.
The upper triangular lines correspond to R-0 and the lower correspond to R- 1.
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The FACs ( 3* designs) are Min-V' | Min·B° designs.
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Figtue 52. Optimal Value of V' for the Small Composite Designs under the AR Strategy.
'The SCDs (small composite designs) are Min-V' | Min·B° designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
R is defined as: R"P—/P.-l and 0 S RS 1.
The upper triangular line correspond to R-0 and the lower correspond to R- l.
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Figure S3. Optimal Values of V' for a k•S Second Order Design under the AR Strategy.
'The optimal designs are Min·V' | Min·B' designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
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4.4 Summary of Results in the Second Order Case

Three correlation induction strategies were evaluated in this Chapter for the case of fitting a second

order polynomial model while protecting against third order bias. The three strategies included:

the use of independent random number streams for each design point (IR); the use of common

streams for each non·replicated design point (CR); and the use of common and antithetic streams

for non·replicated design points in opposite blocks (AR). Two design criteria, MSE of response

and MSE of slope, served as performance measures using four second order design classes; central

composite designs (CCDs), Box-Behnken designs (BBDs), three~level factorial designs (FACs), and

small composite designs (SCDs).

The optimal second order designs utilized the levels of the design variables which minimized the

bias error (B or B') and the number of center runs which minimized the variance error (V or V')

of the minimum bias designs. The optimal designs for the MSE of response criteria were termed

Min·V | Min·B designs, and the optimal designs for the MSE of slope criteria were termed Min-V'

|Min-B' designs; Tables 17 and 18 on pages 247-248 indicate the optimal number of center runs

and the optimal placement of the design points for each of the second order designs considered.

The optimal designs in Table 17 conespond to a spherical region of interest, and the optimal de-

signs in Table 18 correspond to a cuboidal region. (The entire design matrices are shown in Ap-

pendix L on 363-380.)

The remainder of this section is a summary of the relative performance of the three correlation in-

duction strategies in the second order case. Results for the MSE of response criteria are presented

first, followed by the results for the MSE of slope criteria.
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Table 17. Min-V | Min-B and Min·V*| Min-8* Second Order Designs in a Spherical Region.
Nc is the optimal number of center runs.
g is the level ol' the scaled factorial design points in the optimal design:.
ag is the level of the scaled axia! points in the optimal CCD: and SCD:.

Min~V | Min-B Values of : I Min-V* | Min·B* Values of:

M11? ~« KK
k =- 2 CCD 1 2 .5774 .8165 I 3 .7071 1.0000
k = 3 CCD 2 .4840 .8538 3 .5727 1.0102k= 4 CCD 2 .4287 .8822 I 4 .4950 1.0187
k= 5 CCD 3 .3916 .9033 , 5 .4435 1.0243
k= 6 CCD I 2 .3626 .9103 I 5 .4054 1.0177
k= 7 CCD E 3 .3401 .9243 I 7 .3760 1.0219
k=4 BBD 2 .6124 .7071
k= 5 BBD I 3 .6236 I .7071
k= 7 BBD I 2 .5222 I .5774
k= 3 FAC I 0 .5533 I 0 .6547
k== 4 FAC I 0 .5000 I 0 .5774
k= 5 FAC 0 .4606 0 .5222
k= 6 FAC 0 .4297 I 0 .4804
k == 7 FAC 0 .4045 0 .4472
k= 3 SCD .5170 .8009 2 .5889 0.9854
k= 4 SCD .4194 .8896 3 .5000 1.0000
k= 5 SCD I .3853 .9036 3 .4456 1.0041
k= 6 SCD .3585 .9140 ' 3 .4065 1.0055
k= 7 SCD I .3399 .9146 I 3 .3758 1.0112

•
The /:-6, 7 CCD: use */2 fractional replicates for the factorial portions of the designs,
the k•6, 7 FAC: are */1 fractional replicate: of the 3* designs,

_ the k-3, 4, 6 SCD: are Hartley designs, and the k-5, 7 SCD: are Draper designs.
•

Under the CR strategy, N, - 1 (or zero) center runs use independent stream:.
•

Under the AR strategy, N, — 2 (or zero) center runs use independent streams,
except for the, k•4 BBD, in which N, center runs use independent stream:.

•
The single center run of the Min-V | Min—B k-3 SCD is placed in the factorial block,
and the single center run of the k-4, 5, 6 SCD: are placed in the axial block.
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Table I8. Min·V l Min-B and Min-V*| Min·B* Second Order Designs in a Cuboidal Region.
Nc is the optimal number of center runs.
g is the level of the scaled factorial design points in the optimal designs.
ug is the level of the scaled axial points in the optimal CCDs and SCDs.

Min-V | Min-B Values of: I Min-V* | Min·B* Values of :

KK1

k=2 CCD 1 2 .6831 0.9661 3 .8165 1.1547
k = 3 CCD 2 .6446 1.1369 3 .7394 1.3042
k= 4 CCD 1 3 .6261 1.2885 4 .7000 1.4406
k = 5 CCD 4 .6167 1.4242 5 .6775 1.5646
k=6 CCD 1 3 .6103 1.5322 5 .6620 1.6619
k= 7 CCD 4 .6063 1.6477 7 .6513 1.7699
k= 4 BBD 3 .8944 4 1.0000
k=5 BBD 3 .9832 5 1.0801
k= 7 BBD I 3 .9309 5 1.0000

k= 3 FAC 0 .7368 0 .8452
k=4 FAC I 0 .7303 0 .8165
k= 5 FAC 0 .7261 0 .7977
k=6 FAC 0 .7232 0 .7845
k= 7 FAC 1 0 .7211 0 .7746

I
k= 3 SCD .6628 1.1091 2 .7603 1.2722
k= 4 SCD I .6325 1.2649 3 .7071 1.4142
k= 5 SCD .6196 1.3962 3 .6807 1.5338
k=6 SCD I .6120 1.5138 3 .6639 1.6420
k= 7 SCD .6059 1.6305 3 .6508 1.7514

•
The k•6, 7 CCDs use */2 1'ractional replicates for the factorial portions of the designs,
the k•6, 7 FACs are */:1 fractional replicates of the 3* designs.
the k¤3, 4, 6 SCDs are Hartley designs, and the k=·5, 7 SCDs are Draper designs.

•
Under the CR strategy, N, — 1 (or zero) center runs use independent streams.

•
Under the AR strategy, N, — 2 (or zero) center runs use independent streams,
except for the k•4 BBD, in which N, center runs use independent streams.
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The results for the MSE of response criteria, J, presented in section 4.2, indicated the following

order of preference for the correlation induction strategies:

l. AR strategy — performs the best of the three strategies and its performance improves as the
magnitudes of p+ and p_ increase. However, for the k= 5, 7 CCDs and k ak 3
FACs, the AR strategy only performs better than the IR strategy when
p_ jp+ is larger than approximately V:. (See Tables ll and 12 on page 205.)

2. IR strategy - performs better than the CR strategy, but not as well as the AR strategy, for the
CCD, BBD, and FAC design classes. For the SCDs, however, the CR strategy
performs better than the IR strategy.

3. CR strategy — performs the poorest of the three strategies for the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs,
and its performance deteriorates as the rnagnitude of p+ irncreases. For the
SCDs, however, the CR strategy performs better than the IR strategy, and its
performarnce improves as the magrnitude of p+ increases.

The results for the MSE of response criteria irndicated the following order of preference for the

Min-V | Min-B second order designs:

l. CCDs and BBDs — perforrn the best of the four design classes under the IR and AR corre-
lation induction strategies. However, the SCDs perform slightly better
under the CR strategy when pt > .6 .

— the CCDs tend to perform better than the BBDs when the magnitude of
p+ is small and p_}p+ is near one.

— the BBDs tend to perform better than the CCDs when the magnitude of
p4_ islarge and p_}p+ is nearzero.

- the k== 5, 7 BBDs perform slightly better than the corresponding CCDs.

2. SCDs — perform better than the CCDs and BBDs under the CR strategy when p+ >.6 .
However, the SCDs do not perform as well as the CCDs and BBDs under the AR
and IR strategies.

3. FACs — perform the poorest of the four design classes under the CR and AR strategies, but
perform better than the SCDs under the IR strategy.

Thus, in order to the mean squared error of the predicted responses, J, the results of this

research suggest the use of the AR conelation induction strategy and a Min-V [ Min-B central

composite or Box·Beh.nken design. The BBDs are recommended for titting models with k= 5, 7
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factors, and the CCDs are recommended for models with k= 2, 3, 4, 6 factors. The least desirable

correlation induction strategy for minimization of J is the CR strategy, and the least desirable de-

signs are the FACs.

The results for the MSE of slope criteria, J', presented in section 4.3, indicated the following order

of preference for the correlation induction strategies:

l. AR strategy — performs the best of the three correlation induction strategies and its perform-
ance improves as the magnitudes of p+ and p_ increase.

2. CR strategy — performs better than the IR strategy but not as well as the AR strategy, and its
performance improves as the magnitude of p* increases.

3. IR strategy — performs the poorest of the three correlation induction strategies.

The results for the MSE of slope criteria indicated the following order of preference for the

Min·V' | Min·B' second order designs:

l. CCDs and BBDs — perform the best of the four design classes under the IR and AR corre-
lation induction strategies. However, the FACs perform slightly better
under the CR strategy when pi > .4 .

— the CCDs tend to perform better than the BBDs when the magnitude of
p+ is small, and the BBDs tend to perform better than the CCDs when
the magnitude of p+ is large.

- the k== 5, 7 BBDs perform slightly better than the corresponding CCDs.

2. FACs — perform better than the CCDs and BBDs under the CR strategy when ,0+ >.4 .
However, the FACs do not perform as well as the CCDs and BBDs under the AR
and IR strategies.

3. SCDs — perform the poorest of the four design classes under the IR strategy. However, when
p+ > .8 , the SCDs perform better than the FACs under the AR strategy and better
than the CCDs and BBDs under the CR strategy.

Similar to the iindings for the MSE of response criteria, the results for the MSE of slope criteria

suggest the use of the AR correlation induction strategy and a Min-V' | Min·B' central composite

or Box~Behnken design. The BBDs are recommended for ütting models with k = 5, 7 factors, and
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the CCDs are recommended for models with k= 2, 3, 4, 6 factors. The least desirable correlation —

induction strategy for minimization ofJ' is the IR strategy, and the least desirable design class is

the SCDs. E

When taken together, the results for the MSE of response and MSE of slope crlteria indicate that

the preferred correlation induction strategy is the assignment rule blocking strategy and the preferred

second order design classes are the central composite and Box—Behnken designs. The strategy of

common random number streams and/or the use of a 3* design are poor choices when prediction

ofthe response important. The strategy of independent streams and/or the use ofa small composite

design are poor choices when estimation of the response function gradient is important.

The research iindings suggest that the correlation induction strategies can be useful techniques for

reducing the mean squared errors of the predicted responses and the slopes of the response function.

The bias components, B and B', are unalfected by correlation induction under ordinary least

squares estimation and, therefore, the reductions in MSE are achieved through the variance com-

ponents, V and V'. The correlation induction strategies lower the variance components by reducing

the variances of the litted model coeilicients. Tables 19 and 20 on pages 252-253 show the variances

of by, , b, , b„ , and b„ (the intercept, linear, quadratic, and two-way interaction coeflicients). Table

19 presents the variances for the k==4 Min-V | Min·B designs in a spherical region and Table 20

presents the coeflicient variances for the k= 5 Min·V' | Min-B' designs in a cuboidal region. The

percentage decreases 1, or increases 1, relative to the IR strategy are indicated in parentheses. For

the CR and AR strategies, induced positive and negative correlations of (p+, p_) = (.7 ,.2) and

(p+,p_)
·*

(.3,.1) areuscd.

Tables 19 and 20 indicate that the FACs result in the lowest variances of the litted model coeHi·

cients and the SCDs result in the highest variances. The large dilferences between the magnitudes

of the coeüicient variances for these designs are due to the large (small) number of design points in
the FACs (SCDs), thereby yielding more (less) precise estimates of the ß coeüicients. However,
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Table 19. Yariances ol' the Fitted Model Coetlicients for the Optimal lt-4 Second Order Designs.

The optimal designs are Min-V | Min·B designs.
The region of interest is Spherical.
bo, bl, bll, and bll are the intercept, linear, quadratic, and two-way interaction coellicients.

Correlation Varianee It-4 Designs
induetion of Model
Strategy Coellieients CCD BBD _ FAC SCD

0··<··«>0·* ZK -000
b, );«= .222 .074 .334

Var ( bu )/oz 1.57 1.63 .889 2.39

v··<0~>/«* I! 000 lll
Var ( bg )/az .499 (0.6% 1) .500 (no chg.) .733 (560% 1) .984 (4% 1)

CR Var (bl )/62 .067 (70% 1) .067 (70% 1) .022 (70% 1) .100 (70% 1)

p+ = .7 Var (hl )/az 1.08 (31% 1) 1.11 (32% 1) .267 (70% 1) .716 (70% 1)

Var (hl )/az .555 (70% 1) .533 (70% 1) .133 (70% 1) 1.21 (70% 1)

AR Var (bo )/6* .441 (11% 1) .500 (no chg.) .170 (53% 1) .535 (44% 1)

p+ = .7 Var ( bl)/a1 .067 (70% 1) .119 (47% 1) .040 (47% 1) .100 (70% 1)

p- = .2 Var (hl )/6* .472 (70% 1) 1.48 (9% 1) .474 (47% 1) .716 (70% 1)

Var (hl )/6* .555 (70% 1) .533 (70% 1) .237 (47% 1) 1.21 (70% 1)

Var (bo )/62 .497 (0.3% 1) .500 (no chg.) .378 (240% 1) .962 (2% 1)

CR Var (bl )/az .156 (30% 1) .156 (30% 1) .052 (30% 1) .234 (30% 1)

,0+ == .3 Var (hl )/az 1.36 (13% 1) 1.41 (14% 1) .622 (30% 1) 1.67 (30% 1)

Var (hl )/az 1.30 (30% 1) 1.24 (30% 1) .311 (30% 1) 2.83 (30% 1)

AR Var (bo )/6* .466 (6% 1) .500 (no chg.) .133 (20% 1) .763 (19% 1)

p+ = .3 Var (bl )/az .156 (30% 1) .178 (20% 1) .059 (20% 1) .234 (30% 1) .

p- = .1 Var (hl )/oz 1.10 (30% 1) 1.56 (4% 1) .711 (20% 1) 1.67 (30% 1)

Var ( hl )/az 1.30 (30% 1) 1.24 (30% 1) .356 (20% 1) 2.83 (30% 1)
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Table 20. Variances of the Fitted Model Coeflieients for the Optimal k- 5 Second Order Designs.

The optimal designs are Min-V' | Min-B' designs.
The region ot' interest is Cuboidal.
b,,, bi, bii, and bii are the intercept, linear, quadratic, and two-way interaction coetiicients.

Correlatlon Variance It
-

5 Designs
Induction of Model
Strategy Coetlicients CCD BBD FAC SCD

V3-·<3->3··* -333
v33<3·>3·*ll -3333 E33<3-·>3·3 EKHK -3333 Ä333 33- >3·* E
Var ( bi, )/az .200 (0.5% 1) .200 (no chg.) .0084 (85% 1) .333 (no chg.)

CR Var ( b,)/6* .015 (70% 1) .016 (70% 1) .0029 (70% 1) .052 (70% 1)

p+ -.7 Var (bi, )/6* .134 (24% 1) .130 (44% 1) .0014 (70% 1) .128 (10% 1)

Var (bi,)/v' .044 (70% 1) .055 (70% 1) .0068 (70% 1) .300 (70% 1)

AR Var (bi, )/6* .202 (1% 1) .184 (8% 1) .0035 (22% 1) .290 (13% 1)

pr. -.7 Var (b, )/6* .015 (70% 1) .016 (70% 1) .0052 (47% 1) .057 (70% 1)

p- == .2 Var (bi, )/6* .071 (34% 1) .059 (35% 1) .0024 (47% 1) .062 (56% 1)

Var (bi,
)/¤‘

.044 (70% 1) .055 (70% 1) .0122 (47% 1) .300 (70% 1)

Var ( b1, )/az .199 (0.2% 1) .200 (uo chg.) .0062 (36% 1) .333 (no chg.)

CR Var ( b, )/az .036 (30% 1) .037 (30% 1) .0068 (30% 1) .134 (30% 1)
p., = .3 Var (b,, )/6* .119 (10% 1) .107 (19% 1) .0032 (30% 1) .136 (4% 1)

Var (bu )/6* .104 (30% 1) .129 (30% 1) .0016 (30% 1) .700 (30% 1)

AR Var (bi, )/6* .199 (.2% 1) .192 (4% 1) .0041 (10% 1) .312 (7% 1)

p+ = .3 Var (b, )/6* .036 (30% 1) .037 (30% 1) .0078 (20% 1) .134 (30% 1)

p- = .1 Var (bi, )/6* .092 (15% 1) .076 (15% 1) .0037 (20% 1) .107 (24% 1)

Var (bu )/az .104 (30% 1) .129 (30% 1) .0183 (20% 1) .700 (30% 1)
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large designs are penalized under the MSE criteria because J and J* are norrnalized with respect to

the number of design points, N. Therefore, the magnitudes of the coeilicient variances under the

CR and AR strategies are less important than the percentage changes in the variances relative to the

IR strategy.

The variances of the titted model coeüicients under the CR and AR strategies are compared to the

variances under the IR strategy in Tables 19 and 20. These tables indicate that the irntercept term

(bo) achieves the least variance reduction (if any), the linear and two-way interaction coeliicients

(b, and b„) achieve the greatest variance reductions, and the quadratic coeüicients (b„) generally

achieve slight reduction: in variance. Under the CR strategy, the variance of bg tends to increase

relative to the IR strategy, the variances of b, and b„ are reduced by appmximately 100 p+ %, and

the variance of bu is generally reduced slightly. Under the AR strategy, the variance of bg changes

very little relative to the IR strategy, the variances of b, and b„ are reduced by approximately

100 h p+ % (where h = ), and the variance of b„ is reduced slightly.

The findings of this Chapter (summarized on pages 249 and 250 for the MSE of response and MSE

of slope criteria, respectively) indicate that the AR strategy performs better than the CR strategy in l
terms of both MSE design criteria. For the MSE of response criteria, the IR strategy performs

better than the CR strategy, but for the MSE of slope criteria, the CR strategy performs better than

the IR strategy. These relative performance lindings for the three correlation induction strategies,

under the two MSE criteria, are the result of the changes in the variances of the iitted model coef-

iicients when correlation is induced among the responses.

Under the MSE of slope criteria, the variance of the intercept term (bo) does not affect the relative

performance of the three correlation induction strategies because bg is eliminated upon taking the

partial derivative of the response function. Therefore, the CR strategy, which results in large vari-

ances of bg, performs better than the IR strategy, which has larger variances of b, and bu. For the

MSE of response criteria, however, the large variances of bg lead to poor performance of the CR

strategy relative to the IR strategy. The variances ofbg are similar for the IR and AR strategies and,
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therefore, the superior performance of the AR strategy is the result of variance reductions in the

linear (b,) and two-way interaction (b„) coeflicients. The variances of these coefiicients are also

reduced under the CR strategy, but the reductions are offset by large increases in the variance of

bo. The variances of the quadratic coeflicients (b„) are generally reduced slightly under both the

CR and AR strategies, thereby improving the performances of these strategies relative to the IRA
strategy.

For the designs which partition into three blocks, the reductions in the variances of b, and b„ under

the AR strategy are less than those achieved by the two·block designs. This result is consistent with

the firndings on pages 249-250 which indicated that the k= 4 CCD (two blocks) is preferable to the

k= 4 BBD (three blocks). In addition, the FACs are generally the least preferred design class under

the AR strategy due to their three·block partitioning, their large number of design points, and their

large increases in the variance of bg when correlation is induced. ‘

In summary, the second order results presented here suggest that the preferred correlation induction

strategy is the assignment rule blocking strategy and the preferred design classes are the central

composite and Box-Behnken designs. Second order designs are generally used during the latter

stages of the RSM optimization process, in cornjunction with methods such canonical and ridge

analysis, when the objective is prediction of the optimum response. Therefore, the AR strategy,

which leads reduced variances of the prediction equation coeflicients (relative to the IR strategy),

would be particularly appealing during the final stages of the optimization process.

In the next Chapter, an overview of the findings in the first order and second order cases is pre-

sented. The general trends which have emerged for both first and second order designs are discussed

in this final Chapter.
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Chapter 5

This dissertation has investigated the performance of three strategies for assigning pseudorandom

number strearns to the stochastic components of simulation models. These strategies can affect

reductions in the variances of certain parameter estimates by inducing correlation among .c sim-

g ulated responses. The findings are applicable to situations in which response surface methodology

is being used to optimize a computer simulation model. The first section of this Chapter presents

an overview of this dissertation and the following section summarizes the major findings and con-

clusions of this research investigation.

5.1 Overview

Computer simulation models are often used in the study of real-world systems when controlled

experiments on the actual system cannot be performed. The random behavior of a computer

simulation model is achieved through the assignment of pseudorandom number streams to the
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stochastic components of the simulation model. This research evaluated the performance of three

assignment strategies in the context of a response surface optimization study.

It was assumed that a valid simulation model had been developed and response surface methodol-

ogy (RSM) was the tool employed for identification of the optimum operating conditions. RSM

is a collection of experimental design and statistical analysis procedures which provide exper-

imenters with a framework for optimization of system response. Sequentially·fitted, low-order

polynomial models are used to approximate the relationship between the response variable and a

set of input variables within restricted regions of the factor space. In a simulation environment, the

assignment of pseudorandom number streams to the design points is an additional experimental

design consideration. Random number seed values, which generate streams of uniform (0,1) devi-

ates, must be assigned to the stochastic model components. For any given simulation run, a dif-

ferent seed value is assigned to each stochastic model component. Consequently, the seed values

assigned to these components are controlled by the experimenter. The three strategies for assigning

sets of random number streams to the simulation runs are summarized below.

1. Independent streams (IR):
I

• a different set of pseudorandom number streams (different seed values) is
assigned to each simulation run, or equivalently, to each design point.

2. Common streams (CR):
‘

•
the same set of streams (same set of seed values) is assigned to each non-

u

replicated design point, and

•
different sets of streams are assigned to replicated design points.

3. Assignment rule blocking strategy (AR):
•

a common set of streams (same set of seed values) is assigned to each
non·replicated design point in the first orthogonal block,

•
an antithetic set of streams is assigned to each non-replicated design point
in the second block (same seed values, but the random numbers are 'one
minus' the uniform deviates of the first block), and
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• different sets of streams are assigned to all design points in the third block
(if a third block exists) and to replicated desig points within blocks.

The IR strategy is based on the assuniption that the assigment of a different set of pseudorandom

number streams to each simulation run results in independent sample responses. The CR strategy

assumes that the assigrnent of the same set of random number streams to each simulation run

results in positively correlated sample responses. In this research, it was assumed that the magi-

tude of the induced positive correlation (0 S p+ < l ) was unknown but estimable. Underlying the

AR strategy is the assumption that the assignment of common and antithetic streams to the design

points in opposite blocks results in positive correlation among sample responses in the same block

and negative correlation among sample responses in opposite blocks. The magitudes of the in-

duced negative and positive correlations (OS p_ S p+ < l) were assurned to be unknown but

estimable. The AR strategy is equivalent to the IR strategy whenever p+ =p- = 0, and the CR

strategy is equivalent to the IR strategy whenever p ,. = 0.

Numerous criteria have been developed for evaluating response surface designs, but two mean

squared error criteria, MSE of response and MSE of slope, denoted by J and J*, are of particular

importance. The MSE criteria take bias error, denoted by B and B*, as well as variance error, de-

noted by V and V*, into account. Variance error represents the variability in the predicted re-

sponses (or slopes) when the litted model is the correct model, and bias error represents the

difference between the true and predicted responses (or slopes) when the litted model is incorrect.

The inclusion of bias error in the performance criteria is particularly important in RSM studies

because the ütted polynomial models are only meant to approximate the true relationship between

the response and the input variables within restxicted regions of the factor space. Therefore, the
i

possibility of an inadequate model, resulting in one or more biased model coefficients, exists in re-

sponse surface optimization studies.
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The research presented in Chapters 3 and 4 assumed that the experimenter desired protection

against bias in the predicted responses (or slopes) resulting from the true response function being

of order one degree higher than the fitted model. Therefore, the fitted first order polynomial models

of Chapter 3 included linear terms (ßo and ß, x,) and the protection models additionally included

quadratic (ß,, x,*) and two-way interaction terms (,8,, x, x, ). The titted second order polynomial

models of Chapter 4 included linear, quadratic, and two·way interaction terms, and the protection

models additionally included cubic (ß,,,
x,’)

and third order interaction terms (,8,,, x, x,* and

ß,,,, x, x, x,).

In the first order case, the class of two·level factorial designs were used to evaluate the correlation

induction strateges. When the number of input variables was less than five, full factorial designs

were used, and when there were five or more input variables, fractional factorial designs were used.

The first order designs examined in this research included:

l. Full two·level factorial designs with k= I, 2, 3, 4 factors

2. %-fiactional replications of the k= 5, 6 designs

3. %-fractional replication of the Ic= 7 design.

ln the second order case, four design classes were used to evaluate the correlation induction strate·

ges. When the number of input variables was greater than five, fractional replicates of the central

composite and three·level factorial designs were used. The following second order designs were

considered:

l. Central composite designs
•

Full factorial replications of the k= 2, 3, 4, 5 designs•
‘/z·fractional replications of the k=6, 7 designs

2. Box-Behnken designs
•

designs with k=4. 5. 7 factors
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3. Three-level factorial designs
•

Full factorial replications of the k = 3, 4, 5 designs
— •

'/;·£ractional replications of the k= 6, 7 desigrs

4. Small composite designs
• Hartley designs with k= 3, 4, 6 factors•

Draper designs with k= 5, 7 factors.

Designs with k= 2 factors do not exist in the Box·Behnken and small composite design classes, and

the k== 2 three-level factorial design does not block orthogonally (a requirement of the AR corre-

lation induction strategy). Therefore, the only k= 2 second order design examined in this research

was the central composite design. The k=3 and k=6 Box-Behnken desigis were not pursued

because the k
-

3 design does not block orthogonally and the k = 6 design does not have a constant

liiiil/[iijj] ratio (required for analytical determination of the optimal design). The small composite

desigis considered were those developed by Hartley (24) and Draper (14), whichever desigx had the

fewest design points for a particular value of k.

ln the first order case, the correlation induction strategies were evaluated under ordinary least

squares (OLS) and weighted least squares (WLS) parameter estimation. For the independent

streams strategy, the OLS and WLS techniques were equivalent; for the corrnmon streams strategy,

the OLS and WLS techniques were equivalent when the CR strategy was pure (for designs with

fewer than two center runs); and for the assigiment rule strategy, the OLS and WLS techniques

were equivalent for the designs which partitioned into two orthogonal blocks and had fewer than ·

three center runs (the pure AR strategy). However, when the CR and AR strategies were modüied

to allow for additional center runs and/or a third orthogonal block, the OLS and WLS techniques

were not equivalent. Therefore, both OLS and WLS estimation were used to evaluate the corre-

lation induction strategies in the Erst order case.

In the second order case, the OLS and WLS techniques yielded identical results for the pure CR

and AR strategies but the techniques were not equivalent for the modified CR and AR strategies.
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However, for the following reasons, the correlation induction strategies were not evaluated under

WLS estimation in the second order case: (1) the first order research findings indicated that cor-

relation induction was more beneficial under WLS than under OLS, and therefore it would be more

difficult for the CR and AR strategies to perform better than the IR strategy under OLS estimation;

(2) the non-diagonal (X1' X;
)*‘

matrices of the second order designs resulted in equations for the

bias and variance errors which were too complicated to be minimized analytically under WLS es-

timation; (3) the optimal second order design plans typically required the use of two or three center

runs, resulting in near-pure CR and AR strategies and near-equivalence of OLS and WLS; and (4)

WLS estimation is rarely used in practice because the variance-covariance matrix of the response

must be known in order to estimate the model parameters. Under OLS estimation, the model pa-

rameters can be estimated using only the sample response data and the levels of the input variables,

whereas the magnitudes of the induced correlations must be known for WLS estimation of the

parameters.

'I'he optimal first order design plans identified were termed J- and J*-optimal designs. These de-

signs utilized the values of the pure second order design moment, [ii], which resulted in minimum

values of J and J*. ln the second order case, the optimal design plans could not be specified by

the values of [ii] alone because J and J' were also functions of the pure and mixed fourth order

design moments, [iiii] and [iijjl. The optimal second order designs utilized the value of 0

(0 = [iiii]/[iijj]) which minimized B and B* and the value of [ii] which minimized V and V*

(given the Min-B and Min-B° value of 0). For each second order design, the optimal value of 6

was achieved through the use of the appropriate scaling factor, g, and the optimal value of [ii]

was achieved through the use of the appropriate number of center runs, N,. Because the number

of center runs added to a design must be integer-valued, the actual values of [ii] were only near-

optimal, resulting in near Min-V|Min·B and near Min-V* | Min-B" second order designs.

In the first order case, the correlation induction strategies were evaluated by comparirng the optimal

values ofJ and J* under each strategy. The optimal design sizes, as measured by the pure second
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order design moment, [ii], were also compared for each strategy. The performance of the three

strategies were evaluated in the following situations:

•
under OLS and WLS estimation,

•
in spherical and cuboidal regions of interest,

•
for poorly-conditioned (¢ 5 0) to well·conditioned (¢ 5 k) response surfaces,•
using two-level factorial designs with k= l through k= 7 factors,

•
using designs with N, = 0 to N, = 5 center runs,

•
for induced correlation magnitudes of 0 S p_ S p, S .90 , and

•
for variance error to bias error ratios of 0 < V/8, V*/8* S 10 .

ln the second order case the correlation induction strategies were evaluated by comparing the op-

timal values of V and V* under each strategy. The performance of the three strategies were evalu-

ated in the following situations:

•
under OLS estimation,

•
in spherical and cuboidal regions of interest,

•
for designs with k= 2 through k = 7 factors,

•
using four different second order design classes, and

•
for induced correlation magnitudes of 0 S p_ S p, S .90 .

The relative performance of the four second order design classes, as well as the optimal size of the

designs, as measured by the scaling factor, g, were also compared for each strategy. The values of

J and J* were not computed in the second order case because 8 and 8* were unaffected by corre-

lation induction under OLS estimation and the optimal values of 0 were independent of the

magnitudes of 8 and 8*.

In summary, this dissertation evaluated the performances of the IR, CR, and AR correlation in-

duction strategies in terms of two MSE criteria. For the case of fittirng a first order response surface

model, the strategies were evaluated under OLS and WLS estimation using Min-J and Min—l*

two-level factorial designs. In the second order case, the strategies were evaluated under OLS esti-

mation using Min·V | Min-8 and Min-V* | Min-8* designs in four design classes; central com-

posite desigxs, Box·Behnken designs, three-level factorial designs, and small composite designs.
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5.2 Research Findings ‘

The focus of this dissertation has been to evaluate three strategies for assignirng pseudorandom

number streams to the stochastic components of simulation models. The evaluations were per-

formed in the context of response surface optimization studies and utilized both first and second

order response surface designs.

Chapter 3 investigated the performance of the three assignment strategies using first order response

surface designs. Two mean squared error criteria, MSE of the predicted response variable and MSE

of the slopes of the response function, served as performance measures. It was assumed that the

experimenter was using a two-level factorial design to fit a first order polynornial model to simulated

response data and desired protection against second order bias in the fitted model coeflicients. The

optimal design plans which were developed resulted in minimum values for the sum of the variance

and bias components of the MSE criteria. In the case of the MSE of response criteria, the optimal

designs were termed J·optimal designs, and these designs resulted in mirnirnum values for

J= B+V. In the case of the MSE of slope criteria, the optimal designs were termed J°·optimal

designs and resulted in minimum values for J *$= B*+V*. The relative performance of the IR,

CR, and AR strategies in the first order case are surrnmarized in the list which follows.

l. MSE of Response Criteria in the First Order Case:

•
The CR strategy always results in larger values of J than the IR strategy, and therefore the
IR strategy is always preferable to the CR strategy in terms of the MSE ofresponse criteria.

•
The AR strategy results in smaller values of J than the IR strategy when V/B < 3. Thus,
the AR strategy is preferable to the IR strategy when the variance error is less than three
times larger than the bias error.

•
The performance of the AR strategy improves relative to the IR strategy (better over a
wider range of V-to·B ratios) as the number of center runs increase, the number of factors
in the model decrease, and the magnitudes of the induced correlations increase.
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•
The J·optimal design sizes (as measured by [ii]) are similar to the size of the designs which
minirnize B alone, and much smaller than the size of the designs wlnich rninimize V alone.
The difference between the J- and B-optimal values of [ii] decrease as the magnitudes of the
induced correlations increase.

•
The performance of the CR and AR strategies are better under WLS estimation than under
OLS estinnation. Under WLS, the 8-optimal design sizes tend to increase as the magni-
tudes of the induced correlations increase, but under OLS estimation, the B~optirnal design
sizes are unaffected by the induction of correlation.

•
The relative performance of the three strategies is the same in spherical and cuboidal re-
gions, however, the optimal design sizes are smaller in a spherical region. Under WLS es-
timation, the optimal design sizes in a spherical region decrease with k, but the optimal
design sizes in a cuboidal region irncrease with k.

• The optimal design sizes for well·conditioned response surfaces (orthogonal irnput variables)
are smaller than the optimal design sizes for poor1y·conditioned response surfaces (redun-
dant input variables).

2. MSE of Slope Criteria in the First Order Case:
•

The CR and AR strategies always result in smaller values of J* than the IR strategy, and
therefore these strategies are always preferable to the IR strategy in terms of the MSE of
slope criteria.

•
The performances of the CR and AR strategies relative to the IR strategy improve as the
ratio of V*-to·8* increases and as the magnitude of the induced positive correlation in-
creases.

• The size of the J*·optirnal designs are the same as the size of the designs which minirnize
V* alone because the 8* component of J* is independent of [ii]. Therefore, the optinnal
design size does not depend on the amount of unfitted quadratic curvature nor the state
of conditioning of the response surface.

•
The OLS and WLS estimation techrniques are equivalent for the MSE of slope criteria, and
therefore the performances of the CR and AR strategies are unaffected by the addition of
center runs.

• The relative performance of the three strategies is the same in a spherical and a cuboidal
region of interest. However, the performances of the strategies tend to improve as k in-
creases in a spherical region, but tend to deteriorate as k increases in a cuboidal region.

Chapter 4 investigated the performance of the correlation induction strategies in terms of the MSE

ofresponse and MSE of slope criteria using four classes ofsecond order designs; central composite
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designs (CCDs), Box-Behnken designs (BBDs), three~level factorial designs (FACs), and small

composite designs (SCDs). It was assumed that the litted model was second order but protection

against third order bias was desired. The optinnal designs which were developed resulted in mirni-

mum values of the variance components, given minimum values of the bias components. In the

case of the MSE of response criteria, the optimal designs were termed Min—V | Min·B designs, and

for the MSE of slope cniteria, the optimal designs were termed Mirn·V* | Min·B* designs. The rel-

ative performance of the IR, CR, and AR strategies in the second order case are summarized in the

list which follows:

I. MSE of Response Criteria in the Second Order Case:
•

The AR strategy perforrns the best of the tlnree strategies and its performance irnproves as .
the magnitudes of the induced positive and negative correlations increase. The perfomnance
of the AR strategy relative to the IR strategy deteriorates slightly for large designs (partic-
ularly when the number of design points is more tharn twice that of a saturated design).

•
The CR strategy performs better than the IR strategy for the SCD design class only. For
the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, the IR strategy is preferable to the CR strategy, and the
performance of the CR strategy deteriorates as the magnitude of tlne induced correlation
increases.

• The levels of the irnput variables in the Min·V | Min-B designs are smaller than the g = 1 _
levels which a.re typically used in practice. Therefore, the optimal designs require placing ,
the design points closer to the center of the experimental region. As the number of factors
in the model increase, the optimal placement of the design points becomes even closer to
the center of the region. .

•
The optimal levels of the input variables are smaller in a spherical region of interest
(g= .34-.62) than in acuboidal region (g= .60- .98).

•
Tlne optimal number ofcenter runs for the CCDs, BBDs, and SCDs is typically one or two
in spherical region of interest. For a cuboidal region, one additional center run is generally
required for a Min—V | Min-B design. The FACs do not require the use of additional
center runs in either region.

•
The CCDs and BBDs perform the best of tlne four design classes, with the k= 5, 7 BBDs
performing better than the corresponding CCDs. The FACs perform the poorest of the
four design classes under the CR and AR strategies, and the SCDs perform the poorest
under the IR strategy.
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2. MSE of Slope Criteria in the Second Order Case:
•

The AR strategy performs the best of the three strategies under the MSE of slope criteria
and its performance improves as the magnitudes of the irnduced positive and negative cor-
relations increase.

•
The CR strategy performs better than the IR strategy but worse than the AR strategy, and
its performance improves as the magnitude of the irnduced correlation increases.

•
The optimal levels of the input variables for the Min-V" | Min-8* designs are slightly larger
than those for the Min—V | Min·B designs, but tend to be smaller than the g= l levels
which are typically used in practice.

•
The optimal levels of the input variables are smaller in a spherical region of interest
(g= .38 — .71) than in a cuboidal region (g= .65 -1.1).

•
The optimal number of center runs for the CCDs, BBDs, and SCDs is about three or four
(in both a spherical and a cuboidal region of interest). As the number of factors in the
model andlor the number of design poirnts increase, the optimal number of center runs
generally increases.

•
The CCDs and BBDs tend to perform the best of the four design classes under the MSE
of slope criteria, and the SCDs tend to perforrn the poorest.

Results for the first and second order cases indicate some similarities in the relative performances

of the correlation induction strategies. When taken together, the first and second order results can

be summarized asfollows:1.

The assignrnent rule blocking strategy tends to be the preferred correlation in-
duction strategy for prediction of the response variable and for estirnation of the
slopes of the response function.

2. Tlne independent streams strategy is a poor choice when estimation of the
slopes of tlne response function is important, and the connrnon streams strategy
is a poor choice when prediction of the response is important.

3. The performance of the assignment rule blocking strategy improves as thel
magnitudes of the induced positive and negative correlations increase. The
performance of the common streams strategy under the MSE of slope criteria
improves as the magnitude of the induced positive correlation irncreases.

4. For protection against bias, the levels of the irnput variables should be reduced
about 30% from the

i1’s
extremes wlnich are typically used in practice (to

coded levels of gg .7). The amount of scaling required is slightly less in a
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cuboidal region and slightly less when the design criteria is MSE of slope. More
scaling is required as the number of factors increases.

5. In the second order case, designs which are near saturation (minimum number
of desigi points) tend to perforrn poorly when estimation of the slopes of the
response function is important. Large designs (about twice the size of a satu-
rated design) tend to perforrn poorly in terms of prediction when correlation is
induced among the responses. The ideal number of design points appears to
be about 30 - 60% more than a saturated design.

In summary, the results of this research indicate that the assigiment rule blocking strategy generally

performs the best of the three strategies evaluated. The independent streams strategy would be a

poor choice during the steepest ascent and ridge analysis stages of RSM when estimation of the
”

slopes of the response function is important. Common streams, the strategy which is typically used

in practice, would be a poor choice during the canonical and ridge analysis stages of the optimiza·

tion process when prediction of the response is important. The results of this research also indicate

that the i l levels of the design variables which are typically used in practice should be reduced

about 30% to alford protection against bias in the model coeflicients. The addition of about three

center runs also appears to be useful for protecting against bias due to model inadequacy.
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Appendix A

Variance-Covariance Matrix of the Response

Consider an experimental design consisting of N simulation runs, yielding a set of N sample re-

sponses, denoted as

P-[v,,Y,,.....,v„]'_

Ifone assumes that the sample responses have a common variance 6*, then the variance·covariance

matrix of I becomes

‘ Var (I) = 6* V

where V is an NxN matrix of the correlation between pairs of sample responses, defined as

1 Pu ···· Pm
Pzr 1 l Z

V = : . :
¤ 1 mg

pm „„ pü l
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where ,0,, is the correlation between sample responses Y, and Y, (i,j = 1, 2, . . . , N). Under the

assumptions discussed in section 2.1.4.1 of this paper, the sign: 0f th¤ p,, are different when inde-

pendent (IRN), common (CRN), and antithetic (ARN) random number streams are used to gen- ·

erate the pair of responses; that is

p,, = 0 if IRN is used to generate Y, and Y, ,
= p,_ if CRN is used to generate Y, and Y, ,
= — p_ if ARN is used to generate Y, and Y,.

Utilizing the above signs for the p,, , the correlation matrix, V, can be defined for each correlation

induction strategy examined in this research. The first strategy, IR, involves the use of independent

pseudorandom number streams on each simulation run, thereby generating independent sample

responses. The correlation matrix for the IR strategy, denoted by V,,,, can be written as

1 0 0
0 1 :

1
Vu = : • :

: 1 0
0 0 l

where 1,, is the NxN identity matrix.

The second correlation induction strategy examined in this research, CR, involves the use of com-

mon streams for non-replicated design points and the use of independent streams for replicated

design points. The correlation between sample response pairs generated with common streams is

equal to p, and all other sample response pairs are uncorrelated. It is convenient to partition the

vector of sample responses into two parts in order to define the correlation matrix. Suppose the

number ofnon·replicated design points is denoted by N, and the number of replicated design points

is denoted by N1, then N, + N1 = N and the partitioned sample response vector can be written

as .
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!=¤[Yg,.....,YNl I YNl+I,••.••,YN]l_
i

The partitioned form of the oorrelation matrix for the CR strategy, denoted by VC; , becomes

I p+ p+ O O O
p+ l : 0 . :

: 1 : : :
: . p+ : . :

Vu = p+ p+ l 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 l 0 O
0 . : 0 l :
: . : : . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 I

lu! Ü'P, P., Qnßiul

Qnaiyul In,

where IN1 is an (N;xN,) identity matrix ,
INI is an (N;><N;) identity matrix ,
_1N‘ is an (Nlxl) column vector of l's ,

IN, is an (N;><l) column vector of
l’s

,
· QN· is an (Nlxl) column vector of

0’s
, andQN_ is an (Nzxl) column vector of 0's .

The correlation matrix, Vu, can also be written in equation form as

IN + p+
uu, “ p+ U
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where U is an NxN diagonal matrix of the vector 1,;, and 1; is an Nxl vector whose
i“‘

element

is

u, = l if a common or antithetic random number stream is used for design point i
= 0 if an independent random number stream is used for design point i .

For the special case in which there are no replicated design points; that is, the pure CR strategy,

the equation for VC, can be written as '

Vca = (1*P+) In + P, lu-ru ·

The third correlation induction strategy examined this research, AR, involves the use of common

streams for n0n~replicated design points in one orthogonal block, the use of antithetic streams for

non·replicated design points in the opposite block, and the use independent streams for replications

of design points within blocks and for design points in the third block (if one exists). The corre-

lation between sample response pairs within blocks is equal to p+, the correlation between re-

sponses in opposite blocks is equal to -p_ , and all other sample response pairs are uncorrelated.

It is convenient to partition the vector of sample responses into three parts in order to define the

correlation matrix. Suppose the number of design points assigned common streams is denoted by

Nr., the number of design points assigred antithetic streams is denoted by N1, • and the number

of design points assigned independent streams is denoted by N1, then N1, + N„, + N1 = N and

the partitioned sample response vector can be written as

y = [Y, ,...,YN|_ I

Iandthe partitioned form of the correlation matrix for the AR strategy, denoted by VA, , becomes
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l p+ p+ — p_ — p_ — p_ 0 0 0
p+ 1 : — p_ . : 0 . :

: 1 : : -— p_ : : 0 :
: . p+ : . : : . :

p+ p+ l — p_ — p_ - p_ 0 0 0

-
p_ — p_ — p_ — p_ I p+ p+ 0 0 0

VA. = — p_ . : p+ l : O 0 :
: . : : . p+ : . 0

— p_ — p_ — p_ — p_ p+ p+ l 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0
0 . : 0 . : 0 l :
: . : : . : : . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

I*%( l'p+ ) + l"n• p+ ° 1*% P- ·Q"n• DI":

= ° ·l"n• 1,*%
P- I"n¤(l°p+ ) + 1*% p+ Q"n¤ Qi":

Q"; Q'"1• Q": Q'"n» I": '

The correlation matrix, VA., can now be written in equation form as

V;. = IN + %(P,- P.) uu' + %(P.+ P.) u' - P. U

where 1 is an Nxl vector whose im element is

v, = 1 if a common random number stream is used for design point i
= 0 if an independent random number stream is used for design point i
= -1 if an antithetic random number stream is used for design point i .

For the special case in which there are no Mreplicated design poirnts within blocks and the design

partitions into two blocks; that is, the pure AR strategy, the equation for VA. can be written as

Vu == (I—P.) IN + %(P,— P.) lNl'N + %(P,+ P.) H'-
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Appendix B t

First Order Response Model

For the case in which an experimenter fits a first order polynomial model to the experimental data,

the equation for the jitted response model is

A k
y = bo + .

ll ’

If the experimenter is uncertain as to whether or not the fitted first order model can adequately

describe the response surface, then an appropriate experimental plan would protect against biases

if, in fact, a second order polynomial model was needed to describe the response surface curvature.

The equation for the second order protection model is

k k 2v - ßo + Zßm + Zßün + Z.Zßr;¤i¤<, + ¤·
hl ini r < „|

When model uncertainty exists, it is convenient to partition the polynomial model into two parts;

a ütted and an unfitted part. The matrix form of the partitioned model is

X * Xrßr + Xzßz + §•
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For the case fitting a first order polynomial model (dl = 1), while protecting against a true second

order polynomial model (dz = 2), the gz and gz vectors of the partitioned model are

E1=[ß0•ßl•••••ßk]’

£2°[ßll•ß22•••••ßkk• ßl2•ßl3•••'•ßk-Lk],

where gz has dimensions (pzxl), with pg =k+ l coefficients, and gz has dimensions (pzxl), with

pz =k+ (1; )= %k(k+ l) ooefiicients. The corresponding X1 and Xz matrices are

1 Xu X21 Xu
l

xl,X;= . . • . .
I

I XIN XZN -•• Xu; (Nxpz)

X Xu: Xu: Xu X21 X:-i,r Xu
Xu: Xuz· Xu Xzz X:-1,2 Xu

X3=...._ . .

Xm Xm Xu-mr Xu: (NXP2)

where k is the number of design variables and N is the number of design points.

The moment matrioes of a design are useful in describing the average variance and bias properties

of specific design classes. The elements of the design moment matrices are defined as

- 6 6 6 I N 6 6 6,DesrguMome¤t = [l‘2' ......
k*]usl
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where ij 6, = 6 is the order of the design moment. The design moment matrices, which containe-n
the design moments of both the titted and uniitted model terms, are defined as

MH =
N-1 X'] X1

M2] =
N-! X'; X)

M22 =
N-! X'; X3 •

For the lit·protection situation of dg = 1 and dg = 2, the M1, design moment matrix contains mo-

ments through order 2d, == 2, the Mu matrix contains moments through order d, + dz = 3, and the

Mu matrix contains moments through order 2d; =4. Utilizing the design moment notation, the

three moment matrices can be written as

1 [1] [2] [k]
V

ll] [l l] [12] [lk]

M11 " . . [22] . [2k]

{kl [lk} lkkl (pixpi)

lll] [lll][112].
. [222] . [22k]

Mar * [kk] [Ikk] [kick]

[I2] [112] [122]
[123] . [13k]

[k·1„kl [Lk-Lk] [k·1„k„kl (pzxpi)
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[1111] [1122] [11kk] [1112] [1113] [11,k·1,k]
. [2222] . [22kk] . [1223] . [22,k-1,k]

Mz: = [11kk] [kkkk] [12kk] [k·1,kkl¢]

[1112] [1222] [12kk] [1122] [1123] [12,k-1,k]
. [1223] . [13kk] . [1133] . [13,k·1,k]

[11,k·1,k] [k-1,kkk] [12,k-1,k] [k·1,k-1,kk] (p;xp;)

The region moment matrices of the design are useful in describing the average variance and bias

properties of a design within a specified region of interest. The elements of the region moment

matrioes are defined as

¤„ [ ¤?‘ ¤€*
-----— ¤3· dx

R

I
where Z 6, = 6 is the order of the region moment and 0,* is the volume of the region of in·

1-1

terest. The region moment matrices, which contain the region moments of both the fitted and

unfitted model terms, are defined as

· #11 =Q, In L'1 Kr dx

nz, =¤, In x'zx1 dx

#11=¤; L B': K2 dl

where 3, is a p,x1 vector of the fitted model terms in X,, and 3; is a p;x1 vector of the unfitted

model terms in X;.

For the case of fitting a first order model with protection against a true second order model, the

region moment matrioes, which are similar in form to the design moment matrices, become
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I wk

W1 wu wu wir
[lu = • _ • wu • wu

wk w,k wkk (pkxp,)

wu wm wu: wm
• ••wu

Wm wm wm

· ·
wm

· wu!

(PZXPI)

wm: wm: wuu wm: wm:
wm: · Wzm · Wm: · wm-11

ßu
% ••• ••• ¤•••••wm:

wma wxzu wm: wm:
wm: · wm: · wm:

Wu-umAPPENDIXB First Order Response Model ~ 282



Appendix C

First Order Model For Estimation of Slopes

For the case in which an experimenter fits a first order polynomial model to the experimental data,

with the purpose of predicting the rate of change of the response variable with respect to the input

variables, the equation for the
i‘“

partial derivative of the fitted response function is

^ - Ä - bY<¤„> —
öxi · ¤ .

lf the experimenter suspects that a second order polynomial model may be needed to describe the

true response surface and wants to protect against biases due to unlitted second order terms, then

the equation for the i"* partial derivative of the protection model is

ÖY

·
7(x‘)° =ßi+2ßüX5+§ßijXj _

The matrix form of the partial derivative of the response function can be partitioned into two parts;

a fitted part and an unfitted part, written as
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Zw = ^'1(;)E1 + ^'2wE=·

For the fit-protection situation ofdl = 1 and d; = 2, the E vectors of the partitioned model are

El = [ßorßr ••·••ßk]’

where Q, has dimensions (plxl), with pg =k+ l coeflicits, and Q; has dimensions (pgxl), with

p; =k+ (1; )= %k(k+ 1) coetficients. The corresponding NW, and Nm matrices can be written
_

as

0 1 0 . . 0
0 0 l . . 0

, 0 0 0 . . 0
^ ¤¤=> ‘ ......

0 0 0 . . l

2Xg0••Ü X3X3X4..Xk Ü

0
00..0 0x;0..0 x;00..0.0

A'2(x)* 0 o••0 0oX}•.0 0Xg0•„0. 0

0 0..2xk 00Ü..X; 000..x;.xk_l

where Nm isa kxp; matrix and Nm isa kxp; matrix.

When integrated over the region of interest, the matrioes of the partial derivatives of the response

fxmction are useful in describing the average varianoe and bias properties of designs used in the es-

timation of the slope coefficients. These region matrices for the partial derivatives of the response

function are defined as
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l*i1 = Q: fk ^1m Nlm dx

I*;1= 0: fk ^am N1m dx

ßia = Q: fk ^am Nam dä-

For the case of iitting a first order model with protection against a true second order model, the

region matrices of the partial derivatives of the response function are

0 0 0 0
i

0 l 0 0
,1;* . 0 1 . 0

. . 0 . .
0 0 • „„ 1 (pg xp;)

0 Zw; 0 . 0
. 0 Zw; 0 0

‘
. . 0 . . .
.....0

„; =- 0 0 0 aw,
0 w; wk
. . 0 0 0

. 0
_ . wk 0 0 0

. 0 w; w; w;

. 0 . 0 0

. 0 wk 0 . .

. . 0 . . 0

0 0 • 0 . Wbt (pgxp;)
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4w„ 0 0 2w,, 0
0 4w¤ . 0 2w,, 0 . 0
0 0 . . 0 2w,, . .
..... 0 . .

,1; = 0 4w„ 0 2w„_,„

2w,, 2w,,
q 0 w„+wu wß 0

2w,, 0 0 w„ w„+w„ . 0
. 0 0....

2w„„ 0 0 wn wu . wm,

0 2w„ 2w„ 0 wu wu . 0
0 . 0 . 0 . .
0 2w,, 0 . w„ 0 . w,_,„_,

....0 . . 0

. 0 . 0....

0 ••• •••
zwblvk

0wherethe w„ elements of the region matrices are defined in Appendix D (pages 287-291).
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Appendix D e

Region Moments for Spherical and Cuboidal

Regions

An experimental design is a plan which specifies numerical values for each input variable on a set

of experimental runs. A eollection of N experimental runs, for specific combinations of k input

variables, has the design matrix

D = . . . .

where x,„ (i = 1, , k; u = 1, , N) represents the u"* level of the i"* input variable. Each row

of D corresponds to an experimental run (or design point) and each column of D corresponds to

an input variable (or design variable). For convenience, the design variables are generally centered
and scaled such that the following two conditions are met:
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- . 1 N
¤a= l1¤= 0

u-I

(i= l,2,...,k)

'7 · · 1 N
2l1=[¤]= ;,—Z>q„ =l-

u-I

In addition to the coding of individual design variables, restrictions placed on the design points effect

the shape of the k·dimensional experimental region. The two most frequently used regions shapes

are the spherical and cuboidal regions. A spherical region is attained by requiring that each of the

coded design points satisfy the inequality l

I

Äxiuzsl (u=l, 2,...,N)
li

and a cuboidal regon is attained by restricting the levels of the coded variables to satisfy the ine-

quality

|x,„lgr (1=1, 2, ...,rr), (u=1, 2, ...,N).

Coded design points which satisfy either of these requirements as an equality fall on the outer

boundary of the experimental region.

The region moment matrices, 14,,, pn, nr, , and the region matrices of the partial derivatives of the

response function, 51;, nr; , ug, are a function of the shape of the region of interest. The general

form of the elements of the region matrices are defined as

W 1‘· 2‘·
.....

k‘t = gr
jl xi‘ lib

····· li} dl
nz

I
where E 6, ¤ 6 is the order of the region moment and Q,' ‘ is the volume of the region.

I-!
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Spherical Region

The elements of the region matrioes for a spherical region of interest can be obtained by making

use of the integral

(6 + l) (6 + l) ,5

[ x"- **2 °¤ 6 6 6 2
R

lX2...Xk X5 Xg... Xk

Zw. + ¤>
i=¤lF 2 + l

where
I‘

[ ] refers to the gamma function. If any of the 6, are equal to an odd number, then the

value of the integral is zero. Therefore, all of the spherical region moments involving odd powers

of x, are equal to zero. Only region moments involving only even powers of x, will take on values

other than zero.

Utilizing the above integral, the volume of a spherical region in the coded design variables becomes

l
- 1

Wk/2

°'
„‘ Fo«+2> •l..(k+2) °

— 2 2

The nonzero, even·order, spherical region moments through order six become

" ,, k + 2

„ .2 .2 = ...wm
{1*]*,,

x' xl dx
(k+2)(k+4)
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.... =
.•

= —..L..wllll xxl I, xl ll (1«+2)(k+4)

.... „ ,2 .2 2 = i...;..i‘”“ll‘*‘* 0* I, xl xl x‘* ll (k+2)(k+4)(k+6)

...... = Q I
.• .2 d = ..l:;..“’““ll

* ,, xl xl x (k+2)(k+4)(1r+6)

...... „.•wlllllxxl I, xl ll (k+2)(k+4)(k+6) .

Cuboidal Region

The elements ef the regen matriees fer a cuboidal regen in the coded design variables can be eb-

tained by integrating the regen mements with respect te each x, , between —l and + 1, as fellews

6,+1 6,+1 6 +,[ [
6 6 Ö! —

X[ I X2 I xkk I

6k+l

_'Ifany ef the 6, are odd, then the value ef the integral is zero. Therefore, similar te a spherical re-

gen, all ef the cuboidal regen mernents invelving odd powers ef x, are equal te zero.

Utilizing the above integral, the volume ef a cuboidal regen in the coded design variables becomes

1 1 kd3=2 .
·l •l
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The nonzcro, even-order, cuboidal region moments through order six become

I I 2 lWü-1
-1

2 2 I
-1 -1

I I 1 ·wüüaßr-[-1 -1

I I 2 2 2 Iwiijjkk°¤r

2 d J.w111111'*“· X1 *1 *= 15

I I 1
7-1 -1 '
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. Appendix E

Alias Matrices in the First Order Case

Consider the situation in which an experimenter is titting a iirst order polynomial model using a

two·level faetorial design and desires protection against a true second order model; that is, the lit-

protection situation of dl ¤ l, dg = 2. The titted model and the partitioned protection model, re-

spectively, can be written in general linear model form as

xrhr

Z= Xißr + xzßz + £

where the subscript 1 indicates that the matrices include the linear terms in the ütted model and the
subscript 2 indicates that the matrioes include the uniitted interaction and quadratic terms in the

protection model.

The ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator of Q, results in a minimum sum of squares of the er-

rors (g' g) and is denoted as hm,}. The weighted least squares (WLS) estimator of Q; results in

a minimum sum of squares of the weighted errors (g' V" ;) and is denoted as b,_w,_,. The

equations for the OLS and WLS estimators of E; are
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hl,OLS X

h;_,,,,_,= (X'; V" X;)" X'; V" X

where Vis the correlation matrix of the sample responses, illustrated in Appendix A (pages 273-277)

for the IR, CR, and AR oorrelation induction strategies.

lf the experimenter has underfit the response relationship, and the unlitted terms in the protection ‘

model are needed to describe the true response surface, then the least squares estimator of Q; may

be biased. The bias in h; resulting from the unfitted terms in X; can be written as

Biasflzr] = E[l21]—§r

where A is the alias, or bias, matrix whose form depends on the least squares estimation technique.

The alias matriees under OLS and WLS, respectively, are

A0;} = (X': Xr)" X'; Xz ·

Am = (X'; V"X;)" X'; V°‘X; .

Therefore, the expected value of the least squares estimators can be written as

E [hl,0L$] = Ä! +A0L$EZ

Efhrwul = E¤ +^w¤£=·

The OLS alias matrix, which is not a function of the correlation matrix, V, can be written in terms

of the moment matrices of the design as

Aors = M11 ” 1 M12

where the moment matrices, M, are shown in Appendix B (pages 278-282) for the d; = l, d; = 2

fit-protection situation. Because the two-level factorial designs are first order orthogonal designs,
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the design moments involving odd powers of x, are equal to zero, and the Mll " and Mll ma-

trices simplify to

l Q',

M11
_ 1 = '

1 IQ! [ul I

· (prxpr)

Mrz "
Q! Q'! Q! Q'm

(P1><Pz)

where k = number ofdesign variables
m = number ofpairs ofdesign variables = % k (k -1)

pl = number of parameters in the iitted first order model = k + l
pg = number of parameters in the protection model, but not in the titted model = k+ m.

Incorporating the Mll " and Mll matrices into the equation for ACM, the OLS alias matrix for

a two·level factorial design becomes

Acts = M12 ·

The form of the Mu matrix indicates that only the bll intercept term is biased, and the remaining

k linear coeiäcients are unbiased. The expected value of the OLS estimator of the intercept term

becomes

_ kF·[bo,¤¤] = ßo + [ri] Äßü
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and the remaining coefiicients of the first order model are unbiased; that is,

E[ba,¤¤.s] = ßa ·

For the situation in which the responses are correlated and the experimenter is using WLS esti-

mation, the alias matrix is a function of the inverted eorrelation matrix, V°‘. The eorrelation

matrices for the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies ( VN, , VC, , and VA,) are shown

in Appendix A (pages 273-277). Incorporating these matrices into the Am, equatiorn reveals that

the WLS alias matrix for a tw0·level factorial design is simply a multiple of the OLS alias matrix.

Dernoting the scalar quantity which converts the OLS alias matrix into the WLS alias matrix as z,

the relationship can be written as

r
Awu = Z Aors

where z is a term whose form depends on the correlation induction strategy. For the IR strategy,

in which V,, = IN , it follows that Am = AOL, , and therefore lm = l .

Before defining z under the CR and AR correlation induction strategies it is useful to define some

notation for the number of' design points utilizing independent, common, and antithetic random

number streams. In developing the notation, it was assumed that the designs may be augmented

iwith any number of center runs and the factorial points of the designs are not replicated. Under

these assumptions, the notation used to designate the number of design points in the 2k designs is

as follows:

N
-

total number of design points

-
F + N,

‘
N} + N;

where F =¤ number of factorial points (2k or 2**P)
N, = number of center points
N; = number of points utilizing common or antithetic random number streams
N; • number of points utilizing independent random number streams.
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The number of design points using independent random number streams ( N;) for the IR, CR,

and AR correlation induction strategies, respectively, become

IR Strategy: N; = N

CR Strategy: N; = N, — 1 if N, > 1
= 0 if N,5 l

ARStrategy: N;==N,—2 if N,>l
= N, if N, S l .

For the CR strategy, the OLS and WLS alias matrices are equivalent only if there are no replicated

unter runs necessitating the use of independent random number streams. Otherwise, the following

zu term is needed to convert the OLS alias matrix into the WLS alias matrix for the CR strategy:

cl N* N3p+ + NgNgp+ _ Ä

For the AR strategy, the OLS and WLS alias matrices are equivalent only if the design partitions

into two orthogonal blocks and there are no replicated unter runs within blocks. Otherwise, the

following zu term is needed to convert the OLS alias matrix into the WLS alias matrix for the

AR strategy:

Z , ..._......L.....T ‘
AI N • Ngp+ + VzN;N; (p+—p_) _

Thus, for an experimenter using a two—level factorial design and OLS estimation, the alias matrix

is independent of the correlation induction strategy. However, for an experimenter using WLS, the

alias matrix is a function of the comelation matrix, V, and therefore the scalar z term is needed to

transform the OLS alias matrix into the WLS alias matrix.
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· Appendix F .

Variances of First Order Coefficients

Consider the situation in which an experimenter is fitting a first order polynomial model using a

two-level factorial design. The first order model can be written in general linear model form as

X = X Q + 5 .

The ordinary least squares (OLS) and the weighted least squares (WLS) estimators of Q, which

result in minimum values of (5' 5) and
(5’

V" 5) , respectively, are defined as

hoi.- = (X’X)°‘X'X

hwu = (X: V-! X)-! xr V-!
1

where Vis the cormlation matrix of the sample responses, illustrated in Appendix A (pages 273-277)

for the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies.

Under the assumptions that E [ 5 ] = Q and Var [5] = az V, the variance-covariance matrices

of' the OLS and WLS estimators of Q become
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Var[h„,_,] = (X' X)°‘ X' V X (X' X)“‘ 6*

Var[bw„] = (X' V"X)" 6*.

The above equations indicate that the variance·covariance matrix of h differs for the OLS and

WLS estimators. In addition, both matrices are a function of V, and therefore depend on the cor-

relation induction strategy. For the two-level factorial designs, the variance-covariance matrices are

diagonal matrices and the diagonal elements (the variances of the first order model coefficients) are

equivalent (with the exception of the variance of the intercept term).

In the remainder of this Appendix, the variance·covariance matrix of 1; is derived for each of the

correlation induction strategies under both OLS and WLS estimation. The variances of the OLS

estimators, which are presented first, are less complicated because inversion of the V matrix is not

required.

For the IR correlation induction strategy, the var·iance·covariance matrix of the OLS estimator of

E is denoted as Var [hm,] E . In the case of a two-level factorial design, this variance-covariance

matrix becomes

Var[h0,_,]¤ =· (X'
X)°‘

X' V, X(X’X)" 6*

= (X' X)" X' IN X (X' X)" 6'

_
= (xl - 1 az

,, · L L L 2Drag< N, 6

= 1>1ag(v¤(b„),v¤(b,),......,v¤(1>,))
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For the CR correlation induction strategy, the variance-covariance matrix of the OLS estimator of

E becomes

Varfhoiaja =(X'X)°‘ X' VC, X(X'X)" 6*

= (X' X)" X' I„ X(X'X)" 6*

+(X' X)" X' pa gu' X (X' X)" 6*

—(X’X)" X' pa U X (X' X)" 6*

, Dias L L L az
N

’
N[ii] ’°°»°°°°’ N[ii]

. N¤° P+ Z+ Dlag , 0 ,......, 0 0

Daaa N¤ P, ra P, Z-
l- , -1r , ...., % 6

N* N [u] N [11]

_ N+N,*pa —N,pZ_ I—pZ l—pZ
a¤DI3g , Nüa] ,......, Nüa] 0

=Diag(Var(b,,),Var(bi), .....,Var(bi))

where N is the total number of deeign points, N, is the number of design points using common

random number streams, and N — N, is the number of design points using independent random

number streams. For designs with no center runs, N, =F, where F is the number of factorial

points; for designs with center runs, N, =F+ I.
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For the AR correlation induction strategy, the variance-covariance matrix of the OLS estimator of

E becomes

V¤¤’[ho1s]u= (X'X)" X' Vin X(X’X)°‘ ¤'

==(X'X)" X' IN X(X' X)" oz

+ (X' X)" X' %(p+—p_) gu' X (X' X)°‘ 62

+ (X'
X)°‘

X' %(p++ p_) yy’ X (X' X)°‘ oz

—(X'X)" X' p* U X(X'X)" az

, · ..L 4 4 2Diag(N,N[ü],......,N[ü])6

_ %N¤' (P,- P.)
+ Ülag •l··i— , 0 ,......, O dz

N

+Diag(0,0,......,0) az

Dia
NiP,_

N+%N,'(p+—p_) —N,p+ l—-p+ l-p+
¤D|ag , · ,......, ***7*** dz

N N [11] N [11]

=Diag(Var(b,,),Var(b,),.......,Var(b,)) ‘

where N is the total number of design points, N, is the number of design points using common or

antithetic random number streams, and N — N, is the number of design points using independent

random number streams. For designs in two blocks having less than three center runs, N, =F ;

for designs in two blocks having three or more center runs, N, = F+ 2.
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The varianoe-covariance matrioes of hu, for the three correlation induction strategies indicate that

the covarianoe between any two linear coefficients is zero in the case of a two-level factorial design.

Also, the variances of the first order coefficients (except the intercept term) are equal and can be

written as

l — p+
. = .? 2Var ( b,)

N [ii]
6

. where p+ is equal to zero for the IR correlation induction strategy. Thus, for a specified magnitude

of the induoed positive correlation, p+, the variances of the least squares estimators are the same

for the CR and AR strategies.

The variance of the intercept term is different for each of the correlation induction strategies. The

varianoes of the OLS estimators of ßo for the IR, CR, and AR strategies, respectively, become

lVu (bv) ot.s,m
“

F
**2

N+Nr’p, —Nrp,
2va-? (bv)or.s,caN

N+ % N1' (P,*P.) — N1 P. 2V¤r(b¤)o¤,„== —————*"l;;T·—····· ¤ .

Having completed the derivations of the varianoes of the OLS estimators of Q , the variances of the

WLS estimators are presented next. The variances of the k first order coefficients are the same

under OLS and WLS, but the variance of the intercept term is the same for the IR, pure CR, and

pure AR correlation induction strategies only. When the CR and AR correlation induction strate-

gies are modüied to allow for replicated center runs, the variance of the intercept term is different

under OLS and WLS estimation. The variances of the WLS estimators of the intercept term, for

IR, CR, and AR oorrelation induction strategies, respectively, can be written as
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Var (b¤) mn = %
¤’

I — p, + Nip,
V = i··—i-··—l 1ar(b°) “‘°'°‘

N — Nam + NxNzm 6

V
1-m + %N1(m—p.) 2“‘“’°"'··*^·‘

N-Forthe special case in which the CR and AR correlation induction strategies do not necessitate the

use of independent random number streams; that is, N; = 0 and N; = N, the variances of the in-

tercept term are the same under OLS and WLS estimation. The vaxiances of the intercept term for

the pure CR and pure AR strategies, respectively, become

l — p, + Np,
Var ( bg ) C, = ———1;2-l 6*

1-m + %N(m-P.)
V¤r(b¤)^¤= ****7-**

<*‘.
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Appendix G .

B·Optimal First Order Designs

The bias component of the MSE of slope criteria, B, was considered in section 3.2.1 of this paper.

The Min·B value of the pure second order design moment for a two·level factorial design was

shown to be the following:

•· w„•

[**1wherez is the scalar term that converts the OLS alias matrix into the WLS alias matrix. Therefore,

z== 1 for an OLS analysis, and the WLS equations for z under the IR, CR, and AR correlation

induction strategies (as shown in Appendix E on page 296) become

N
zu =

N * Nzp+ + N1Ngp+

Z=A.
N • N3 p+ + %N;Ng (p+—p_)
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where N1 is the number of design points assigned common or antithetic random number streams

and N; is the number of design points assigrxed independent streams.

Under OLS estimation, z= l , and the B-optimal value of the second order design moment is

[ii] = w„ . Therefore, a Min·B design has pure second order design moments of [ii]=
‘/s

if the

region is cuboidal, or [ii]= l/(k+ 2) if the region is spherical. Under WLS estimation, the
‘

B·optimal value of [iilis a function of N, N;, N;, p+, p_ , and k, or equivalently, [ii] is a function

of p+, p_, k, and N, (the number of center runs).

The figures in the remainder of this appendix are plots of the the B·optimal values of [ii] under

WLS estimation. The optimal values of [ii] are plotted versus p+ , p_ ’ k, and N, for spherical and

cuboidal regions of interest. There are plots for both the CR and AR correlatiorn induction strate·

gies, and the results for the IR strategy are irndicated whenever pr = p- = 0. The values of k

correspond to the number of factors in the following two-level factorial designs:

l. Full 2* factorial designs with k = I, 2, 3, 4 factors.

2. One~half fractiorns of the 2k factorial designs witln k = 5, 6 factors.

3. 0ne·quarter fractions of the 2k designs with k == 7 factors.

Figures G-l through G·8 present the results for the CR strategy and Figures G-9 through G-14

present the results for the AR strategy. Each odd-numbered figure corresponds to a cuboidal region

of interest and the immediately following even·numbered figure corresponds to a spherical region

of interest.
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Appendix H

J-Optimal First Order Designs in a Cuboida] Region

The tigures presented in Chapter 3 illustrated the J·optimal two-level factorial designs for the cor-

relation induction strategies in a spherical region of interest. Due to the sirnilarity of the results for

spherical and cuboidal regions, the results for cuboidal regions were omitted from Chapter 3 and

are presented in this appendix. Figures H-] through H·2] are the plots for cuboidal regions that

correspond to the plots for spherical regions presented in Figures l through 21.

The line convention used to denote the values of p + and p - in each of the ligures is as follows:

Type of Line CR Strategy AR Strategy

I- P + = 0 p+ —
P- = 0

2~ °""°""'“°°'“°“' p+ =.3 p+ — p_ = .3

3, —-—---———-—- p+=.6 p+- p_ =.6

4·
____________ pl, = .9 p+ — p_ = .9 .
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-Append1x I

Computer Programs for Determmation of J and J*

in the F1rst Order Case

xxA0392JMD JOB 33F02,JMD,REGION=1536K
xxx
xxx This program computes the J-optimal values of [ii], J, B, and V,
xxx as well es the D-optimal values of [ii], J, B, and V,
xxx and the V·optimal values of J, B, and V.
xxx
xxx This program uses a FORTRAN subroutine, which calls an
xxx IMSL subroutine MYPOLY from within SAS PROC MATRIX.
xxx
xxPRIORITY IDLE
xxJOBPARM LINES=1,CARD$=l00,ACCTPG
x/STEPI EXEC VSFZC
xxFORT.SYSIN DD x .
C···· INITIALIZATIONS•

INTEGER FUNCTION MATSUB(NARG,ARGS)
INTEGERx4 NARG, ARGS(1)
INTEGERx6 MIN, MAX, ROW, COL, ILOC, OLOC, IER
REALx8 IBA$E(1), ODASE(1)C··—- ENSURE THAT ONLY ONE ARGUMENT IS PASSED TO THIS PROCEDURE¤
IF(NARG.NE.l) THEN
MATSUB = 5

RETURN
ENDIFC····

ENSURE THAT THE ONE ARGUEMENT IS A 1 BY NDEG+l OR NDEG+l VECTOR
C WHERE 0 , NDEG , 101

CALL ARG(ARGS(1),ROW,COL,ILOC,IBASE)
MIN = MINO(ROW,COL)
MAX = MAXO(ROW,COL)
IF(MIN.NE.1.0R.MAX.LE.1.0R.MAX.GE.102) THEN

MATSUB = 6
RETURN
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ENDIF
E··—- gsäégä THE MATRIX IN WHICH THE ZEROS OF THE POLYNOMIAL WILL BE

CALL SETUP(1;MAX—1;2)
CALL ARG(1;ROW;COL;OLOC;OBASE)
IF(ROW.E0.0.0R.COL.E0.0) THEN

MATSUB = 1
RETURN

ENDIF
C···· FIND THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL USING THE IMSL ROUTINE ZRPOLYCALL ZRPOLY(IBASE(ILOC);MAX·1;OBASE(OLOC);IER)

MATSUB = IER
RETURN

x END
/
//$TEP2 EXEC PGM=IEWL;PARM='MAP;LIST'
//SY$PRINT DD $YSOUT=A
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=SY$D^•SPÄcE=(TRKn(4004Ü))
//SYSLIB DD DSN=SYS2.SAS.SUBLIB,DISP=SHR
/1 DD DSN=$YS2.SAS.LIBRARY.DISP=SHR// DD D$N=SYS2.$AS.LIBRARY;DISP=SHR// DD DSN=SYS2.PLIBASE;DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=SYS2.VSF2FORT;DISP=SHR R3.VFORTLIB;DISP=SHR// DD DSN=VPI.IMSLDP,DISP=SHR IMSL77.DP;DISP=SHR1/ DD DSN=vPI.UTILITY.NEW,DISP=$HR//SYSLIN gg £SN=&&LOADSET;DISP=(OLD;DELETE;DELETE)
//

INCLUDE SYSLIB(MATMAIN)
ENTRY MATMAIN
SETSSI BF110000NAME MYPOLY(R)

/
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=&LIBRARY;DISP=(NEW;PASS;DELETE);UNIT=SYSDA:// SPACE=(CYL;(10;20»20);;CONTIG)
//STEP1 EXEC SAS
//SYSIN DD X
OPTIONS NOCENTER NODATE NONUMBER LS=1205
TITLE 'Correlation Induction Schemes as a Function of VB Ratio';PRDC MATRIX FUZZ FN=5;

XInput Desired Output: 1=[ii] 2=[ii];J 3=J 6=J;J·Bias;J-Var 5=Al1;0UTPUT=3;
XInput Region Shape: 1=Cub• 2=Sphere;
REGIDN=2;ägpppt Least Squares Technique: 1=OLS 2=WLS;— 5;%Bpgt Correlation Strategy: 1=IR 2=CR 3=AR;

· B .äéngut Number of Center Runs;
= 5

Xlnput Number of factors; k;
KDATA=(1 3 5);
Xlnput Values of rho plus;
RPDATA=(0 .3 .6 .9);
Xlnput Values of Variance to Bias Ratio;
VBDATA=¢.01 .05 .1 .5 .75 1

1.5 Z 2.5 3 3.5 6 6.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10);
X IR and CR Strategies;
IF STR<3 THEN RMDATA=(0);
X AR Strategy;
IF STR=3 THEN RMDATA=RPDATA;

NK=NCOL(KDATA)5
DO KNO=1 TO NK BY 15
K=KDATA(1;KNO);
PHI=Ki/2;
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xCuboida1 Region;
IF REGION=1 THEN N=l#13s
IF REGION=1 THEN Y=(4+5|K-SIPHI)8/(15|K+30)$
§$pherica1 Region:
IF REGION=2 THEN N=1#/(K+2)ß
IF REGION=2 THEN Y=(K+2·PHI)l/((K+Z)|(K+4));
IF K>0 THEN FR=1s
IF K>4 THEN FR=.5;
IF K>6 THEN FR=.25§ ‘
N=FR{(2¢#K)+NCß
IF NC>0 THEN N2C=NC·1§
IF NC=0 THEN N2C=0;
N1C=N-NZC; TIF NC>1 THEN N2A=NC·2;
IF NC<=1 THEN N2A=NC;
N1A=N-NZA;
NVB=NCOL(VBDATA);
NRP=NCOL(RPDATA);
NRM=NCOL(RMDATA)ß
NRHO=NRPI(NRP+1)#/2i
DATAI=J(NVB+2,NRHO+1•0);
DATAN=J(NVB+2•NRHO+l»0)3
DATAJ=J(NVB+2,NRNO+1,0)B
DATAB=J(NVB+2,NRHO+1•0);
DATAV=J(NVB+2•NRHO+1•0);

DO VBNO=1 T0 NVB BY 1;
VB=VBDATA(1•VBNO);
COUNT=0;

D0 RPNO=1 T0 NRP BY 1:
RP=RPDATA(1•RPND)i

D0 RMNO=I T0 NRM BY 1 NNILE¢RMNO<=RPNO)z
RM=RMDATA(1•RMNO)$

xIr&0LS; IF L$T=1 THEN Z=1;
xCr&NL$s IF LST=2 AND STR=2 THEN Z=NO/(N·N2CIRP+N1C|N2C|RP)s
xAr&NL$s IF LST=2 AND STR=3 THEN Z=NI/(N-N2AIRP+.5¢N1A|N2At(RP-RM));

IIv=1;
IIB=N#/Z;

xl IR; IF $TR=1 THEN V=1;
x2 Cr0: IF LST=I AND STR=2 THEN V=1—((N1C|RP)|/N)+(((N1CIN1C)¢RP)O/N);
x5 Ar0; IF L$T=1 AND STR=3 THEN V=1—((N1A¢RP)¢/N)

+(((N1A#N1A)|(RP-RM))!/(2¢N));
x4 CrNs IF LST=2 AND STR=2 THEN V=(N—N¢RP+N#N1C|RP)O/

(N-N2C¢RP+N1C|N2C|RP);
x5 ArHs IF L$T=2 AND STR=3 THEN V=(N-N8RP+.5#N8N1AI(RP—RM))¢/

(N-N2AIRP+.5#N1A8N2A#(RP-RM)J;
x6 CrP; IF N2C=0 AND STR=2 THEN V=1-RP+NtRPs
x7 ArP; IF N2A=0 AND $TR=3 THEN V=1-RP+.5|N¢(RP-RM);
A=((N¢KI(1·RP)¢(2·VB))#/(ZOV))—(HI/Z); .
B=(N8N¢K8(1—RP)8(VB—1))¢/(ZGV)B
C=‘(HBW*KD(1'RP)B(NÜPHI+2’Y)BVD)#/(ZBPHIÜZÖZÖV)B
S=B·(A#A#/5); S3=SI/5:
T=(2¢A#A#A8/27)-(AGBQ/3)+C; T2=TQ/2;
U=(T28T2)+($3IS3|S3);
0NE3=1Q/3;

IF U GT 0 THEN DO;
PIN=-TZ+$0RT(U):
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IF PIN LT 0 THEN P=-((AB$(PIN))|¢0NE3);
IF PIN GE 0 THEN P=(PIN#IONE5);
0IN=T2+SORT(U);
IF 0IN LE 0 THEN 0=(ABS(0IN))##0NE3;
IF OIN GT 0 THEN 0=·(0IN8IONE3);
II=-(AI/3)+P+0;
END;

IF U LE 0 THEN DO;
CC=J(1,4;0);
CC(1;1)=1;
CC(1;2)=A;
CC(1„3)=B;
CC(1;4)=C;
ROOTS=MYPOLY(CC);
REAL=ROOTS(;1);
II=REAL(<>•1);
END;

COUNT=COUNT+13
DATAI(1;COUNT+I)=RP;
DATAN(1;COUNT+1)=RP;
DATAJ(1;COUNT+l)=RP; ·
DATAB(1;COUNT+1)=RP;
DATAV(1;COUNT+1)=RPß
DATAI(2;COUNT+1)=RM;
DATAN(2;COUNT+1)=RM;
DATAJ(2;COUNT+1)=RM;
DATAB(2;COUNT+1)=RM;
DATAV(2;COUNT+1)=RM;
DATAI(VBNO+2;COUNT+1)=IIß
DATAH(VBNO+2;COUNT+1)=IIB;

VMSE=V+((N|KI(1·RP))|/II);
THETA=(V+N#K|(1—RP)#/II)i/(VDI!(PHII((ZIII—H)I¢2))+(2|YIN)));
BMSE=THETA|((PHII((Z#II·H)|O2))+(28YIH));
JMSE=VMSE+BM$E;
DATAJ(VBNO+2,COUNT+1)=JMSE;

BBIA$=THETAI((PHIO((Z{IIB·H)#|2))+(2|Y#H));
VBIAS=V+((NIK|(1—RP))O/IIB);
JBIA$=vBIA$+BBIAS; °
DATAB(VBNO+Z;COUNT+1)=JBIAS;

VVAR=V+((NlKI(1·RP))t/IIV);
BVAR=THETA#((PHII((Z¢IIV—N)|#2))+(2|Y8N))§
JvAR=VVAR+BvAR;
DATAV(VBNO+2;COUNT+1)=JVAR$

END;
END;
DATAI(vBNO+2;1)=vB;
DATAJ(VBNO+2•1)=VB;
DATAB(VBNO+2;1)=VB;
DATAv(VBNO+2;1)=VD;
END;

IF STR=1 THEN DATAI=DATAI(;1:2);
IF STR=1 THEN DATAJ=DATAJ(;1:2);
IF STR=1 THEN DATAB=DATAB(;1:2);
IF STR=1 THEN DATAV=DATAV(;l¤2);
IF STR=2 THEN DATAI=DATAI(„1«NRP+1);
IF STR=2 THEN DATAH=DATAN(;1¤NRP+1);
IF STR=2 THEN DATAJ=DATAJ(;1¤NRP+1);
IF $TR=2 THEN DATAB=DATAB(;1:NRP+1)§
IF STR=2 THEN DATAV=DATAV(•1¤NRP+1);
DATAN=DATAN(1•3„);
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C1='K' 'NC' 'PHI' 'R•9ion' 'LSTech' 'CIStrat' 'N2C' 'N2A's
IF STR=1 THEN C2='V/B'

•II's
IF STR=2 THEN C2='V/B' 'IRPO' 'IRP5' 'IRP6' 'IRP9';
IF STR=3 THEN CZ='V/B' 'IRP00' 'IRP30' 'IRP33' 'IRP60' 'IRP65'

'IRP66' 'IRP90' 'IRP95' 'IRP96' 'IRP99'$
IF STR=1 THEN C5='v/B' 'JMSE's
IF STR=2 THEN C3='V/B' 'JRPO' 'JRP3' 'JRP6' 'JRP9';
IF STR=3 THEN C3='V/B' 'JRP00' 'JRP50' 'JRP35' 'JRP60' 'JRP63'

'JRP66' 'JRP90' 'JRP95' 'JRP96' 'JRP99';
IF STR=1 THEN C4='V/B' •BM$E's
IF STR=2 THEN C4='V/B' 'BRPO' 'BRP3' 'BRP6' 'BRP9';
IF $TR=3 THEN C4='V/B' 'BRP00' 'BRP50' 'BRP53' 'BRP60' 'BRP63'

'BRP66' 'BRP90' 'BRP93' 'BRP96' 'BRP99';IF STR=1 THEN C5='v/B' •vM$E's
IF STR=2 THEN C5='V/B' 'VRPO' 'VRP5' 'VRP6' 'VRP9';
IF STR=3 THEN C5='V/B' 'VRP00' 'VRP30' 'VRP33' 'VRP60' 'VRP63'

'VRP66' 'VRP90' 'VRP93' 'VRP96' 'VRP99';
R1='RP' 'RM':1: :2: :3: ng: :5: :6: ny: ng: ng: :10: :11: :12: :13: IIQI

'15' '16' '17' '18' '19' '20' '21' '22' '25' '24' '25' '26' '27's
DATAK=KI luc! IPHII !RE61ou! usr! Isral Iuzcl IN2As
PRINT DATAK COLNAME=C1 RONNAME=R1;

IF OUTPUT NE 3 AND OUTPUT NE 4 THEN DO;

ESÄNT DATAI COLNAME=C2 ROHNAME=R1;
IF DUTPUT NE 5 AND OUTPUT NE 4 AND LST=2 AND NC>0 THEN DD;E¤äNT DATAH COLNAME=C2 RONNAME=R1;
IF DUTPUT NE 1 THEN DO;

25äNT DATAJ COLNAME=C5 RONNAME=R1;
IF DUTPUT=4 OR 0UTPUT=5 TNEN DO;
PRINT DATAD COLNAME=C4 RONNAME=R1;
PRINT DATAV COLNAME=C5 RONNAME=R1;
END:
END:
/¥
//
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//AO392JMO JOB 33F02,SAS:CLASS=0
/¤PRIORITY IDLE

I This program computes the JI-optimal values of J!
I as a function of Theta OR VI/BI s
OPTIONS NOCENTER NODATE NONUMBER L$=120; ‘
TITLE 'Optimal Values of J-Star';
PROC MATRIX FUZZ FN=5s
II=1s

IInput Desired Output: l=JI vs. theta 2=JI vs. VI/BI ;
OUTPUT=2s
Ilnput Region Shape: l=Cube 2=Sphere;
REGION=2; ‘

.Ilnput Number of factors, ks
KDATA=(2 6):
Ilnput Values of rho plus;
RPDATA=(0 .3 .6 .9);
Ilnput Values of Thetas
TDATA=(.01 .05 .1 .5 .75 1

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10);
Ilnput Values of Variance to Bias Ratio;
VBDATA=(.01 .05 .1 .5 .75 1

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10);

NK=NCOL(KDATA)s
DO KNO=1 TO NK BY ls
K=KDATA(1:KNO)s

ICuboidal Regionsl
IF REGION=1 THEN H=1!/3:
ISpherical Region:
IF REGION=2 THEN Ü*1#/(K+Z)5

NTHE=NCOL(TDATA)s
NVB=NCOL(VBDATA)s
NRP=NCOL(RPDATA)s
DATAJVB=J(NVB+l.NRP+l•O);
DATAJT=J(NTHE+l,NRP+1•0)z ‘

IIf Inputting Values of THETA;
IF OUTPUT=1 THEN DO;

BO THENO=1 TO NTHE BY 1;
THETA=TDATA(1,THENO)s
COUNTT=0;
DO RPNO=1 T0 NRP BY ls I
RP=RPDATA(1.RPNO)s

COUNTT=COUNTT+l$
DATAJT(l,COUNTT+1)=RPs

VSTAR=(K#(l·RP))8/II;
BSTAR=4IHlTHETAs
JSTAR=V$TAR+BSTARs
DATAJT(THENO+l.COUNTT+1)=JSTARz

END; IRF:
DATAJT(THENO+1„l)=THETAs
END; xTHEz
END; IIF THE:

IIf Inputting VB Ratios;
IF OUTPUT=2 THEN BO:
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DO VBNO=1 T0 NVB BY 1;
VB=VBDATA(1;VBNO);
COUNT=0;

D0 RPNO=1 T0 NRP BY 1;
RP=RPDATA{1;RPNO);
COUNT=COUNT+1§
DATAJVB(1;COUNT+1)=RP;

V$TAR=(KI(1·RP))#/II;
BSTAR=VSTARI/VB;
JSTAR=VSTAR+BSTAR;
DATAJVB(VBNO+1;COUNT+1)=J5TARß

END; XRP;
l

DATAJVB(VBNO+1;1)=VB;
END; XVB;
END; ¥IF VB;

C1='K' 'R•9ion';

IF 0UTPUT=1 THEN C2='Th•ta' 'RPO' 'RP3' 'RP6' 'RP9';IF 9gTPUT=2 THEN C2='V/B' 'RPO' 'RP3' 'RP6' 'RP9';
äé;nRpi ele nze nge nge n5e nge eye nge nge Ilul elle elzn else Ilql

'15' '16' '17' '18' '19' '20' '21' 'Z2' '23' '24' '25' '26' 'Z7';
DATAK=KIlREGION;
PRINT DATAK COLNAME=C1 ROHNAME=R1;

IF 0UTPUT=1 THEN DD;
PRINT DATAJT COLNAME=C2 RONNAME=R2;
END;
IF 0UTPUT=2 THEN DO;
PRINT DATAJVB COLNAME=CZ RONNAME=R2;
END;
END; lk;
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Appendix J

Second Order Response Model

For the situation in which an experimenter tits a second order polynomial model to experimental

data, the «1uation for thejitted response model can be written as

^
k lt 2Y = bo + Zb1*1 + 21%*1 + ZZb11*1*1.1•l 1-1 1 < 1

If there is uncertainty as to whether or not the titted second order model can adequately describe

the response surface curvature, then an appropriate experimental plan would protect against biases

due to missing third order terms. The equation for the third order protection model becomes

k k 2 k s 2Y = ßo + zß1*a + 2}*11*1 + Zß111*1 + zZß11*1*1+ Zzßujk *11•l 1•l 1•l 1 < 1 1 < 1

‘ +ZZß¤11*1*i+ ZZZß¤¤1*¤*i*1+=-1 < 1 h <1 < 1

The general linear model form of the protection model, partitioned into a titted part and an untitted

part, can be written as
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For the lit-protection situation ofd, = 2 and dg = 3, the Q, and Q, vectors are

E1E2

= [ ßm
· · ·· ·ßkkk ßuz •

· · - ·ßk-1,k-1,1: ßl22 •·
· ••ßk·1,l:,k ß123•·•••ß1:—2,k—1,k]'

where E, has dimensions (p,xl), with p, = 1+ 2k+(§ )= %(k+ l)(1:+ 2) coeflicients, and Q, has

dimensions (pgxl), with pg-k+2(§)+(l§) = k*+(l;) == ‘/61:(k+l)(1:+2) coefiicients. The

corresponding X, and X, matrices can be written as

1 1:,, . . . 1:,, 1:,,* . . . 1:,,* 1:,, 1:,, . . . 1:,_,_, 1:,,
1 1:,, 1:,, 1:,,* 1:,,* 1:,,1:,, 1:,_,_,1:,,

x,=ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
1- 1:,,,

. . 1:,,,* . . 1:,,,* 1:,,,1:,,, . . 1:,_,_,, 1:,,, (Nxp,)

1:,,* 1:,,* 1:,,* 1:,, 1:,,,,* 1:,, 1:,, 1:,,*... 1:,_,_,1:,,* 1:,, 1:,, 1:,, 1:,,,, 1:,,,_, 1:,,

1:,,* 1:,,* 1:,,* 1:,, 1:,,,,* 1:,, 1:,, 1:,,*... 1:,,,, 1:,,* x,, 1:,, 1:,, ;.. 1:,,,, 1:,,,, 1:,,

x,-ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
*1u* !ui° Xniz Mu

!¤-nn;
Mu im Kanz)-- X:-ui Xmz Xm Flm Xm ···.X¤-z.~ X:-in Mu

(Nxpz)

where k is the number of design variables and N is the number of design points.
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The design moment matrices are useful in describing the average variance and bias properties of

specific design classes. For the case of litting a second order model (dl = 2), with protection against

a true third order model (dz = 3), the Ml l design moment matrix contains moments through order

2dl = 4, the Mll matrix contains moments through order dl + dl = 5, and the Mu matrix contains

moments through order 2d;=6. For convenienee, the (k·l)"• variable is denoted by j and the

(k·2)°* variable is denoted by i in the matrices which follow.

X]

I [1] [2] [k] [11] [22] [kk] [12] [I3] [jk]

[1] [II] [12] [lk] [111] [122] [Ikk] [112] [113] [ljk]

[2] [12] [22] [2k] [1 12] [222] [2kk] [122] [123] [2jk]

[k] [1k] [2k] [kk] [1 lk] [22k] [kkk] [12k] [13k] [jklr]

[11] [111] [llk] [1111] [1122] [11kk] [1112] [1113] [11jk]
[22] [122] [222] [22k] [I 122] [2222] [22kk] [1222] [1223] [22jk]

[kk] [Ikk] [2kk] [kkk] [1 1 kk] [22kk] [kkkk] [12kk] [I3kk] [jkkk]

[12] [112] [122] ... [12k] [1112] [1222] [12kk] [1122] [1123] [12jk]

[I3] [113] [123] [13k] [1113] [1223] [I3kk] [1123] [1133] [13jk]

[jk] [1jk] [2jk] [jkk] [1 ljk] [22jk] [jkkk] [12jk] [13jk] [jjlrk]
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M2! =
N-!

X'; X;

[Ill] [IIII] [III2] [III!] [IIIII] [lII22] [Illkk] [IIII2] [IIII3] [llljk]

: : [2222] [22h] : [22222] [222kk] : [I2223] [222ik]

[kkk] [Ikkk] [kkkk] [I lkkk] [kkkkk] [I Zkkk] [jkkkk]

[II2] [III2] [II22] [II2k] [IIII2] [11222] [II2kk] [|II22] [III23] [II2jk]

: : [I I23] [I I 3k] : [I I223] [I I 3kk] : [I I I33] [I I3jk]

[jjk] [Iijk] [jjkk] [I Ijjk] [jjkkk] [I 2jjk] [jjjkk]

[122] [I I22] [I222] [122k] [I II22] [I2222] [I22kk] [I I222] [II223]:

: [I233] [I 33k] : [I 2233] [I 33kk] : [I I 333] [I 33jk]

[jkk] [IM] [jkkk] [I Ijkk] [IZjkk] [jjkkk]

[I23] [I I23] [I223] [I23k] [I I I23] [I2223] [I23kk] [I I 223] [I I233] [I23jk]

: : [I224] [l24k] : [I2224] [I24kk] : [I I234] [I24jk]
J

[ijk] [Iijk] ... [ijkk] [I lijk] [ijkkk] [I2ijk] [ijjkk]
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M22=N_lX'g X; '

[llllll] [Hlä] ... [lllttt] [llllll] [lIlll3] ... [Illllt] [llllH] [HH33] „„ [lHltt] [HH23] [Hill] „. [Hlllt]

: [HHH] .. [H2ttt] : [HH23] „. [222l|t] : [l2H13] ... [Hätt] : [IHHI] ... [Hält]

[lllttt] „„ ... [tttttt] [H2ttt] .„ ... [lltttt] [I22ttt] ... ... [jttttt] [lllttt] ... ... [lltttt]

[llllll] [HHH] ..„ [H2ttt] [HHH] [HH23] ... [ll2llt] [IHH2] [llllll] „. [H2itt] [IHHJ] [lllH4] ... [Hält]

: [H2223] .„ [lllttt] : [HH33] ... [H3ljt] : [lH13J] ... [H3ltt] : [lll234] „. [ll1ilt]

[NW!]
-

—· Ulkkkll [Hill!] ·—
·~ Ulllül [milk]

·- ···
UHR!] [mil!)

··· ··- [Hill!]

[HHH] [IZHH] ... [l12ttt] [HIZH] [Hl223] „. [Hält] [HHH] [H2233] „. [lHltt] [HZHJ] [112224] ... [lHilt]

: [IZHJJ] ... [lllttt] : [llllll] ... [l31llt] : [ll333J] ... [Ißltt] : [HZJJ4] ... [l33ilt]

[lllltt]
-

„„ [lttttt] [H2lt.t] ... ... [lllttt] [lHltt] ... „. [lltttt] [lällttj ... ... [lllttt]

[HHI3] [M22] „„ [lßttt] [IHHJ] [llllll] „. [l23llt] [H2121] [llllll] ... [l13ltt] [HH33] [H2234] ... [l23llt]

: [IHHI] ... [lllttt] : [llllll] „. [lllllkl : [HZSJQ] ... [lßllttl : [IIHM] ... [I2|llt]

[Hlllt] .„ „. [Iltttt] [Hält] „. ... [lllltt] [lH|lt] ... ... [lllttt] [l23llt] ... ... [lllltt]

where the elements of the moment matriees, [ 1*, 2*, ......k*n], are deiined in Appendix B

(pages 278-282).

The oorresponding regon moment matrices, p„, pn, and pn, are identical in form to the design

moment matrices, but the design moments are replaced with regon moments (for example, [ii]

would be replaced with w„ ). Due to the similarity of the design and regon moment matrices, the

regon moment matrices are not illustrated here.
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. Appendix K

Second Order Model For Estimation of Slopes

For the situation in which a second order polynomial model is being used to fit experimental data,

with the purpose of predicting the rate of change of the response variable with respect to the input

variables, the equation used to estimate the
i“•

partial derivative of the response function can be

written as

If the experimenter suspects that a third order polynomial model may be needed to describe the true

response surface and desires protection against biases due to unlitted third order terms, then the

equation for the
i"•

partial derivative of the protection model becomes

l 2voi,) = ö_ * ß1+ 2%*1 + 3%1*1 + 2%*5 + 2Z%5*1*5x2 1=••¤ in

J¢l hl! < ]¢l
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The matrix form ofthe partial derivative of the response function can be partitioned into two parts,

a litted part and an unlitted part, when model uncertainty exists, written as

Im * ^'rwE¤ + ^'2wE=·

For the 1it·protection situation ofdl = 2 and dg = 3, the Q vectors of the partitioned model are

E2 * [ ß1r1»····ßkkk ßr1z·····ßk-1,k-1,k ßl22•···•/gk-1,x,k

ßmwhereQ; has dimensions (plxl), with pr = 1+ 2k+(§ )= %(k+ l)(k+ 2) coedicients, and Q; has

dimensions (pgxl), with p; -1:+ 2 (I; ) +
(I; ) = */6 k(k+ 1)(k+ 2) coeliicients. The corresponding

A',„ matrixcan bewrittenas

010..0 2Xg0..o X;X3..Xk
001..0 02x;..0 Xg0..0X3X4..Xk.0
000..000..O 0x;..0x;0..0.0

A'Iw=000..0 00..0 00..0 0x;..0.0

000..l 00..2xk00..x, Ü0..Xg.Xk_l

where Nm is a kxp; matrix. The correspnding AN, matrixcan be written as
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3x;’ 0 0 . 0 0
0 3x} 0 . 0 O

6 6 6 Ä 6 arg
2x;X; X;z Ü . Ü Ü
2x;x; 0 xf . 0 0

0 2x;x; xzz . 0 0
0 2x;x4 0 . 0 0

Ö0

0 0 „ 2xk_lxk Xk_lz
Am) 2

xzz 2x;x; 0 . 0 0
xf 0 2x;x; . 0 0

Ü Xgz Zxzx; . Ü Ü
0 xß 0 . 0 0

Ö xpz Zxixk .

0 0 0 . Xkz 2xk_ixk

xzx; xlx; x;x; . 0 0
u

x2x4 xlxs 0 . 0 0

xl:-Öxk xl:-2%k·l

where Am, is a p;xk matrix.

The matrices of the partial derivatives of the response function, integrated over the region of inter-

est, are useful in describing the average variance and bias properties ofdesigns used in the estimation

of the slope coeflicients. The region matrices for the partial derivatives of the response function are

denoted by pß , p;, and p; . For convenience, the (k·l)"· variable is denoted by j and the
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(k-2)*** variable is denoted by i in the matxices which follow. (The elements of the region matrices

are defined in Appendix D on pages 287·29l.)

I

#11 = ür fk Am;) Nu;) dx

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . 0

0 I 0 0 Zw, 0 0 w, ' w, wk . . 0

: 0 I 0 0 Zw, 0 w, O 0 . . :

O 0 „„ .„ l O .„ .„ 2Wk O ... W, . . Wi

0 Zw, O „. 0 4wn O „. 0 Zw}: Zw]; ... 2Wlk . . 0
: 0 Zw, 0 0 4w22 0 Zwlz 0 0 . . :

0 Ü „• „•
i
2Wk Ü „„ „. 4wkk 0 „„ „. 2WIk . „ 2Wjk

Ü W; W, „. 0 Zw]; Zw]2 ... O Wn+W22 W2; ... W2k . . O

I W, 0 .„ Ü Zw}; Ü .„ 0 W2; WH+W;; .„ W;k . . Z

0 Wk „. „. W, 2Wlk .„ ... 2Wik W2k .„ Wn+Wkk . . W1

0 0 .„ „„ Wj 0 .„ .„ 2Wjk O Wü+Wkk
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•
#21 = ür fk ^zw ^'14;; dl

0 3WII 0 „„ 0 ÖWIII 0 „. O JWIIZ 3WII3 .„ 3WIIk . . 0

2 0 3w22 ... 0 O 0 3WI22 O ... 0 . . 0

0 O O „. „„ éwkkk 0 Bwjkk

O ZWI2 WII
.„ O ÄWII2 ZWII2 „. 0 ZWII2+WIII 2wl23 .„

ZWI2k . . O

Z ZWI3 0 ... 0 4wll3 O O ZWI23 ZWI33+WIII ZWI3k . . O

0 0 .„ ... Wü 0 „. .„ Zwük 02wIO

W22 ZWI2 „„ 0 ZWI22 4wl22 ... 0 W222+2WII2 W223 Wzzk . . 0
Z W3; O .„ O ZWI33 O „. 0 W233 O

0 U „. „. Zwjk 0 .„ .„ 4wjkk 0 .„ ... zwljk . . Wkkk+ZWjjk

Ü W23 WI3 .„ 0 ZWI23 ZWII3 „. 0 W223+WII3 W233+WII2 „.
Wzsk . . O

2 W24 WI4 „. 0 ZWI24 ZWI24
„. 0 W224+WI I4 w234 ... W24k . . O

0 O .„ „. Wü 0 .„ Zwük 0 Wiü+Wikk
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. Appendix L

Second Order Design Plans

Second order response surface designs are experimental plans useful in the estirnation of second

order polynomial models. Such designs require that each factor be present at three or more levels

and that there be at least one design point for each of the pg = %(k + l)(k+ 2) estimated coefiicients,

of which k+ l are linear, k are quadratic, and (ä ) are two-way interaction coetlicients.

lf there is doubt as to whether or not a second order polynomial model can adequately describe the

response surface curvature in the region of interest, then it may be desirable to use a second order

design which affords some protection against cubic curvature. The pg = */6 k(k+ l)(k+ 2) third or-

der coeflicients would not be included in the iitted model, but the experimental plan would be de-

signed to protect against bias due to missing cubic terms;

For second order polynomial models with k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 factors, Table L—l summarizes the

number of iitted model terms (pg) and the number of unfitted third order model terms (pg).
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Table L-I. Fitting a Second Order Response Surface Model with Protection Against Third Order Bias.
Number of factors, fitted model terms ( p,). and unfitted third order terms ( pg).

Number of Number of
Values of : Fitted Coeflicients Unfitted Coellicients

p,
- */1 (k+ l)(k+2) pg

- */6 k(k+ l)(k+2)

ßlj ßill ßlil ßlit

<‘;> U;) <';> <§>
33
IHIEIII 3 3 3 3 3 3 ll

3 El 35 IIKKIIIKIHIIIIN
ÄE 33 IIIIKKK 33 Ä!]

IHIZIII 77 3333

The following three design properties are particularly important in the evaluation of the correlation

induction strategies examined in this research:

I. Odd design moments through order five are equal to zero.

2. Evcmorder design moments are constant.

3. The design can be partitioned into orthogonal blocks.

The orthogonal blocking property is necessary for implementation of the assignment rule blocking

strategy and the design moment conditions enable the equations for B and B' to be written in terms

of three (instead of pg) unknown third order parameters, regardless of the value of k. These con-

ditions also lead to a common form of Var [hg] , thereby simplifying the equations for V and V'.

Because of the importance of the orthogonal blocking property and the design moment conditions,

all of the designs used in this research (except the small composite designs) have been selected for

achievement of these properties. The SCDs have the last two properties, but do not have the first,

and therefore the optimal SCDs cannot be determined analytically.
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The four second order design classes which are used in this research for evaluation ofthe correlation

induction strategies are as follows:

1. Central Composite Designs (CCDs)

a) Full factorial replications k = 2, 3, 4, 5 factors.
b) %-fractional factorials k = 6, 7 factors.

2. Box-Belnnken Designs (BBDs) k = 4, 5, 7 factors.

3. Three·level Factorial Designs (FACs)

a) Full factorial replications k = 3, 4, 5 factors.
b) '/:·fractional factorials k = 6, 7 factors.

4. Small Composite Designs (SCDs)
A

a) Hartley Designs (SCD~H) k = 3, 4, 6 factors.
b) Draper Designs (SCD·D) k = 5, 7 factors.

For each of the specific second order designs used in this research, Table L-2 summarizes the

number of factors (k), the number of blocks (b), the number of non·center design points,

(N — N, ), the ratio of [iiii] to [iiij] (r), and whether the design is orthogonally blockable. For

the CCDs and SCDs, the orthogonal blocking property is indicated by the axial distance, a, needed

to aclnieve the property.

The specific CCDs, BBDs, FACs (for k== 3, 4 only), and SCDs used in this research are illustrated

on the following pages of this appendix:

Design # Factors
cms (k) P°g°°
CCDs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 363-369

BBDs 4, 5, 7 371-372

FACs 3, 4 373-375

SCDs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 376-380
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Table L-2. Second Order Response Surface Designs.
Design classes, number of factors, blocks, and design points.

DESIGN Number Number Number Ratio Orthogonal
of of of of

CLASS Factors [ Blocks Non-Center |iiii| to liiijl Blocking
. ; Points _

( k) ( Ö) (N— M) ( Y )

CCD 2 8 3 a = 1.414
CCD 3 14 3.42 a = 1.764

‘ CCD 4 24 3.24 a = 2.058
CCD 5 42 2.78 es = 2.309
CCD 6 (% fr.) 44 3.48 a = 2.511
CCD 7 (% fr.) 78 2.70 a= 2.717

BBD 4 L 24 3 Yes
BBD 5 } 40 4 Yes
BBD 7 I 56 3 Yes

PAC 3 „ 27 Yes
PAC 4 L 81 Yes
PAC s ) 243 Yes
PAC 6 (*/1 fr.) 243 Yes
PAC 7 (*/1 fr.) L 729 Yes

SCD·H 3 L 10 •
sco-H 4 16 •
SCD-D s / 22 •

SCD~H 6
L

28 *
SCD~D 7 j 42 4.75

Note: 'The ° indicates that t.he value of an needed for onhogonal blocking in the /¢-3, 4,
5, 6 SCDs, and the resulting value of r, depend on the number ofcenter nms required
for the J and

J‘
optimal designs. (See pages 376-379 for the values of a and r.)
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k-2 CCD

X1 K2

-1 -1
1 -1

-1 1
1 1
0 0

D = ·-··~··-·-·· x g
•a O
a 0
0 -a
O a
0 0

0 0 (1) for Min·V°'

F = 4
I1, = 4

a = 1.4142136 for orthogonal blocking

r = lüül/läiil = 3

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .5773503 for Min·B g = .6831301 for Min·B
g = .7071068 for Min·B* g = .8164966 for Min-B*

Ncä 2 for Mi¤·V|Mi¤·B N„; 2 for Min V|Min~B ° .
N„;3 for Min V*|Mi¤-B* N,;3 for Min V*|Mi¤·B*
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_ k - 3 CCD .

L1 X2 Ba

-1 -1 -1
-1 1 1

1 -1 1
1 1 -1

-1 -1 -1
-1 1 1

D = 1 -1 1 x g
1 1 -1
0 0 0

a O 0
-a 0 0
0 a 0
0 -a 0
O 0 u
0 0 -a
0 0 0

0 0 0 (I) for Min-V*

F = 8
¤. == 6
a = 1.7638342 for orthogonal blockiug

l r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 3.4197531

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .4840441 for Min-B g = .6445849 for Min-B
g = .5727288 for Min·B* g = .7393896 for Min-8*

N, Q 2 for Min-V|Mi¤-B N, Q 2 for Min V|Mi¤-B
N, Q 3 for Min V*|Mix1-B* N, Q 3 for Min V*|Mix1-8*
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k-4 CCD

K1 K1 Ka K6
-1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 1
-1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1

· -1 1
”

1 1
-1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1

D = 1 1 -1 1 x g
1 1 1 -1
1 -1 -1 -1
1 -1 1 -1
0 0 0 0

-a 0 0 0
a 0 0 0
0 ·a 0 0
0 a 0 0
0 0 ·a 0
0 0 a 0
0 0 0 •a
0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ( N, — 2)

F = 16
¤. = 8
a = 2.0579830 for orthogonal blocking

r = [iiii] / [iijjl == 3.2422145 ’

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

· g =¤ .4286704 for Min-B g = .6261132 for Min-B
g = .4949859 for Min-B' g = .7000158 for Min-8*

N, ss 2 for Min-V|Min-B N, z 3 for Min V|Mi¤·B ‘

N,; 4 for Min V*|Mi¤-B" N,§ 4 for Min V*|Mi11-8*
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k-5 CCD

Z1 K2 K: Ke Bs
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1 1
1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 1 l

-1 -1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1

-1 -1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 1 1

D = 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 x g
1 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 1 -1 1
l 1 1 1 -1

-1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 1 1
-1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 -1 1 -1

1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0

:1:a O 0 O 0 (2)
O l ia O 0 O (2)
0 O :l:a O O (2)
0 O 0 ä:a O (2)
O 0 O O ia (2)

· 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 (N,—2) .

F = 32 a = 2.3094011 for orthogonal blocking

¤,=· 10 r = [iiiil / [iijj] = 2.7777778

Spherical Region : Cuboldal Region :
g = .3911591 for Min-B g = .6167073 for Min-B
g = .4-435328 for Min-B' g == .6775075 for Min-B'
N,§3 for Min-V|Mi¤-B N,§4 for Min V|Min-B
N,§ 5 for Min V*|Mi¤-B* N, 2. 5 for Min V*|Min-B*
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k-6 (% fraction) CCD

L1 K2 Ls Kn Ls K6
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 - 1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 I 1 -1 1 -1
1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 1 1 1

-1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 1 1
-1 -1 1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 1 1
-1 1 -1 1 -1 1

D = -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 x g
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 1 -1 1 1
1 1 1 1 -1 1
1 1 1 1 1 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0

:1:a 0 0 0 0 0 (2) .
0 ia 0 O 0 0 (2)
0 0 ia 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 ia 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 :.*:1: 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 :1:4 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 (N, — 2)

Note: DciiningContrastF
= 32 an = 2.5105837 for orthogonal blocking

n, = 12 I r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 3.4830119
Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :
g = .3625700 for Min-B g = .6102963 for Min-B
g = .4053656 for Min-B* g = .6619593 for Min-8*
N, Q 2 for Min-V|Min-B N, Q 3 for Min V|Min-B
N, Q 5 for Min V°|Min-8* N, Q 5 for Min V*|Min-B*
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k-7 (% Fraction) CCD

Xx X2 Ka K4 Bs K6 K1
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1
1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 1 1 1 1

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 .
-1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
-1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1

1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1

-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1
-1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1

D = 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 xg
1 -1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
-1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1
1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1

. 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

-1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1
-1 ‘ 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1

1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1
1 1 1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

-1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1
-1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 -1

(continued on next page)
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k
-

7 (Vs Fraction) CCD

(continuation)

K1 K2 Ka K4 ls K6 K1

-1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
-1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1

1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1
1

”
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1

1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1 -1 1 1

-1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1
-1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1
-1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 1 1 -1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2) _
0 14 0 0 0 0 0 (2) ·
0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a (2)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (N, — 2)

Note: Defining Contrast = xlxzxgxaxsxsx-, l

F = 64 ‘

Il, ¤ 14

a ¤ 2.7174649 for orthogonal blocking

r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 2.7041420

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .3401342 for Min-B g = .6063341 for Min-B
g = .3760325 for Min·B* g = .6513073 for Min-B*

N, Q 3 for Min-V|Min-B N, Q 4 for Min V|Min-B
N,Q 7 for Min V°|Min-8* N, Q 7 for Min V*|Min-B"
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lt-4 BBD

Z1 K2 Za Ka
-1 -1 0 0
-1 1 0 0 ·

1 -1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 -1 -1
0 0 -1 1
0 0 1 -1
0 0 _ 1 1

‘

-1 0 0 -1
-1 0 0 1

1 0 0 -1
1 0 0 1

D = 0 -1 -1 0 x g
0 -1 1 0
0 1 -1 0
0 1 1 0

-1 0 -1 0
-1 0 1 0

1 0 -1 0
; 1 0 1 0

0 -1 0 -1
0 -1 0 1
0 1 0 -1
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 (N,)

F = 24 '

r = lüül/lüiil = 3

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region : ‘

g = .6123724 for Min-B g = .8944272 for Min-B
g = .7071068 for Min-B* g = 1.0 for Min-B"

N, g 2 for Min-V|Min-B N, ; 3 for Min V|Min-B
N,§ 4 for Min V*|Mi¤·B° N, ä 4 for Min V*|Min-B*
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k-5 BBD

Kt K1 K: Ke Bs

. 11 11 0 0 0
0 0 11 11 0
0 11 0 0 11

11 0 11 0 0
0 0 0 11 11

- 0 0 0 0 0
_ B = ••.••....••„•--••••--•••••••••

0 1:1 11 0 0
11 0 0 11 0

0 0 11 0 11
11 0 0 0 11

0 11 0 11 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 ( N, — 2)

Note: The 1
1’s

indicate the following combinations
of the two variables:

-1 -1
·1 1

1 -1
1 1

F = 40

r =1üii1/1üii1= 4

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .6236096 for Min~B g = .9831921 for Min·B
g = .7071068 for Min·B* g = 1.0801234 for Mi¤·B*

N,; 3 for Min-V|Min·B N,; 3 for Min V|Min·B

B N,; 5 for Min V°|Min-8* N,; 5 for Min V*|Min-8*
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k - 7 BBD

lr K2 Ka K4 Ls Ä6 lv
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 0 11 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D = -~----------------------------------·----- xg
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 l 0

11 0 0 0 0 11 11
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 l 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (N, — 2)

Note: The 1
1’s

indicate the following combinations of the three variables:

First Block Second Block

-1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1

-1 1 1 1 1 1

F = 56

r = lüiil/1üiil= 3

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .5222330 for Min-B g = .9309493 for Min-B
g = .5773503 for Min~B* 1 g = 1.0 for Min-8*

N, z 2 for Min-V|Min-B N, 3 for Min V|Min-B
N, s 5 for Min V°|Min-8* N, ; 5 for Min V*|Min-8*
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k-3 Factorial Design

K1 K2 ls
-1 -1 1
-1 0 0
-1 1 -1
0 -1 1
0 0 0
0 1 -1
1 -1 1
1 0 0
1 1 -1

-1 -1 0
-1 0 -1
-1 1 1 ‘
0 -1 -1

D = 0 0 l x g
0 1 0
1 -1 l
1 0 0
1 -1 -1
0 0 0

-1 -1 -1
-1 0 1
-1 1 0
0 -1 1
0 0 0
0 1 -1
1 -1 0
1 0 -1
1 1 1

F = 27 —

N,;-*0 for Min-V|Mi¤-B and MinV*|Mi11-B"

r = lüül / lüiil = 1-5 ·

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .5532833 for Min-B g = .7367884 for Min-B
g = .6546537 for Mi11~B° g = .8451543 for Min~B*
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k-· 4 Factorial Design

Ki K2 Ka K4
-1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 0 0
-1 -1 1 -1
-1 0 -1 0
-1 0 0 -1
-1 0 1 1
-1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 0 1
-1 1 1 0
0 -1 -1 0
0 -1 0 -1
0 -1 1 1
0 0 -1 -11
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 -1 1
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 -1
1 -1 -1 -1
1 -1 0 1
1 -1 1 0
1 0 -1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 -1
1 1 -1 0
1 1 0 -1

D 1 1 1 1
=

•••••¤••~~~•~••¤••••¤••~
X

-1 -1 -1 -1 8
-1 -1 0 1
-1 -1 1 0
-1 0 -1 1
-1 0 0 0
-1 0 1 -1
-1 1 -1 0
-1 1 0 -1
-1 1 1 1
0 -1 -1 1
0 -1 0 0
0 -1 1 -1
0 0 -1 01 0 0 0 -1
0 0 1 1
0 1 -1 -1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 -1 -1 O
1 -1 0 -1
1 -1 1 1
1 0 -1 -1
1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 -1 1
1 1 O 0
1 1 1 -1

(continued on next page)
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k-4 Factorial Design

(continuation)
1

Xx K1 K: K4
-1 -1 -1 0
-1 -1 0 -1
-1 -1 1 1
-1 0 -1 -1
-1 0 0 1
-1 0 1 0
-1 1 -1 1
-1 1 0 0
-1 1 1 -1
0 -1 -1 -1
0 -1 0 1
0 -1 1 0
0 0 -1 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 l -1
0 1 -1 0
0 1 0 -1
0 1 1 1
1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 0 0
1 -1 1 -1
1 0 -1 0
1 0 0 -1
1 0 1 1
1 1 -1 -1
1 1 0 1
l 1 1 0

Note: Blocking Contrast = x;x;x;x.• _

F = 81

N„;0 for Min-V|Min-B and Min V*|Min-8*

r = liüil / liiiil = 1-5

Spherical Region : Cuhoidal Region :

g = .5 for Min-B g = .7302967 for Min·B
g = .5773503 for Min-8* g = .8164966 for Min~B*
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k · 3 SCD~Hart1cy

L1 K2 La

1 1 1
-1 -1 1
-1 1 -1

1 -1 -1
0 0 0

D : „•„.••••.•.•.„.•„„

a 0 0 .
-a 0 0 x g
0 az 0
0 -¤ 0
0 0 a
0 0 •a

0 0 0 (0) for Min-B
in a Spherical Region

Note: Deüning Contrast = xlxzxg

Alias Pairs: xrsxzxg
X;EXgX3
X;EXrX;

(Two-way interaction terms are NOT aliased with each other.)

F = 4
¤. = 6
a == 1.5491933 for orthogonal blocking when N, = 1

' a = 1.6733201 for orthogonal blocking when N, = 2

r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 3.88 when N,= 1
r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 4.92 when N,= 2

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .5169620 for Min·B g = .6628019 for Min-B,
g = .5889149 for Min·B° g = .7602859 for Min·B*

N,§ 1 for Mir1·V|Min·B N, z 2 for Min V|Min·B
N,§ 2 for Min V*|Min-B‘ N, ä 2 for Min V*|Min-B*
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k - 4 SCD·HartIey

lx K2 K: Ke
-1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 1
-1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 -1

1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1

· 0 0 0 0 (0) for Min-B
D == ------------------------ in Sph. Region

-a 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 x g
O -a O O
O a 0 0
0 0 •a 0
0 0 a 0
0 0 0 -a
0 0 O a
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 (1) for Min-V*

Note: Deiining Contrast = xlxzxg

Alias Pairs: xlsxzxa xpgaxzxgxa
XgEXgX3 XgX4EX[X3X4

X35X}X3 X3X4EX}XzX4

X4EX1XzX:X6

(Two-way interaction terms are NOT aliased with each other.)

F = 8 ·¤„ = 8
a = 2.1213203 for orthogonal blocking when N, = 1
a = 2.0 for orthogonal blocking when N, = 2

r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 6.0625 when N,=1
r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 5 when N,=2

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .4193591 for Min-B = .6324555 for Min-B
g = .5 for Min·B* g = .7071068 for Min-B*

N, Q 1 1°01' Min-V|Min•B N, Q 2 for Min V|Min-B
N, Q 3 for Min V*|Min-B* N, Q 3 for Min V*|Mi.n-B'
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k - 5 SCD·Draper

K1 K2 Ka L6 Bs

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1 1

-1 -1 1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1 1

1 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1

D =•
1 -1 1 -1 -1 x g
1 -1 -1 -1 1

-1 1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 -1
0 0 0 0 0 (0) for Min-B

•---•---··--·--·--------·----- in Sph. Region
:1: a O O 0 O (2)

O i a O 0 0 (2)
0 O :1: a O 0 (2)
0 O O ia 0 (2)
O 0 0 0 :1: a (2)
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 (1) for Min-V*

Note: Alias structure is that of a 12-run Plackett·Burman design.

F = 12
u, = 10

a = 2.3452079 for orthogonal blocking when N, = 1
a
-

2.2532028 for orthogonal blocking when N, = 2

r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 6.0416667 when N, = 1
r = [iiii] / [iijj] = 5.2958580 when N, = 2

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :

g = .3852992 for Min·B g = .6196445 for Min·B
g = .4456452 for Min-8* g = .6807342 for Min·B*

N, 2 1 for Min-V|Min-B N, 2 2 for Min V|Min-B
N,2 3 for Min V"|Min-B* N, 2 3 for Min V*|Min·B*
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k-6 SCD-Hartley

K1 K2 Za K6 Ls Ke
1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1

-1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 1 -1 -1

1 1 1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 . -1 -1 l -1

-1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 1 -1

1 1 1 -1 1 -1
D = 1 --1 -1 -1 -1 1 x g

-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 1

1 1 1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 1 1 1

-1 1 -1 1 1 1
-1 -1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 (0) for

----··------------------------------- Min-B
in 0 0 0 0 0 (2)

0 :1:4 0 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 :b a 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 xa 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 24 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 ia (2)
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 (1) for
Min-V*

Note: Defming Contrasts = xixzxg and x„x,x, ‘

Alias Pairs: xläxzxg xsaxsxg
xzäxlxj X5EX;X7 _

X;EX1X3 XQELX5

and other higher order alias pairs

F = 16 Il,= I2

a = 2.5495098 when N, = l a = 2.4733878 when N, = 2

r == 6.2812500 when N,= 1 r = 5.6782007 when N,=2

Spherical Region : Cuboidal Region :
g = .3585134 for Min-B g = .6120416 for Min·B
g = .4065249 for Min-B° g = .6638523 for Min·B*
N, 2 1 for Min-V|Min-B N, 2 2 for Min V|Min-B
N,2 3 for Min V*|Min·B* N, 2 3 for Min V*|Min-8*
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k- 7 SCD-Draper

K1 X2 Ka K6 Ls Ke K1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1

-1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1
1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1
1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1
1 1 1 1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1
-1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 ‘
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1

1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1

1 · -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
D == 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 x g

1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
-1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1

1 -1 1 . 1 1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1

1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1

-1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2)
0 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 1 a 0 0 0 0 (2)

. 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 1 a 0 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 1 a 0 (2)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a (2)°0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (1) for

Min-V*

Note: Alias structure is that of a 28-run Plackett-Burman design.
F == 28 an = 2.6909811 for orthogonal blocking
n,=¤ 14 r = [iiii] / |iijj] = 4.7455410

Spherlcal Region : Cuboidal Region :
g = .3398898 for Min-B g = .6058985 for Min-B
g = .3757623 for Min-8* g = .6508394 for Min·B*
N, 2 2 for Min-V|Min·B N, 2 2 for Min V|Min-B
N, 2 3 for Min V*|Min-B* N, 2 3 for Min V*|Min-B'
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Appendix M

Variance-Covariance Matrix of Second Order Model

Coefficients

The variance components of the MSE of response and MSE of slope criteria involve the variance·

covariance matrix of the litted model coefiicients. For the situation in which ordinary least squares

is used for estimation of the model parameters, the (p, xp,) Var [1;,] matrix can be written as

Var[h,] = (X',
X,)“‘

X', V X, (X', X,)" 6*

= Z' V Z az E

where Z is an (Nxp,) matrix defined for convenience reasons as

Z = X} (X') X1)-1

and V is the (NxN) variance~covariance matrix of the response, illustrated in Appendix A (pages

273-277) for the IR, CR, and AR comelation induction strategies. Substituting the equations for

V}; , VC, , and V,,,, into the equation for Var [h,] yields the following equations for the
vaxiance-covariance matrix under the IR, CR, and AR correlation induction strategies:
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V¤r[h¤]¤¤ == Z' [IN] Z vz

= (X11 X1)·l 0,2
Q

Var[h; ]cN= Z' [IN + p+ gg' — p+ U] Z az

= [(x';xn)“‘ +p,z'uu'z-,„+z·uz]«= -

V¤r[h¤]x¤= Z' [FN + %(v.,-p.)uu' + %(p,+p.)!!' - P., U] Z vz

= [(X’; X;)" + %(p+—p_) Z'gu’Z + %(p++p_) Z'11'Z — p+ z·uz] az

where the elements of 1,; , 1, and U are defined in Appendix A (pages 273-277). Inspection of

the three forms of the variance-covariance matrix indicates that the following four matrices are

needed for deternnination of Var [1;; ] for the three strategies:

l. (X'; X;)'
‘

2. Z' uu' Z

3. Z' 11' Z _

4. Z' U Z .

In the case of a grder_tw0·level factorial design, inversion of (X'; X;) is simply an irnversion

of the diagonal elements. However, for the second order designs used in this research, (X'; X;)

is not a diagonal matrix and the form of (X'; X;)" is not necessarily the same for each second

order design class. Appendix J (pages 348-352) illustrates the M;; =
N·‘

(X'; X;) moment matrix

in the second order case. Inspection of the M; ; matrix indicates that when all of the odd design

momts through order four are equal to zero, the matrix is block diagonal (with the exception of

the [ii] terms in the first row and column). The CCDs, BBDs, and FACs considered in this research

have this property, resulting in a common form of the inverted M;; matrix. However, the SCDs

do not necessarily have odd design moments equal to zero, and inversion of the M;; matrix is more

cornplicated.
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‘
The remainder of this appendix is restricted to the CCDs, BBDs, FACs (fractional CCDs and

FACs with k 2 6 factors) which have the following two design moment conditions (for all i, j, k,

L m):

U
l. Odd design moments through order live are equal to zero.

[il = liil = lüil = liikl = lüiil = lüikl = liikll = lüüil = liüiil = Iüiikl = lüiikl = lüikll = liiklml = 0

2. Even order design moments through order four are constant.

lül = Iiil lüül = liiiil lüiil = lkkßl

In the case of the AR strategy, the forms of the Z' u u' Z and Z' U Z matrices depend on the

number of orthogornal blocks in the design. For the designs which partition into two orthogonal

blocks (CCDs and k-5, 7 BBDs), a common form for each of these matrices exists. For the de·

signs which partition into three orthogonal blocks (k= 4 BBD and the FACs), the form of

Z' gu' Z can be altered through the use of a term which accounts for the number ofblocks in the

design. The Z' U Z matrix, however, is different for the designs which partition into three blocks

and separate forms of this matrix are presented here.

For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs, the (plxpi) Mu moment matrix shown in Appendix J (page

350) simplifies to
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1 0 1111 1,; 01li 1
M11

‘”
[mil In

lül L + lüiil LL' 0
— [üii] L

0 0 0 lüiil L;)

Upon inversion of the Mu matrix and division by N, the (X', X,)" matrix becomes

a ‘ [ii] ,W ° W L
°

1
° '·

—
°

u (b - c)
I(xn ND' 0

+ L- hl;N D,

1

where a == [iiii] + (k—l) [iijj]

b = [äü] + (k—2> Eüiil — (k-1) [ü]’
<= = [0]* - [ffii]
D = üüä] + (k-1)[üii] - k[ü]‘
D, -= D([üü]—[üii])·
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Recall from Appendix A that 14 is an (Nxl) vector whose
i"•

element is u, = l if a common or

antithetic random number stream is used to generate the i"* design point and u, = 0 if an inde-

pendent random number stream is used. The CR strategy utilizes independent streams for repli-

cations of center runs and the AR strategy utilizes independent streams for replications of center

runs within blocks and for all design points in the third block (if one exists). For the CR and AR

strategies, the (prxp;) Z' uu' Z matrix becomes

sz 0 s t _l,„' 00fi 0
Z'uu’ Z =

s t 1, tz 1„1,' 0

0 0 0 0

(N-N;) a — h k N [ii]z

**0** = = ——vr——

t N: Üi] + (h—l)N[ii]_
N D ·

N; = number of design points generated with independent streams

h
2 ( number of blocks )" for the AR strategy

= 1 for the CR strategy _
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Recall from Appendix A that y is an (Nxl) vector whose im element is v, = +1 if a common

stream is used to generate the im design point, v, = 0 if an independent stream is used, and

v, =¤ -1 if an antithetic stream is used. For the AR strategy, the (plxpl) Z' gg' Z matrix be-

comes

pz 0 m p 1,} 0G ÄÄ G
Z' !!' Z =

V

mplt m' l„l.' 0

0 0 0 0

N -N — k °° Awhcm P B ( rn rsxl) Ü!]

A
N D

N,, = number of design points generated with common streams (block 1)

N,, == number of design points generated with antithetic streams (block 2)

A =- N,, [ii],, — N,, [ii],, = Block 1 sum of squares — Block 2 sum of squares .

For the BBDs and FACs, Z' yy' Z is a null matrix because the sizes of the first two blocks and
the sum of squares within these blocks are equal.
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Recall from Appendix A that U is an (NxN) diagonal matrix of the vector g. Rather than present

the Z' U Z matrix, it is converricnt to take advantage of the sparsity of the matrix obtained by

subtracting U from the identity matrix, denoted by W, and defmed as

W = IN — U

Z'WZ = (X'; X;)" —- Z'UZ.

The Z' W Z matrix is more sparse than Z' U Z because the CR and AR strategies generally use

fewer independent streams than common and/or antithetic streams. For the CR strategy, the

number of blocks into which the design partitions is irrelevant and the Z' W Z matrix shown

below applies to the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs under the CR strategy. For the AR strategy, the

Z' WZ matrix shown below only applies to the designs which partition into two orthogonal

blocks (CCDs and k=5, 7 BBDs).' Thus, for the AR strategy in the case of two blocks, and for

the CR strategy in general, the (p;xp;) Z' W Z matrix becomes

q' 0 P <1 L' 0

·· ÄÄ ··
0 0 0 0

where q =,/N;'

‘ ‘ ~/N= 19:96 .

i
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Under the AR strategy, the form of Z' W Z is slightly different for the designs which partition into

three orthogonal blocks. For the 3* designs, which have no center runs except the one inherent in

the full factorial designs ( N, = 0 ), the Z' W Z matrix for the FACs under the AR strategy only

becomes

Z' W Z = (l—h) (X', X,)".

In addition to the FACs, the k= 4 BBD also partitions into three orthogonal blocks. Under the

AR strategy, all of the center runs are placed in the 3** block, and therefore utilize independent

random number streams. The Z' W Z matrix for the k=4 BBD under the AR strategy only be-

comes

2 rN D 0 " N D 1* 0
(l—h)0 N [ii] I, 0

e f e f
[ii] f e f eZ' WZ = —
--1, ····•~••—···· ··-···~····-· 0' N D e f e f

f e f e

1' IZ 0N9 99—
0 0

(l-h) b h N, [ii]'where e ND! + (ND),

f =
Nt — 4
(NDY (N[ü])“ .
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Appendix N

V and V* Equations in the Second Order Case

The variance components of J and J° involve the variance·cevariance matrix of the iitted model

coeiiicients, Var[h;] , and the regen matrices, pn and pn' . Fer the MSE of response and

MSE of slope criteria, respectively, the variance components can be written as

NV = Q Trace {Var[h;] pn}

v• = 7% Trace {Vary,] pn}

where the component parts of the Var [hl] matrix are shown in Appendix M (pages 381-388) for

the second order designs used in this research. The pn regen moment matrix has the same form

as the Mu moment matrix shown in Appendix M, except that the design moments are replaced

with regen moments. (For example, [iijj| is replaced with w„„ .) For the second order designs

considered in this research, the (plxpl) pn matrix becomes
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l 0 w,,
1,,’

0

fu ··
#11 = Wim In

wu lx + wenn -lu-lr, 0
‘ wm; lr

0 0 0 wm, 1,;,

where the w„ , w,,,, , and w,,,, terms are the region moments of the design, defined in Appendix D

(pages 287-291) for spherical and cuboidal regions of interest.

The 14,,* region matrix is shown in Appendix K (page 356) for the general case of ütting a second

order model. For the second order designs used in this research, which have odd design moments

through order four equal to zero, the (p,><p,) p,,° matrix simplilies to

0 0 0 0—“
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The V component of the MSE of response criteria is obtained by taking the trace of the product

of the pn and Var[h;] matrices. For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs considered here, the V com-

ponent of J for the IR strategy becomes

V =
¤— Zkwüüi] _}_kwü"

D [ii] D: 2 [üii]

where a, b, c, D, and D; are components of the elements of the (X'; X;)" matrix (defined

on page 384).

For the CR strategy, two forms of the V component are relevant. For the pure CR strategy, in

which there are no replicated center runs, the V component of J becomes

V„„c¤ = (l—P,)Vm + NP,

and for the modüied CR strategy, in which there are replicated center runs, V becomes

VMQ = (l-p,})V„ + Np,} (s'+2kwüst+kt’g) + Np,} (qz +2kwüI‘q+k|‘*g)

where g = wn, + (k-l) w„„ is defined to simplify notation, s and t are elements of the

Z' 11]], Z matrix (defined on page 385) and} q and
I‘

are elements of the Z' U Z matrix (defmed

on page 387).

For the AR strategy, four forms of the V component are relevant. For the pure AR strategy, in

which the design partitions into two orthogonal blocks and there are no replicated center runs

within blocks, the V component ofJ for the CCDs and k= 5, 7 BBDs becomes

V,.,.„ = (1-P,)V¤ + % N(P.— P.) + % (P.+ P.) (N1„—Nib)“ / N _
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where N„ and N,, are the number of design points in blocks 1 and 2 of the partitioned design

(defined on page 386).

For the designs which partition into two orthogonal blocks, but have replicated center runs within

blocks, the V component for the modüied AR strategy becomes

VWA, = (l—p+) VI, + % N(p+—p_) (sz +2kwüst+ktzg)

+ Np, (qz+2kwüI'q+kI‘zg) + % N(p++p_)(pz+2kwümp+kmzg)

where p and m are elements of the Z' yy' Z matrix (defined on page 386).

The third form of the V component under the AR strategy applies to the FACs, which partition

into three orthogonal blocks and have no replicated center runs. The V component of J for the

3* designs becomes

V^¤,:;„ = ( 1 —hP.)V¤ + % Nßz (p,—p_)

where h = 2 / (number of blocks) is a term which takes the additional design block into account.

The t , m , and p terms are equal to zero because the block sizes are equal, and the q and
I‘

terms are not relevant here.

The fourth form of the V component under the AR strategy applies to the k = 4 BBD, which par-

titions into three orthogonal blocks, with all of the center runs in the 3** block. The V component

ofJ for the k=4 BBD becomes

V„,„„ = (1—p,)V¤ + % Nk¤zs(p„.-P.)
¤- 8wü [ii] 4wü zwma

D + 3[ii] + [üjj] +4N(ewüü+(2f°+e)wüü)
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where e and f are components of the Z' W Z matrix (defined on page 388). 'I‘he. s, m, and p

terms are equal to zero and the q and l" terms are not relevant to the k=4 BBD because it par-

titions into three orthogonal blocks.

The V* component of the MSE of slope criteria is obtained by taking the trace of the product of

the ;4„* and Var [ hl] matrices. For the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs considered in this research, the

V" component of J* for the IR strategy becomes

4bkw·· k(k-l) w--V• =- Ä + ——Ä+"[ul D: [mx] _

For the CR strategy, two forms of the V° component are relevant. For the pure CR strategy, in

which there are no replicated center runs, the V' component of J* becomes

V°,..„„ = (1-p,)V*m

and for the modüied CR strategy, in which there are replicated center runs, V" becomes

For the AR strategy, four forms of the V* component are relevant. For the pure AR strategy, in .

which the design partitions into two orthogonal blocks and there are no replicated center runs

within blocks, the V* component ofJ* for the CCDs and k= 5, 7 BBDs becomes

v*p•r•Al = (1*P,) v°m

which is the same result as previously given for the pure CR strategy.
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. For the designs which partition into two orthogonal blocks (CCDs and Ic=5, 7 BBDs), but have

replicated center runs within blocks, the V* component for the modüied AR strategy becomes

V•_„_„
= (l-p+) V*,, + 4kwü[ % Nt‘ (p+- p_) + N rz p+ + % Nmz (p++ p_)]

The third form of the V' component under the AR strategy applies to the FACs, which have no

replicated center runs and partition into orthogonal blocks of equal size. The V* component

ofJ* for the 3* designs becomes

v•n,:;« = (1* bnr) v°xa.

The fourth form of the V* component under the AR strategy applies to the k=4 BBD, which

partitions into three orthogonal blocks with all of the center runs in the 3** block. The V* com-

ponent of J* for the Ic-4 BBD becomes

V•„„_„ = (1-p )V•,, + 8w,,Nt*(p -p) + p [ Ä + + 16Nw,,¤]• * * ‘ * 3 [ul [uu] .

In order to compute V and V" for the corxelation induction strategies, the a, b, c, D, D1, 8, h, s, I

t, q, l‘, m, p, A, N, N„ , N„, and N; constants (defined in Appendix M on pages 381~388) must

be specified. The oonstants which involve [iiii] and/or [iijj] can be redelined using the following

notation:

9 == r =
l

[ul [¤11]

resulting in the following equations for [iiii} and [iijj]:

um -· 6 m rum ·· Ä _
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Through the use of the 6 and r design moment ratios, V and V* can be computcd without spec-

ification of the values of [iiii] and [iijj]. The constants involving |iiii] and/or [iijj] can now be re-

defined (originally defined in Appendix M) using the 6 and r ratios, as follows:

6 [ii] (r+k—l )
a = i'T"—'

6 " (r k—2 ..bC

=D

== a — k [ii]:

D 6 '° -1D2 = D;] (r )

The second order designs result in singular (X'; X;) matrices if value of D is equal to zero, or

equivalently, if the value of [iijj] is equal to

¤¤111= Ä am — 6).k — l

Each of the second order designs are checked for singularity of the (X'; X;) matrix by comparing

the actual values of [iijj] to the 'singular' values.

The formulas given in this appendix enable computation of V, , VC, , VA, , V*,, , V*C, , and

V°A, for the CCDs, BBDs, FACs, and fractional CCDs and 3* designs with k 2 6 factors (enabling

the use of a 6-way interaction term as the defining contrast). Due to the cornplications involved

in inverting the (X'; X;)" matrix, no computational formulas have been given for the SCDs.

However, the V and V* components for the SCDs can be approximated using the formulas for the

designs which partition into two orthogonal blocks, but for exact computations, direct matrix al-

gebra on the specific SCD design plan must be used.
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Appendix O

B and B* Equations in the Second Order Case

The bias components of J and J* involve the alias matrix, A, and the region matrices, yu, p„*,

pm p,,*, pa, and ;i„* . For the MSE ofresponse and MSE of slope criteria, respectivcly, the bias

components can be written as

N I IB = ä E2 {A #nA * 2#21A + #22} E2

N I I
• • •

B°* j E2 {A #11A ‘ 2“2lA + #22} E2-

Because the CCDs, BBDs, and FACs considered here have odd design moments through order live

equal to zero, the equations for B and B* can be simpliiied to scalar equations in the design and

region moments. For the second order designs examined in this research, the (pzxp,) alias matrix

under ordinary least squares estimation can be written as
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<i_.\

A = 0
()

where GA is a (kxkz) hloclt di 1.; · ·r·i with k identical blocks of the (lxk) gA vector

= ""?J — [üii]i---~-•[iiii] ) -

Under weighted least squares eu: 4 alias matrix is the same for the CR strategy, but for

the AR strategy, the alias lIl„llIÄ same only for the designs which partition into two

orthogonal blocks (CCl)s anti
»’ ‘ ’·

I5l‘~i. For the k=4 BBD and the FACs, the weighted

least squares alias matrix for zh.- x
’T

·· ·„ rg is considerably more complicated.

In order to derive equations lb: 3. i :?.; following component matrices are needed:

I.2·

#21 A t .~;;'

'Theremainder of this appezitiiiz 2 ;— s aiicsc component matrices for the second order designs

examined in this research. llt; s.;··:.v s nt B are presented first, followed by the components

of B".

Ü B BMI
B‘°
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The pn and pn matrices needed for the B component of J have the same form as the Mg1 and

Mgg matrices shown in Appendix J (pages 348-352) for the general case of iitting a second order

model, except that the design moments are replaced with region moments. For the second order

designs considered, the (pgxpg) pn matrix becomes

#:1 "

0

where Gn is a (kzxk) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kx 1) gn vector

g2l'=[wüü,wüjj,.....,wüü]

and the (pgxpg) pn matrix becomes

#2: "

0 wuuu lr};
l

where Gn is a (k'xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) Hn matrix

H22 = (“'uü11""ü11ü)lk + Wars;] lklkl .

ln order to obtain the first component matrix of B, the p„ matrix shown in Appendix N (page

390) is pre- and post-multiplied by the alias matrix, yielding the (pgxpg) A' pn A matrix

,
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Garni 0 i
A,

ßll A "

0 0

where 6,,,,,, is a (k*xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k idcntical blocks of the (kxk) HAM matrix

lüül' [iüi] [üii]1'„.•

Hmm "
[üii] im [üii]' L.rl’r.r

In order to obtain the second component matrix of B, the p„ matrix is post-mtrltiplied by the alias

matrix, yielding the (p;xp;) ,44,, A matrix

Gira 0

#:1 A '

0 0
I

where Gm is a (k' xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) Hm matrix
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willi wllll
-l’l•l

Hamwuu
lx-1will]The

A' p„ A, p„A, and p„ matrices are summed to form a matrix, which upon pre- and

post-multiplication by Q; •,/N / az , yields the B component ofJ

GB 0

N IB = ;;· Q: @1

0 wuuu IQ)

where G, is a (k'xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) H, matrix

u hl hl l’k·l

HB =

he 1:-1 (h4"hä ) lr-1 + hs

2 2
h1 t ‘
+hl

willlß

··~ -
—“";E,‘;¥“ · ——"’¥2,„""
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w [iij°]’ 2w~ [üii]"‘ ’ ‘ + ‘”··*···
-

The B component ofJ can now be written in equation form as

kB {1*2+1*4+ Waajjkk ßijkz]
- 1 1 1

" ¢x @1 + ¢2®2 + ¢s@s

N
I

2¢] = hg + hg @1 = :7 äßm

¢

4*3 " wuuu @3 = '% Zzzßunz
6 1 ••1 •• 11 -

For second order designs with odd design moments through order five equal to zero, and even order

moments through order six equal to known constants, the B component ofJ can be computed for

specified values of the unknown G1, G1, and G1 parameters.

To simplify notation, 0 is defined as the ratio of the pure 4*** to pure 2*** order design moment, and

r is defined as the ratio of the pure 4** to mixed 4*** order design moment, yielding H/r as the ratio

of the mixed 4*** to pure 2** order design moment

[1111] [1111] 0 [iiii]0 = T , = , d - = T- ,[11] r [1111] an ’
[11]

which leads to the following equations for 4:1 and ¢1

w-· 0* (r+k—l )411 = -LT"‘* ' 20(W1111+(1<—1)W115j) + (W111111+(k··1)W11113j)

__ 02 k_l
2 9 .... .1. _]
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For a spherical region of interest, the ¢1, ¢;, and ¢; coeüicients become

¢ S 6'(r+k—I) _ 20 + 31 r (k+2) k+4 (k+2) (k+6)

4,
_ 9’(r+k—I) _ 20 + 3z r' (k+2) r (IM) (k+2) (k+6)

(k+2) (k+4) (k+6)

and for :phericaILv-rotatable designs, which have r= 3, the above equations can be further simpli-

üed. —

For a cuboidal region of interest, the ¢•1, dag, and 48; coeflicients become

6'(r+k-I) 20(5k+4)
+

71;+34** “
3 r ' 45 105

0’(r+k—l) 20(5k+4) 71;+ 3
""' 3;= ' 45r + 105

..L°°’ " 27

and for cuboidaILv·rotatabIe designs, which have r=
’/3

, the above equations can be further sim-

plified.
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The ;r,,* and ,u,,* matrices needed for the B* component ofJ* are shown in Appendix K (pages

353-358) for the general case of litting a second order model. For the second order designs used in

this research, the (plxp,) ;r,,* matrix becomes

Ott

Gzpwhere6,,. is a (k'xk) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxl) g,,. vector

g,,.'=[3wü,wü,.....,w,,]

and the (plxpl) p,,* matrix becomes

Gu! 0

#¤* =

0 3 w,,„ IG,

where 6,,. is a (kzxkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) I-I,,. matrix

9 wenn 3 Wem 1,k-l

H¤•
=

3Wuu lr-r (Wem + 3 wenn ) In-1 + Wim lr-xl:-rl
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In order to obtain the first component matrix of 5*, the ;r„* matrix shown in Appendix N (page

390) is pre- and post·multiplied by the alias matrix, yielding the (pg xpg) A' ;r„* A matrix

Gxum 0
A,

l¢11° A =

0 0

where GA", is a (k*xk’) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) 11,,,,.,,

matrix

liiiil‘ [iiii] [iiii] l'„.r

Hamm
"[iüi] [iiii] lt., [¤11l“ L.¤l't.«

In order to obtain the second component matrix of 5*, the p„* matrix is post-multiplied by the

alias matrix. yialdirrs tha (pzxpz) um A matrix

Gnu - 0
l¢21° A =

0 0

where 6,,.,, is a (k'xkz) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) H„.^ matrix
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3W.. [üü] 3w„ [üii]1'..¤
Harm =Wu

[üü]The

A' ;4„* A , ,14,,* A , and ;4,,* matrices are summed to form a matrix, which upon pre- and

post-rnultiplication by Q; JN / 6* , yields the 8* component of J*

Gße 0B• = f'; gy gz

0 3 w„, IG,

where G,. is a (k*xk*) block diagonal matrix, with k identical blocks of the (kxk) H,. matrix

ut hi r·...
"·· ‘ . . . . ,hs .1:-1 (b4 " hs )I¤-r + he la-rl:-1

where hr -
— + 9w„„ _

. üüi] [üii] 6 wu [üii]3* ' mr ' nur 3 3 "*“‘
• üüi] [üii] 2w„ [üü]3" tür um 3 3 “"“‘

••••
2

2

••••

**3 “ 3 3
“’····3"‘”····
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• [iiii]’ 2 wu [üii]h’ 611* 611
“' “’““ —

The 8* component of J" can now be written in equation form as

u
8* =· %[{hi+(k—l)bi} E ßuf + {bi+h:+(k—2)h;} E Xßüf + 3*11;; E E Xßük']

°
i•l 1 ¢ j 1 ¢j ¢ k

= ¢¥<-11+ Mo; + ¢§@„'

whm 4; -1; +41;-111; o, -% äp„,*

¢; -1; +1; +(k—2)hi @1=§-};1:ß„,*•*

For second order designs with odd design moments through order live equal to zero, and even order

moments through order six equal to known eonstants, the 8* component of J* can be computed

for specified values of the unknown @1, (-3;, and GJ; parameters.

The equations for eM and M can be simplilied through the use of the 0 = |iiii]/[ii] and

r= liiiil/[iijj] notation, yielding

· 0* k-1
der =

$,%-2-

- 28wü(k+2) + 3wüü(k+2)

0* k-1 26 ·- 24; -
— + <4wm1+(k+2)wüü).

For a spherical region of interest, the M, M , and M coefiicients simplify to

0* k-1¢f -
— 20
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4,+ =
9* (r+k—1) _ _;g9_

+ 1:+14
* 6 = (1:+2) (1:+4)

4,; = ....$....
(k+2) (M4)

and for sp/•ericaILv·rotatabIe designs, which have r= 3, the above equations can be further simpli·

lied.

For a cuboidal region of interest, the rp: , da; , and da; coeflicients simplify to

, 0* (r+l:-1 ) 2 0 (k+2) 3 (1:+2)—s—¢,

0*(r+k-1) _ 20(1:+2)
+

5);+46
* 6 :6 r 45

d>; == %

and for cuboidalbhrotatable designs, which have r=
’/s

, the above equations can be further sim-

plilied.

The formulas presented in this appendix enable computation of 8 and 8* for the CCDs, BBDs,

and FACs. Due to the complicatedness of the alias matrix, no oomputational formulas have been

given for the SCDs. For these designs, the 8 and 8* components cannot be minimized analytically.
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Appendix P

Min-V | Min-B and Min-V* | Min-B* Second

Order Designs

In the first order case, the J- and J*-optimal designs were determined by taking the partial deriva-

tives of J and J* with respect to the pure second order design moment, [ii]. In the second order

case, J and J' are functions of the pure and mixed fourth order design moments, [iiii] and [iijj], as

well as [ii]. Therefore, in the second order case it is not possible to J and J* with respect

to [ii] alone. For the second order designs examined in this research, the bias components are first

by taking the partial derivatives of B and 8* with respect to 6= [iiii]/[ii], yielding the

B- and B*·optimal values of0. Utilizing the Min-8 and Min·B* values of 8, the partial derivatives

ofV and V* are then taken with respect to [ii], resulting in Min-V | Min-8 and Min·V* | Min-8*

designs. The B- and 8*-optimal values of0 are obtained through appropriate choices ofthe scaling

factor, g, and the V- and V*-optimal values of [ii] are obtained (or nearly obtained) with appropriate

choices for the number of center runs, N, .
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For the second order designs examined in this research, the bias and variance components ofJ and

J' are functions of the following parameters and constants:

B = f (Ü•l’•k•Wü•Wüü•Wüjj •Wgmü•Wüüjj»Wüjjkk•€‘)x •@z •®a)

8* =¤ f (0,r·,k,wü,wüü,9; ,@;,@3)

v

_

f (8r[ü]•r:k•wii•wüü1wüü1p+ rp- •NrN|;»N|b)

V' == f (0,[ii],r,k,wü,p+ ,p- ,N,NH,Nlb) .

The B and B' components are functions of constant terms, with the exception of 0, 9;, 9;, and

9;. 'The 9 parameters disappear when the partial derivatives of B and B' are taken with respect

to 0, yielding the optimal values of 0 as functions of constant terms only. The V and V' compo-

nents are functions of constant terms, with the exception of 0 and [ii]. Inserting the B- and

B'-optimal values of 0 into V and V', and taking the partial derivatives with respect to [ii], yields

the optimal values of [ii} as functions of constant terms only.

In order to the B and B' components of J and J', the partial derivatives with respect to

0 are set equal to zero, for both spherical and cuboidal regions of interest. Appendix O (pages

396-407) illustrates the B component of J, and when set equal to zero, the partial derivative of B

with respect to 0 becomes

as Ö wü0‘(r+k—l)9;

w··0’(r+k—l)9 20(w-·-· +(k—l)w···- )9
+ ä " + (wiüüi+(k*l)Wü11jj)G')2j|

6 8 ripkk 3
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2 ·· Ü k—l @2 9

Solving the partial derivative equation for 9, the B·optimal value of 0 becomes

0
_ Y ( **1111 + (k··l) **1153)

Wü ( l°+k-·l )

and for a spherical region of interest, the equation for B-optimal value of 8 can be written as

0
r ( k+2)

( r+k-l ) ( k+4)

and for a cuboidal region of interest, the Min-B value of 0 is computed as

9
r ( 5 k + 4)
15 ( r+k-l ) .

The B* component of J° is also shown in Appendix O. When set equal to zero, the partial de-

rivative of B° with respect to 0 becomes

öB• Ö 0'(r+k—1)®1
= i;*·•-•·* —20wü(k+2)®5 l

Ö 0‘(r+k—l)®; 20wü(k+2)@;
Wüjj (k+2)@g

+ L: 1 w 6 1 - 0 ‘
6 6 üü ’

2 6 k-1 9 90 = -9}-l[6, + — 2wü(k+2)[®5

+Solvingthe partial derivative equation for 9, the 8*-optimal value of 0 becomes
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8 =
I Wü ( k+2 )

( r+k—l )

and for a spherical region of interest, the B*·optimal value of 0 is computed as

r0 " (r+k-1 )

and for a cuboidal region of interest, the Min~B* value of 0 becomes

0
r ( k+2)“

3 ( r+k—l) .

The second partial derivatives of B and B* with respect to 0 are both positive quantities and,

therefore, the optimal values of 0 B and B'.

For the CCDs examined in this research, 0 can be written as

0 S (Fg‘+2a‘g‘)/N
=

g‘(F+2«‘)
(Fg’+2a*g*)/N (F+2a*) .-

Solving for the scaling factor needed to achieve the optimal value of 0, the optimal value of g for

the CCDs becomes -
U

8
_ 0 ( F + 2 az )

Q

8 “
J (F + zw) .

For the BBDs and FACs, 0 can be written as 4

0 = f F s‘
/ N

fF§/N

wheref is the fraction of factorial design points in which a particular design variable equal to zero
(f= */s for the FACs, f== % for the k=4 BBD, f= */6 for the k=5 BBD, and f= */1 for the k= 7
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BBD). Solving for the scallng factor needed to achieve the optimal value of 0, the optimal value

of g for the BBDs and FACs becomes

_
2 = ~/7 —

Table P-l on page 418 shows the Min-B and Min·B* values of 0 for each of the second order de-

signs and Table. P-2 on page 419 shows the values of the scaling factor, g, needed to achieve the

optimal values of 0.

In order to the V and V* components ofJ and J°, given the Min-B and Min-8* values

of 0, the partial derivatives with respect to [ii] are set equal to zero. Appendix M (pages 381-388)

illustrates the V and V* components for the IR, CR, and AR strategies. For the pure CR and AR

strategies, the optimal values of [ill are the same as those for the IR strategy because the additional

terms in the varlance components do not involve [ill. The optimal values of [ill are obtained

through appropriate choices for the number of center runs (restricted to be integer·valued), and

therefore the optimal values of [ii] cannot be exactly achleved. For the modüied CR and AR

strategies, the Vu, and V*„ optimal values of [ii] are used for two reasons:

1. The optlrnal values of [ill under the modüied CR and AR strategies are a
function of N, (an unknown quantity which is specified in order to achieve the
optimal values of [ill) and, therefore, solving for the optimal values of [ii] and
N, would require an iterative solution.

2. Empirlcal findings of this research indicate that the optimal values of [iil under
the IR strategy result in values of [il] which are near-optimal under the modified

. CR and AR strategies, and these near-optimal values of [ii] generally result in
the same Min-V values of N, due to the integer restriction on N,.

The V components of J for the IR strategy, the pure and modified CR strategies, and the pure,

modified, and 3-block AR strategies are shown in Appendix M. Because the optimal values of
N, are essentially the same for each strategy, only the optimal value of [ill obtained under the IR
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strategy (which is used to compute the optimal value of N,) is derived in this research. When set

equal to zero, the partial derivative of Vm with respect to [ii] becomes

kwü
+

*'k(k—l)Waa;j
+

0(r+k—l)
6[ii] 60 [ii] 20[ii] 0(r+k-I) — rk[ii]

+
-2krwü

60 0(r+k—l) — rk[ii]

0(r+k-2)-r(k—l)[ii]
+ ÖÜ [uuwüü)

0* (r—l)(r+k—l ) [ii] — rk0(r—l ) [ii]*

L .... I [II] · 9 -+ 60 [(k(k_l)rw“”) 69 (r—l)(r+k—l ) [ii]
0

0 = 20kwü + rk(k-l )wüü

20* rkll (r+k—l ) [ii]* — 40r* k*{wü[ii]*_
d;*—2d;c;[ii]+e;* [ii]*

lll; C; d; -0; C; Il; (IC; +Üd; - ZÜC;

2d; C;

C;2whereb; == 0 r(r+k—2)

C;=d;

= 0* (r-l )(r+k—l)

e; = rk0 ( r-l)

I; =¤ 0* (r-l )*

I
n; = 20rk(k-l)w„„ .

Collecting the [ii]*, [ii]‘, and [ii}° terms, the quadratic equation for the partial derivative of Vu set

equal to zero becomes
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0 = (-2rk(, 0‘(r+k—l )+4r’k‘ J, 8wü+c, e, mg —n, re, +e,’j,) [ii]‘

+ (-2j, dg Cg -2mg bg ¢g +2Ilg Üßg) (bg dg mg -I1g Üdg +dg2jg)

öl [ii]: + P1 ÜÜI + Q1 [ü]°

where j, = 20kw„ + rk(k—l)w,,„.

Applying the quadratic formula, the Min-V,| Min·B value of [ii] becomes

__ “P1
ii «/P12-4ÖrQr _

[**1
‘

26,

where the '- " root is the V-optimal value of [ii] because the '+ ' root leads to a Max·V value of

[ii] which is infeasible for the designs examined in this research. (See Figure P-1 on page 421.)

The V" component ofJ' is also shown in Appendix M for the IR, CR, and AR strategies. When

set equal to zero, the partial derivative of V', with respect to [ii] becomes

öV', Ö k k(k-l)wür 0(r+k—2)-r(k—l)[ii]
ö[ii] =ö0[[ii]+ 0[ii] +(4kwü)

0’(r—1)(r+k—l)[ii]—rk6(r-l)[ii]‘ =0

0 bgdg-zbgßg [I.I]+¢g¢g
+ al + Wü dr: · Zdr ¢1 [11]+ ¢1z [Ü]:

where ag = k(k—1)w„r .

Collecting the [iilz, [ii]‘, and [ii|° terms, the quadratic equation for the partial derivative of V', set

equal to zero becomes

0 = (cgeg +fg eg') [ii]‘ + (-2b, eg -2dg eg fg) [ii]‘ + (b, dg +f, dg') [ii]°

= gg [ii]‘ + hg [ii]‘ + i, [ii]° _
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k 0 + 3.1“*“=“ ‘· = mm .

Applying the quadratic formula, the Min·V*„ | Min-B' value of [ii] becomes

_ •h1 i«/h1z*481lr
[lu] S

2 Sr

where the '- ' root is the V*·optima.l value of [ii] because the '+ ' root leads to a Max·V* value

of [ii] which is infeasible for the designs examined in this research. (See Figure P-2 on page 422.)

second partial derivatives of V and V* with respect to [ii] are positive quantities for the feasible

values of [ii]; that is, for the values of [ii] requiring a positive number of center runs. The second

partial derivatives are negative quantities for the infeasible values of [ii]; that is, for the values of [ii]

requiring a. negative number of center runs. Therefore, the Min·V and Min·V° values of [ii] are the

' — ' roots of the partial derivatives of V and V' set equal to zero, both of which result in a positive

number ofcenter runs for the designs examined in this research (except for the Min·V FACs). The

k= 2 CCD is used to illustrate the relationships between [ii], N,, V, and V* in the ligures at the

end of this appendix. Figure P·l on page 421 is a plot of V and N, versus [ii], and Figure P-2 on

page 422 is a plot of V* and N, versus [ii].

For the CCDs examined in this research, [ii] can be written as

_, gz ( F + 2 az )
@1- F+n„+N, .

Solving for the number of center runs nwded to achieve the optimal value of [ii], the optimal value

of N, for the CCDs becomes
gz ( F + 2 az )

Nc=Forthe BBDs and FACs, [ii] can be written as _
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.. _ f F 2*M “ F + N,

and solving for the number ef center runs needed to achieve the optimal value of [ii], the optimal

value of N, for the BBDs and FACs becomes

f F s'N = T — F _
° [¤]

Table P-l on page 418 shows the Min-V | Min·B and Min·V° | Min-8* values ef [ii] for the

second order designs and Table P·2 on page 419 shows the number of center runs, N, , needed to

achieve the optimal values of [ii]. Because the number ef center runs must be integer·valued, the

actual values of [ii] are not the exact Min-V and Min-V" values. The actual designs utilize the

closest positive integer to the optimal values of N, , resulting in near optimal values of [ii], and near

optimal designs.

The optimal values ef N, for the Min·V° | Min·B* designs are independent of the shape of the

regen of interest; that is, N, is the same for a spherical and a cuboidal regen of interest. How-

ever, the scaling factor, g, and therefore [ii], are different for spherical and cuboidal regions.

For the CR strategy, common random number streams can be used fer a maximum of one center,

and any additional unter runs must use independent streams. ’I'herefore, the number of design

points utilizing independent streams (N;) in the CR strategy is

N;=N,—l if N,zl,and
N; = 0 if N, = 0 .

For the AR strategy, a common/antithetic pair of random number streams can be used for a max-

imum oftwo unter runs, and any additional center runs must use independent streams. Therefore,

the number of design points utilizing independent streams for the AR strategy is

~ N1’N"Nx•‘N1•
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where N., and N., are the number of design points in the
l*‘

and
2'•°

blocks, respectively. The

values of N., and N.,
l
vary with the number of center runs, the design class, and the number of

blocks into which the design partitions. For the CCDs and SCDs examined in this research, the

values of N., and N., become
l

N.,=F+l and N.,=n,+l if N,22
N.,=F and N.,=n,+l if N,=l
N., = F and N., = n, if N, = 0

with the exception of the k= 3 SCD with one center run. In order to make the block sizes as close

as possible, the single center run of this design is placed in the factorial block.

For the k= 5, 7 BBDs, which partition into two orthogonal blocks, N., and N., become

N.,=N.,=F/2+1 if N,22, and
N., = N., = F/2 if N,Sl .

For the k= 4 BBD and the FACs, which partition into three orthogonal blocks, N; includes the

design points in the 3" block. For the k=4 BBD, N; also includes all of the center runs in the

design. The values of N., and N., for these designs become

N., = N., = F/3 .

The optimal values of N, , and therefore the values N;, vary with the design criteria (J or J') and

the shape of the region of interest (spherical or cuboidal). Table P-3 on page 420 summarizes the

values of N., , N., , and N; for each of the second order designs.
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Table P-1. Optimal Values of 0 and |ii| for Second Order Response Surface Designs.
The optimal designs are Min-V|Min-B and Min—V'|Min-B° designs.

1 1 {
Number Ü 0 { 6 { |ii| for a { |ii| for a

HESIGN of I for a Min·B Q for a Min-B* Min-V|Min~B { Min·V*|Min-B*
CLASS Factors Q Design { D'gn Design Design

{~
· erical Cuboldal Cuboidal Spherical pherical Cuboidal Cuboidal Spherical

(lt) Region Region Region Region Region Region { Region Region

CCD 2 .5 .7 1.0 .75 .264929 .363775 { .483805 .362854
CCD 3 .450700 .79924 1.05163 .630979 { .207920 .360858 { .448024 .2688141 { 1 1
CCD 4 { .389551 .83104 1.03880 .519401 .171326 .357558 { .426876 .213438
CCD 5 .318761 .79235 .95628 .409836 .145842 .354767 .412865 .176942
CCD 6 (% fr.) .328469 .93066 1.09490 .410587 .127041 .353277 .402830 .151061
CCD 7 (% fr.) .254187 .80775 Q .93202 .310673 .112554 .351236 { .395039 .131680

I 1 1 11 I 1 IBBD 4 Q .375 .8 ” 1.0 .5 { .171312 .357295 { .426804 .213402
BBD 5 .388889 .96667 1 1.16667 .5 .145940 .355803 { .413472 .177202
BBD 7 .272727 .86667 1 1.0 .333333 .112547 .351351 .394979 .131660

· 1
FAC 3 .306122 .54286 .71429 .428571 .211153 .362200 .461377 .276826
FAC 4 .25 .53333

{
.66667 .333333 .173258 .358747 .436645 .218322

FAC 5 .212121 .52727 .63636 .272727 .147029 .355993 .420065 .180028
FAC 6 ('/a fr.) .184615 .52308 .61538 .230769 .127791 .353783 .408188 .153070
FAC 7 (‘/s fr.) .163636 .52 .6 .2 .113063 .351978 .399257 .1330861 { 1

SCD·H 3 l .471331 .90058 1.18497 .710983 { .208090 .363471 { .451124 .270674
SCD-H 4 1 .501724 1.0 1 1.25 .625 1 .172208 .359776 .429406 .214703
SCD-D 5 .467958 1.10142 j 1.32930 .569701 .146380 .357030 { .415130 .177913
SCD·H 6 1 .445429 1.20531 1 1.41802 .531756 .127408 .354836 .404841 .151816
SCD-D 7 .361333 1.14823 Q 1.32489 .441629 .112656 .352283 .395895 .131965

Note: The optimal values of0 and [ii] for the SCDs are those eomputed using the formulas for designs with
odd design moments through order live equal to zero, and therefore-these values are not 'truly' opti-
mal for the SCDs.

{
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Table P-2. Optimal Values ofg and N, for Second Order Response Surface Designs.
The optimal designs are Min-V1 Min-B and Min-V' | Min-B' designs.

I I I I
Number I g I g N, for a I N, for a

ESIGN of for a Min-B I for a Min-B* Min·V|Min-B I Min-V*|Min-B*
CLASS Factors Design Design Design I Design

I. I erical Cuboidal Cuboidal SphericalSpherical Cuboidal Both
( lt ) Region Region Region Region Region Region

I
Regions

CCD 2 .577350 .683130 .81650 .707107
I
2.0722 2.2622 3.02; 3

CCD 3 .484044 .644585 .73939 .572729 I 2.03 2 2 2.38 2 2
I

3.35 2 3
CCD 4 .428670 .626113 I .70002 .494986 2.25 2 2 2.83 2 3 I 4.09 2 4
CCD 5 .391159 .616707 .67751 .443533 I 2.7623 3.7424

I
5.442 5

CCD 6 (% fr.) I .362570 .610296 .66196 .405366 2.162 2 3.03 2 3 4.52 2 5
CCD 7 (% fr.) .340134 .606334 .65131 .376032 2.962 3 4.45 24

I
6.58 2 7

BBD 4 .612372 .894427 1.0 .707107 2.272 2 2.872 3 I 4.1224
BBD 5 I .623610 .983192 1.08012 .707107 I 2.6423 3.4723 I 5.152 5
BBD 7 .522233 .930949 1.0 .577350 2.162 2 3.20 2 3 I 4.762 5
FAC 3 .553283 .736788 .84515 .654654 -0.90 2 0 -0.022 0 0.872 0
FAC 4 .5 .730297 .81650 .577350 -3.082 0 -0.722 0

I
1.452 0

FAC 5 .460566 .726135 .79772 .522233 -9.28 2 0 •3.Ü6§ 0 I 2.422 0
FAC 6 (‘/sfr.) .429669 .723241 .78446 .480384 I -9.020 -3.520 I 1.2320
FAC 7 ('/sfr.) .404520 .721110 .77460 .447214 ·25.6§Ü -11.020 I 1.3620

SCD-H 3 .516962 .662802 .76029 .588915 1.302 1 1.6022
I

2.3022
SCD-H 4 Z .419359 .632455 .70711 .5 I 1.3621 1.7922 I 2.6323
SCD-D 5 I .385299 .619644 .68073 .445645 I 1.3321 1.8222 2.7323
SCD-H 6 .358513 .612042 I .66385 .406525 I 1.262 1 1.812 2 2.742 3
SCD-D 7 I .339890 .605898 .65084 .375762 1.562 2 2.272 2 3.452 3

Note: The number of center runs required for the Min-Vl Min-B 3* designs are less than zero and, there-
fore, N, has been rounded up to N, 2 0 . For convenience and consistency reasons, the number of
center runs has been rounded down to N, 2 0 for the Min-V' | Min-B* 3* designs.

I
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Table P·3. Optimal Values of NI and N; for Second Order Response Surface Designs.
The optimal designs are Min-V|Min·B and Min-V°|Min—B* designs.
N; is the number of design points using independent random number streams.
NI, and NI, are the number of design points using common and antithetic streams.

Values of NI and N; for a:

DESIGN Number Min·V|Min·B Design Min·V*|Min·B* Design

of R Strategy AR Strategy CR I AR Strategy

CLASS Faetors Sph. Cub. Spherical Cuboidal Both Both
Reg. Reg. Region Region Regs. Regions

I IN,. N. I N,. N,. N. N. N,. N,. N.
I ICCD 2 1 I 5 5 0 I 5 5 2 5 5 1

CCD 3 1 9 7 0 9 7 2 I 9 7 1
CCD 4 2 17 9 0 17 9 3 I 17 9 2
CCD 5 3 33 11 1 I 33 11 4 I 33 11 3
CCD 6(% fr.) 2 I 33 13 0 33 13 4

I
33 13 3

CCD 7(%fr.) 3 65 15 1 I 65 15 6
I

65 15 5

13130 4 s 3 I s s 12
BBD 5 I 21 4 ' 21 21 3
BBD 7 29 4 I 29 29 3
FAC 3 0 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9 '
FAC 4 0 0 27 27 27 I 27 27 27 0 27 27 27
FAC 5 0 0 81 81 81

I
81 81 81 1 I 81 81 81

FAC 6(‘/:1 B.) 0 0 I 81 81 81 I 81 81 81 0 I 81 81 81
FAC 7 (‘/3 B.) 0 0 243 243 243 I 243 243 243 0

I
243 243 243

I I ·SCD·H 3 0 5 6 0 I 5 7 0 I 5 7
sco-H 4 0 I s 9 0 9 9 0 9 9
SCD·D 5 0 I 12 11 0 13 11 0 I 13 ll
SCD-H 6 0 I 16 13 0 g 17 13 0 I 17 13
SCD·D 7 1 29 15 0

I
29 15 0 29 15

I I

I
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Figure P~l V end N, versus |ii| for a Min-B k-2 CCD.

Region of interest is Spherical.
The B-optimal value of 0•[iiii]/[ii] is .50.
'Ihe B·optimal value of the scaling factor is g- .5773503.
The horizontal line at N, = 0 indicates that a negative number of center runs would be

required below this line.
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FigureP·2 V°•ad N, versus |ii| fora Min-8* k-2 CCD.
Region of interest is Spherical.
The B'-optimal value of 6 •|iiii]/[ii] is 1.0.
The B'-optimal value of the scaling factor is g- .7071070.
The horizontal line at N, = 0 indicates that a negative number of center runs would be

required below this line.
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Appendrx Q E ·

Computer Program for Determination of Min-V |

Mm-B Second Order Designs

:;:0392JMD JOB 33F¤2,JMD.MSGLEVEL=(0,D),REGION=2¤48K
xxx
xx: This program computes the Min—VIMin-B values of V
/ -----•••-•-••

-xxx for various amounts of induced correlation5/: under the IR, CR, and AR strategies.x
xxx The SECOND order designs examined are:
xxx k = 2,...,7 CCDs (central composite designs)//! k = 4,5,7 BBDs (Box·Behnken designs) «
xxx « k = 3,...,7 FACs (3·1evel factorial designs)

_
:5:

k = 3,...,7 SCDs (small composite designs)
xxx This program is not entirely applicable to the 5CDs
xxx but the *optimal” values of the scaling
xxx factor (g) and the number of center runs (Nc)
5;: are computed for the SCDs using this program.
xxx
xxJDBPARM LINES=4
xxPRIORITY IDLE ·
xxSTEP1 EXEC SAS
//$YSIN DD xCENTER NDDATE NDNUMBER LS=72;
TITLE2"Min-V I Min-! designs°;
DATA Q1;
INPUT DESS 1-3 DESIGNS 1-4 DES2$ 2-3 K 4 F 6-8;
x
Define REGION=l if Spherical or REGION=2 if Cuboidal;
REGIDN=1;
TITLE4 'Cuboidal Region';
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TITLE4 'Spherical Region';
I
DES = CCD or BBD or FAC or SCD
DESIGN = CCD2 ... CCD7; BBD6• BBD5» BBD7; FAC3 ... FAC7; SCDS ... SCD7
K = Number of Factors in Model
:

= Number of Factorial Design Points;

Define AX = Number of exial design points;£X=O; IF DES2='CD' THEN AX=2§K§
Define ND = Number of blocks into which the design partitions;2B=2; IF DES='FAC' OR DESIGN='BBD4' THEN NB=3;
Define NCl & NC2 = Number of factorial & axial center points;
IF DESZ=FCD' THEN NC1=1;
IF DES2='CD' THEN NC2=1;
IF REGION=1 AND DES='$CD' AND K<7 AND K>5 THEN NC1=0;£F REGION=1 AND DES='SCD' AND K=3 THEN NC2=0;
Define Region moments;
IF REGION=1 THEN D0;
NII=1/(K+2);
NIIJJ=NII/(K+4);
NIIII=3xwIIJJ;
NIIJJKK=NIIJJ/(K+6)5
NIIIIJJ=3¤NIIJJKK;äääIIII=15INIIJJKK;
IF REGION=2 THEN DO;
HII=1/5;
HIIJJ=1/9;
NIIII=1/5;
HIIJJKK=l/275
NIIIIJJ=1/155
HIIIIII=1/75END;
Compute ALPHA for the CCDs and SCDs;¤::+GX+NC1+NC2;
IF DES2='CD' THEN ALP=$QRT((F§N·F!F·F!NC1)/(2¥F+2XNC1));
ALP2Z=2¤ALP¤ALP;
ALP24=ALP22XALPXALPl
FPALP22=F+ALP22;
FPALP2§=F+ALP265
I

Dgäägel IIFAC = proportion of n¤n·zero factorial levels of i'th point;
= 5

IF DES='FAC' THEN IIFAC=2/3;
IF DESIGN='DBD4' THEN IIFAC=1/Z;
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN IIFAC=2/5;
IF DESIGN='BBD7' THEN IIFAC=3/73
I
Compute R = [iiii] / Iiijjl ; _
R=(FPALP24/F)/IIFAC;
IF DE$='BBD' THEN R=5;iF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN R=6;

Eafeämäne the Min-B Optimal Values of THE=Theta & G=Sca1ing factor;
= " 5

KP2=K+2ß
RM1=R·1;
RKl=R+K—1;
RK2=R+K—2;
GFAC=NIIII+KM1¥HIIJJ;
THE=(RxGFAC)/(NIIxRK1);
THE2=THE¤THE;
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2=SORT(THEXFPALPZ2/FPALP24)3
Determine the Min—VIMin-B Optimal Values of IIOPT=[iil 8 NCOPT=Nc;
Bl=THEXRXRKZ;
Cl=RXRXKM1;
D1=THE2XRM1xRK1;
El=RXKXTHEXRMl;
Jl=2XTHE¥K¤NII+R!K!KM1XNIIJJ;
L1=THE2¤RM1XRM1;
Ml=2¤THE¤KXHIIII;
Nl=2XTHEXRXK¤KM1!NIIJJ;
Ol=(-2)XRXKXLl¤THE2XRKl+4!R!RXKXKXL1XTHEXHII+C1¤El§MI—N1XRXE1+E1XE1¤Jl;
P1=(-2)XJ1XDI!E1·2*Ml¤Bl!E1+2¤N1XTHE¤El;
01=(·l)¤Nl¤THE¥D1+Bl!Dl¤Ml+DlXDlXJ1;
INSORT=PlXPl·4XO1!O1;
IIOPT=(P1X(·1)·SORT(IN$0RT))/(2XO1);
NCOPT=(IIFACXGXGXFPALP22/IIOPT)-F·AX;
X
Determine the actual value of II=[ii] using the integer value of NC=Nc;
NC=ROUND(NCOPT);
IF DES='FAC' THEN NC=O3
N=F+AX+NC;
II=IIFAcxGx6¤FPALP22/N;;I2=IIxII;
Determine IIJJ=[iij51 and check for a singular X'X matrix;
IIJJ=TNEXII/R;
IIJJ SIN=(II/KMl)X(KXII·THE);
IF IIJJ=IIJJ SIN THEN SINGULAR='Yes';
ELSE $INGULAR='No';
IF DES=‘SCD' THEN IIJJ_SIN='.';IF DES='SCD' THEN SINGULAR='.';
ggtpxmäne DELTA = the difference between blocks 1 8 2 sum of squares;

· BIF DES2='CD' THEN DELTA=GXGX(F·ALP22);
Determine the components of the inverted X'X matrix;
A=THEXIIXRK1/R;
D=(THE¥IIXRK2/R)·(KMIXIIZ);
C=(II/R)X(RXII-THE);
D=A-KXII2;£2=DXTHEXIIXRM1/R;
Determine the value of V under the IR Strategy;
VMIR=((A-ZXKXHIIXII)/D)+(KXNII/II)+(((BXKXHIIII)+(CXKXKMl¤NIIJJ))/D2)

*
+((KIKMIXRXHIIJJ)/(2!THE¤II)J;

Rptgrzäne N1 8 N2 = Number design points in blocks 1 8 2 (AR Strategy);
= / ;

N2=N1;
IF DE$2='CD' THEN N1=F+1;
IF DES2='CD' THEN N2=AX+1;
IF REGION=l AND DESIGN='$CDS' THEN N2=AX;iF REGION=1 AND DES='SCD' AND K>S AND K<7 THEN N1=F;
Determine NSC 8 NSA = Number of design points using independent

streams in the CR 8 AR Strategies;
. N3C=0;

IF Nc>1 THEN N3C=NC—1;
IF NSC=O THEN SORTNSC=O;
ELSE SORTNSC=SORT(NSC);
N3A=0;
IF NC>2 THEN NSA=NC·2;
IF DESIGN='DBD6' OR DES='FAC' THEN NSA=Nl+NC;
IF N3A=0 THEN SQRTN5A=0;
ELSE SORTNSA=SQRT( NSA ) ;

\
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FORMAT THE G ALP 10.8;
FORMAT IIOPT II 6.4;
FORMAT DELTA IIJJ IIJJ_SIN 5.3;
FORMAT NCOPT 5.2;
FORMAT IIFAC R 4.2;
CARDS;
CCD2 4
CCD3 8
CCD4 16
CCD5 32
CCD6 32
CCD7 64
BBD4 24
BBD5 40
BBD7 56
FAC3 27
FAC4 81
FAC5 243
FAC6 243
FAC7 729
SCD3 4 '
SCD4 8
SCD5 12
SCD6 16
SCD7 28
Q
Print Input Data; Optimal values of Theta; g; [ii]; Nc; and

Actuel values of [ii]; Nc; N1; N2; N3; N;

DATA GIDOT;
SET Q1;
IF DES2 NE 'CD' THEN ALP='.';
IF DES2 NE 'CD' THEN AX='.';
IF DES='SCD' THEN VMIR='.';
PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=0lDOT;
TITLE6 'Second Order Designs and values of Design Parameters';
VAR DES K F AX R ALP IIFAC ND DELTA;

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=Q1;
TITLE6
'THETA 8 G for Min-I and [ii] 8 Nc for Min-VIMin-B Designs';
VAR DESIGN THE G IIOPT NCOPT NC;

PROC PRINT NOODS DATA=0l;
TITLE6 'Check for a SINGULAR X'X matrix';
VAR DESIGN SINGULAR IIJJ IIJJ_SIN;

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=0lDOT; ‘
TITLE6 'Actual Values of [ii]; Nc; N1; N2; N3A; NSC; N; V-IR ';VAR DESIGN II NC N1 N2 N3A N3C N VMIR;
x
Determine the value of V under the CR Strategy;
DATA 01VCR

DATA 0lCCD2C (KEEP=RP VCCCDZB)
DATA 0lCCD3C (KEEP=RP VCCCDSB)
DATA 0lCCD4C (KEEP=RP VCCCD4B)
DATA OICCDSC (KEEP=RP VCCCDSB)
DATA 0lCCD6C (KEEP=RP VCCCD6B)
DATA 0lCCD7C (KEEP=RP VCCCDTB)
DATA 01BBD4C (KEEP=RP VCBBD4B)
DATA OIDBDSC (KEEP=RP VCBBDSB)
DATA 0lBBD7C (KEEP=RP VCBBD7B)
DATA 01FAC3C (KEEP=RP VCFACSB)
DATA 01FAC4C (KEEP=RP VCFAC4B)

L
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DATA OIFACSC (KEEP=RP VCFACSB)
DATA 01FAC6C (KEEP=RP VCFAC6B)
DATA 01FAC7C (KEEP=RP VCFAC7B);

SET Q1;
IF DES='SCD' THEN DELETE;
I
Define components of V for the CR Strategy;
Q1C=(SQRTN5cxA)/(NxD);
R1C=(•I)I($°RTN3CIII)/(NID)3
S1C=( ((N—N3C)§A) · (KINIIIIII) )/ (NXD);;1C=(N3C!II)/(NXD);
Compute V for RP=rho+ RP=(0; .3; .6; .9);
D0 RP=0 T0 .9 BY .3;
IF N3C=0 THEN VMCR=((1·RP)IVMIR) + (NXRP);
ELSE VMCR=((1·RP)¤VMIR) +

(N¥RPI(S1C¤S1C+2!K¥HIIXSICXT1C+K¤T1C!T1C¤GFAC))+
(N¥RP¤(01C*O1C+2¥K¤HII*01C!R1C+KIR1C¤R1C¤GFAC));

IF DESIGN='CCD2' THEN VCCCD2B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='CCD3' THEN VCCCD3B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='CCD6' THEN VCCCD6B=VMCR;

·IF DESIGN='CCD5' THEN VCCCD5B=VMCR;
IF DE$IGN='CCD6' THEN VCCCD6B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='CCD7' THEN VCCCD7B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='BBD6' THEN VCBBD4B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN VCBBD5B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='BBD7' THEN VCBBD7B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='FAC3' THEN VCFAC3B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='FAC6' THEN VCFAC4B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='FAC5' THEN VCFAC5B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='FAC6' THEN VCFAC6B=VMCR;
IF DESIGN='FAC7' THEN VCFAC7B=VMCR;
OUTPUT;
END;

DATA GGICCDZC; SET OICCDZC; IF VCCCD2B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA QQICCDSC; SET GICCDSC; IF VCCCD3B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OGICCDAC; SET 01CCD4C; IF VCCCD4B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA GQICCDSC; SET OICCDSC; IF VCCCD5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 001CCD6C; SET OICCDGC; IF VCCCD6B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 90lCCD7C; SET G1CCD7C; IF VCCCD7B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA O01BBD6C; SET QIBBDGC; IF VCBBD4B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OQIBBDSC; SET OIBBDSC; IF VCBBD5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 001BBD7C; SET G1BBD7C; IF VCBBD7B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOIFACSC; SET OIFACSC; IF VCFAC5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOIFACAC; SET 01FAC6C; IF VCFAC6B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA GOIFACSC; SET OIFACSC; IF VCFAC5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA GOIFACGC; SET 01FAC6C; IF VCFAC6B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA G01FAC7C; SET O1FAC7C; IF VCFAC7B='.' THEN DELETE;

DATA GICCDC; MERGE GGICCDZC OGICCDSC GOICCDGC OOICCDSC OOICCDGC 9g$Cg27C;
D

DATA OIBBDC; HERGE GOIBBDGC OOIBBDSC 901BBD7C; BY RP;
DATA OIFACC; MERGE GOIFACSC GQIFACGC OOIFACSC 001FAC6C 001FAC7C; BY RP;

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=01CCDC;
TITLE6 'V for the CCD: under the CR Strategy';

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=O1BBDC;
TITLE6 'V for the BBDs under the CR Strategy';

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=¢1FACC;
TITLE6 'V for the FACs under the CR Strategy';
X
I
Determine the value of V under the AR Strategy;DATA QIVAR _
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DATA OICCDZA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDZB)
DATA Q1CCD3A (KEEP=RP RM VACCD3B) .
DATA QICCDGA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDQB)
DATA QICCDSA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDSB)
DATA O1CCD6A (KEEP=RP RM VACCD6B)
DATA 01CCD7A (KEEP=RP RM VACCDTB)
DATA 01BBD4A (KEEP=RP RM VABBDQB)
DATA OIBBDSA (KEEP=RP RM VABBDSB)
DATA 01BBD7A (KEEP=RP RM VABBD7B)
DATA 01FAC3A (KEEP=RP RM VAFACSB)
DATA OIFACQA (KEEP=RP RM VAFACQB)
DATA OIFACSA (KEEP=RP RM VAFACSB)
DATA QIFACGA (KEEP=RP RM VAFAC6B)
DATA 01FAC7A (KEEP=RP RM VAFAC7B);

SET Q1;IF DES='SCD' THEN DELETE;
Define components of V for the AR Strategy;
HFAC=z/NB;

F1A=((·1)¥4/(N§N¤II¤II)) + (NCXIIXII/(N§N¤D§D));M1A=((N2-N1)¤II/(N¤D)) + (DELTA/(NxD));
P1A=((N1·NZ)XA/(NxD)) · (KXIIXDELTA/(N¤D));
Q1A=SQRTN3A¤A/(NxD);
R1A=(-1)x(SQRTN3AxII)/(NxD);
S1A=((N·N3A)¤A/(N¤D)) · (HFAC¤K¤N¤II¤II/(N¥D));;1A=(N3A¤II/(N¤D)) + ((N¤II¤HFAC-NXII)/(NXD));
Compute V for RM=rho- < or = RP=rho+ RP=(0, .3, .6, .9);
D0 RP=0 T0 .9 BY .3;
D0 RM=0 T0 .9 BY .3 NHILE(RM LE RP);
RPMRM=RP-RM;
RPPRM=RP+RM;
N1MN2SQ=(N1-N2)¤(N1-N2);
IF N3A=0 AND NB=2 THEN
VMAR=((1-RP)¤VMIR) + (.5§N¤RPMRM) + (.5¤RPPRM¤N1MN25Q/N);
IF N3A>0 AND NB=2 THEN
VMAR=((1·RP)§VMIR)

+ ( (.5¤N¤RPMRM)! (S1A¤S1A+2¥K¥NII¤S1A¤T1A+K¤T1A¤T1A§GFAC) )
+ ( (N¤RP)¤ (01A*91A+2¤K¤NII¥01A¤R1A+K¤R1A¤R1A¤GFAC) )
+ ( (.5¥N*RPPRM)¤ (P1A¥P1A+2¤K¤NII§M1A¤P1A+K¤M1A¥M1A§GFAC) );

IF DES='FAC' THEN
VMAR=((1-HFAC¤RP)¤VMIR) + (.5§N¤RPMRM¤S1A¤S1A); ‘_
IF DESIGN='BBD4' THEN
VMAR=((1·RP)¤VMIR) + (.SXNIKXTIAXTIAXGFACIRPMRM)

+ (RP§( A/D-8¤NII¤II/D+(4¥NII/(3!II))+(2¤NIIJJ¥R/(THE¤II))
+(4§N¤ (E1A§HIIII+2!F1AxHIIJJ+E1A¤NIIJJ) )));

IF DESIGN='CCD2' THEN VACCD2B=VMAR;
IF DE$IGN='CCD3' THEN VACCD3B=VMAR;
IF DE$IGN='CCD4' THEN VACCD6B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN=‘CCD5' THEN VACCD5B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='CCD6' THEN VACCD6B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='CCD7' THEN VACCD7B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='BBD4' THEN VABBD4B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN VABBD5B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='BBD7' THEN VABBD7B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='FAC3' THEN VAFAC3B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='FAC6' THEN VAFAC4B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='FAC5' THEN VAFAC5B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='FAC6' THEN VAFAC6B=VMAR;
IF DESIGN='FAC7' THEN VAFAC7B=VMAR;
DUTPUT;
END;
END;

DATA OOICCDZA; SET OICCDZA; IF VACCD2B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA QQICCDSA; SET QICCDSA; IF VACCD3B='.' THEN DELETE;
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DATA OOICCDGA; SET QICCDGA; IF VACCD4B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA GOICCDSA; SET OICCDSA; IF VACCD5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 001CCD6A; SET Q1CCD6A; IF VACCD6B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 001CCD7A; SET 01CCD7A; IF VACCD7B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOIBBDQA; SET OIBBDQA; IF VABBD4B='.' THEN DELETE;

PDATA OOIBBDSA; SET GIBBDSA; IF VABBD5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA O01BBD7A; SET 01BBD7A; IF VABBD7B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOIFACSA; SET OIFACSA; IF VAFAC3B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 001FAC4A; SET GIFACGA; IF VAFAC4B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOIFACSA; SET OIFACSA; IF VAFAC5B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 001PAC6A; SET G1FAC6A; IF VAFAC6B='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 0G1FAC7A; SET O1FAC7A; IF VAPAC7B='.' THEN DELETE;

DATA OICCDA; MERGE OQICCDZA OOICCDSA OOICCDGA OOICCDSA GQ1CCD6A §$1SgDää;
DATA GIBBDA; MERGE 901BBD4A OOIBBDSA 001BBD7A; BY RP RM;
DATA OIFACA; MERGE QOIFACSA GOIPACGA OGIFACSA OOIFACGA 901PAC7A;BY RP RM;
PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=01CCDA;
TITLE6 ' V for the CCD: under the AR Streteyv';
PROC PRINT NODBS DATA=0lBBDA;
TITLE6 ' V for the BBD: under the AR Strateyy';

PROC PRINT NDOBS DATA=0IFACA;
TITLE6 ' V for the PAC: under the AR Strategv';
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Hin-V I Hin-B Designs in a Spherical Region

Second Order Designs and values of Design Parameters

DES K F AX R ALP IIFAC NB DELTA

CCD 2 4 4 3.00 1.41421356 1.00 2 -.000
CCD 3 8 6 3.42 1.76383421 1.00 2 0.417
CCD 4 16 8 3.24 2.05798302 1.00 2 1.384
CCD 5 32 10 2.78 2.30940108 1.00 2 3.264
CCD 6 32 _ 12 3.48 2.51058366 1.00 2 2.549
CCD 7 64 14 2.70 2.71746488 1.00 2 5.696
BBD 4 24 . 3.00 . 0.50 3 0.000
BBD 5 40 . 4.00 . 0.40 2 0.000
BBD 7 56 . 3.00 . 0.43 2 0.000
FAC 3 27 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 4 81 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 5 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 6 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 7 729 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
SCD 3 4 6 3.88 1.54919334 1.00 2 -.214
SCD 4 8 8 6.06 2.12132034 1.00 2 -.176
SCD 5 12 10 6.04 2.34520788 1.00 2 0.148
SCD 6 16 12 6.28 2.54950976 1.00 2 0.386
SCD 7 28 14 4.75 2.69098111 1.00 2 1.562

THBTA & G for Hin-B and [ii] & Nc for Min-VIMin—B Designs

DESIGN THB G IIOPT NCOPT NC

CCD2 0.50000000 0.57735027 0.2649 2.07 2
CCD3 0.45069964 0.48404414 0.2079 2.03 2
CCD4 0.38955100 0.42867040 0.1713 2.25 2
CCD5 0.31876138 0.39115913 0.1458 2.76 3
CCD6 0.32846937 0.36257003 0.1270 2.16 2
CCD7 0.25418701 0.34013415 0.1126 2.96 3
BBD4 0.37500000 0.61237244 0.1713 2.27 2
BBD5 0.38888889 0.62360956 0.1459 2.64 3
BBD7 0.27272727 0.52223297 0.1125 2.16 2
FAC3 0.30612245 0.55328334 0.2112 -0.90 0A
FAC4 0.25000000 0.50000000 0.1733 -3.08 0
FAC5 0.21212121 0.46056619 0.1470 -9.28 0
FAC6 0.18461538 0.42966892 0.1278 -8.96 0
FAC7 0.16363636 0.40451992 0.1131 -25.6 0

A

SCD3 0.47133139 0.51696205 0.2081 1.30 1
SCD4 0.50172414 0.41935912 0.1722 1.36 1
SCD5 0.46795758 0.38529925 0.1464 1.33 1
SCD6 0.44542936 0.35851340 0.1274 1.26 1
SCD7 0.36133270 0.33988978 0.1127 1.56 2
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Hin—V I Min-B Designs in a Cuboidal Region

Second Order Designs and values of Design Parameters

DES K F AX R ALP IIFAC NB DELTA

CCD” 2 4 4 3.00 1.41421356 1.00 2 -.000
CCD 3 8 6 3.42 1.76383421 1.00 2 0.739
CCD 4 16 8 3.24 2.05798302 1.00 2 2.952
CCD 5 32 10 2.78 2.30940108 1.00 2 8.114
CCD 6 32 12 3.48 2.51058366 1.00 2 7.223
CCD 7 64 14 2.70 2.71746488 1.00 2 18.1
BBD 4 24 . 3.00 . 0.50 3 0.000
BBD 5 40 . 4.00 . 0.40 2 0.000
BBD 7 56 . 3.00 . 0.43 2 0.000
FAC 3 27 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 4 81 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 5 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 6 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 7 729 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
SCD 3 4 6 4.92 1.67332005 1.00 2 -.703
SCD 4 8 8 5.00 2.00000000 1.00 2 0.000
SCD 5 12 10 5.30 2.25320285 1.00 2 0.709
SCD 6 16 12 5.68 2.47338777 1.00 2 1.410
SCD 7 28 14 4.75 2.69098111 1.00 2 4.962

THETA & G for Hin-B and [ii] & Nc for Min—VIHin—B Designs

DESIGN THE G IIOPT NCOPT NC

CCD2 0.70000000 0.68313005 0.3638 2.26 2
CCD3 0.79924070 0.64458494 0.3609 2.38 2
CCD4 0.83104213 0.62611320 0.3576 2.83 3
CCD5 0.79234973 0.61670728 0.3548 3.74 4
CCD6 0.93066320 0.61029630 0.3533 3.03 3

A CCD7 0.80774983 0.60633412 0.3512 4.45 4
BBD4 0.80000000 0.89442719 0.3573 2.87 3
BBD5 0.96666667 0.98319208 0.3558 3.47 3
BBD7 0.86666667 0.93094934 0.3514 3.20 3
FAC3 0.54285714 0.73678840 0.3622 -0.02 0
FAC4 0.53333333 0.73029674 0.3587 -0.72 0
FAC5 0.52727273 0.72613547 0.3560 -3.06 0
FAC6 0.52307692 0.72324057 0.3538 -3.48 0
FAC7

”
0.52000000 0.72111026 0.3520 -11 0

SCD3 0.90057803 0.66280190 0.3635 1.60 2
SCD4 1.00000000 0.63245553 0.3598 1.79 2
SCD5 1.10142160 0.61964446 0.3570 1.82 2
SCD6 1.20531432 0.61204162 0.3548 1.81 2
SCD7 1.14823503 0.60589849 0.3523 2.27 2

i
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Min·V I Min-B Designs in a Spherical Region

Check for a SINGULAR X"X matrix

DESIGN SINGULAR IIJJ IIJJ_SIN

CCD2 No 0.087 0.017
CCD3 No — 0.086 0.057
CCD4 No 0.091 0.070
CCD5 No 0.101 0.086
CCD6 No 0.094 0.084
CCD7 No

1
0.105 0.098

BBD4 No 0.095 0.074
BBD5 No 0.087 0.075
BBD7 No 0.102 0.094
FAC3 No 0.131 0.098
FAC4 No 0.126 0.105
FAC5 No 0.124 0.108
FAC6 No 0.122 0.109
FAC7 No 0.120 0.110
SCD3 . 0.064 .
SCD4 . 0.071 .
SCD5 . 0.074 .
SCD6 . 0.075 .
SCD7 . 0.086 .

. Actual Values of [ii], Nc, N1, N2, N3A, N3C, N, V·IR

DESIGN II NC N1 N2 N3A N3C N VMIR

CCD2 0.2667 2 5 5 0 1 10 5.9375 _
CCD3 0.2083 2 9 7 0 1 16 9.9619
CCD4 0.1729 2 17 9 0 1 26 14.9484
CCD5 0.1451 3 33 11 1 2 45 20.9450
CCD6 0.1275 2 33 13 0 1 46 28.0710
CCD7 0.1125 3 65 15 1 2 81 36.0031
BBD4 0.1731 2 8 8 10 1 26 14.9259
BBD5 0.1447 3 20 20 1 2 43 21.3851
BBD7 0.1129 2 28 28 0 1 58 35.8920
FAC3 0.2041 0 9 9 9 0 27 12.5860
FAC4 0.1667 0 27 27 27 0 81 19.5000
FAC5 0.1414 0 81 81 81 0 243 27.5962
FAC6 0.1231 0 81 81 81 0 243 36.8037
FAC7 0.1091 0 243 · 243 243 0 729 47.0833
SCD3 0.2138 1 5 6 0 0 11 .
SCD4 0.1759 1 8 9 0 0 17 .
SCD5 0.1485 1 12 11 0 0 23 .
SCD6 0.1285 1 16 13 0 0 29 .
SCD7 0.1115 2 29 15 0 1 44 .
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Min-V I Hin·B Designs in a Cuboidal Region

Check for a SINGULAR X"X matrix

DESIGN SINGULAR IIJJ IIJJ_SIN

CCD2 No 0.087 0.500
CCD3 No 0.086 0.600
CCD4 No 0.091 0.667
CCDS No 0.101 0.714
CCD6 No 0.094 0.750
CCD7 No 0.105 0.778
BBD4 No 0.095 0.667

E

BBD5 No 0.087 0.714
BBD7 No 0.102 0.778
FAC3 No 0.131 0.600
FAC4 _ No 0.126 0.667
FAC5 No 0.124 0.714
FAC6 No , 0.122 0.750
FAC7 No 0.120 0.778
SCD3 No -0.064 0.600
SCD4 No 0.071 0.667
SCD5 No 0.074 0.714
SCD6 No 0.075 0.750

4

SCD7 No 0.086 0.778

Actual Values of [ii], Nc, N1, N2, N3A, N3C, N, V-IR

DESIGN II NC N1 N2 N3A N3C N VHIR

CCD2 0.3733 2 5 5 0 1 10 5.8929
CCD3 0.3693 2 9 7 0 1 16 10.0035
CCD4 0.3553 3 17 9 1 2 27 14.8086
CCDS 0.3528 4 33 11 2 3 46 20.2724
CCD6 0.3535' 3 33 13 1 2 47 27.9713
CCD7 0.3532 4 65 15 2 3 82 34.7214
BBD4 0.3556 3 8 8 11 2 27 14.6250
BBD5 0.3597 3 20 20 1 2 43 21.6832
BBD7 0.3525 3 28 28 1 2 59 35.1100
FAC3 0.3619 0 9 9 9 0 27 10.4176
FAC4 0.3556 0 27 27 27 0 81 15.6797
FAC5 0.3515 0 81 81 81 0 243 21.9542
FAC6 0.3487 0 81 81 81 0 243 29.2359
FAC7 0.3467 0 243 243 243 0 729 37.5222
SCD3 0.3514 2 5 7 0 1 12 .
SCD4 0.3556 2 9 9 0 1 18 .
SCD5 0.3544 2 13 11 0 1 24 .
SCD6 0.3526 2 17 13 0 1 30 .
SCD7 0.3545 2 29 15 0 1 44 .
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Hin-V I Min-B Designs

Spherical Region

V for the CCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCCCDZB VCCCD3B VCCCD4B VCCCDSB VCCCD6B VCCCD7B

0.0 5.93750 9.9619 14.9484 20.9450 28.0710 36.0031
0.3 6.78125 11.3893 17.8306 27.4269 33.0185 48.7023
0.6 7.62500 12.8167 20.7128 33.9088 37.9660 61.4014
0.9 8.46875 14.2442 23.5949 40.3907 42.9135 74.1006

V for the BBDs under the CR Strategy L

RP VCBBD4B VCBBDSB VCBBD7B

0.0 14.9259 21.3851 35.8920
0.3 17.8148 27.1675 42.0948
0.6 20.7037 32.9500 48.2975
0.9 23.5926 38.7324 54.5003

V for the FACs under the CR Strategy

RP VCFAC3B VCFAC4B VCFACSB VCFACGB VCFAC7B

0.0 12.5860 19.50 27.596 36.804 47.083
0.3 16.9102 37.95 92.217 98.663 251.658I
0.6 21.2344 56.40 156.838 160.521 456.233
0.9 25.5586 74.85 221.460 222.380 660.808
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Min—V I Min·B Designs

Cuboidal Region

V for the CCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCCCDZB VCCCD3B VCCCD4B VCCCDSB VCCCD6BVCCCD7B0.0

5.89286 10.0035 14.8086 20.2724 27.9713 34.7214
0.3 6.69643 11.2972 17.5660 26.5632 32.5741 47.0128
0.6 7.50000 12.5909 20.3235 32.8540 37.1769 59.3042
0.9 8.30357 13.8846 23.0810 39.1448 41.7797 71.5956

1 V for the BBDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCBBD4B VCBBDSB VCBBD7B

0.0 14.6250 21.6832 35.1100
0.3 17.4375 26.8920 41.0668
0.6 20.2500 32.1009 ‘47.0235
0.9 23.0625 37.3097 52.9802

V for the FACs under the CR Strategy

RP VCFACBB VCFAC4B VCFACSB VCFACGB VCFAC7B

0.0 10.4176 15.6797 21.954 29.236 37.522
0.3 15.3923 35.2758 88.268 93.365 244.966
0.6 20.3670 54.8719 154.582 157.494 452.409
0.9 25.3418 74.4680 220.895 221.624 659.852
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Hin—V I Min-B Designs in a Spherical Region

V for the CCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VACCDZB VACCD3B VACCD4B VACCDSB VACCDGB VACCD7B

0.0 0.0 5.93750 9.96186 14.9484 20.9450 28.0710 36.0031
0.3 0.0 5.65625 9.41080 14.7331 22.8395 27.8540 41.7693
0.3 0.3 4.15625 7.04830 11.2024 18.0046 22.2584 34.5666
0.6 0.0 5.37500 8.85974 14.5178 24.7340 27.6371 47.5354n
0.6 0.3 3.87500 6.49724 10.9871 19.8991 22.0414 40.3328
0.6 0.6 2.37500 4.13474 7.4563 15.0642 16.4458 33.1302
0.9 0.0 5.09375 8.30869 14.3025 26.6284 27.4201 53.3016
0.9 0.3 3.59375 5.94619 10.7718 21.7935 21.8245 46.0989
0.9 0.6 2.09375 3.58369 7.2410 16.9586 16.2288 38.8963
0.9 0.9 0.59375 1.22119 3.7102 12.1237 10.6332 31.6937

V for the BBDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VABBD4B VABBDSB VABBD7B

0.0 0.0 14.9259 21.3851 35.8920
0.3 0.0 13.7704 21.2440 33.8244
0.3 0.3 12.2296 15.0866 25.1244
0.6 0.0 12.6148 21.1030 31.7568
0.6 0.3 11.0741 14.9455 23.0568
0.6 0.6 9.5333 8.7880 14.35680.9‘ 0.0 11.4593 20.9620 29.6892

”

0.9 0.3 9.9185 14.8045 20.9892
0.9 0.6 8.3778 8.6470 12.2892
0.9 0.9 6.8370 2.4895 3.5892

V for the FACs under the AR Strategy

RP RM VAFACBB VAFAC4B VAFACSB VAFACSB VAFAC7B

0.0 0.0 12.5860 19.5 27.5962 36.8037 47.083
0.3 0.0 11.8688 21.0 38.2770 45.6430 86.267
0.3 0.3 10.0688 15.6 22.0770 29.4430 37.667
0.6 0.0 11.1516 22.5 48.9577 54.4822 125.450

· 0.6 0.3 9.3516 17.1 32.7577 38.2822 76.850
0.6 0.6 7.5516 11.7 16.5577 22.0822 28.250
0.9 0.0 10.4344 24.0 59.6385 63.3215 164.633
0.9 0.3 8.6344 18.6 43.4385 47.1215 116.033

I 0.9 0.6 6.8344 13.2 27.2385 30.9215 67.433
0.9 0.9 5.0344 7.8 11.0385 14.7215 18.833
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Hin—V I Min-B Designs in a Cuboidal Region
1

V for the CCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VACCDZB VACCDBB VACCD4B VACCDSB VACCD6B VACCD7B

0.0 0.0 5.89286 10.0035 14.8086 20.2724 27.9713 34.7214
0.3 0.0 5.62500 9.4400 14.5391 22.1623 27.5996 40.4114
0.3 0.3 4.12500 7.0775 11.2105 17.5198 22.2538 33.4894
0.6 0.0 5.35714 8.8764 14.2696 24.0523 27.2278 46.1015
0.6 0.3 3.85714 6.5139 10.9410 19.4098 21.8821 39.1795
0.6 0.6 2.35714 4.1514 7.6123 '14.7672 16.5363 32.2575
0.9 0.0 5.08929 8.3129 14.0002 25.9423 26.8561 51.7915
0.9 0.3 3.58929 5.9504 10.6715 21.2997 21.5103 44.8695
0.9 0.6 2.08929 3.5879 7.3428 16.6572 16.1645 37.9475
0.9 0.9 0.58929 1.2254 4.0142 12.0146 10.8188 31.0255

V for the BBDs under the AR Strategy
I

RP RH VABBD4B VABBDSB VABBD7B

0.0 0.0 14.625 21.6832 35.1100
0.3 0.0 13.500 21.3317 33.1245
0.3 0.3 12.000 15.3760 24.7787
0.6 0.0 12.375 20.9802 31.1389
0.6 0.3 10.875 15.0244 22.7932
0.6 0.6 9.375 9.0687 14.4474‘ 0.9 0.0 11.250 20.6287 29.1533
0.9 0.3 9.750 14.6729 20.8076
0.9 0.6 8.250 8.7172 12.4619
0.9 0.9 6.750 2.7614 4.1161

V for the FACs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VAFAC3B VAFAC4B VAFACSB VAFAC6B VAFAC7B

0.0 0.0 10.4176 15.6797 21.9542 29.2359 37.522
0.3 0.0 10.1341 17.9437 33.7634 39.5888 78.618
0.3 0.3 8.3341 12.5437 17.5634 23.3888 30.018
0.6 0.0 9.8506 20.2078 45.5725 49.9416 119.713
0.6 0.3 8.0506 14.8078 29.3725 33.7416 71.113
0.6 0.6 6.2506 9.4078 13.1725 17.5416 22.513
0.9 0.0 9.5670 22.4719 57.3817 60.2944 160.809
0.9 0.3 7.7670 17.0719 41.1817 44.0944 112.209
0.9 0.6 5.9670 11.6719 24.9817 27.8944 63.609
0.9 0.9 4.1670 6.2719 8.7817 11.6944 15.009

i
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Appendix R ·

Computer Programs for Determination of Min-V* |

Mm-B* Second Order Desrgns

:;:0392JND JDD 33FD2,JND,NSGLEVEL=(0,0),REGIDN=2048K
xxx

:5:
This program computes the Min-V!IMin-B! values of V!

xxx for various amounts of induced correlation '
jjä under the IR, CR, and AR strategies.
xxx The SECOND order designs examined are:
xxx k * 2,...,7 CCDs (central composite designs)xxx k = 4,5,7 BlDs (Box—Behnken designs)xxx k * 3,...,7 FACs (3-level factorial designs)xx; k * 3,...,7 SCDs (small composite designs)xx
//! This program is net entirely applicable to the SCDs

‘
xxx but the 'optimal' values of the scalingxxx factor (g) and the number of center runs (Nc)xxx are computed for the SCDs using this program.xxx
xxx
xxJODPARN LINE$=4
xxPRIORITY IDLE
xxSTEP1 EXEC SAS
xx$YSIN DD x

$¥TIgTS CENTER NDDATE NDNUMDER LS=72;
TITLE2"Nin·V! I Nin-B! d•signs's
DATA Q2;
INPUT DESC 1-3 DESIGNC 1-4 DESZC 2-3 K 4 F 6-8;x
Define RE6ION=l if Spherical or REGION=2 if Cuboidals
RE610N¤1;
TITLE4 'Cuboidml Region';
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TITLE4 'Sphericel Region';
x
DES = CCD or BBD or FAC or SCD
DESIGN = CCD2 ... CCD7, BBD4, BBD5, BBD7, FAC5 ... FAC7„ SCD3 ... SCD7K = Number of Fectors in Model
E

= Number of Factoriel Design Points;

Define AX = Number of exial design points;£X=0; IF DES2='CD' THEN AX=2§Kß
Define NB = Number of blocks into which the design partitions;§B=2s IF DES='FAC' OR DESIGN='BBD4' THEN NB=3;
Define Region moments; '
IF REGION=l THEN DO; .
NII=l/(K+2Js
NIIJJ=NII1(K+4);
NIIII=3xwIIJJs
NIIJJKK=NIIJJ/(K+6);
NIIIIJJ=3¤NIIJJKKs
NIIIIII=15xwIIJJKK;
END;
IF REGION=2 THEN DO;
NII=l/3;
NIIJJ=1/9:
NIIII=1/5;
NIIJJKK=1/27:
HIIIIJJ=1/15;
NIIIIlI=1/7;
END;
x
Compute ALPHA for the CCDs end SCDss
N=F+AX+2;
ALP=O;
IF DE$2='CD' THEN ALP=SQRT((FxN·F¤F-F)/(2¤F+2)ls
ALP22=2¤ALP¤ALPß
ALP24=ALP22¥ALPxALPs
FPALP22=F+ALP22;
FPALP24=F+ALP24s

.

Dggägel IIFAC = proportion of non-zero fectorial levels of i'th point;— s
IF DES='FAC' THEN IIFAC=2/3;
IF DESIGN='DBD4' THEN IIFAC=1/2:
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN IIFAC=2/5;.IF DE$IGN='BBD7' THEN IIFAC=3/7;
Compute R = [iiii] / [iijj] ;
R=(FPALP24/F7/IIFACs
IF DES='BBD° THEN R=5s
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN R=4s
xgäteämäne the Min—B§ Optimal Values of THE=Thete & G=$caling factor;— · s
KP2=K+2; °
RM1=R-ls .
RK1=R+K-ls
RK2=R+K—2s
THE=R¤wII¤KP2/RKI:
THE2=THExTHE;
G=$QRT(THEXFPALPZZ/FPALP24)s
x
Determine the Min-V¤IMin-B! Optimal Values of IIOPT=[ii] & NCOPT=Nc;
Al=K¤KM1¤NIIXR:
Bl=THE¤R¤RK2s
C1=R¤R¤KMls
D1=THE2¤RM1xRK1s
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El=R§K¤THE¥RMli
F1=(KXTHE+Al)/(6¥K¥THE¥NII);
Gl=Cl¤E1+F1¤El¤E1;
Hl=(—2)¤(Bl¤El+Dl¤El¤Fl);
I1=B1¤D1+F1¤D1¤D1;
INSQRT=(H1¤H1-4¤G1¤11);
IIOPT=(Hl¤(—1)·SORT(INSORT))/(2¤G1);§COPT=(IIFACxG¥G¤FPALP22/IIOPT)·F-AX;
Determine the actual value of II=[ii1 using the integer value of NC=Nc;NC=ROUND(NCOPT);
IF DES='FAC' THEN NC=0;
N=F+AX+NC;
II=IIFAC!G¤G¤FPALP22/N;§I2=IIxII;
Determine IIJJ=[iijj] and check for a singular X'X matrix;
IIJJ=THE¤II/R;
IIJJ SIN=(II/KM1)x(K¤II-THE);
IF IIJJ=IIJJ_SIN THEN SINGULAR='Yes';
ELSE SINGULAR='No';
IF DES='SCD' THEN IIJJ SIN='.';IF DES='SCD' THEN SINGÜLAR='.';
gEE¥Ämäne DELTA = the difference between blocks 1 8 2 sum of squares;
IF DES2='CD' THEN DELTA=G¤GX(F-ALP22);
X
Determine the components of the inverted X'X matrix;
A=THE¤II¤RK1/R;
B=(THE¤IIxRK2/R)—(KMIXIIZ);
C=(II/R)¤(R¤II·THE);
D=A-K¤II2;£2=D¤THExIIxRM1/R;
Determine the value of V! under the IR Strategy;¥MIRS=(K/II)+((K¤KMl¥R!HII)/(THEXII))+(6¤B¥K!NII/D2);
gätgrnäne N1 8 N2 = Number design points in blocks 1 8 2 (AR Strategy);

= [ ;

N2=N1;
IF DES2='CD' THEN Nl=F+1;IF DES2='CD' THEN N2=AX+1;
Determine NSC 8 NSA = Number of design points using independent
NSC 0 streams in the CR 8 AR Strategies;• 3
IF NC>1 THEN N3C=NC-1;
IF N3C=0 THEN SORTNSC=0;
ELSE SORTN3C=$0RT(NSC);
N3A=0;
IF NC>2 THEN N3A=NC-2;
IF DESIGN='BDD6' OR DES='FAC' THEN N3A=Nl+NC;
IF NSA=0 THEN SORTN3A=0;
ELSE 5ORTNSA=SORT(NSA);

FORMAT THE 6 ALP 10.8;
FORMAT IIOPT II 6.6;
FORMAT DELTA IIJJ IIJJ_SIN 5.3;
FORMAT NCOPT 5.2;
FORMAT IIFAC R 6.2;

„ CARDS;
CCD2 6
CCD3 8
CCD6 16
CCD5 32
CCD6 52
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CCD7 64
BDD4 24
DBD5 40
BBD7 56
FAC3 27
FAC4 81
FAC5 243
FAC6 243
FAC7 729
SCD3 4
SCD4 8
SCD5 12
SCD6 16
SCD7 28
Q
Print Input Data, Optimal values of Theta, g, [ii], Ne, and

Actual values of Iii], Ne, N1, N2, N3, N;

DATA OZDOT;
SET Q2;
IF DES2 NE 'CD' THEN ALP='.';
IF DES2 NE 'CD' THEN AX='.';
IF DES='SCD' THEN vMIRS='.°;
PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=02DOT;
TITLE6 'Second Order Designs and values of Design Parameters';
VAR DES K F AX R ALP IIFAC NB DELTA;

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=02;
TITLE6
'THETA 8 G for Hin-D! and [ii] 8 Ne for Min-VX|Min—D! Designs';
VAR DESIGN THE G IIOPT NCOPT NC;

PROC PRINT NOODS DATA=O2;
TITLE6 'Cheek for a SINGULAR X*X matrix';
VAR DESIGN SINGULAR IIJJ IIJJ_SIN;

PROC PRINT NOODS DATA=02DOT;
TITLE6 'Aetual Values of [ii], Nc, N1, N2, N3A, N3C, N, V!-IR';VAR DESIGN II NC N1 N2 N3A N3C N VMIRS;
X
Determine the value of V! under the CR Strategy;
DATA 02VCR

DATA OZCCDZC (KEEP=RP VCCCDZS)
DATA 02CCD3C (KEEP=RP VCCCD3S)
DATA 02CCD4C (KEEP=RP VCCCD4S)
DATA OZCCDSC (KEEP=RP VCCCDSS)
DATA 02CCD6C (KEEP=RP VCCCD6S)
DATA O2CCD7C (KEEP=RP VCCCD7S)
DATA 02BBD4C (KEEP=RP VC8BD4S)
DATA O2BDD5C (KEEP=RP VCBBDSS)
DATA 02BBD7C (KEEP=RP VCBBD7S)
DATA O2FAC3C (KEEP=RP VCFAC3S)
DATA G2FAC4C (KEEP=RP VCFAC4S)
DATA 02FAC5C (KEEP=RP VCFACSS)
DATA 02FAC6C (KEEP=RP VCFAC6S)« DATA Q2FAC7C (KEEP=RP VCFAC7S);

SET Q2;IF DES='SCD' THEN DELETE;
Define components of V! for the CR Strategy;
R1C=(-1)X(SQRTN5cXII)/(NXD);
T1C=(N5CXII)/(NXD);
X
Compute V! for RP=rho+ RP=(O, .3, .6, .9);
D0 RP=0 TO .9 BY .3;
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IF N3C=0 THEN VMCRS=(1-RP)xvMIRS;
ELSE VMCRS=((1·RP)¤VMIRS)+((GXKXNIIXNXRP)x(T1C¤T1C+R1C¤R1C));
IF DESIGN='CCD2' THEN VCCCD2S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='CCD3' THEN VCCCD5S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='CCD4' THEN VCCCD4S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='CCD5' THEN VCCCD5S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='CCD6' THEN VCCCD6S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='CCD7' THEN VCCCD7S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='BBD4' THEN VCBBD4S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN VCBBD5S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='BBD7' THEN VCBBD7S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='FAC3' THEN VCFAC3S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='FAC4' THEN VCFAC6S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='FAC5' THEN VCFAC5S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='FAC6' THEN VCFAC6S=VMCRS;
IF DESIGN='FAC7' THEN VCFAC7S=VMCRS;
OUTPUT;
END;

DATA GOZCCDZC; SET GZCCDZC; IF VCCCD2S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZCCDSC; SET GZCCDSC; IF VCCCD3S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 0G2CCD4C; SET 02CCD4C; IF VCCCD4S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZCCDSC; SET GZCCDSC; IF VCCCD5S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA Q02CCD6C; SET GZCCDGC; IF VCCCD6S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA G02CCD7C; SET 02CCD7C; IF VCCCD7S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZBBDQC; SET 92BBD4C; IF VCBBD4S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZBBDSC; SET OZBBDSC; IF VCBBD5S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 002BBD7C; SET 02BBD7C; IF VCBBD7S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZFACSC; SET GZFACSC; IF VCFAC3S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA GGZFACQCB SET OZFACGC; IF VCFAC4S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA GOZFACSC; SET OZFACSC; IF VCFAC5S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA G02FAC6C; SET OZFACSC; IF VCFAC6S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA Q02FAC7C; SET 02FAC7C; IF VCFAC7S='.' THEN DELETE;

DATA OZCCDCB MERGE QRZCCDZC OGZCCDSC GGZCCDGC OQZCCDSC G02CCD6C 0§$Cgg7C;
!

DATA OZBBDC; MERGE 002BBD4C QQZBBDSC 00ZBBD7C; BY RP;
DATA OZFACC; MERGE OOZFACSC OOZFACQC OQZFACSC GOZFACGC 002FAC7C; BY RP;

PRDC PRINT NDDBS DATA=02CCDC;
TITLE6 'Vä for the CCDs under the CR Strate9v';

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA=O2BBDC;‘
TITLE6 'Vä for the BBDs under the CR Streteqv';

PROC PRINT NODBS DATA=02FACC;TITLE6 'VI for the FACs under the CR Stratesv';
§
Determine the value of V! under the AR Strategy;
DATA 02VAR

DATA QZCCDZA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDZS)
DATA OZCCDSA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDSS)
DATA OZCCDGA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDQS)
DATA OZCCDSA (KEEP=RP RM VACCDSS)
DATA 0ZCCD6A (KEEP=RP RM VACCD6S)
DATA 02CCD7A (KEEP=RP RM VACCD7S)
DATA 02BBD4A (KEEP=RP RM VABBD4S)
DATA OZBBDSA (KEEP=RP RM VABBDSS)
DATA 02BBD7A (KEEP=RP RM VABBD7S)
DATA OZFACSA (KEEP=RP RM VAFACSS)
DATA 02FAC4A (KEEP=RP RM VAFACGS)
DATA QZFACSA (KEEP=RP RM VAFACSS)
DATA GZFACSA (KEEP=RP RM VAFAC6S)
DATA G2FAC7A (KEEP=RP RM VAFAC7S);

SET Q2;
IF DES='SCD' THEN DELETE;
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X
Define components of VX for the AR Strateüv;
HFAC=2/NB;

RlA=(*1)X($QRTN3AXII)/(NXD)ß
T1A=(N3A¥II+N¥II¤HFAC-NXII)/(NXD);
X
Compute VX for RM=rho- < or = RP=rho+ RP=(0; .3; .6; .9);D0 RP=0 T0 .9 BY .3;
IF DES='FAC' THEN VMARS=(1-HFAC¤RP)!VMIRS;
D0 RM=0 TO .9 BY .3 NHILE(RM LE RP); ·
RPMRM=RP-RM;
RPPRM=RP+RMs
IF N3A=0 AND NB=2 THEN VMARS=(1-RP)!VMIRS;
IF N3A>0 AND NB=2 THEN VMAR$=((1-RP)¥VMIRS)

+((4¥K¤NII)¤(.SXNXT1AXTIA¤RPMRM+N¤R1A¥R1A¥RP+.5¤N¤M1A¥M1A¤RPPRM));
IF DESIGN='BBD4' THEN VMARS=((1-RP)xVMIRS)+(8xNIIxN¤T1A¤T1AXRPMRM)

+(RP¥(4/(3!II)+(4¤NII¤R/(THEIII))+(16¤N¤NII¤E1A)));
IF DESIGN='CCD2' THEN VACCD25=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='CCD3' THEN VACCD3S=VMAR$;
IF DESIGN='CCD6' THEN VACCD4S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='CCD5' THEN VACCD5S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='CCD6' THEN VACCD6S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='CCD7' THEN VACCD7S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='BBD6' THEN VABBD4S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='BBD5' THEN VABBD5S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='BBD7' THEN VABBD7S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='FAC3' THEN VAFAC3S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='FAC4' THEN VAFAC4S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='FAC5' THEN VAFAC5S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='FAC6' THEN VAFAC6S=VMARS;
IF DESIGN='FAC7' THEN VAFAC7S=VMARS;é§DDES NE 'FAC' THEN DUTPUT;

)

IF DES='FAC' THEN RM='.';
IF DES='FAC' THEN OUTPUT;
END;

DATA ROZCCDZA; SET GZCCDZA; IF VACCD2S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA R02CCD3A; SET 02CCD3A; IF VACCD3S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA ÜOZCCDAA; SET 02CCD4A; IF VACCD6S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZCCDSA; SET RZCCDSA; IF VACCD5S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 002CCD6A; SET 02CCD6A; IF VACCD6S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 002CCD7A; SET 02CCD7A; IF VACCD7S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 002BBD4A; SET G2BBD4A; IF VABBD6S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OOZBBDSA; SET OZBBDSA; IF VABBD5S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 0O2BBD7A; SET OZBBDTA; IF VABBD7S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OQ2FAC3A; SET 02FAC3A; IF VAFAC3S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA QOZFACQA; SET R2FAC4A; IF VAFAC4S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA ROZFACSA; SET GZFACSA; IF VAFAC5S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 002FAC6A; SET 02FAC6A; IF VAFAC6$='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA 0O2FAC7A; SET 02FAC7A; IF VAFAC7S='.' THEN DELETE;
DATA OZCCDA; MERGE ROZCCDZA 002CCD3A QQ2CCD4A OOZCCDSA Q02CCD6A g$2E$D;ä;
DATA OZBBDA; MERGE 0O2BBD4A QOZBBDSA 0Q2BBD7A; BY RP RM;
DATA OZFACA; MERGE 002FAC3A 002FAC4A QOZFACSA 002FAC6A 0G2FAC7A;BY RP;
PROC PRINT NDDBS DATA=02CCDA;
TITLE6 'VX for the CCDs under the AR Streteqv';
PRDC PRINT NOOBS DATA=Q2BBDA;
TITLE6 'Vä for the BBDs under the AR Stretegy';

PRUC PRINT NODBS DATA=02FACA;
TITLE6 'VX for the FACs under the AR Strategy';
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Min-V* I Min-8* Designs in a Spherical Region .

Second Order Designs and values of Design Parameters

DES K F AX R ALP IIFAC NB DELTA

CCD 2 4 4 3.00 1.41421356 1.00 2 -.000
CCD 3 8 6 3.42 1.76383421 1.00 2 0.583
CCD 4 16 8 3.24 2.05798302 1.00 2 1.845
CCD 5 32 10 2.78 2.30940108 1.00 2 4.197
CCD 6 32 12 3.48 2.51058366 1.00 2 3.187
CCD 7 64 14 2.70 2.71746488 1.00 2 6.961
BBD 4 24 . 3.00 . 0.50 3 0.000
BBD 5 40 . 4.00 . 0.40 2 0.000
BBD 7 56 . 3.00 . 0.43 2 0.000
FAC 3 27 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 4 81 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 5 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 6 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 7 729 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
SCD 3 4 6 4.92 1.67332005 1.00 2 -.555
SCD 4 8 8 5.00 2.00000000 1.00 2 0.000
SCD 5 12 10 5.30 2.25320285 1.00 2 0.367
SCD 6 16 12 5.68 2.47338777 1.00 2 0.622
SCD 7 28 14 4.75 2.69098111 1.00 2 1.909

THETA & G for Hin-8* and [ii] & Nc for Min—V*IMin•B* Designs

DESIGN THE G IIOPT NCOPT NC

CCD2 0.75000000 0.70710678 0.3629 3.02 3
CCD3 0.63097950 0.57272875 0.2688 3.35 3
CCD4 0.51940133 0.49498595” 0.2134 4.09 4
CCD5 0.40983607 0.44353276 0.1769 5.44 5
CCD6 0.41058671 0.40536561 0.1511 4.52 5
CCD7 0.31067301 0.37603246 0.1317 6.58 7
BBD4 0.50000000 0.70710678 0.2134 4.12 4
BBD5 0.50000000 0.70710678 0.1772 5.15 5
BBD7 0.33333333 0.57735027 0.1317 4.76 5
FAC3 0.42857143 0.65465367 0.2768 0.87 0
FAC4 0.33333333 0.57735027 0.2183 1.45 0
FAC5 0.27272727 0.52223297 0.1800 2.42 0
FAC6 0.23076923 0.48038446 0.1531 1.23 0
FAC7 0.20000000 0.44721360 0.1331 1.36 0
SCD3 0.71098266 0.58891494 0.2707 2.30 2
SCD4 0.62500000 0.50000000 0.2147 2.63 3
SCD5 0.56970083 0.44564517 0.1779 2.73 3
SCD6 0.53175632 0.40652488 0.1518 2.74 3
SCD7 0.44162886 0.37576229 0.1320 3.45 3
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Min-V* I Hin·B* Designs in a Cuboidal Region

Second Order Designs and values of Design Parameters

DES K F AX R ALP IIFAC NB DELTA

CCD 2 4 4 3.00 1.41421356 1.00 2 -.000
CCD 3 8 6 3.42 1.76383421 1.00 2 0.972
CCD 4 16 8 3.24 2.05798302 1.00 2 3.690
CCD 5 32 10 2.78 2.30940108 1.00 2 9.792
CCD 6 32 12 3.48 2.51058366_ 1.00 2 8.498
CCD 7 64 14 2.70 2.71746488 1.00 2 20.88
BBD 4 24 . 3.00 . 0.50 3 0.000
BBD 5 40 . 4.00 . 0.40 2 0.000
BBD 7 56 . 3.00 . 0.43 2 0.000
FAC 3 27 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 4 81 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 5 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 6 243 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
FAC 7 729 . 1.50 . 0.67 3 0.000
SCD 3 4 6 4.92 1.67332005 1.00 2 -.925
SCD 4 8 8 5.00 2.00000000 1.00 2 0.000
SCD 5 12 10 5.30 2.25320285 1.00 2 0.856
SCD 6 16 12 5.68 2.47338777 1.00 2 1.659
SCD 7 28 14 4.75 2.69098111 1.00 2 5.726

Ti-IETA & G for Hin-8* and [ii] & Nc for Hin·V*IMin—B* Designs

DESIGN THB G IIOPT NCOPT NC

CCD2 1.00000000 0.81649658 0.4838 3.02 3
CCD3 1.05163250 0.73938964 0.4480 3.35 3
CCD4 1.03880266 0.70001584 0.4269 4.09 4
CCD5 0.95628415 0.67750749 0.4129 5.44 5
CCD6 1.09489789 0.66195928 0.4028 4.52 5
CCD7 0.93201903 0.65130732 0.3950 6.58 7
BBD4 1.00000000 1.00000000 0.4268 4.12 4
BBD5 1.16666667 1.08012345 0.4135 5.15 5
BBD7 1.00000000 1.00000000 0.3950 4.76 5
FAC3 0.71428571 0.84515425 0.4614 0.87 0
FAC4 0.66666667 ”0.81649658 0.4366 1.45 0
FAC5 0.63636364 0.79772404 0.4201 2.42 0
FAC6 0.61538462 0.78446454 0.4082 1.23 0
FAC7 0.60000000 0.77459667 0.3993 1.36 0 '
SCD3 1.18497110 0.76028592 0.4511 2.30 2
SCD4 1.25000000 0.70710678 0.4294 2.63 3
SCD5 1.32930193 0.68073424 0.4151 2.73 3
SCD6 1.41801685 0.66385234 0.4048 2.74 3
SCD7 1.32488658 0.65083938 0.3959 3.45 3
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Hin-V* I Hin—B* Designs in a Spherical Region

Check for a SINGULAR X"X matrix

DESIGN SINGULAR IIJJ IIJJ_SIN

CCD2 No 0.091 -.008
CCD3 No 0.051 0.026
CCD4 No 0.034 0.024
CCD5 No 0.026 0.022

r CCD6 No 0.018 0.015
CCD7 No 0.015 0.013
BBD4 No 0.036 0.026
BBD5 No 0.022 0.017
BBD7 No 0.015 0.013
FAC3 No 0.082 0.061
FAC4 No 0.049 0.041
FAC5 No 0.033 0.029 °
FAC6 No 0.024 0.021
FAC7 No 0.018 0.016
SCD3 . 0.040 .
SCD4 . 0.026 .
SCD5 . 0.019 .
SCD6 . 0.014 .
SCD7 . 0.012 .

Actual Values of [ii], Nc, N1, N2, N3A, N3C, N, V*-IR

DESIGN II NC N1 N2 N3A N3C N VMIRS

CCD2 0.3636 3 5 5 1 2 11 26.583
CCD3 0.2744 3 9 7 1 2 17 64.186
CCD4 0.2141 4 17 9 2 3 28 124.685
CCD5 0.1786 5 33 11 3 4 47 215.113
CCD6 0.1496 5 33 13 3 4 49 342.486
CCD7 0.1310 7 _ 65 15 5 6 85 508.340
BBD4 0.2143 4 8 8 12 3 28 124.444
BBDS 0.1778 5 20 20 3 4 45 219.911
BBD7 0.1311 5 28 28 3 4 61 506.469
FAC3 0.2857 0 9 9 9 0 27 84.000
FAC4 0.2222 0 27 27 27 0 81 166.500
FAC5 0.1818 0 81 81 81 0 243 286.786
FAC6 0.1538 0 81 81 81 0 243 450.938
FAC7 ' 0.1333 0 243 243

‘
243 0 729 665.000

SCD3 0.2775 2 5 7 0 1 12 .
SCD4 0.2105 3 9 9 1 2 19 .
SCD5 0.1760 3 13 11 1 2 25 .
SCD6 0.1505 3 17 13 1 2 31 .
SCD7 0.1333 3 29 15 1 2 45 .

¥
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Min-V* I Min-B* Designs in a Cuboidal Region

Check for a SINGULAR X"X matrix

DESIGN SINGULAR IIJJ IIJJ_SIN

CCD2 No 0.162 -.015
CCD3 No 0.141 0.073 -
CCD4 NQ 0.137 0.096
CCD5 No 0.143 0.117
CCD6 No 0.125 0.104
CCD7 No 0.135 0.119

‘

BBD4 No 0.143 0.102
BBD5 No 0.121 0.094
BBD7 No 0.131 0.115
FAC3 No 0.227 0.170
FAC4 No 0.198 0.165
FAC5 No 0.180 0.157
FAC6 No 0.168 0.151
FAC7 No 0.160 0.147
SCD3 . 0.111 .
SCD4 . 0.105 .
SCD5 . 0.103 .
SCD6 . 0.100 .
SCD7 . 0.112 .

Actual Values of [ii], Nc, N1, N2, N3A, N3C, N, V*-IR

DESIGN II NC N1 N2 N3A N3C N VMIRS

CCD2 0.4848 3 5 5 1 2 11 19.938
CCD3 0.4574 3 9 7 1 2 17 38.511
CCD4 0.4283 4 17 9 2 3 28 62.342
CCD5 0.4167 5 33 11 3 4 47 92.191
CCD6 0.3989 5 33 13 3 4 49 128.432
CCD7 0.3931 7 65 15 5 6 85 169.447
BBD4 0.4286 4 8 8 12 3 28 62.222
BBD5 0.4148 5 20 20 3 4 45 94.247
BBD7 0.3934 5 28 28 3 4 61 168.823
FAC3 0.4762 0 9 9 9 0 27 50.400
FAC4 0.4444 0 27 27 27 0 81 83.250
FACS 0.4242 0 81 81 81 0 243 122.908
FAC6 0.4103 0 81 81 81 0 243 169.102
FAC7 0.4000 0 243 243 243 0 729· 221.667
SCD3 0.4624 2 5 7 0 1 12 .
SCD4 0.4211 3 9 9 1 2 19 .
SCD5 0.4106 3 13 11 1 2 25 .
SCD6 0.4014 3 17 13 1 2 31 .
SCD7 0.3999 3 29 15 1 Z 45 .
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Hin•V* I Hin-B* Designs

Spherical Region

V* for the CCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCCCDZS VCCCD3S VCCCD4S VCCCDSS VCCCD6S VCCCD7S
”

0.0 26.5833 64.1856 124.685 215.113 342.486 508.340
0.3 23.0083 53.0652 103.931 182.389 274.717 423.182
0.6 19.4333 41.9448 83.178 149.665 206.947 338.025
0.9 15.8583 30.8244 62.424 116.941 139.178 252.867

V* for the BBDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCBBD4S VCBBDSS VCBBD7S

0.0 124.444 219.911 506.469
0.3 103.911 184.795 400.075
0.6 83.378 149.679 293.681
0.9 62.844 114.562 187.287

V* for the FACs under the CR Strategy

RP VCFAC3S VCFAC4S VCFACSS VCFAC6S VCFAC7S

~ 0.0 84.0 166.50 286.786 450.938 665.0
0.3 58.8 116.55 200.750 315.656 465.5
0.6 33.6 66.60 114.714 180.375 266.0
0.9 8.4 16.65 28.679 45.094 66.5

i
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Min-V* I Min-B* Designs

Cuboidal Region

V* for the CCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCCCDZS VCCCD3S VCCCD4S VCCCDSS VCCCDSS VCCCD7S

0.0 19.9375 38.5113 62.3423 92.1915 128.432 169.447
0.3 17.2562 31.8391 51.9656 78.1669 103.019 141.061
0.6 14.5750 25.1669 41.5889 64.1423 77.605 112.675
0.9 11.8938 18.4946 31.2122 50.1178 52.192 84.289

V* for the BBDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCBBD4S VCBBDSS VCBBD7S

0.0 62.2222 94.2474 168.823
0.3 51.9556 79.1977 133.358° 0.6 41.6889 64.1480 97.894
0.9 31.4222 49.0982 62.429

V* for the I-'ACs under the CR Strategy

RP VCFACBS VCFAC4S VCFACSS VCFAC65 VCFAC7S

0.0 50.40 83.250 122.908 169.102 221.667
0.3 35.28 58.275 86.036 118.371 155.167
0.6 20.16 33.300 49.163 67.641 88.667
0.9 5.04 8.325 12.291 16.910 22.167

}
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I
Hin·V* I Min·B* Designs in a Spherical Region

V* for the CCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RM VACCDZS VACCDBS VACCD4S VACCDSS VACCDSS VACCD7S

0.0 0.0 26.5833 64.1856 124.685 215.113 342.486 508.340
0.3 0.0 19.7083 46.9743 93.093 164.298 254.344 391.727
0.3 0.3 19.3417 46.3070 90.580 158.930 247.962 379.514
0.6 0.0 12.8333 29.7631 61.501 113.482 166.202 275.115
0.6 0.3 12.4667 29.0957 58.988 108.114 159.820 262.901
0.6 0.6 12.1000 28.4284 56.476 102.746 153.438 250.687
0.9 0.0 5.9583 12.5518 29.909 ‘ 62.666 78.060 158.502
0.9 0.3 5.5917 11.8844 27.396 57.298 71.678 146.289
0.9 0.6 5.2250 11.2171 24.884 51.930 65.296 134.075
0.9 0.9 4.8583 10.5498 22.371 46.562 58.914 121.861

V* for the BBDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VABBD4S VABBDSS VABBD7S

0.0 0.0 124.444 219.911 506.469
0.3 0.0 108.267 165.509 371.609
0.3 0.3 103.289 158.566 361.361 '
0.6 0.0 92.089 111.107 236.748
0.6 0.3 87.111 104.164 226.500
0.6 0.6 82.133 97.221 216.252
0.9 0.0 75.911 56.705 101.887
0.9 0.3 70.933 49.762 91.639
0.9 ·.0.6 65.956 42.820 81.391 _
0.9 0.9 60.978 35.877 71.143

V* for the FACs under the AR Strategy

RP RM VAFAC3S VAFAC4S VAFACSS VAFACGS VAFAC7S

0.0 . 84.0 166.5 286.786 450.938 665
I 0.3 . 67.2 133.2 229.429 360.750 532“ 0.6 . 50.4 99.9 172.071 270.563 399

0.9 . 33.6 66.6 114.714 180.375 266
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l4in—V* I Min-8* Designs in a Cuboidal Region

V* for the CCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VACCDZS VACCD3S VACCD4S VACCDSS VACCD6S VACCD7S

0.0 0.0 19.9375 38.5113 62.3423 92.1915 128.432 169.447
0.3 - 0.0 14.7812 28.1846_ 46.5463 70.4132 95.379 130.576
0.3 0.3 14.5063 27.7842 45.2900 68.1127 92.986 126.505
0.6 0.0 9.6250 17.8578 30.7503 48.6349 62.326 91.705
0.6 0.3 9.3500 17.4574 29.4941 46.3344 59.933 87.634
0.6 0.6 9.0750 17.0570 28.2378 44.0339 57.539 83.562
0.9 0.0 4.4688 7.5311 14.9544 26.8567 29.273 52.834
0.9 0.3 4.1938 7.1307 13.6981 24.5561 26.879 48.763
0.9 0.6 3.9188 6.7303 12.4418 22.2556 24.486 44.692
0.9 0.9 3.6438 6.3299 11.1855 19.9550 22.093 40.620

V* for the BBDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VABBD4S VABBDSS VABBD7S

0.0 0.0 62.2222 94.2474 168.823
0.3 0.0 54.1333 70.9324 123.870

- 0.3 0.3 51.6444 67.9569 120.454
0.6 0.0 46.0444 47.6173 78.916
0.6 0.3 43.5556 44.6418 75.500
0.6 0.6 41.0667 41.6663 72.084
0.9 0.0 37.9556 24.3023 33.962
0.9 0.3 35.4667 21.3268 30.546

_ 0.9 0.6 32.9778 18.3513 27.130
0.9 0.9 30.4889 15.3758 23.714

V* for the 1-'ACs under the AR Strategy ·

RP RH VAFACBS VAFAC4S VAFACSS VAFACGS VAFAC7S

0.0 . 50.40 83.25 122.908 169.102 221.667
0.3 . 40.32 66.60 98.327 135.281 177.333
0.6 . 30.24 49.95 73.745 101.461 133.000
0.9 . 20.16 33.30 49.163 67.641 88.667
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Appendix S

Computer Programs for the Small Composite

Designs

xxA0392JMD JOB 33FOZ,JMD,TIME=(1,0),MSGLEVEL=(0,0),REGION=2048Kxxx
xxx
xx: This program computes the Min-VIMin-D values of Vxx -·-----——-- -II: and the Min·V¤IMin—Bx values of Vxxx -——----··---- --xxx for various amounts of induced correlation
5;: under the IR, CR, and AR strategies.
xxx
xxx Tha SCDs (small composite designs) examined are;
xxx k = 3 SCD (I·|art1ey)xxx k = 4 SCD (Hart1ev)xxx k = 5 SCD (Draper)
xxx k = 6 SCD (Hart1ev)xxx k = 7 SCD (Draper)xxx
xxx
xxx This program uses the PRDC MATRIX procedure of SAS to computexxx the values of V and Vx using matrix algebra onthe design matrix of each SCD.
xxx
xxJODPARM LINES=4 .
xxenxonxrv IDLE
xx$TEP1 EXEC SAS
xxSYSIN DD x
DPTIDNS NOCENTER NDDATE NONUMBER LS=120;

p TITLE1s
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X Input the Design Matrix for the "SCD5" design(k=5 Hartley Small Composite Design);

DATA MARS:

TITLE2 'K=3 SCD-Hartley';
INPUT BC BA X1 X2 X3;
X11=X1XX1; X22=X2XX2; X33=X5XX3;
X12=X1XX2s X13=X1XX3;
X23=X2XX3;
X111=X1XX1XXl; X122=X1XX2XX2; X133=X1XX3XX3;
X222=X2XX2XX2; X112=X1XX1XX2; X235=X2XX3XX5;
X333=X3XX5XX3; X113=X1XXlXX3; X223=X2XX2XX3s
X125=X1XX2XX3;

X
Input BC=1 and BA=1 if a Common random number stream is used
Input BA=-1 if an Antithetic random number stream is used
Input BC=0 and BA=0 if an Independent random number stream is used
Input X1, X2, X5 = 1 or -1 for the values of the factorial points
Input X1, X2, X3 = 1.0 or -1.0 for the values of the axial points
Input X1, X2, X3 = 0 for the values of the center points
BC BA X1 X2 X3;

CARDS;
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1.0 0 0
1 -1 1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 -1.0 0
1 -1 0 1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 -1.0
1 -1 0 0 1.0
1 1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0
D

PROC MATRIX FUZZ FH=15;
X
gegine values of g, Ne, 8 Alpha for the J and JX criteria (both regions);
F=4;
X For Sphere Box (BS);
GB$=0.516962000;
NCBS=1;X(factoria1);
ALPBS=1.54919334;
X For Cube box (BC); »
GBC=0.66280190s
NCBc=2s
ALP=1.67332005;
X For Sphere Star (SS):
GSS=0.58891494;
NCS=2;
X For Cube star (SC);
GSC=0.76028592s
FETCH D12 DATA=HAR3 COLNAME=CALL;
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I Input the Design Matrix for the "SCD4" design(k=4 Hartley Small Composite Design);
DATA HARGI
TITLE2 'K=4 SCD-Hartley';
INPUT BC I X1 X2 X3 X6;
X11=X1IX1ä X22=X2IX2; X53=X3IX3; X44=X6IX4;
Xl2=X1IX2; X13=X1¤X3; Xl4=X1IX4;
X23=X2IX3; X24=X2IX4ß
X34=X3¤X4;
X111=X1IX1IX1; X122=X1IX2IX2; X133=X1IX3IX3; X144=X1IX4IX4;X222=X2IX2IX2; X112=X1IX1IXZ; X233=XZIX5IX3; X244=XZIX4IX4;X333=X3IX5IX3; X113=X1IX1¤X3; X223=X2IX2IX5; X344=X3¤X4¤X4;
X446=X4IX4IX4; X114=X1IX1IX4; X226=X2IX2IX6; X354=X3IX5IX4;
X123=X1IX2IX3; X124=X1IX2IX4; X134=X1IX5IX4; X234=X2IX3IX4§
CARDS:
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 l -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 -1 -1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 -1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 -1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 -1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I;ROC MATRIX FUZZ3
Regine values of g, No, 8 Alpha for the J and JI criteria (both regions);

= I
F=8;
I For Sphere Box (BS):
GBS=0.41935912;
NCBS=1;I(axial)s
ALPB$=2.12132034;
I For Cube box (BC);
GDC=0.632455532; _
NCBC=2;
ALP=Z; A
I For Sphere Star (SS);
GSS=0.5;
NCS=3;
I For Cube star (SC):
GSC=0.7071D6781;
FETCH D12 DATA=HAR4 COLNAME=CALL;
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I Input fh• Dcaign Matrix for- th• "SCDS" d••ig·1

lk=5 Dr•p•r· $•n•11 C¤•po•it•
Designs

DATA DRASI

TITLE2 'K=§ SCD-Dr•p•r'I
INPUTBCBXIXZXBXQXSI
X11¤X1IX1I X22¤X2IX2I X$3¢)G*X3I X¢Ö*XÖ*X¢I X55=X5IX5I
X12*X1IX2I X13¤X1·l·X3I X14¤X1IX¢I X15¤X1IX5I
X23=X2¤·X3I X2¢b*X2IX¢I X2§¤X2*X5I
X34=X3IX·'•I X35=X3IX5I
X05*X‘•*X5I
X111¤X1·¤X1IX1I X122¤X1IX2IX2I X133•X1IX3IX3I X164¤X1IX6IX6I X155=X1IX5IX5I
X222=X2IX2IX2I X112¤X1IX1IX2I X233=X2IX3IX3I X244=X2IX4IX•'•I X255=X2I)GIX5I
X333=X3IX3IX3I X113=X1IX1IX3I X223=X2IX2IX3I X344=X3IX4IX6I X355=X3IX5IX5I
X4¢•6=X¢•IX4IXßI X114=X1IX1IX4I X22§=X2IX2IX¢I X33¢•=X3IX3IXßI X‘•55=X4IX5IXSI
X555=X5*X5*X§I X115¤X1IX1IX5I X2Z5=X2IX2IX5I X335=X3IX3IX5I X44S=X4IX¢'•IXSI
X123=X1IX2IX3 I X124=X1IX2IX4I X1Z5=X1IX2IX5I
X136=X1IX3IX6I X135=X1IX3IX5I X145=X1IX¢’•IX5I
XZ34=X2IX3IX6I X235=X2IX3IX5I XZß5=X2IX4IX5I
X345=X3IX¢IIX5I
CARDSI
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

“

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1
1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
1 -1 -1.0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 1.0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 -1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 -1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 -1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 D
I
PRW MATRIX FIZZI
I
D•fin• v•1u•• of Q, No. I Alpha for th• J und JI ¤r·it•ri• lboth r~•gi¤n•lI
K=5I
F=12I
I For- sph••~•

Box IBSII .
GBS=0.38529925I
MZ8$¤1IIl•xi•1)I
ALPD$¤2.S§§20780I
I Fur Cd! box (BCM
GBC=0.61964446I
!I:BC=2I
ALP¤2 . 25320285I
I For $ph•r·• Stau- (SS);
G$$¤0.44564517I
tII$=3I
I For C¤.b• star ISCII
$(30.6807342ßI
FETCII D12 DATA•DRA5 COLNAIE¤CALLI
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•
Inout

th•
Dunn Matrix hr the "SCD6"

4••1•n

uns N•rt1•v S••11
C•••••1t•

Dutenn
-

DATA HIIÖI

TITLE: °K¤6 SCD-H•rt1•v'!
IIOUT DC 0 X1 X: X! X4 XS X6!

Xtttuxulluxll!

XSIMXIIXSIMII
X6S6¤X6•XS•X6|
CARDS!
1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1
1 I 1 1 1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1
1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
1 -1 -1.0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 -1.0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 -1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 -1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
!

PRN MATRIX FUZZI•

D•r1n• v•1u••
•O

|. Me. 0
A1•h•

hr
th•

J
•h•

Jl er1t•r1• luth
r••1•n•1•

X¤6•
F¤16!
¤ For S•h•r• ux IDSI!

l hr Cuu ux (E1!
0ß¤0.61:0•16:!
•X:0C•2l
A1.P¤2.•70S0177•
¤ For S•h•r• Star ISS)!
0$S•0.606§:400!
ÄSUBI•

F•r Cuu
•t•r (SC)!

0SC•0.6600S2$4r
FITQ1 D1: DATA•MAR0 CILMA•l•CA1.L!
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I Input the Deeun Hetrlx fer the 'SCD7" 4•e1|n
tk-? Dreeer- $¤e11

c••••¤Ite
Design)!

DATA MAH

TITLEZ 'KI7 SCD-Dreur'!
IPOIITEIIIXZXS X41tS1IOX1t
I1IIXI•X1• X22•X2IX2• XSSIXÜÜXÄI It4•I1t4I1t4• IISSIIBIXSI x00|X0‘X01 X17IX7IX7•
XI2¤X1II2• XISIXIIXSI XIQIXIIXGI X15•x1IXS• X14•X1Ix6¤ X17•x1Ix7•
X23¤X2Ix!¤ X24¤xz•x•• X25¤x2•xS• X20IX2IX6| I27IX2IX71
XSGIXIIXH XSSIXSIXSI X!‘|X!lXOI XI7I1t!IX7•
XISIXOIXSI XÖÖIXÖÜXÖI 1l47•X4IIt7•
X56•X5IX0• XSTIXSIXII

XIZSIXIIXZIXSI XIZOIXIIX2I!t6n1I27IX1•X2IX7¤
IIISAIIIIIXSIXM XISSIXIIXSIXS! IIISGIXIIXSIXOI XI37IXIIl3IX7•

‘

XIGSIXIIXGIXSI X\40•X1I!t4I!l0• X147IXIIX4II7¤
1!156•x1IxsIx•• X1S7•!t1I!ßIx1•
X161¤x1IX•Ix7•
X2!4~xzIx!Ix4• XZSSIXZIIIIXM XZSÖIXZUXSIIÜI X2!1Il2I¤IIx1•
XZGSIXZIXAIXS! x2‘0|X2lX(lX‘1 It241I1t2II4•!(1•
XZSIIXZIXSIIM X2S7IX2IXSIX7I
1t201IX2IX6IX7•
XSGSIXXIXÖIXSI X3u~x:•x•Ix6• X!41•!t3I!t4I1t1•
l3S6IX!IIt§IXt• XSMIIIIXIIKII
11S07IXIIX0IX7t
XISAIXAIISIXM X4§7IIt4IXSI!t1!
11461•X4IXOIX7I
ISGYIIISIXIIXH
CARDS!
I I 1 I -1 1 I -1 1
1 I -1 I 1 -1 I I -1
1 I 1 -1 1 I -1 I 1
1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1
1 1 I 1 1 -1 I 1 -1
1 I 1 I 1 I -1 1 1
1 1 -1 1 1 1 I -1 1
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1
I 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1
1 1 I -1 -1 -1 -1 I 1
1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 I
1 1 -1 -1 I -1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
1 I 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
I 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 I -1 -1 -1 1
1 1 I -1 -1 I -1 -1 -1
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
I 1 1 I 1 -1 -1 I -1
1 I -1 1 I 1 -1 -1 1
1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1
I I 1 -1 I -1 I I 1
I I I I -1 1 -1 1 1
I 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 I
I 1 I -1 1 1 -1 1 -1
1 I -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 -1.0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 -1.0 0 0 0 0
I -1 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 -1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 -1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1.0 0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
I -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.0
I -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

0‘ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
l
PR$ IIATIIX PUZZI
KI7|
FIZII
I Fer Sehen lex IIS)! -0ISI.!!900$7I•
ICISIZI
ALPISI2.00090111!
I Per Cube hen 1ßI•
00CI.00S09000!
Äxlzl
lI.PI2.09090I11!
I Fer Smere Sur (SSI!
0$SI.87S70229I
WSI}!
I Fer Cube ster (SCI:
0SC•.tSOI!9!0!
F!T¤! D12 DATAIUAY C&NA!IICA1.1.•
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I
This prograa ia nn following EACII of th• Dafa files for ihs $CDs

Inpuf '1° if Spharieal. I '2° if C¤boid•1I
REGI$*ZI
TITLE4 '$ph•rica1 R•gi¤n° I
TITLE4 'tnboidsl Rsgion' II
C¤•aIut• {hs r•gion maanfsI
IF REGIGF]. TIIEN DOI
I¢B*|£8$I
@*GB$I
G$=§$I

' AI.PB*ILPBSI
IIII=18/IKIZ II
HIIJJ*HII8/IKNIII
IIIIII=38IIIIJJI
ENIII
IF REGIGI*Z TIIEN IIOI
|CB=NZBCI

I
$=G$CI
ALP8=ALPI
HII=1I/SI
IIIIJJ¤1.I/9I
IIIIII¤].8/SI
ENIII
I
Coupufs th• mmar of fitfsd I uififtsd aodsl $|'mIl|"$I
P1¤(K+]. IIIK•2 IO/ZI P2¤K|IK+1I8IK+2I8/6I
IK¤IIKII K2¢KOl K-]. IC/ZI IK2*IlK2 II
AX•2II<I I8=F•AX+I£BI N$=F+Ax•M:$I
H=f¢0L( IIIZII Iß*IlIIII IIISIIIIIBII
I
Consiruet Hu ngim mami m·tri¢•s u11. I w•11I
ZIKRIIIIKIOII Z1K2¤J(].IK2•0II Z(].¤Z].K' I
aK*JIK»K•°II ÜKZRIIKIKZIÜII ÜZKZRIIKZIKZIUII
Z<21=Z1II2 ' I D(2K=ZIO<2' I
IIJ].l(K¤JI IIKIIIII II III(K#III|IKI II.IIK].¤III1K|(' I
“ßZKz‘NIIJJ'IK2} IIJ$I<I<K¤4•I!II8IKI WSIIZKBZIIIIIIIKZI
IIIIKKRIIK IKIHIIJJ IOIKII IIIIII-HIIJJ I I
u11¤¤ 1l Izxxl Iwmcl Izxxz 1/1«zx1! Iuucxl Izxxl Izxxzr

//II.uu<1| Izxxl Iuuuzxl IDIKZI//(U21] Izxzxl Izxzx! IunnzxznIS11¤l0I !z1xI !z1x! Izxxz 11/I zx1I Ixx! Izxxl Izxxzx
//!zx1I Izxxl Iuusmzl IZIKZI//IDIZII Izxzxl Izxzxl Iwsxzxzn

I
Couasuts ‘I:h• v•].u•s of {ha •ea1•d dssign points for ·Ih• J I JI erifsrias
®2=GB#@I ä2¤$O8$I
§3=G828GBI $$¤G$28äI
ALP82*ALPBIAI.PII ALP2=ALP8ILPI
XOB*JI@•1•].II XIISRIINSIIIIII
X].AB¢( II].2l 1:FIS:K+! IäI//( IIIZI F•1:IBI5 :K•2

I8ALPB§ II
X].AS=( II].2I ].: FIS :K•2 IOGS I//I D12! F+1:N$I3 :K+2 I8ALPO§ I I
XIBBNDIZI1zFIK•3:P1•1IC@2I//(B12!F•1:|8IK•3 :P1+1 IOALPBZIGBZ I I
X].BS¤l D12! ].: FIK•S:P].+]. IIGSZ I//ID12! F+1:N$IK•3:P].+1 I8ALPZ&2 II
x1s¤xos! Ixus! IXIBBI X1S•X0$I Ixus! Ix1.ssI
X28¤III].2I1:FIP1+2:I|I|ß3I//JIII-FIPZIIIII ·
X2$=l D12! 1: FIP1+2:II IS-FIP2 I0 II
XPIB¤X].B ' ·!X].B I IXPIB*INVI XPIG I I
XPIG¤X].S'*X1$I IXPIS¤INVIXPIS I I
ZB¤X1B!IXPIOI ZBP¤E ' I
Z$¤X1$¤IXPXSI ZsP•Z$ ' IIR•t•·i•v• {lu u I v v•¤{¤rs for {ha CR I AR IIPCIOQIOSI
I8C=I.I1ZI1:|8I].II U$C=II].2I1:N$I].II
IBIIINIIABI IBC II I¤t¤lIIA6I IBC II

l
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VB=II12I1:IB,2I) V$=|I12I1:I8,2I)
IB=VBI82s US=V$8•Zs
IBIPDIAGI IB I) GH=DIAGIGI )
I
C¤Qut• V•rlyI, V••·IbI, V, I V! •.nd•r th• IR $tr•t•gy)
VIRB=IDB)
VIR$=ID$)
VARBIRB*EP!VIRB!ZB)
VARBIR$=öP!VIR$!ZS)
VBOXIR=IBIITRACE(U11!VARBIRBI I)
V$TARIR*NS8I TRACEI G11!VARBIR$ I I)
GJ'TIR*VBOXIRI IVSTARIR)
I
Couputo Varlyl, V•r(bI, V, I V! u1d•r th•

CR $tr•t•gys
CGNTRP*0) GJTCRRIIÖ,3 I) .
CIlNT¤0) G„|'TAR¤J|10,6I)
00 RP¤0 TO .9 BY .3)
CGNTRP¤1•CtlNTRP)
VCRB*IDB+RP8I IBC!I.BC ' I-RPIIBICI
VCR$*ID$+RP|IU$C!IBC' PRPIISC) ‘
VARBCRB=ZBP!VCRB!ZB )
VARBCR$¢Z$P!VCRS!ö)
VBOXCR=IBIlTRACE|U11!VARBCRBI I)
V$TARCR=&l TRACEI G11!VARBCR$I I)
IIJTCRI CIINTRP,1I=RP)
GITCR(CG.NTRP,2I*VBUXCR)
UJTCRICGNTRP,3 I¤V$TARCR)
I
Co¤put• Varlyl, Varlbl, V, I V! u•d•r tl·•• AR Stu-•t•gy)
00 RH¤0 TO .9 BY .3 IIIILEIRH LE RPI)
C¤INT¤1+Cu.N1')
VARB¤IIIB•·.5I(RP—|II1)I(IB!IB' I•.5I|

RP+RH III VB!VB' I~RPIIBN)
VAR$=III$+.5I( RP—RH II(G!G' I•.5II RP+RH III VS!V$' I—RPII.¤1)
VARBARB¤DP!VARB!B) VARBARS=Z$P!VAR$!ö)
VBOXAR=|8Il TRACEI U11!VARBARBI I)
VSTARAR=N$8I 'TRACEI GIIWARBARSI I)
GITARlCIlNT,1I=RP)
GJTARICG.NT•2 I¤RH)
GITARI CII.NT•3 I¤VBOXIR)
IlI'TARlCII.NT,ÖI¤V$TARAR) ‘

ENO)*RP)
Euuumm
I
Print Output v•1u•• of V I V!)
CIR=°IRbox' 'IRst•r';
CCR¤'RP' 'CRb¤x' 'CR•t•r')
CAR¤'RP' 'RH' 'ARb¤x' 'AR•t•r')
RALLSIII I2! ISI !~I ISI I6! !7! Ia! IQ! I1°I,

PRINT GITIR COLNAI1E¤CIR RGNI|f¤RALL)
PRINT GITCR COLNAI‘E¢CR RONA!E¤RALL)
PRINT GITAR COLNAIE¤CAR RONAI‘E¤RALL)

Note : The computer output on the next four pages was compiled from
ten runs of the above computer program (5 SCDs in 2 regions) .
The form is similar to the computer output for the CCDs , BBDs ,
and 1·'ACs shown in Appendices Q and R.

l

i
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Min-V I Min-B Designs

Spherical Region

V for the SCDs under the CR Strategy
I

RP VCSCD3B VCSCD4B VCSCDSB VCSCD6B VCSCD7B

0.0 15.2269 23.1583 48.6213 49.0201 102.220
0.3 13.9588 21.3108 40.9349 43.0141 84.401
0.6 12.6908 19.4633 33.2485 37.0080 66.583
0.9 11.4227 17.6158 25.5621 31.0020 48.765

V for the SCDs under the AR Strategy ·

RP RH VASCD3B VASCD4B VASCDSB VASCDGB VASCD7B

0.0 0.0 15.2269 23.1583 48.6213 49.0201 102.220
0.3 0.0 12.3225 18.7696 37.4914 38.7106 84.574
0.3 0.3 10.6861 16.2284 34.0479 34.4072 84.394
0.6 0.0 9.4180 14.3810 26.3616 28.4011 66.928
0.6 0.3 7.7817 11.8398 22.9181 24.0977 66.749
0.6 0.6 6.1453 9.2986 19.4746 19.7942 66.569
0.9 0.0 6.5136 9.9923_ 15.2317 18.0917 49.283
0.9 0.3 4.8772 7.4511 11.7882 13.7882 49.103
0.9 0.6 3.2409 4.9099 8.3447 9.4848 48.923
0.9 0.9 1.6045 2.3688 4.9013 5.1813 48.744

i
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Min-V I Hin·B Designs

Cuboidal Region

V for the SCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCSCDBB VCSCD4B VCSCDSB VCSCD6B VCSCD7B

0.0 16.6699 24.00 51.8174 50.9878 107.381
0.3 14.8900 21.75 42.9756 44.1620 87.665
0.6 13.1101 19.50 34.1339 37.3363 67.949
0.9 11.3302 17.25 25.2921 30.5105 48.233

· V for the SCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VASCDBB VASCD4B VASCDSB VASCDGB VASCD7B

0.0 0.0 16.6699 24.0 51.8174 50.9878 107.381
0.3 0.0 13.5190 19.5 39.8972 40.2715 88.668
0.3 0.3 11.7690 16.8 36.3222 35.8515 88.969
0.6 0.0 10.3680 15.0 27.9770 29.5551 69.955
0.6 0.3 8.6180 12.3 24.4020 25.1351 70.256
0.6 0.6 6.8680 9.6 20.8270 20.7151 70.557
0.9 0.0 7.2170 10.5 16.0567 18.8388 51.242
0.9 0.3 5.4670 7.8 12.4817 14.4188 51.543
0.9 0.6 3.7170 5.1 8.9067 9.9988 51.844
0.9 0.9 1.9670 2.4 5.3317 5.5788 52.145
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1
Hin—V* I Min·B* Designs

Spherical Region

V* for the SCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCSCD3S VCSCD4S VCSCDSS VCSCD6S VCSCD7S

0.0 97.2231 186.306 500.031 569.370 1432.79·
0.3 72.3266 140.547 364.295 417.127 1030.68
0.6 47.4302 94.789 228.560 264.884 628.57
0.9 22.5338 49.031 92.824 112.641 226.46

V* for the SCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VASCDBS VASCD4S VASCDSS VASCDSS VASCD7S

0.0 0.0 97.2231 186.306 500.031 569.370 1432.79
0.3 0.0 68.0562 132.947 353.598 403.228 1098.68
0.3 0.3 68.0562 132.103 352.417 401.709 1185.17
0.6 0.0 38.8892 79.589 207.166 237.087 764.58
0.6 0.3 38.8892 78.744 205.985 235.567 851.07
0.6 0.6 38.8892 77.900 204.803 234.047 937.56 ‘

0.9 0.0 9.7223 26.231 60.733 70.945 430.48
0.9 0.3 9.7223 25.386 59.552 69.426 516.97
0.9 0.6 9.7223 24.542 58.371 67.906 603.46
0.9 0.9 9.7223 23.697 57.189 66.386 689.95

i
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Hin-V* I Min-B* Designs

Cuboidal Region

V* for the SCDs under the CR Strategy

RP VCSCD3S VCSCD4S VCSCDSS VCSCD6S VCSCD7S

- 0.0 58.3338 93.1528
_

214.299 213.514 477.595
0.3 43.3960 70.2736 156.127 156.423 343.559
0.6 28.4581 47.3944 97.954 99.331 209.523
0.9 13.5203 24.5153 39.782 42.240 75.487

V* for the SCDs under the AR Strategy

RP RH VASCD3S VASCD4S VASCDSS VASCD6S VASCD7S

0.0 0.0 58.3338 93.1528 214.299 213.514 477.595
0.3 0.0 40.8337 66.4736 151.542 151.211 366.228
0.3 0.3 40.8337 66.0514 151.036 150.641 395.058
0.6 0.0 23.3335 39.7944 88.785 88.908 254.861
0.6 0.3 23.3335 39.3722 88.279 88.338 283.691
0.6 0.6 23.3335 38.9500 87.773 87.768 312.521
0.9 0.0 5.8334 13.1153 26.028 26.604 143.493
0.9 0.3 5.8334 12.6931 25.522 26.035 172.324
0.9 0.6 5.8334 12.2708 25.016 25.465 201.154
0.9 0.9 5.8334- 11.8486 24.510 24.895 229.984

{
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